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ABSTRACT 
PROŒEOINGSOF 14^ ILO REGIONAL SEMINAR 

The lack of adequate infrastructure and high levels of unemployment have 

become major constraints to socio-economic development in a number of 

developing countries. The recent unrest in some parts of the world has also 

revealed that unemployment is becoming more than a socio-economic issue 

and taking on the dimension of national security. Fortunately, the provision 

of essential infrastructure can be used to generate employment. The number 

of jobs that can be generated through infrastructure provision and 

maintenance can be enhanced by three to five times with the appropriate 

substitution of labour through the use of labour-based methods. 

This paper looks at the practices in a number of countries that have led to 

successful labour-based programmes and makes recommendations for 

creating an environment for the sustainable utilization of labour-based 

methods in generating employment while providing essential infrastructure 

for socio-economic development and poverty reduction. 
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INTRODUCTION The development and maintenance of infrastructure apart from 
supporting socio-economic development also have the potential for 

creating employment. Most developing countries have high levels of 
unemployment. Not only do high levels of unemployment have social 

consequences. Unemployment is becoming a national security issue. The 
recent unrests in the Middle East which have resulted in the overthrow of 
some governments though sought to address a number of fundamental 
issues; unemployment was, in a number of cases, the issue that triggered the 
mass demonstrations. 

The number of jobs that can be created through infrastructure 
provision and maintenance can be enhanced by 3 to 5 times with the 
appropriate substitution of people for machines through the use of the 
labour-based technology or employment intensive methods. There is also 
evidence that each direct employment creates 1.6 to 2 indirect jobs through 
multiplier effects. Infrastructure development and maintenance using the 

labour-based approach therefore can play a major role in poverty reduction. 
With up to 70% of public expenditure in low wage countries in Africa, Asia 

and Latin America made on infrastructure, the potential to create 
employment while providing essential infrastructure is huge. 

Majeres and de Veen (2001) define labour-based technology as the 
use and management of locally available human and material resources for 
the provision and maintenance of infrastructure and services. Appropriate 
labour-based technology aims at applying a labour/equipment mix that 
gives priority to labour but supplements it with light equipment for cost- 
minimization while ensuring adequate quality. Thus, labour-based denotes 
the flexible and optimal use of labour as the predominant resource while 
ensuring quality and cost-effectiveness. 

The use of labour-based methods in infrastructure maintenance and 
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constmction can, in addition to providing good quality infrastructure, 
provide a number of advantages. The advantages include providing needed 
infrastructure to support eommunity development with the potential to 
open up rural areas by improving aceess to services such as health and 
edueation; providing employment in rural areas, especially for women, 
thereby generating capital for other commereial ventures and improving 
rural eeonomies; reduetion in rural-urban migration, whieh is beeoming a 
big issue in developing eountries; the involvement of local communities in 
their own development therefore engendering ownership of public 
infrastructure and developing a eore of skilled labour within communities 
for the maintenance of the infrastructure provided. In spite of the foregoing 
advantages, the wider use of the technology continues to face ehallenges. 

GLOBAL EXPERIENCES IN THE USE OF LABOUR -BASED 
METHODS (LBM) 
Mainstreaming of the Labour-Based Approach 
The labour-based approaeh has been used through a number of programs 
and projeets in many developing eountries for infrastructure delivery and 
for. the creation of employment, usually with funding support from 
development partners and teehnieal assistance from the ILO. The programs 
have shown the approaehto be a eost-effective alternative to equipment- 
based methods for infrastructure delivery and maintenanee while providing 
mueh needed employment. 

Despite this realization, the mainstreaming of the labour-based 
approaeh continues to be difficult. The reasons for this situation are 
attributable to the lack of explicit government policies which actively 
promote the use of locally-based resources (including labour) in 
infrastructure delivery and maintenance in many developing countries. 
There is also the lack of general aceeptanee of the labour-based teehnology 
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which is perceived as primitive, low-tech and exploitive. There also 

continues to be a concern regarding the ability of the labour-based 
technology to produce infrastructure of comparable quality compared to 
those produced through equipment-based methods. 

The ultimate objective of this desired mainstreaming would be the 
integration of employment and investment policies, especially in 

infrastructure delivery and services provision with the adoption of labour- 
based methods where viable. Though the sustained use of labour-based 
technology continues to be a challenge, there are a number of lessons learnt 
from the use of the technology in a number of countries that can be used to 
create an environment for the sustainable generation of employment 
through the exploitation of the technology for the delivery and maintenance 
of infrastructure. The experiences from a number of countries with the 
lessons learnt are discussed under the following general headings of 
countries with multi-sectoral application of labour-based methods; country 
policy frameworks that are supportive of the increased and wider utilization 
of labour-based methods; country strategies that encourage the creation of 
cost-effective assets using labour-based technology; the use of public 
procurement to encourage the wider use of LBM; and countries with tools or 
methodologies for employment impact assessments in support of 
investment planning. 

The various headings under which various country experiences are 
discussed are very much inter-related. The country experiences discussed 
in the following sections have been carefully chosen to bring out best 
practices and usually embody experiences from many other countries. 

Experiences from the Multi-Sectoral Application of LBM 
The six year long Trabajar programs in Argentina which were in three 
phases and ended in 2002, with the second and third phases supported by the 
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World Bank, were used to provide infrastructure projects that included the 
construction and major repair of schools, roads, health centres, sanitation 
infrastmcture; electricity and gas networks. The eligible projects had to 
make extensive use of unskilled labour. The Trabajar programs were seen as 
successful because of the transparency attached to them. Clear guidelines 
were given for project selection and all beneficiaries were publicly 
advertised. Each proposed project had to be viable, based on a range of 
criteria. Moreover the districts were responsible for the implementation 
while central authority only provided guidelines, and carried out monitoring 
and evaluation. 

Lesothohas since 1968 used labour based methods for the provision 
of employment and rural infrastructure, particularly roads and in soil 
conservation; and in recent times for the provision of urban services. The 
experience from Lesotho suggests the need for capacity building of the 
various players, increased community involvement in the planning, 
monitoring and evaluation for the projects. Another lesson learnt was that 
the non-availability of work for labour-based contractors can pose a threat to 
the sustainability of the use of the technology. A similar conclusion was 
reached by Addo-Abedi(2008) for a labour-based contractor tracing study 
in Ghana. 

India has over the last four decades initiated a number of programs 
which use labour-intensive methods to primarily create employment and 
also provide disadvantaged communities with useful infrastructure. 
Among the schemes was the Employment Guarantee Scheme (EGS) of the 
state of Maharashtra which was introduced in 1972/73. The works used to 
provide employment were in agriculture, infrastructure provision and 
maintenance including minor irrigation works, soil conservation, 
afforestation, desilting of water storage tanks, stone cutting and; road 
constmction and maintenance. A program - the Jawahar Rojgar Yojana 
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(JRY) was launched in 1989 by merging two operational programs, the 
National Rural Employment Program (NREP) and the Rural Landless 
Employment Guarantee Program (RLEGP). Eighty percent (80%) of the 

total program costs were released directly to the village administrations to 
be used for village works. The remaining 20% went to the District Rural 
Development Agency (DRDA). Devereux and Solomon (2006) indicate 

that the devolution of power and funds to the villages was regarded as bold 
and innovative. 

The primary objective of the JRY program was the generation of 
employment for the rural unemployed and underemployed. The secondary 
objective was to create a base for sustained employment by improving rural 
economic infrastructure and creating community assets for the poor. There 
was also a stipulation that thirty percent (30%) of employment opportunities 
should be targeted at women and that 60% of the budget be allocated to 
wages and no more than 40% to materials. The JRY was later restructured 
and renamed as Jawahar Gram Samridhi Yojana (JGSY). The JGSY no 
longer became an employment generation program. The stipulation that at 

least 60% of the budget be used for wages was removed. Under the JGSY 
program, each village administration had the responsibility of preparing an 
annual action plan for works, according to the perceived needs of the 
people. 

Tanzania has since the mid-1980s, with support from a number of 
developing partners and technical assistance from ILO piloted the use of the 
labour-based approach. The projects have included road works programs, a 
rural access and mobility project, a community-based upgrading project, a 
small scale irrigation project and a municipal service delivery project. The 
projects which were all deemed successful demonstrated the importance of 
appropriate planning for development interventions, community 
participation in the design of infrastructure to fit the existing environment 
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and the need for capacity building in the use of the labour-based technology 
for successful outcomes. 

Country Policy Frameworks Supportive of increased Use of LBM 
One of the most important elements, the absence of which has made the 
mainstreaming of the labour-based technology difficult or slow in most 
countries, is a coherent and coordinated national policy. Most countries 
now recognize the need for national policies on labour-based technology 
and have began to take steps to address this deficiency. However, the 
development of national policies appears to be slow. Nevertheless, some 
countries have made some strides in this regard. The countries include 
Namibia, Tanzania, The Philippines and India. Most of these countries are 
yet to develop fully integrated policies. The policies are usually project 
generated and tend to be in the form of individual legislative instruments or 
embedded in other national initiatives and strategies. The policies 
nonetheless provide useful guidance for any country which intends to 
develop a comprehensive policy for mainstreaming the labour-based 
technology. 

Namibia is one of the few countries that has a comprehensive policy 
on the use of labour-based technology. One of the strategies for economic 
growth and poverty reduction involves the multi-sectoral adaptation of the 

use of Labour-Based Methods which has been piloted and mainstreamed in 
the road sub-sector. The objectives of the policy on labour-based works as 
contained in the Government's White Paper (2000) are to: encourage the 
substitution of labour for capital and use of labour-friendly technologies, 
thus substituting local resources for imports; ensure that Government 
procurement procedures favour the use of local resources and employment 
generation; stimulate and support small scale enterprises to implement 
labour-based technology; and maintain the labour absorption 
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characteristics of the various sectors of the economy that already utilize 
large amounts of labour. 

The policy also makes provision for the protection of labour since 
previous pilot projects had sought broad exemptions from labour laws for 
small scale contractors. It therefore included provisions for Government's 
commitment to preventing exploitation while encouraging the efficient and 
cost-effective use of labour; ensuring that existing legal conditions of 
employment and other statutory provisions on labour matters generally 

apply to employees in LBW; ensuring labour-based works are devised so as 
to result in the generation of additional employment as opposed to the mere 
displacement of jobs; and the incorporation of management/employee 
consultative structures in LBW as far as practicable. The policy further 
identifies the development of labour-based contractors as necessary for the 
sustainability of the labour-based methods in Namibia. 

Sibanda (2004) indicates that a number of lessons were learnt from 
the Namibian experience in the process of developing the policy on labour- 
based methods. Among the lessons were that: - a national policy is 
important for a co-ordinated multi-sectoral application of employment 
creation initiatives; policy alone is not enough (there is need to set up a 
catalytic unit to spearhead the adoption and implementation of the policy 
and that such a unit needs legal backing to be effective, e.g. for role players 
such as government ministries to provide it with information); whilst 
government departments can be instructed on what to do by way of 
directives, the private sector can only be enticed to implement socio¬ 
economic objectives by creating an attractive environment, whereby 
implementation of the employment intensive approach still makes business 

sense; and that developing an enabling legislative framework is a process, 
not an event (consequently, the process can take a long time depending on 
various factors such as the political commitment by decision makers, the 
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of the legal system, ete). 
One of the early policy directives in the Philippines was the passing 

of Batas Pambansa (Republic Act) 132. This was an appropriations act for 
public works and required the use of Labour-Based Methods (LBM) 
whenever technically feasible, provided for the particular project the 
estimated cost using LBM did not exceed that of the best alternative by 
10%; the estimated duration using LBM did not exceed that of the best 
alternative by more than 50%; the employment of workers for labour-based 
construction works did not unduly impair agricultural production; and the 
expected technical quality of the work was not inferior. 

This was followed by an Executive Order (EO) 336 in September 
1998 which directed the Department of Public Works and Housing 
(DPWH) and other government agencies dealing with public works to 
establish labour-based units in their respective agencies to pursue labour- 
based projects. The Order required the Department of Labour to recruit and 
train workers for the labour-based projects. The agencies were also 
mandated to encourage the private sector to get involved in the program by 
seeing to it that appropriate government-contractor relationships and 
processes became conducive for the purpose. 

In April 1999, another Executive Order, EO 94, provided a policy of 
the Philippine National Government on labour-based projects. This was 
contained in the Philippine Medium-Term Development Plan ( 1998-2004). 
It provided that "Labour-based Technology in infrastructure activities 
where feasible shall be promoted in support of employment generation 
efforts". EO 94 was followed by a Department Order 183 from the DPWH 
Secretary on 9th September 1999 expanding the coverage of the 

Government's Labour-Based Equipment Supported (LBES) program. A 
memorandum addressed to all regional directors, district engineers and 
DPWH officials followed on 29 November 1999 instructing that, in general, 
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the district offices shall implement all projects using labour-intensive 
methods or labour-based equipment supported methods of construction 
except under verified special conditions. Under these circumstances works 
could be undertaken by contract after public bidding. The memorandum 
added that for projects implemented by contract, contractors were required 
to maximize the use of labour-intensive construction techniques and 
employ workers coming from the barangays (communities) or adjacent 
barangays where the projects were located. 

Leoncio (2000) suggests that these Executive Orders and 
Departmental Memorandum Orders helped to extend the use of labour- 
based methods. They were used to facilitate the implementation of 
particular initiatives. They were not therefore adequately coordinated and 

some of the Orders were not always followed. Some of the targets set were 
therefore not achieved. Moreover, it was not always easy to assess the 
impacts. 

Over the years, Tanzania has developed some policies to help 
promote the use of labour-based technology in the provision and 
maintenance of infrastructure and services. The policies were embedded in 
various initiatives and strategies for economic growth and poverty 
reduction. The policies were developed to encourage the maximization of 
the use of labour. The policies and the initiatives or strategies within which 
they are embedded include the Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper (PRSP) 
which outlines the use of LBT on a sector by sector basis for implementation 
of the strategy and reporting; the Local Government Reform Program 
(LGRP) which aims at empowering the grass roots by enabling them to 
more actively participate in various development programs using LBT and 
the Prime Minister's office, Regional Administration and Local 
Government (PMORALG) which encompasses the country's local 
government administration and has adopted the use of LBT in the 
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construction and maintenance of district roads as a strategy. 

Country Strategies that encourage the Creation of Cost-Effective Assets 
Using LBM 
The EPWP in South Africa was conceived to meet the dual purpose of 
creating employment opportunities through public investments and 
building capacity to implement labour-based methods effectively. In June 
2003, the EPWP was discussed at the national Growth and Development 
Summit (GDS) - a summit between government, labour, and business; and 
identified community groupings. Phillips (2004) suggests that this raised 
the profile of the program and enabled it to be promoted as a wide-ranging 
program meant to address unemployment and poverty, therefore reducing 
the false expectations that the EPWP was a solution to unemployment on its 
own. The program was launched in May 2004 by the President of the 
Republic with a target of generating one (1) million additional jobs within 
five (5) years; that is by 2009. 

The EPWP was seen as a cross-cutting program to be implemented 
across all government and other state entities. The Department of Public 
Works was the overall coordinator of the program while a sector 
coordinating department was set up in each of the sectors. The EPWP did 
not involve the development of a new program but was rather the 
consolidation and expansion of existing best practices in South Africa.No 
special fiinds were thus created for the program. The projects were funded 
through the earmarking of funds under the normal budgets of line-function 
departments, provinces and local governments. 
The program focused largely on basic infrastructure and was to be multi¬ 
sectoral. The types of infrastructure regarded as suitable for construction 
using labour-intensive methods included roads, storm drains, sewers, water 
supply systems haulage of materials materials, electricity supply systems. 

12 
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housing, schools and clinics, 'fhe main objectives of the program therefore 
were to use labour-intensive methods to create employment opportunities to 
ensure that a large number of unemployed local people are drawn to 
productive work and to provide skills training to those employed under the 
program while working to enable them become economically active and 
ultimately access permanent employment; and to provide cost-effective and 
quality assets where eeonomically and technically feasible without 
compromising on end-quality. The various local governments and 
municipalities were required to identify projects that would yield work 

outputs for the unemployed. They were further required to restructure their 
systems through which infrastructure projects were conceived, designed 
and implemented. In addition, in order to meet the requirements of the 
program, the local governments were to ensure that workers who were 
employed under the program had access to skills training. By 2008, which is 
after four (4) years, the target of creating one (1) million new jobs had been 
achieved. 

The BPVVP faced some challenges despite largely meeting its 
objectives. One of the biggest challenges was mobilizing all national, 
provincial and local government bodies to implement the program. There 
was the tendency for other departments to see the Ei PVVP as a Department of 
Public Works Program rather than a multi-sectoral program for the entire 
government, 'fhere was also the need to overcome the view held by people 
involved in infrastructure programs that their task was to deliver 
infrastructure not to provide employment. Another challenge was 
overcoming the perception that projects using labour-intensive methods 
were more difficult to manage, take longer, are more costly and result in 
inferior quality o f the completed assets. 

d'he EiPWP has been seen as a largely successful Public Works 
Program. The reasons for the success included a very strong political 

13 
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support; a reasonably adequate planning and formulation process; good 
coordination participation in its formulation by major stakeholders. 

fhe Ciovernment of Tanzania has established a national framework 
referred to as ' faking [.abour-Basçd to Scale' for the widespread use of 
t.abour-Based Technology ([.B'f). The framework is to guide the 
promotion and implementation of LBT in an integrated manner in 
alignment with other national strategies and initiatives related to the 
country's development objectives and its poverty reduction process. 'The 
national framework comprises - the development and adoption of a National 
Policy on ld3T; promotion of knowledge and capacity in the public and 
private sectors for the planning and implementation of labour-based 
methods in Tanzania; providing the enabling environment for the 
implementation of works by the private sector using LB'T; and creating 
linkages, relationships partnerships and information sharing among 
stakeholders and implementing agencies in a coordinated manner. A four 
(4) year program was therefore set up to commence in the 2004 / 05 financial 
year. The program was launched by the Prime Minister in April 2005. 

The expectation was that by the end of the program, the use of l.BT 
would have been institutionalized in routine operations covering all aspects 
of planning, designing, budgeting and implementation of infrastructure 
works and services within the country. The longer term objective of the 
strategy is to create awareness, capacity and acceptance in the public and 
private sectors for the use of LB'T as part of decision-making rather than 
being seen as a separate special technology. The implementation of the 
program was expected to involve all stakeholders in the public and private 
sectors. A unit to be known as the l.abour-Based Technology Unit(LB'TU), 
to be housed within the Ministry of Works, was to be established to 
coordinate the program. The ITTf U was fo be strengthened adequately to 
be able to s|)earhead the implementation of the program in a coordinated 
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manner. An existing institution under the Ministry of Works - the 
Appropriate Technology Training Institute (ATTI) - was to be transformed 
and provided with the capacity to provide, coordinate, and monitor training 
in LBT at all levels while maintaining effective partnerships with other 
training providers. A National Steering Committee comprising decision 

makers from key related public and private institutions was to be established 
to assist in the creation of awareness on the potential of LBT at the highest 
levels and provide guidance to the program. 

Use of Public Procurement to Encourage the Wider Use of LBM 
Procurement interventions on infrastructure contracts which have sought to 

increase employment have involved the prescribing of the amount of the 
contract price which is to be spent on labour, or the prescribing of specific 
employment-intensive technologies on methods of construction in order to 
maximize the use of relatively unskilled local labour. These interventions 
are prescriptive and are not necessarily efficient. They can impact 
negatively on the private sector's ability to deliver the expected 
infrastructure in terms of time, cost and quality. Competition in protected 
markets may also not necessarily give value for money. The costs associated 
with such prescriptive interventions which are not always immediately 
apparent, including that required to administer such schemes, may be 
significant compared to if the works has been executed by the most efficient 
means. 

To overcome these challenges in South Africa which was 
confronted with historically disadvantaged groups and therefore had the 
need to innovatively bring these disadvantaged groups to fully participate in 
the economy led to the development of Targeted Procurement. Watermeyer 
(2000) suggests that Targeted Procurement allows socio-economic 
objectives to be achieved in a fair, equitable, transparent, competitive and 
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cost-effective manner. Targeted Procurement enables procurement to be 
used as an instrument of social policy both on a large scale and in a focused 
manner without resorting to set asides or being prescriptive. Targeted 
Procurement provides employment and business opportunities for 
marginalized and/or disadvantaged individuals, communities or groups 
while pemritting local objectives to be linked to procurement in a 
transparent, equitable, competitive and cost-effective manner. It also 
allows the social objectives to be quantified and verified. 

Through a variety of techniques, the targeted groups, even those 
who may not have all the necessary resources, capacity or expertise to carry 
out contracts in their own right are empowered to be able to win or 
participate in contracts. It is nevertheless done in a manner that does not 
guarantee contracts to the targeted group or enterprises. The expected 
beneficiaries are brought into the procurement process in a regulated 
manner. With respect to works and services, the targeted enterprises may be 
from anywhere in the country or from a particular geographical area or with 
a particular ownership structure. 

For small contracts with values below a predetermined threshold, 
direct preferences can be given to the target group to promote their chances 
of winning contracts. Where the contracts have values above the 
predetermined threshold, bidders could be made to compete on the basis of 
the cost of the works and the social benefits (social deliverables), which may 
accrue in the performance of the contract. The social deliverables could be 
the number of people to be employed or the proportion of the value of the 
contract to be spent on wages. The contracts would be awarded to the most 

advantageous offer, based on a combination of the evaluated tender price 
and the proposed social deliverables. This ensures that social benefits are 
obtained with the minimum possible costs to the government. 

To allow government to make use of private sector expertise and 
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knowledge of the markets, the contractors could be given tlexibility to 

decide on how the targeted groups are to be used rather than government 
prescribing the technology and the manner of involvement of the targeted 

group. The criteria for selection should be clearly specified in the tender 
documents for transparency. This allows sarrctions to be applied during 
contract execution if the selected bidder fails to deliver the contracted social 
deliverables. The extent to which targeted groups can benefit from public 
procurement depends on how constraints to their entry into public 
procurement are addressed. Usually this can be done through appropriate 
packaging of contracts to make them small enough to fall within the limits of 

the financial capabilities of the target groups. Other interventions may 
include the modification of the bidding requirements such as the elimination 

the provision of bid bonds. Designs may also have to take into account the 
likely technologies to be used in the delivery of the works. 

Large firms on big projects may also be required to sub-contract 
portions of the contract to targeted enterprises. This method has the 
advantage of helping create business linkages. Targeted procurement can 
therefore be used to promote employment-intensive works. The success of 
targeted procurement in the use oflabour-based methods would depend on a 
number of factors which include Government commitment in support of the 
stated objectives at higher levels; support from policy makers and those 
responsible for public procurement; motivation amongst target groups to 
take advantage of the opportunities created; and the availability of capacity 
within government departments for implementing the policies. Capacity 
for implementing policies should cover the ability to prepare 

comprehensive and unambiguous tender and contract documentation 
including appropriate designs; and the establishment of effeetive 
monitoring and reporting systems. 

It may also be important for Government to intervene in reducing 
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the internal constraints that small scale enterprises face if they are to take 
advantage of targeted procurement. I'he internal constraints include the 
lack of managerial, administrative and commercial skills; and technical 
knowledge which may inhibit business efficiency and success. Ordinarily, 
an entrepreneur should have direct control over these contracts if the 
support structures are in place. These deficiencies may be addressed 
through the provision of training, mentorship and exposure to good business 
practices through joint ventures and sub-contracting. 

The governments of the Andean Countries of Bolivia, Ecuador and 
Peru have recognized the potential of small scale contractors to participate 
in public procurement and to use labour-based methods to help generate 
employment. Yeng and van Dissel (2004) indicate that some of the 
strategies which have been introduced to promote the participation of small 
contractors in public procurement include a decrease in the required 
amounts for performance bonds; and the establishment of mechanisms of 
monthly payment retentions to replace performance bonds. Other 
complementary policies recommended are to - introduce general 
procurement policies allowing small contractors to participate in larger 
contracts through consortiums, associations or sub-contracting; establish 
special procurement programs that are aimed exclusively at the contracting 
of small scale contractors already operating in the market place; and 
institute temporary procurement programs targeted at newly formed small 
contractors which is to be done in conjunction with a result-based 
evaluation system for contract extension or cancellation. 

Countries with Tools or Methodologies for Employment Impact 
Assessments in Support of Investment Planningfor LBM 

It has been recognized by many countries that the use of labour-based 

methods can provide a number of advantages. Unfortunately, the mere 
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presentation of the advantages, no matter how plausible they may seem, is 

unlikely to sway politicians, planners, engineers, funding agencies and the 
intended beneficiaries to opt for this technology. The identified 
stakeholders would require empirical evidence on which to base their 
decisions. There should therefore be procedures and strategies for 
assessing the impacts of this technology choice and other alternative 
technologies. 

The immediate goal of such an impact assessment is to provide 
information on the effects of the specified development interventions or 

technology choices. The results of the impact assessment can be used to 
improve the effectiveness of future interventions or aid in the choice of 
technology for optimizing the desired objectives. For an impact assessment 

to be useful, it must provide information in a clear and succinct manner 
which decision makers can easily appreciate. It should therefore be based on 
the measurement of key variables, the definitionof which can be refined 
overtime. The assessment process must also be replicable with a 
methodology which is as rigorous as the targeted audience demands. 

Impact assessments have been carried out on a number of labour- 
based programs. The impact assessments were initially to validate the 
labour-based technology as a viable technology choice with positive socio¬ 
economic externalities. The impacts were largely to promote the use of 
labour-based methods where appropriate. With the intention of most 
Governments in developing countries in Africa, Asia and Latin America to 
mainstream labour-based technology, the impact assessments are shifting 
from proving that LBT is a viable alternative technology and becoming 

tools to help predict the effects of investments in labour-based infrastructure 
and services on the economy as whole to support budgetary allocation to 
sectors for desired economic and social benefits.Most of the countries 
which have had pilot projects have had some impact assessment carried out 
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on the projects. Most of these projects were rural roads. The assessments 
looked at changes in household incomes, changes in travel times and 
sometimes improvements in the local economies of the project areas 
without looking at the effects at the macro-economic level in the countries. 
A number of countries are now using impact assessments to look at the 
broader picture. Countries which have developed impact assessment 

methodologies and may be considered for adaption for other countries 
include Uganda, Cambodia, Paraguay and Tanzania. 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A number of programs in developing countries in Africa, Asia and South 
America have shown that labour-based methods can be used to generate 
employment in the provision and maintenance of infrastructure. 
Mainstreaming of the technology nevertheless continues to face challenges. 
Mainstreaming aims at the institutionalization of LBT in routine operations 
covering the planning, designing, budgeting for and implementation of 
infrastructure works and services. Thus, LBT would be considered as an 
alternative approach to be used when economically feasible for producing 
quality assets rather than as a special technology to be used in special 
programs for achieving social objectives. 

From the experiences of a number of countries, it is surmised that an 
appropriate and coherent national policy on the use of labour-based 
technology is a prerequisite for mainstreaming the use of the technology. 
The national policy must be supported with practical strategies which 
identify bottlenecks to the usage of labour-based technology and devise 
measures to overcome them. The successful promotion and utilization of 
the labour-based technology further requires consistent political support at 
the highest levels; adequate and sustained financing of programs using the 
technology; capacity building at central and local levels; decentralization of 
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the management and financing of infrastructure delivery; appropriate and 
transparent planning of programs, and sustained training. 

The development of a Coordinated National Policy and its 
implementation strategies should be led at the highest levels of government 

to demonstrate the importance government attaches to the use of labour- 
based technology towards achieving its development goals and addressing 
social objectives. This would also have the added advantage that the wider 
use of labour-based technology is not seen as a program for only one sector 
ministry but that it is an initiative of the entire government. The policy 

should be supported by e ffective strategics if the objectives of the policy are 
to be achieved. 

The strategies to be developed to help in the mainstreaming of 
labour-based technology should aim at ensuring that budgeted and 
approved financing for infrastructure development is sustained and released 
in a timely and predictable manner. I'his is because, more critical than 
equipment-based construction methods, non-payment or delayed payments 
for work done in labour-based works can disrupt projects. 

Cash fiow problems affect small scale enterprises which are thought 

to be the most attractive enterprises to implement labour-based works more 
quickly and seriously since they often lack sufficient collateral to obtain 
overdrafts. Labour is also finid and non-prompt payment of wages can 
cause them to migrate from projects to other areas where they are likely to 
reeeive prompt remuneration for their work. 

To be able to use the labour-based technology routinely as and as a 
culture would require that officials at central, regional and district levels 
who plan and prepare programs for funding have the capacity to be able to 
identify employment generating infrastructure development and 
maintenanee programs and integrate them into development goals and thus 
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include them in their annual budgets. The building of capacity would also 

ensure that designs for infrastructure are appropriate for the recipient 

communities and are made with the delivery methods in mind. It is 

recommended that capacity be built within sector ministries dealing with 

infrastructure delivery and their agencies and within district administrations 

to be able to routinely plan, and manage labour-based works. 

fhe succc-ssful mainstreaming of labour-based technology requires 

a decentralized project administration for successful outcomes. This 

involves the planning, the desigti, supervision and payment for work done, 

(t is recommended that project administration be decentralized by 

delegating authority and finances to local and regional administrations 

where appropriate. I’his should be supported with robust reporting systems 

and periodic auditing. 

With the shift towards the use of the private sector in infrastructure 

provision and maintenance it is critical that the private sector-small scale 

contracting enterprises, consulting engineering firms, community based 

organizations and Non-Governmental Organizations involved in 

infrastructure delivery arc developed sufficiently for them to be able to 

access the opportunities that the mainstreaming of labour-based technology 

offers them; and to effectively discharge their responsibilities. With 

contractors engaged in labour-based works it is conceivable that some may 

migrate to equipment based works while others may want to leave the 

construction industry to pursue other ventures. It is recommended therefore 

that for sustainability there should be a system for breeding new labour- 

based contractors. 

It is also recommended that to sustain the development of private sector 

|)artners engaged in the delivery of labour-based works and services, the 

procurement laws be amended to improve their access to public 
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procurement on provide an enabling environment through the introduction 

of policies allowing small contractors to participate in larger contracts 
through consortiums, associations and sub-contracting; the establishment 
of special procurement programs that target small scale contractors; and the 
institution of periodic procurement programs targeted at newly formed 
small scale contractors. 
It is further recommended that the possibility of eliminating the submission 
of bid bonds for projects of value less than, say, US$100,000 be examined. 
A decrease in the amount of performance bonds for projects with costs of up 
to, say, US$500,000 or the establishment of mechanisms of monthly 
payment of retentions to replace performance bond should also be examined. 

Global best practices suggest that infrastructure planning that 

involves local beneficiaries produces enthusiasm and engenders ownership 
in the beneficiary communities. This is especially so when the planning 
process is seen as transparent. 

Training is a crucial component of any labour-based program. Training is 
required to support capacity building within government agencies and also 
for the development of the private sector. Staff of various-government 
departments and agencies, at the central, regional and district levels, should 
therefore be trained in the planning and management of investment 
programs. The private sector be trained in effective enterprise management 
and also in technical skills necessary for the delivery of quality 
infrastructure and services. 

Other recommendations include the need to ensure the continued 
creation of awareness on labour-based methods among all stakeholders and 

the need to provide adequate protection of labour in any policy that is 
developed. It is also recommended that an employment impact assessment 
methodology be developed to assist sector ministries in budgeting. Sector 
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coordinating units for labour-based works should also be created in all 
ministries and agencies to encourage the effective coordination and 
promotion of the technology. 
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Public Private Partnerships (PPPs) for infrastructure development is an 

arrangement whereby the private sector provides infrastructure assets and 

services that traditionally have been provided by government, such as 

hospitals, schools, prisons, roads, bridges, tunnels, railways, and water and 

sanitation plants. The purpose is to ease the financial burden of the public 

sector and also tap into the competencies of the private sector in terms of 

efficient management. The forms of PPPs can be market oriented and non- 

market oriented. This paper discusses the potentials of non-commercial 

PPPs with employment focus on the basis of some current practices in 

Ghana. 

Market oriented PPPs involve the allocation of responsibilities, risks, and 

profits between the Public and Private Partners. Its modalities vary 

depending on the functions given to the private sector, such as designing, 

constructing, operating, managing, financing, and maintaining the 

ownership of the asset. Non-market oriented PPPs, on the other hand, are 

based on social mechanisms through flexible and reliable contractual 

arrangement. The experience on the application of non-market based PPPs 

is fragmented without guidelines and standards and the level of its impact 

cannot be easily assessed. Also, there are no institutionalized intervention 

points to enhance its sustainability. A general overview of its potentials in 

relation to some current practices in Ghana along the lines of non¬ 

commercial PPPs is presented with proposals on the relevant provisions that 

could be made to promote sustainable employment creation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Background Public Private Partnerships (PPPs) for infrastructure development has 
emerged due to financial constraints and the inefficiencies of the 

public sector. It is to tap into the huge potential of the private sector as an 
effective partner in development. The benefits of the concept gained 
significant recognition in the 1990's and it is geared towards private sector 
involvement in financing, maintaining, and managing infrastructure to 
complement the role of government in the provision of infrastructure. 
Usually, a contract between the public and the private partners fixes the 
objectives and standards, the mutual roles and responsibilities, the 
compensation as well as the liabilities. The modalities of these 
arrangements vary depending on the functions given to the private sector, 
such as designing, constructing, operating, managing, financing, and 
maintaining the ownership of the asset. Each of these options stands for 
various roles and levels of risk and responsibility of the partners. 

Public Private Partnership (PPP) arrangements are usually based on 
market principles whereby the private company decides autonomously on 
which services to provide, which consumers to attract and which fees to 
demand for, in national infrastructure with a view to making profits. The 
private sector in this category has little incentives to provide services in 
social project due to low profits. For this reason some PPP arrangements are 
targeted at the special needs of poor and vulnerable for social protection. 
These include employment focused PPPs. They are based on labour 
relations regimes (ERR) which differ fundamentally from traditional labour 
relations solely relating to either the public or private sector (Bordogna, 
2007b). This paper provides an overview of the PPP concept, discusses the 
role of PPPs in Social Protection and the significance for sustained 
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employment generation with practical examples from Ghana, as well as the 
challenges and some recommendations on how it could be expanded for 
wider benefits. 

Problem identification 
Though the concept of PPP has been widely accepted in various economies 
including Ghana, there is a concentrated effort on the commercialized 
aspects with a draft policy guideline and standards for easy adaptation. The 
scope of non market PPPs and the potentials for employment generation is 
limited and its application is fragmented. Whilst the labour regimes of the 
commercialized PPP arrangements are characterized by more precarious 
employment arrangements with low degree of job security, low trade union 
density, decentralized bargaining, low bargaining coverage, with strong 
competition on wages and labour costs by the private sector; that of the 
employment focused PPPs require that employment conditions are 
designed to essentially make the private fmn act more like the public sector. 

The elements for achieving this require specific intervention points defined 
for the purpose. These include new institutions and forms of social 
regulations which are able to limit competitive conditions associated with 
the private sector which are generally not adequately developed. 

Objective 
The objective of this study was to assess the potentials of non-market based 
PPPs for employment generation in infrastmcture development for social 
gains with examples from Ghana. 

Study Methodology 
The approach to this study involved primary and secondary data collection 
and analysis. The secondary data collection was based on a desk review of 
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relevant documentations on PPPs such as global/regional reports on the 
PPPs and reports on experiences of PPPs applications in some developing 
economies including Ghana. Primary data was collected through 
consultative meetings with selected stakeholder institutions with roles and 
responsibilities in PPPs implementation with a checklist. 

THE CONCEPT OF PPPs FOR INFRASTRUCTURE 
DEVELOPMENT 

Definition of the PPP Concept 
A PPP is simply a public and private sector agreement, which allows the 
private sector to perform some service delivery ftinctions which were solely 
supplied by the public sector. Usually the public sector bears the associated 
risks for the cost recovery of the investment made by the private sector for a 
significant period of time. The private entity receives a benefit/financial 
remuneration according to predefined performance criteria, which may be 
derived entirely from service tariffs or user charges; entirely from 
Government budgets or a combination of the both. For the private sector, 
PPPs offer new business opportunities and also provides an opportunity to 
contribute new ideas and also make profit. For the public sector PPPs can 
support increases in infrastmcture investment through funding support and 
better management with private sector's capacity and innovations at lower 

cost of services. Figure 1 gives an overview of the spectrum of possible PPP 
arrangements. 
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Source: Gentry (2004), Yale/UNDP Programme on Public- Private Partnerships 

Trends in the Development of the PPP Concept 

Global Trend 
Encouraged partly by public and partly by private players, the PPP eoncept 
has triggered effects at both international and national level, Info Resources 
(2005). PPP is commonly practised in the developed and the industrialised 
developing countries such as Indonesia, Malaysia and Mexico. In 
developed economies, the problems with this mechanism have included a 
generous hand of the publie sector behind the projects, a variety of 
subsidies, guarantees, barriers to competition, and contract renegotiation 
due to substantial errors in demand prediction (Engel et al, 1996). The 
Mexican government, for example, took on about 2 percent of GDP of 
private debt in 1994 to resolve problems faced by the coneessionaires' 
ereditors, (Ehrhart and Irwin, 2004). 

PPP Application in Africa 
The accelerated rate of expansion of the PPP concept in Africa has been 
mostly constrained by the failure to develop mechanisms for addressing 
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perceived risks to the private company in uncertain environments. In order 
to address this, there has been a need for support from multilateral agencies 
and the introduction of risk sharing agreements between the public sector 
and private concessionaires. Also, governments at times have needed to 
assume the liabilities of private sector operators. 

Ghana is experimenting with the concept and its application is still being 
explored. Currently, the Government of Ghana (GoG) is implementing a 
combination of policy and legal reforms, financing mechanisms, incentives 
and institutional support to bolster PPP arrangements for infrastructure 
development and services. A policy framework has been drafted to guide 
and streamline the implementation of PPPs for infrastructure development 
in Ghana but the focus is on market oriented PPP. The Draft National PPPs 
Policy has the following policy objectives: 

a) Leverage public assets and funds with private sector resources from 
local and international markets to accelerate needed investments in 
infrastructure and services; 

b) Encourage and facilitate investment by the private sector by creating 
an enabling environment for PPPs; 

c) Increase the availability of public infrastructure and services and 
improve service quality and efficiency of projects; 

d) Ensure attainment of locally and internationally social and 
environmental standards 

e) Protect the interests of all stakeholders including end users, affected 
people, government and the private sector; 

f) Set up efficient and transparent institutional arrangements for 
identification, structuring and competitive tendering of projects; 

Global applications of PPPs in infrastructural delivery have proved to be 
effective towards addressing the widening infrastructural gaps especially in 
African countries even though it faces some varying challenges depending 
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on the model of PPP adopted. Addressing these challenges would go a long 

way to deliver benefits for both the government and the private sector. 

MODELS OF PPPAPPLICATION 

There are several strategies for implementing PPPs, differing in purpose, 
service scope, legal structure and risk sharing. A single PPP can have the 
characteristics of several different forms. Examples include Build Operate 

and Transfer (BOT) Design Build Operate and Transfer (DBOT), Build 
Own Operate and Transfer (BOOT). For purposes of this paper, these are 
categorized into market and non market based PPPs. 

Market-Based PPP Models 
This can involve the private sector conceiving, designing, building, 
operating, maintaining and financing a project, thereby taking a 
considerable proportion of risks for profit. The guiding principles are: 

■ Value for money 
■ Risk allocation 
■ Affordability: End user affordability 
■ Clear Accountability 
■ Transparency 
■ Local content & technology transfer: 
■ Competition: As much as feasible all PPP projects should be 

subjected to a competitive process so as to obtain value for money 
and efficiency 

■ Contracting Authority, ownership and commitment 
■ Safeguarding Public Interest and Consumer Rights 

Examples of Market Based PPP Systems include the following: 
i. Contracting key functions in infrastructural development by public 
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sector to the private sector. In this instance funding is provided by 
the public sector and the private entity is contracted through 
competitive bidding to deliver a service. 

ii. Infusion of private capital and management to ease rising fiscal 
constraints. In Ghana there is an estimated accumulation of about 
50 percent financing gap in infrastructure development. The 
Government is adopting the market based PPP concept to 
address this issue for infrastructure development. 

Some of the areas of application of the market based PPP options covers, 
but is not limited to, the following; 

• Transport and logistics including highways and urban roads, rail, 
ports, airports, fishing harbours, bridges, and mass urban public 
transport. An example is the rail development programme. 

• Water projects including water supply, treatment and distribution 
and related infrastructure. An example is the management contract 
with Aqua Vittens. 

• Energy projects including hydroelectric and captive power 
generation projects, natural gas transmission and related 
infrastructure, electricity generation and distribution. An example is 
the construction of the Bui Dam. 

• Tourism projects including cultural centres, entertainment and 
recreational facilities and other tourism related infrastructure. 

• Industrial projects including industrial parks, special economic 
zones and related projects. 

• Irrigation projects some of these combined with power generation. 
• Social and IT infrastructure including education, culture, health 

infrastructure, housing and ICT such as the e-Ghana project with 
M/s I luawei of China. 

An overview of the Ghanaian situation is presented in Appendix l.Non- 
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1 Social and IT infrastructure including education, culture, health 
infrastructure, housing and ICT such as the e-Ghana project with 

M/s Huawei of China. 
An overview of the Ghanaian situation is presented in Appendix 1.Non- 
Market Based PPP Models 
These are based on social mechanisms through flexible and reliable 
contractual arrangements. The employment focused PPP falls in this 
category. The reasons why public entities foster this kind of relationship are 
multiple. The public sector sets the right incentive to the private sector by 
balancing the financial and social risks to all stakeholders by means of 
special instruments. Some of the conditions for successful implementation 
of non-market based PPP models are as follows: 

■ The cultural differences between public and private providers make 
it essential for both partners to be willing to cooperate. 

■ Those involved in the placement of the disadvantaged must be given 
appropriate incentives to integrate Jobseekers into the workforce. 

■ Either public or private, must have a sound understanding of the 
local economic situation and the freedom and flexibility to craft 
solutions that are relevant to their particular issues. 

■ Experience elsewhere demonstrates the necessity of constantly 
monitoring and modifying the Partnerships to yield the desired 
results. 

Examples of Non Market Based PPP Models include the following and an 
overview of the Ghanaian situation is presented as Appendix 2: 

i. Public-Private-Civil Society Partnerships (PPCPs): These are 
multi-sector Partnerships involving the private sector and/or 

government working with non-profit making actors such as social 
entrepreneurs, community development charities, church groups. 
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promotion of Labour Based Infrastructure Development 
projects. There are also different forms of labour focused PPP 
models. These include the following: 

a. Labour intemiediation services: This is a labour focused 
market based PPP system. It involves activities undertaken 
to improve the speed and quality of the match between 
available jobs, job seekers and training. The PPP 
arrangements is achieved by contracting out key active 
labour market training and placement services through 
competitive bidding, instituting user fees and paid services 
to the private sector. 

b. Ambitious labour market reforms: It is achieved by 
increasing the efficiency of employment services by 
combining the strengths of the private and those of the public 
sectors on the basis of public social policy goals to mitigate 
the risk of both suboptimal outcomes in private services and 
the inefficiencies of public employment services. Ghana's 
economy due to the impact of an estimated labour force 
of 11.5 million persons growing at 3.3% per annum 
makes it imperative that employment generation 
schemes are designed to address the problem. There is 
ample evidence that both problems can be significantly 
addressed through labour base infrastructure 
development approach. 

THE APPLICATION OF LABOUR FOCUSED PPPS IN GHANA 
Background 
The importance of PPPs in accelerating the provision of infrastnieture have 
been long acknowledged following govWnmenf s inability to solely provide 
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for the infrastructural needs of the country. Public Partnerships with the 

private sector has been articulated in Article 36 (2) (b) of the 1992 
Constitution which states that ? 

? he State shall, in particular, take all necessary steps to 
establish a sound and healthy economy whose underlying 
principles shall include affording ample opportunity for 
individual initiative and creativity in economic activities 
andfostering an enablin environment for a pronounced role 
ofthe private sector in the economy 

he current medium term annual ifrastmcture gap s estimated o be about 
USD2.5 billion which obviously cnot e inance exclusively by government. 
Thus, the government of Ghana seeks to encourage private sector 
participation in the country' infrastructure and public services development, 
uidelines for PPPs exist in many different policies and documents in Ghana 
such as the Private Sector Development Strategy I and II, National Trade 

Policy, etc. 

n 2004, Ghana developed PPPs policy guidelines aimed at establishing a 
clear financial, legal and administrative framework and eliminating 
obstacles to PPP arrangements. These however were not operationalised. 
Currently, government is inalising a comprehensive policy and legislative 
framework for Partnerships which eplaces the 2004 Guidelines. 

Deliberate Application of PPPs in Labourased Programmes in Ghana 
Some major labourased programmes where PPPs were implemented in 
Ghana are enumerated and discussed below: 

(i) he Feeder Roads Labourased Road Construction Programme 

The Programme was started in July 1986 as a component of the Fourth 
Highway Project under the sponsorship of the International Development 
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Association (IDA), t was designed for small-scale contractors and managed 

by the Department of Feeder Roads (DFR) under the Ministry of Roads and 
Highways.The PPP arrangements involved 

(ii) raining of contractors' supervisory staff in the application of 
labour-ased technology for the rehabilitation and regravelling of 
gravel-surfaced roads. By February 1995, about 343 supervisors 
including Managing Directors of the private contracting firms from 
all 10 regions of Ghana had been trained. 

(iii) rovision of light equipment and assorted hand tools worth about US 
$ 150,000 in te form of a bank loan payable over 48 months to each 
contractor. 

(iv) Assurance of each trained contractor of contracts (of about US 
$240,000) each year for the first 48 months after training, i.e. the 
equipment loan repayment period. The contract could be in the form 

of rehabilitation/regravelling or a combination of 
rehablitation/regravelling and routine/recurrent maintenance 

works. 

he selected contractors were largely small companies engaged in 
trading, farming, the running of small restaurants, and small building 
and civil engineering contracting with a few years of demonstrated 
competence in some construction works and a registere office in the 
project are (Twumasi-Boakye, 1996). he programme according to 
Ashong ( 1996) was developed in three phases namely: 

(i) raining of individual supervisors from small-scale firms together 
with foremen and engineers from DFR, 

(ii) eveloping company capabilities of contractors by making them 
responsible for the rehabilitation of 5km each of a trial site 
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under DFR supervision. This was used to assess the 
performance of the contractor and 

(iii) ompany development through continued site training 
assistance and monitoring of each contractor on full scale 
contracts of 20km of road rehabilitation. 

fter the about fifteen(15)years of implementing the programme, the 
programme was described as successful as bout 5,400 km of very poor 
rural roads were rehabilitated and created about thirteen million person- 
days of employment through productive work between 1987 and 2002. 
i PPs in Waste Management 

rivate sector participation in waste management in Ghana is a recent 
phenomenon. The private sector currently plays a major role in waste 
management in Ghana in view of the inefficiencies associated with public 
sector waste management and the associated rowing waste management 
challenges posed by increasing urbanization and consumption trends 
About SOpercent of waste management services delivery in Ghana is 
handled by the private sector. 

n 2006, the Government entered into a Partnerships agreement with 
Zoomlion Ghana Ltd to manage waste in the country to help address the 
countries sanitation challenges. Zoomlion Ghana Ltd is a private waste 
management company which works together with Metopolitan, Municipal 
and District (MMDAs) to ensure efficient and effective service delivery, in 
the areas of Solid waste collection. The company enters into service 
agreements with the various MMDAs to manage waste at agreed monthly 
costs, t currently handles 70 percent of the solid waste generated in the 
towns and cities of Ghana and operates in all 
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Metropolitan/Municipal/District assemblies in Ghana. 

oomlion also has a service agreement with government under a government 

initiative dubbed he National Youth Employment Programme(NYEP) 
where it engages the youth in waste management activities under the NYEP 
Waste and Sanitation Module. The company currently has a field staff of 
65,100 under the Waste and Sanitation Module of the NYEP and a core staff 
of3000. 

ervices undertaken by Zoomlion Ghana for the MMDAs include door to 
door collection system in the low density areas of the urban centres, and 

communal collection system in the high density areas, pre-collection in 
areas of poor accessibility based on the se of Manual and 
otorized Tricycles introduced by Zoomlion, Landfill management. 
Landscaping and Beautification services. Janitorial and Indoor cleaning 
Services, Vector Control Services and Fabrication and sale of Reftise 
containers. 

he main challenges to private sector participation in waste management in 
Ghana as identified by Agyepong (2011) includeinadequate government 
financial support and delayed payment of government subsidies, weak legal 
and regulatory framework, paucity of skilled manpower, weak research 
support and rapid urbanization and poor planning. 

otential Labourased Programmes for the Enhancement of PPPs in 
Ghana 

ome potential areas where PPPs can be applied and enhanced include; 
1. ocal Production of Hand-tools for Labour Based Road 

Construction Projects : This include the use of existing local 
industrialized entities such as the auto mechanics at the Swame 
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magazine who produce improvised vehicle parts, local blacksmiths 
who produe locally made guns, GRATIS which produces local 
agricultural machinery such as cornmills etc. 

2. revision of Site and Service Facilities for Housing Development; 
This includes the instutionalisation of ongoing practices by some 
private real estate enterprises (e.g. Elite Kingdom and Investments) 
that singularly finance the provision of basic utilitie in 
neighbourhoods where they are lacking. Special cost recovery 
arrangements could be made between the government and such 
entities at reduced rates to generate employment in communities 
from such practices. Examples include the following: 

• oads: The construction of key infrastructure for accessibility 
such as drainage facilities, culverts, drains etc. 

• ater: - Pre-financing of the extension of pipelines for pipe 
borne water into new neighbourhoods and construction of 
private boreholes. Others are the emerging trend where 
some private entities scout communities for infrastructural 
needs such as water andenter into special cost recovery and 
maintenance arrangements for the service to be provided. An 
example is M/s Hydrofon' approach to providing 
community water to communities. The company identifies 
communities in need of water and goes into a contractual 
arrangement for the drilling and treatment of a borehole 
which is then paid back by the community on arranged 
terms. 

• nergy: Procurement of high capacity private generating 
plants, transformers and extension of electricity into new 
neighbourhoods without electricity which could be shared 
with other community members at arranged cost recovery 
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mechanisms and user fees systms for maintenance. 
enewahle Energy:New introductions could be soliciting 
private investments into low cost renewable energy from 
mini-hydropower projects 

• aste Management: such as wste-to-energy projects (both 
solid and liquid), industrial and agricultural waste 
management and biogas projects. 

onstraints to the Expansion of Employment Focused PPPin Ghana 

enerally the application of labour focused PPPs is passive but its promotion 
is essential and must be ursued and sufficiently developed for higher 
gains. The major constraints towards the achievement of this include 
the following: 

• ifficulty in attracting private capital/ funding for investments due to 
the high commercial risks associated with infrastructure 
development with a socialized labour administration. 

• bsence of umbrella legislation for PPPs in Ghana. The Policy 
Guidelines for the Implementation of PPPs in Ghana remains an 

administrative document with no legislative support even though it 
provides for the use of the existing laws on public procurement, he 
draft PPP policy document is also passive on non market PPP'. The 
only aspect of the draft PPP policy framework which address 

employment is the clause which stipulates that projects should be 
structured to encourage the maximum use of local content and 
technology transfer. It further indicates that as much as posible, the 
PPP arrangement should facilitate the promotion of local industries 
and the private sector in Ghana, flowever guidelines are yet to be 
issued to take account of margin of preference. Even though the 
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National Employment Policy (NEP, 2004) states aso that Labour 
Intensive Technologies will be integrated into sector programmes, 
the Policy is not consistent with other relevant polices for private 
sector such as macro and micro economic policies. There is also no 
provision in the Public Procurement Ac that covers procurement 
under PPPs. This does not create an appropriate policy and legal 
framework for effective PPPs in the country as it sometimes leads to 
the creation of special conditions of contract which may not be 
sustainable. 

• eak institutional and human resource capacity for the application of 
PPPs in the country coupled with limited knowledge about best 
practice and scaling up of such an approach. There is thus limited 
business experience of traditional entrepreneurs in such n approach. 

• PPs in social protection present a complexpictureto the private 
sector particularly in on arket-oriented Partnerships where the poor 
and vulnerable are usually not in the focus of the private partner. 
The private sector has little incentives to provide services to the poor 
due to high cost of providing such services or infrastructure and low 
rofits because of low consumption or lack of payment culture. This 
thus requires new forms of social regulation which are able to limit 
competition in liberalised markets, 

• nequal Partnerships, for example the relationship between weak 
public agencies and strong private companies which endanger he 
otentially right balance in the Partnerships regarding mutual 
responsibilities, mutual risks and mutual opportunities. This creates 
high risks in cases where the public sector fails to identify, quantify, 
and manage the complexities involved in such mechaisms 

ecommendations for Employment Focused PPPin Ghana 
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hile the benefits and advantages of the employment focused PPP can be 
significant, they are not automatic, rather, the positive outcomes have to be 
earned through acknowledgement of the special needs of the poor and the 
implementation of labour protectionmechanisms, a conscious identification 
of suitable projects and the creation of an enabling environment for it to be 
applied. 

otentUil Mechanisms for Employment Focused PPP in Ghana 
n order to promote employment focused PPP there is need to attract private 
capital into the sector. The challenge is how to attract private sector finance 
at competitive cost for the provision of innovative products that are suited to 
the needs of employmnt focused PPP. In Ghana, ample provision is made in 
Section 3.2.2 of the shared hana Shared Growth Development Agenda 
(GSGDA) which seeks to attract private capital from both domestic 
and international sources for infrastructure development. However, 
the modalities are yet to be defined, ome recommended ways by which 
this could be addressed include: 
) Deepening financial intermediation he Government could make the 
banks adequately resourced to meet the challenge of financing such 
ventures with special credit arrangements such as affordable credits. 

) Pursuance of diversity in ec/uity arrangements for such scheme such 
as 

(i) he introduction of Equity Shares: Absorption of private capital 
through the equity shares mobilized at the local level using rural 
banks for projects. 

(ii) stablishment of Local Currency Guarantee FacilityBy providing 
local currency guarantees and mobilising domestic credit and 
capital markets, it mitigates risks and facilitates local currency 

financing of infrastructure. 
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(iii) stablishment of Local SMEs, financial markets herebycommunities 

can reduce foreign exchange risks and handle specific managerial 

challenges, such as revenue collection. 
(iv) stablishment of Special Funds under Domestic Private Sector 

Participation Initiative (DPSPÎ): It houldaim to promote the 
development and leverage of greater financial and technical inputs 
from the domestic private sector including SMEs. For example, 
Water and Sanitation Projects (WSP) thatcanaddress he problem of 
ack of access to water and sanitation for the poor and focus on 
community-based small-scale solutions for rural areas 
nfrastructural needs 

(v) rovision of loans, guarantees, finance and technical assistance for 
local development projects that are implemented by the 
communities, individuals, groups which have the potential to 
influence policy and practice that in turn can lead to a scaling-up in 
mployment generation.or example ommunity-Led 
[nfrastructure Finance Facilities Schemes (CLIFF) could be 
established. 

nahling Environment Requiredfor Employment Focused PPPin Ghana 

ell designed employment focused PPPs require certain key pre-conditions 
which need to be present as they are critieal in delivering successful 

outcomes. These have been identified as the definition of a policy guideline, 
establishment of appropriate legisature, institutional arrangements and 
capacity building. 

(i) olicy Context of Employment Foeused PPP: There is need to 

formulate a policy framework to guide employment focused 
PPPs. The Ghana Shared Growth Development Agenda 
(GSGDA) makes provision for the creation of employment and 
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income earning opportunities tbrrapid and sustained poverty 
reduetion. It also mentions the active eollaboration between the 
publie and private sectors, including public-private 
partnerships and civil society organizations. The Medium Term 
Development Plan (MTDP 2010 - 2013) and the 201 Budget 
Statement and économie Policy define some potential 
activities for labour based technologies as presented in 
Appendix 3. The essence is to reate employment through the 
implementation of these programmes, here is therefore a need 
to set elear guidelines on employment focused PPP in 
Ghanawhich will introduce Labour market integration, 
delivered by local public-private Partnerships. It 
sliouldembody market and non market eombination strategies, 
knowledge and means from public and private seetor in order to 
raise awareness and to create a real demand. 

(ii)egislation: Employment focused PPP require less restrictive 
employment legislation for faster job ereation. Though the 
constitution and the Ghana labour Act (2004) makes some 
legislative provisions for labour protection in the Labour 
Regulaions (seetions 73 item 2) it fails to protect casual 
workerswho form the majority of the labour force in LBT 
programmes to ensure decent work. For example casual 
workers are not defined as either temporary or casual within the 
definitions offered in the Act. There is therefore a need for to 
establish in law a setof general principles and rules for PPP 
proeureinent that will be flexible to accommodate non market 
principles. 
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(iii) rocurement and Contracting Procedures: Generally 
employment focused polices especially PPP require targeted 
procurement arrangements with flexible inputs to suit a social 
order. Current procurement regulations on eontracting systems 
in Ghana need to be rvised to meet the needs of Labour Based 
Contracts in terms tender specificatins, tendering eonditions, 
procedures and documentation. For example there is need to 
rclassify and reduce the scope of tenders for smaller eontracts to 
suit Labour based. There is therefore a need for a targeted 
procurement guideline for non market PPP systems. 

(iv) nstitutional Framework: It is useful to have a degree of 
institutional flexibility to encourage experimentation and 
innovation for the implementation of the employment focused 
PPP systems, urrently, one of the labour institutions have a 
specific policy directed at regulating Labour Based 
Technologies in Ghana. Thus tere is need to identify a speeific 
institution or institutions which will be charged with 
operationalising LBT works in Ghana. Such an institution or 
institutions willdrive this process across the spheres of 
government and facilitate the development of employment 
foeused PPP in Ghana. The institution can draw on the advisory 
services already established for promoting PPP in Ghana 

(v) apacity Development: Employment focused PPPs requires some 
eombination of market and social principles, eapacity building 
is necessary for all stakeholders in the process. Flowever, it 
represents a substantially new paradigm for Government. Its 
successful mplementation will depend on the development and 
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retention of appropriate skills and expertise for such purpose 
through the establishment of skill development for common 
services in areas with overlapping skills Examples include 
■ echnical Assistance FacilityThe TAP is an initiative 

established to deliver short and medium term technical 
assistance and capacity building through the provision of 
advisers, training, secondments, workshops. 

■ ocal Content and Technology Transfer- Promotion of local 
resource based produetion ctivities uch as the Rural and 
Urban Entrepreneurship and Artisan Project (RUEAP) to 
provide capital and technical support to potential businesses 

(vi) rivate Sector: mall and Medium Scale Enterprises (SMEs) 
are likely to be more flexible in the use of local technology, 
materials and labour for better integration into local 
economies. However, they lack the experience to establish 
and maintain effective Partnerships asrequired under such 
PPP arrangements. It is therefore important o provide direct 
business support in the delivery of non market PPP 
services. 

(vii) esearch: This new sector for PPPs requires further research 
to set standards on mutual roles and responsibilities. Hence, there is 
need to provide enhanced research support to research institutions 
and universities for research in PPPs so as easily accessbest 
practices that can be adopted. 

nderstanding the Needs of the Vulnerable for Social Intervention 
Programmes: 
n order to assess the needs of the poor, it is necessary to review existing 
initiatives or activities related to the poverty-nvironment nexus, and 
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identify actions already taken and information available. If poverty 
assessments, especially through participatory poverty assessment, have 
already been conducted by the proponent' own office. Governments or civil 
society, this information can be used to inform the project identification 
phase. Participatory poverty assessment is the most popular technique for 
assessing the needs of the poor and seeks to incorporate the perspective of a 
range of stakeholders in order to understand poverty in its local, social, 
institutional and political contexts. Such assessment information helps to 
identify the needs of the poor as well as entry points for incorporating 
poverty reduction aspects nto a project (NEP Project manual,) 

ONCLUSION 
he private sector' responsiveness and special capabilities can make a 
substantial contribution to improved matching in infrastructure delivery 
and employment generation. While the public sector' awareness of the 
social responsibility of employment services ensures that all groups are 
served binging them together can improve employment opportunities for 

all. Lessons from some experiences relating to the successful cooperation 
and competition of public and private sector initiatives indicates that both 

sides, the public as well as the private, nd furthermore the 
people/beneficiaries can profit from public-private and development 
Partnerships,(Dang Kim Chung and Matthias Meissner, 

2011).Governments therefore need to explore this untapped potetial and 
also create an enabling environment for consensus among all key 
stakeholders on the fundamental issues on employment based PPP 
programmes. 
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Appendix 1 Implémentation Framework for Market Based PPPs in Chana 
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Appendix 2 Implementation Framework for Employment Focused PPPs in Ghana 

TYPES OF 
SCHEMES 
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The Expanded Public Works Programme (EPWP) is a nationwide South 
African programme aimed at creating 4,5 million work opportunities across 
three (3) spheres of Government and in four (4) defined sectors, namely the 
infrastructure, social, non-state and environment and culture sectors. The 
Programme is co-ordinated by the National Department of Public Works 
(DPW), as mandated by the South African Cabinet. 

At the end of the 2010/11 financial year, 17,710 projects were reported 
across the programme (DPW, 2011, p2). The quantity of EPWP projects 
makes it a requirement that the Programme has a sound inter-governmental 
and sector institutional framework arrangement. This paper will consider 
the intergovernmental cooperation and coordination under the EPWP and 
will outline the mechanisms put in place to institutionalise the EPWP within 
9 provinces and 283 municipalities. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Background to the EPVVP 
The EPWP was introduced within the context of the South African economy 
being plagued by plagued by unacceptable levels of structural 

unemployment. The official unemployment rate, as per the 2011 quarter 
two (2) release of the Labour Force Survey, recorded unemployment at 
25,7%, which equates to 4,583 million persons (Statistics South Africa, 
2011, p6). Over an eleven (11) year period, ranging from 2000 to 2011, the 
lowest unemployment rate recorded was 21,86% in 2008 and a peak of 
30,4% in 2002. The unemployment continues to be worsened by the global 
economic crisis. 

Within the context of staictural unemployment. Government, Business and 
Labour constituencies, agreed at the 2003 Growth and Development 
Summit that public works programmes 'can provide poverty - and income 
relief through temporary work for the unemployed to carry out socially 
useful activities (Mediae, 2003, p5). The constituencies agreed that the 
EPWP was one of a range of immediate interventions required to address 
unemployment. Other immediate interventions included Public Investment, 
Sector Partnerships and Strategies, Local Procurement, Small Enterprise 
Promotion and Supportfor co-operatives. 

Consequently, the LPWP was introduced in 2004 by the South Africa 
Government. Through the Programme, work opportunities for the 
unemployed would be created through public bodies applying labour- 
intensive techniques to existing Government expenditure on goods and 
services. The key policy aspects of the Programme were that: 
• the Programme be mainstreamed into normal mandates of public 
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bodies, 
• that any increases in EPWP budgets should be motivated through 

line function Departments; 
« it should not displace workers employed under the Basic 

Conditions of Employment Act, 
• it should provide people with employment for as long the work 
opportunity is required; and 
• it should provide the employment benefit to as many people as 
possible. Working conditions under the EPWP is governed by the 2010 
Ministerial Determination on EPWP, which specifies a minimum wage of 

R60 per day per worker on the Programme (Department of Labour, 2010, 
pll). 

The first phase of the EPWP was approved by Cabinet for the period April 
2004 - March 2009 and a target of creating one (1) million work 

opportunities was set. At the end of this period, 1,6 million work 
opportunities were created under the Programme (DPW, 2004 - 2010, p2). 
Based on this achievement and continued high unemployment. Cabinet 
approved the high level proposals for EPWP Phase 2 in June 2008 and the 
EPWP Business Plan at the Cabinet Lekgotla in January 2009. 

The second phase of the EPWP proposed that work opportunity targets be 
scaled up significantly in order to contribute to halving unemployment by 
2014. Over the period April 2009 to March 2014, the programme is 
expected to create 4,5 million work opportunities. 

Key changes to the Programme under EPWP Phase 2, include the 
introduction of targets and accountability across Government, in which 

each public body would be assigned annual job creation targets and political 
and administrative heads commit and are held accountable for achieving 
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these targets. Other changes include the introduction of an incentive grant 
within the Programme, the introduction of the non-state sector and the 
provision of technical assistance to public bodies implementing the 

Programme. 

Targets per Sphere of Government 
The EPWP Business Plan for Phase 2 has assigned clear EPWP targets per 
sphere of Government (DPW, 2010, plO). I'hcse targets are related to the 
budget allocations per sphere. 

’table 1: EPWP targets across the three spheres of the Soiilh African Government 
Sphere/ 
Years 

Local Provincial National Non- 
State 

Totals 

2009/2010 182 607 247 325 100 068 20 000 550 000 
2010/2011 208 032 281 720 104 248 48 000 642 000 

2011/2012 267 920 370 420 133 660 96 000 868 000 
2012/2013 349 129 501 283 183 588 176 000 1 210,000 

2013/2014 440 721 659 286 249 994 300 000 1 650 000 

Totals 1,448,409 2,060,034 771 557 640 000 4 920 000 

All three spheres of Government are expected to contribute to EPWP Phase 
2. In terms of the spread, National Programmes are expected to contribute 
15,7%, Provincial Programmes 41,9%, Municipal Programmes 29,4% and 
Non-State 13%, to the overall targets. 

The EPWP targets reflect a steep increase in the latter part of Phase 2, which 
indicates a few critical factors, namely: that institutional arrangements 
within the programme need to be clearly defined in order for all sectors to 

achieve on the programme, that new expansion areas need to be considered 
so that the annual average increase of 37% as from year 3 can be achieved, 
and that the programme should ensure that all issues of under-reporting are 

eradicated. Table 2, below reflects the steep increase in EPWP targets. 
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Table 2: Increase in work opportunities over 5 years 
Pe riod Targets % change per annum 
2009/2010 550,000 
2010/2011 642,000 ■17% 
2011/2012 868,000 35% 
2012/2013 1,210,000 39% 
2013/2014 1,650,000 36% 

Each Province has a clear target to be achieved, per sector and per annum. 
These targets have all been agreed to by the Premiers of the Provinces. The 

process of concluding Protocol Agreements between the Minister of Public 
Works and each of the nine (9) South African Premiers of Provinces were 
concluded in 2009. The overall 5 year targets are reflected below. 

Table 3: 5 Year Work Opportunity Target across all provinces (2009/10 - 2013/14) 
5 Year Targets wo Target % ofTarget 
Eastern Cape 258,741 12% 
Free State 150,296 7% 
Ciauteng 344,717 17% 
KwaZulu-Natal 424,089 20% 
Limpopo 250,499 12% 
Mpuiua langa 161,487 8% 
Northern Cape 106,193 5% 
North West 183,066 9% 
Western Cape 204,770 10% 
Totals 2,083,857 100% 

In 2010, a process was undertaken to assign targets for each of the 283 

municipalities. However, the table below reflects the percentage 
contribution of municipalities in each province to the overall local sphere 
target. 
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Tabic 4: Distribution of Municipal Sphere targets within Provinces 

MuniciptUitics in 
South Africa 

WO 
2009/10 

WO 
2010/11 

WO 
2011/12 WO 2012/13 

WO 
2013/4 Total 

Eastern Cape 28,559 32,557 41,886 54,452 68,541 225,9% 

Free State 11,661 13,294 17.103 25,625 27,987 95,670 

Gauteng 32,204 36,712 47,232 61,402 77,289 254,840 

KwaZulu-Natal 38,201 43,549 56,027 72,836 91,681 302,293 

Liinpopo 23,497 26,787 34,462 44,801 56,393 185,939 

Mpumalanga 12,212 13,922 17,911 23,285 29.309 96,639 

Northern Cape 4,698 5,356 6,890 8,957 11,275 37,176 

North West 14,283 16,282 20,948 27,232 34,278 113,023 

Western Cape 11,523 13,137 16,901 21,971 27,656 91.187 

Total 176.837 201,595 259,361 340,561 424,410 1,402,764 

Percentage WO 2009/10 WO 2010/11 WO 2011/12 wo 2012/13 
WO 

2013/4 Total 
Eîaslcm Cape 16% 18% 24% 31% 39% 16% 

Free State 7% 8% 10% 14% 16% 7% 
Gauteng 18% 21% 27% 35% 44% 18% 
KwaZulu-Natal 22% 25% 32% 41% 52% 22% 
Limpopo 13% 15% 19% 25% 32% 13% 

Mpumalanga 7% 8% 10% 13% 17% 7% 

Northern Cape 3% 3% 4% 5% 6% 3% 
North West 8% 9% 12% 15% 19% 8% 

Western Cape 7% 7% 10% 12% 16% 7% 

Protocol Agreements concluded 
Since 2009, the Minister of Public Works and DPW has undertaken a 
process to conclude Protocol Agreements with Provinces. In 2009, the 
Minister of Public Works signed Protocol Agreements with the Premiers of 
Provinces. 

The aim of these agreements is to facilitate the establishing and agreeing on 
a framework for cooperation and coordination; promoting the objectives of 
the EPWP by increasing the number of full time equivalent Jobs; confirming 
the Province's agreement and commitment to achieving the targeted number 
of full time equivalent Jobs in the Province by 2014 (with specific targets 
agreed to); promoting the EPWP ineentive grant and to incentivise eligible 
publie bodies in the Province to increase labour-intensive employment 
through EPWP projects and programmes that maximise Job creation; 
eonfirming the Province's agreement and commitment to assisting and 
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mobilising municipalities in the Province; specifying the institutional 

structures that oversee, monitor and report on progress in implementing the 
EPWP and achieving the EPWP targets; and providing for mutual assistance 
and support in respect of the programmes and initiatives of the EPWP. 

All of the above-mentioned Provincial targets (table 3 above) were included 
and specified in the Protocol Agreements. The duties clearly specified the 

role of the Minister and the Premiers. 

In terms of the Protocol Agreements, the role of the Minister of Public 

Works is to: provide national policy leadership and direction on the design, 
framework and implementation of the EPWP; report to the Cabinet on 

progress in implementing the EPWP and achieving the EPWP targets; 
mobilise political leadership at national, provincial and local levels to 
ensure the effective implementation of the EPWP in these spheres; convene 
and chairs the Public Works Intergovernmental Forum, which will oversees 
the implementation of the EPWP; and enspre that DPW receives the 
resources necessary and sufficient to enable it to provide technical support 
to participating public bodies, monitor the implementation of the EPWP and 
evaluate the impact of the EPWP. 

As per the Protocol Agreement, the role of the Premier is to: provide 
provincial leadership and direction on the implementation of the EPWP in 
the Province; ensure that the Province meets its specified targets; appoint a 
member of the Provincial Executive Committee to coordinate and lead the 
EPWP in the Province; appoint members of the Provincial Executive 
Committee to be responsible for promoting the EPWP in the infrastructure, 
social and environmental sectors; assist and mobilise municipalities in the 
Province to meet specified targets; ensure the effective coordination of 
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participating public bodies in the Province and monitor the implementation 
of the EPWP in the Province; ensures that the EPWP is incorporated in the 
infrastructure plan or provincial growth and development plan of the 
Province; ensure that the provincial departments incorporates EPWP FTE 

targets into their programme plans; ensure that the Province's EPWP targets 
are incorporated in the performance agreements of senior officials 
responsible for implementing the EPWP in the Provinee; report on 
implementation of the EPWP in the Province and progress in meeting the 
Province's EPWP targets in the Premier's annual speech at the opening of the 
Provincial Legislature; report on the implementation of the EPWP in the 
Provinee to the Presidential Co-ordinating Council; ensure that the EPWP is 
a standing agenda item at meetings of the Provincial Executive Committee 
and the Extended Provincial Lekgotla; and ensure that the Provineial 
Treasury complies with the Department's requirements for disbursing the 
EPWP incentive grant in the Provinee. 

As from October 2010, a process to commit Mayors to the EPWP was 
undertaken, with over 205 of the 278 municipalities signing the Protocol 
Agreements by 31 July 2011. Similar to the Agreement with the Provinees, 
the agreements with the munieipalities create a basis for cooperation and 
engagement on the EPWP. The Agreements are signed between the 
Minister of Public Works, the Premier and the Mayor. All the duties of the 
Minister of Publie Works and the Premiers remain the same. The role of the 
Mayor is to: provide leadership and direction on the implementation of the 
EPWP within the Municipality; ensure that the Municipality meets the 

targets speeified in a Protocol; appoint a member of the Executive 
Committee to coordinate and lead the EPWP within the Municipality; 
appoint members of the Executive Committee to be responsible for 
promoting the EPWP in the infrastructure, social and environmental 
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sectors; ensure the effective coordination and monitor the implementation 

of the EPWP within the Municipality; assist and mobilise departments 
within the Municipality to meet the targets; ensure that the EPWP is 
incorporated in the infrastmcture plan and development plan of the 
Municipality; ensure that the Municipal departments incorporates EPWP 
ETE targets into their programme plans; ensure that the Municipal's EPWP 

targets are incorporated in the performance agreements of senior officials 
responsible for implementing the EPWP within Municipality; report on the 
implementation of the EPWP within the jurisdiction of the Municipality to 

the Provincial Coordinating Committee; ensure that the EPWP is a standing 
agenda item at meetings of the Municipal Executive Committee (Council); 
and ensure that the Municipality complies with the requirements for 
disbursing the EPWP incentive grant 

Institutional Arrangements 
The Programme has several institutional arrangements; however the key 
Committee's will be included below. It is critical to note that the work of all 
Committee's culminate in the report to the Public Works Intergovernmental 
Forum (PWIF). 

The key Committee's are as follows: 

• PWIF; 

• National Coordinating Committee (NCC); 

• Provincial Coordinating/Steering Committee (PCC); 

• Sector Specific Committees; and 

• District Coordinating/Steering Committees. 
A brief summary of each forum is provided below: 
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PWIF 
This Committee consists of the Minister of Public Works; the provincial 
MECs responsible for the EPWP; a representative of the South African 
Local Government Association (“SALGA”); and any other person whom 
the Minister may from time to time invite. The PWIF coordinates and aligns 
the implementation of the EPWP; considers the progress towards achieving 
the EPWP targets, assesses performance, detects failures and initiates 
preventative or corrective measures where necessary; considers any policy 
challenges or programme design issues emanating from the national or 
sector coordinating committees; conducts an annual review of 
intergovernmental protocols concluded by the Minister and provincial 

Premiers on the implementation of the EPWP; and performs such other 
functions as the Minister may determine. 

NCC 
Only one (1) NCC exists. The Deputy Director-General (DDG) responsible 
for the EPWP in the DPW convenes the National EPWP Coordinating 
Committee. The NCC consists of the DDG, the national EPWP Unit, the 
EPWP national sector co-ordinators, the EPWP provincial co-ordinators 
and any other person whom the DDG may from time to time invite. The 
NCC monitors and evaluates the progress of the EPWP across all spheres 
and sectors of government; identifies constraints to the implementation of 
the EPWP and consider possible solutions; identifies EPWP best practice 
examples; reports to the Minister on the implementation of the EPWP and 
progress on meeting EPWP targets; and undertakes any planning, design, 
implementation and technical support issues raised by a sector or Province. 

PCC 
These Committees are established in each province and therefore nine (9) 
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NCCs exist. It is co-ordinated by the provincial DPW in all Provinces (the 

Department of Transport in KwaZulu Natal Province), and is comprised of 
the Provincial EPWP Co-coordinators from DPW, DPW Regional EPWP 
Co-coordinators, Sector Lead Departments - Department of Social 
Development, Department of Environment Tourism and Economic Affairs; 

Premier's Office; Police, Roads and Transport; the Independent 
Development Trust, the Department of Cooperative Governance, 
Municipalities, SALGA and other relevant stakeholders. The PCC provides 
provincial coordination of EPWP implementation in the province towards 
realization of EPWP targets; supports implementation, monitoring and 
efficient reporting; including access to various sector incentive grants; 
provides coordinated support to implementing municipalities, mobilizes 
provincial and local stakeholders; facilitates training and capacity building 
of municipalities and beneficiary groups; develops and implements the 
provincial communication strategy on EPWP; provides support to secure 
and unlock programme budgets; identifies and address capacity needs for 
the efficient delivery of EPWP and reports to the DDG/Head of 
Departments (HODs) of the Provincial Public Works and the National 
Coordinating Committee. 

SSCs 
Each of the four (4) sectors has committee's within each of the nine (9) 
provinces and a Committee at national level that oversees the activities of 

the entire sector. Members of these committee's consist of Departments that 
contribute to the Programmes within each sector. The role of these 

committee's is to draft sector plans; facilitate reporting of w/o by all 
contributing stakeholders; market the sector to ensure improved 
performance; assist contributing departments to meet their targets; monitor, 
evaluate and report on sector specific targets and activities; and facilitate 
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training and capacity building of sector role players. 

DSCs 
These are relatively new committee's organized at a District Municipal 
level. These committee's are started with the support of the lead Provincial 
EPWP coordinating Department. The aim of these committee's is to 
facilitate all activities within a District area across the various EPWP 
spheres. To date, committee's have been established in the Eastern Cape and 
the Western Cape Provinces. 

DISCUSSIONS 
The EPWP is largely associated with having a central oversight and 
coordination through DPW, which is typical of large public works 
programmes (Department of Public Works, 2007, plO). However, the 
programme with respect to the targets is decentralised through EPWP 
projects being aligned to national, provincial and local grants. The targeting 
setting and endorsement process of EPWP Phase 2 will assist to decentralise 
the programme to a local sphere level. This process has not fully been 
realised, however, it addresses a critical limitation of EPWP Phase 1. Under 
EPWP Phase 1, DPW was responsible for overall coordination although the 

Department does not have an appropriate authority and control over public 
bodies. The decentralisation of the coordination of the EPWP will however 
require regular engagements between the various spheres of Government in 
order to improve coordination, avoid duplication in efforts and ensuring 
consistency in the application of the Programme. 

DPW will be expected to continue its overall coordination function , which 
will include the development the funding frameworks, conditions and 

mechanisms for the EPWP; advising and reporting to the Minister on all 
aspects of the EPWP; providing technical support to participating public 
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bodies in the Province; monitoring the implementation of the EPWP against 

its targets and evaluating the impact of the EPWP; designing and 
implementing a national communication strategy for the EPWP; and 
documenting and publicising best practices in the EPWP. 

The above-mentioned committee's (as highlighted in section 5) is a limited 
representation of the myriad of structures that exist within the Programme. 
Additional stmctures are normally created based on certain problems that 
arise. Within any Province, there are at least five (5) Committees that 
discuss the EPWP. It is also often difficult to measure the efficiencies of 
institutional arrangements. There is also not a clear link between 
programme achievements and its institutional arrangements due to other 
influencing factors such as political buy-in, funding constraints and 
capacity constraints. 

The development of institutional arrangements is a slow process and at 
minimum the rollout DSCs will continue up to the end of EPWP Phase 2. 
Over the next two (2) years, various awareness campaigns would be 
required to ensure that relevant EPWP officials are aware of the EPWP 

commitments that have been agreed to. More importantly, these DSCs 
should form the backbone of measuring performances of public bodies, 
which has traditionally varied significantly across public bodies. 
Ultimately, there may be as much as 44 forty DSCs across the country, 
covering all four sectors of the Programme. The funding and support to 

these Committees will vary per province and will have a large impact on the 
functioning of the Committee's. These DSCs are also knowledge sharing 
fonims and the effectiveness of providing programmatic information from 
national and provincial spheres to the local sphere and vice versa is vital. 
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CONCLUSION 

In order to develop viable institutional programmes the EPWP undertakes 
the following: 

• Encourages Committee's to discuss lessons learnt between the 
various Provinces in terms of the optimal mix of institutional 
arrangements, together with the appropriate focus and 
representation; 

• Undertakes an extensive medium review, where external service 
providers are procured to assess the Programme from a coordination 
and institutional arrangement perspective. This would also require 
the establishment of benchmarks for effective and efficient 
coordination and institutional arrangements; 

• Compares the cost and outputs of the various Provinces through its 
institutional set-up; and 

• Develops best practice models for coordination and programme 
management. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Council for the Built Environment (CBE), South Africa, is a statutory 

body that was established in 2000 by an Act of Parliament as an overarching 
regulatory body for the six active built environment professions (BEPs) in 

South Africa (Engineers, Architects, Landscape Architects, Quantity 

Surveyors, Project and Construction Managers and Property Valuers). The 

South Africa government has developed a new growth and developrnent 
trajectory for the country called the New Growth Path (NGP). The NGP has 

put infrastructure investment as a priority jobs driver. The objective of this 
paper is to elaborate the policy approach that the CBE has adopted to 

support the NGP's goal of using infrastructure development as the key jobs 

driver as the South African government has allocated a total infrastructure 

spending budget of $ 105 billion (ZAR811 billion) to 2014. 

South Africa has a rich history of implementing labour-intensive 

construction methods, however, there has not been a formal public sector 

response that targets built environment professions (BEPs) to intensify their 

response and support of labour-intensive construction methods. The CBE 
being the regulator of BEPs is proposing a holistic policy approach that 

addresses demand-side, supply-side institutional and cross-cutting issues. 

The demand-side will address market making issues whilst the supply-side 

will ensure that the curriculum and CPD activities of BEPs support the goal 

of job creation and most importantly, supports the foreign trade policy of 

government by establishing qualification recognition agreements with 

Global South trading partners especially in Africa. _ 

Keywords: Council for Built Environment (CBE), New Growth Path, 

Labour-Intensive methods. Infrastructure development, holistic policy 
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INTRODUCTION: 

The growth and development objectives of South Africa are elaborated 
in two key national government planning documents; the Medium 

Term Budget Policy Statement (MTBPS) and the New Growth Path (NGP). 
In October 2010, the Minister of Finance unveiled the MTBPS which sets 
the spending orientation and priorities of government for the period up to 
2014. The MTBPS is a broad budget policy statement of government which 
sets the spending priorities of government, whilst the Medium Term 
Expenditure Framework (MTEF) sets the actual budget allocation per 
department and function for the whole of government for a three-year to 
five-year period. Key features that are of relevance to the built environment 
in the 2010 MTBPS is the allusion to a requirement of a new growth path 
underpinned by infrastructure investment in transport, energy, water, 
communications and housing infrastructure investment to stimulate job 
creation. The MTBPS states that the South African government will 
investment $105 billion (ZAR811 billion) to 2014 on new infrastructure 
investment, specifically targeting the abovementioned sectors. 

In November 2010, the Minister of Economic Development unveiled the 
New Growth Path (NGP) for South Africa which refines government 
thinking on the role of economic and social infrastructure to drive job 
creation. The NGP speculates that up to 250 000 jobs a year can be created 
by investments in energy, transport, water and communications 
infrastructure and in housing by 2015. It envisaged that job growth will 
come from construction of new infrastructure, operation of the new 
facilities, expanded maintenance and the manufacture of components for 
the infrastructure programme through the maintenance of high levels of 
public investment. 
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The objective of this paper is to present the policy approach that the CBE has 
adopted in order to steer BEPs under its stewardship to support the growth 
and development objectives of South Africa. 

EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE OF THE CONTRIBUTION OF LABOUR- 
BASED TECHNOLOGIES TO JOB CREATION AND ECONOMIC 
GROWTH IN SOUTH AFRICA 
Chapter 10 of the Infrastructure Barometer (2008) publication of the 

Development Bank of South Africa (DBSA) simulates the three possible 
socio-economic infrastructure investment scenarios for South Africa from 
2008 to 2014 using a macro-econometric model that captures the dynamic 

interactions between macroeconomic performance and poverty and income 
distribution at household level. These scenarios are presented in Table 1. 

Table 1: Infrastructure investment policy scenarios 

Group A Policy scenarios 
based on 2008/11 Ml? 
planned infrastructure 
expenditure. 

Group Et Policyscenarios based on 
2008/11 planned 
infrastructure expenditure plus 
employmenintensive infrastructure 
inwstment 
(I.e. infrastructure that has a high 
laboupabsorbing capacity) 

Group C Policy scenarios based on 
2008/11 MT? planned Infrastruote 
expendture plus employment 
intensive infrastructure in\«stment 
and guaranteed public employment 
(EPWP). 

Scenario A1 Full (100%) 
implementation of govemmentf 
infrastructure investment plan. 

Scenario B1 Full (100%) 
1 implementation of govemmentfs 
infrashicture investment plan. 

Scenario Cl Full (100%) 
implementatton of govemmentfs 
infrastnjcture investment plan. 

Group A Policy scenarios 
based on 2008/11 ivn? 
planned infrastructure 
expenditure. 

Group Bt Policyscenarios based on 
2008/11 MTff planned 
Infrastructure expendture plus 
employmentntensive infrastructure 
investment 
(I.e. infrastructure that has a high 
laboupabsorbing capacity) 

Group C Policy scenarios based on 
2008/11 frTT? planned infrastruote 
expendture plus employment 
Intensiv« infrastructure Investment 
and guaranteed public employment 
(B’WP). 

Scenario A2 Partial (50%) 
implementatton of govemmentf 
infrastructure plans due to 
institutional, social, economic o 
political reasons. 

Scenario B2 Partial (50%) 
i implementation of govemmentfs 
infrastructure plans due to institutiona 
social, economic or political reasons. 

Scenario C2 Partial (50%) 
implementation of govemmentfs 
inftastaicfure plans due to institutional, 
social, econorai or political reasons. 

Scenario A3150% public 
investment scenario that is 50% 
above scenario A1 or planned 
government investment. 

Scenario B3150% public investment 
scenario that is 50% above scenario/' 
or planned government investment. 

Scenario C3150% pubfic investment 
Iscenario that is 50% above scenario A 
or planned government Hvestment. 

Source: kifrastructure BarometaZOOS 
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The simulation results presented in Figures 1-3 clearly show higher 
economic growth rate effects and a massive impact on poverty and 
inequality. The 2008 economic meltdown should have put a damper on 
these simulation results but the scenario results are based on current 
baseline government infrastructure expenditure of $105 billion (ZAR811 
billion) forthe 2011/13 MTEF i.e.uptothe year 2014. 

FIGURE 63: AVERAGE ECONOMIC GROWTH ACROSS SCENARIOS. 200e>2014 
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Figure 1: Average Economic Growth across scenarios 
Source: Infrastructure Barometer 2008 

FIGURE 65: POVERTY RATE ACROSS SCI SARICS /014 lAi i C«-.JU.'S- 
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Figure 2: Poverty rate across scenarios 
Source: Infrastructure Barometer 2008 
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« Ro»«rty 
RM* 

Figure 3: Inequality and poverty across scenarios 
Source: Infrastructure Barometer 2008 

The above simulation results have been confirmed by the Fiscal and 
Financial Commission (FFC) computable general equilibrium (CGE) 
model of the economy which computed the gross impact of public sector 
investments using the CGE macroeconomic model. The model simulated 
the sectoral impact of infrastructure investment in the following five sectors 
with the following results (Table 2): 

Table 2: Sectoral response to infrastructuie investment 
Sector EcoiHxnic 

Q-owth 
fhi|toyment 

(Urtnn/Rural) 
Gross tvage 

(Utnn/Rural) 
Uneiqpioyment Comnient 

Water 
infrastructure 

0,02 0.00 41,10 0,01 41,12 0,01 Unennployment is not hugely 
inpacted as this scctoruses 
relatively highly skilled labour 
and has weak forward and 
backward linkages with general 
economy. 

Heakh 
inlrastmcturc ~ 

0,13 012 0,15 0,11 0,89 -0,1 Unemployment is hugefy 
inpacted i.e. has positive 
employnent multipliers firstly 
because these sub-sectots use 
relatively unskilled labourand 
secondly has strong forward 
and backwm'd linkages with 
general cconon^. 

Eectrkity 
infrastructure 

0,19 0,2 41,04 4),17 

Roads and 
transport 
infrastructure 

0,44 0,14 0,46 0,64 232 41,14 

ICr infrastmcture 0,34 No data 03 41,4 No data 
Source: fiscal and Financial Comnissiao, 2009. 
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The scenario results from the DBSA together with the FFC results clearly 
show the superior developmental outcomes of the group C scenarios where 
employment intensive construction methods and the Expanded Public 

Works Programme (EPWP) have a large impact on economic growth, job 
creation and poverty reduction. These positive socio-economic 
developmental impacts are the intended outcomes of government's 
infrastructure investment programme of poverty reduction through 
employment creation. The FFr macro-economic model supports the 
outcomes of the DBSA simulation with the added dimension of high job 
creation throughout the general economy due to strong forward and 
backward linkages to the general economy. 

The Infrastructure Barometer (2008, pi8) states that the design of public 
investment programmes shapes the actual impact on growth and equity by 
determining who benefits and who pays for investment and operating costs. 
The key to achieving the simulation results will therefore be greatly 
determined by how infrastructure investment projects are designed, with the 
design for maximum job creation being an important component. In 
explaining the pro-poor positive impact of infrastructure investment, the 
Infrastructure Barometer (2008, pi8) states that the links between 
infrastructure development and pro-poor growth are positively correlated 

and are underpinned by the following interventions amongst other 
interventions: 

1. Creating infrastructure assets that give the poor access to 
markets and lower their production and transaction costs {this is 
mainly relevant to rural development) 1. 2. Maximizing 
the use of labour-intensive technologies to implement public 
investment projects by the government generally and by public 
enterprises. 
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3. Involving the poor directly in public works projects by 
hiring poor people in the construction, maintenance and delivery 
of infrastructure services. 

4. Investing heavily in the constmction of social sector assets, 
such as schools and health clinics, and in accessible and 

' affordable economic services to the poor, such as housing, 
transportation and sanitation. 

Lastly, in discussing the upstream impact of infrastructure investment, the 
Infrastructure Barometer (2008,) states that infrastructure development 
increases demand for both labour and construction industry inputs. A 
continuous investment programme can thus give a sustained boost to 
employment and feeder industries. However, the DBSA report states that 
the extent of the upstream impact on labour and the construction inputs 
sector depends on the design of programmes, in particular the choice of 
technologies and procurement strategies which is an area that is directly 
within the mandate of CBE through its oversight and regulatory role of the 
design professions in the built environment. 

The Infrastmcture Barometer (2008, p266) concludes by stating that public 
social and economic infrastructure investment can help growth and 
development, however its impact on development indicators, especially on 
inequality and poverty, depends significantly on the strength of its link to 
employment creation. 

HISTORY OF LABOUR-INTENSIVE INFRASTRUCTURE 

DEVELOPMENT IN SOUTH AFRICA 
The Constmction Industry Development Board (CIDB 2004: 2) traces the 
de jure formalisation of labour-based infrastructure development methods 
in South Africa to the 1997 Green Paper on Public Sector Procurement 
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Reform which set the objective of job creation through infrastructure 
investment through the following policies: 

• Ensuring that the foreign content in contracts involving goods, 
services and works is minimised. 

® Encouraging the substitution of labour for capital. 
« Supporting the use of “labour friendly” technologies which utilise a 

higher degree of labour input than is the case for conventional 
technologies, or are well suited to implementation by small scale 
enterprises. 

• Encouraging and developing small scale enterprises to implement 
employment intensive practices and “labour-friendly” 
technologies. 

The CIDB (2004: p2) further states that employment-intensive methods or 
labour-based methods and technologies have been employed in South 
Africa on construction projects which include rural gravel roads, low level 
bridges, small dams, residential township roads (surfaced and gravel), water 
and sewerage reticulation for townships, bituminous surfacing of roads, low 

voltage electrical reticulations, storm water drainage systems, and on-site 
sanitation. Road maintenance projects have included re-gravelling, and 
routine road maintenance. Other employment-intensive construction- 
related projects have included materials manufacture (precast concrete 
products, timber roof trusses, metal window frames), agricultural structures 
(dams, erosion control measures, irrigation projects), building works 
(community centres, clinics, schools, classrooms, housing); and 
electrification. 

Watermeyer (1997:2) states that labour-intensive construction which was 
introduced into South Africa during the late 1980's was based on the Kenyan 
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Rural Roads Programme. He further states that research has found the 
following important components for maximum job creation: 

1. The choice of technology has a marked influence on the number and 
location of employment opportunities generated. For example, a 
masonry house may generate 3 to 5 times more person-hours of 
employment than an equivalent precast concrete house. The same 
precast concrete house may in turn generate 1-25 times more person- 
hours employment in the manufacture of materials than the masonry 
equivalent. 

2. The choice of construction method can, particularly in the case of 
civil engineering projects, significantly influence the total number of 
person hours of employment generated. On building and electrification 
projects, significant increases in the number of employment 
opportunities per unit of expenditure are generally only possible where 
earthworks activities for which labour-intensive constmction methods 
are feasible, from a significant part of the works, e.g. where 
underground cables are to be laid. 

3. The choice of manufacturing method of constmction components 
and materials can also significantly affect the number of employment 
opportunities generated. For example, a housing study has shown that 
the ratio of person hours of employment generated in conventional 
constmction on site to that generated in the off-site manufacture of 
materials was, in the case of house construction, 9:1, and in the case of 
internal township services (roads, storm water drainage, water supply 
and sewerage) 6.5:1. There is therefore considerable scope for 
increasing employment opportunities through the use of employment- 
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intensive methods of manufacture. 

Watermeyer (2007) concludes by stating that the choice of technology is 
generally made during the basic design phase of works contracts, whereas 
the choice of construction method/method of manufacture is usually 
decided upon during the construction phase. It is therefore imperative for 
the CBE that it imparts relevant knowledge and best practices to BEPs on 
labour-maximising technologies and construction methods in order to 
increase the job creating potential of infrastructure investment by targeting 
projects at the design phase. 

KEY POLICY ISSUES TO BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT IN 
DEVELOPING THE POLICY PROPOSALS FOR THE BEPs BY 
THECBE 
1. The Constaiction Industry Development Board (CIDB) is the 
legislatively designated authority in South Africa that determines public 
sector procurement. The CBE will need to work with the CIDB to amend 
public sector procurement that takes into consideration and stipulates 
labour intensive construction methods for projects of a certain type, size 
and location. 

2. Standards generation is not the competence of the CBE but of the six 
Professional Councils, the CBE will therefore need to work with the six 
Professional Councils that it regulates, together with Voluntary 
Associations to develop appropriate knowledge and standards for 
labour intensive technologies. 

3. Section (j) of the CBE Act (43/2000) compels the CBE to coordinate 
the establishment of mechanisms for professionals to gain international 
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recognition. Table 3 presents summary information about the 
international agreements the Professional Councils have entered into in 
order to benchmark South African built environment qualifications to 
world class standards. 

Table 3: International accords and organisations that govern BE cjualitications 

BCSA SACPCMP SACAP SACQSP SACPVP SACLAP 

• Washington Accord 
• Sydney Accord 
• Dublin Accord 
• Engnccring 

Mobility Forum- 
EMF 

• Engineering 
Technology 
Mobility Forum- 
ETMF. 

• In the 
process of 
seeking 
CIOB 
accreditation 
for 
recoil it ion 
of 
SACPCMP 
accredited 
programmes 

• Commonwalth 
Association of 
Architects 

• Negotiatingwith 
International Union 
of Architects (UIA) 
and Africa Union 
of Architects. 

• RICS • Royal Institute 
ofCTiartcrod 
Surveyors 

• International 
Valuation 
Standards 
Council (IVSC) 

• Opened 
negotiations 
with 
International 
Federation fer 
Landscape 
Architects 
(I FLA) 

Source: CBE /Vnnual Report 2009/10 

The CBE and the education standards of built environment qualifications 
are therefore constrained by these international agreements, which is 
important for the country that it maintains cutting-edge global 
knowledge in order that the developmental progress of the country 
reflects international best practice. 

1. How are the knowledge areas of BEPs to be made amenable to the 
development context of the country? The key issues of Africanisation of 
the BE curriculum, endogenous research, incorporating of indigenous 
knowledge systems into design and planning, and partnerships with 
African universities become important in order to embed the loiowledge 
base of BEPs within the African cultural context. Adam (2009: 33) states 
that the South African education development literature shows that there 
has been an increasing interest in higher education curriculum issues in 
South Africa over the past few years with five key issues emerging one 
of which is a focus on culture and the curriculum nexus leading to 
debates on diversity and Africanisation and citizenship. 
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Adam (2009) reports that the key issues in the Africanisation of the 
curriculum debate includes firstly, the acknowledgement that the 
curriculum must take cognisance of both student diversity and different 
knowledge forms which includes an acknowledgement of the cultural 
heritage of different ethnic groups and the building of “bridges of 
meaningfulness” between academic abstractions and lived socio¬ 
cultural realities. Secondly, the fact that the student body is not only 
South African impels the curriculum to transform and resonate with 
Africa and Africans, which includes the use of African academic 
literature and examples that are located in African countries. Thirdly, the 
issue of indigenous knowledge which could mean ensuring that African 
higher education is geared to solving African problems and the 
acceptance of the co-existence of the plurality of knowledge structures. 
Olweny and Olweny (2009;ii) state that built environment professional 
practice in Africa exists in a context of the duality between indigenous 
thought and western education systems and practice and the complex 
multi-ethnic societies which are based on different ethical systems. 
They argue for the inculcation of professional ethics in order to produce 
“rellective practitioners” that serve the public interest because they 
argue that ethical behaviour is not intrinsically inherent in society but 
must be learned. The Africanisation agenda is a complex subject and 
phenomena which requires that it forms one of the most important 
programmes of Universities and Professional Councils. 

2. How to increase access to built environment programmes especially 
for Previously Disadvanted Groups. The key issue is to ensure that 
academic standards do not become a social exclusionary and privilege 
maintenance device, where through inadequate academic preparation 
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from disadvantaged contexts and backgrounds leads to high university 
drop-out rates. The key issue is not to tamper with standards but to 
ensure that there is adequate academic support for struggling learners, 
the development of multiple entry routes into BE programmes and the 
formalisation of the Recognition of Prior Learning policies. 

POLICY PROPOSALS 

The policy proposals of the CBE address the following four areas; demand- 
side issues, supply-side issues, institutional-issues and cross-cutting issues. 
These four thematic areas derive from section 4 above and from the Arusha 
statement which identified the following key issues that will need to be 
addressed in order to increase the job creating potential of infrastructure 
investment: 

1. Policy: Impress upon Governments to put in place/implement 
relevant policies that will guide the mainstreaming, diversifying and 
maximising of the use of LBT and ensure sustainability of the same. 

2. Legislation: Impress on Governments to put in place, amend 
existing and enforce appropriate legislation that will guide 
procurement procedures that enhance the engagement of LB'f, 
contracting of communities and labour/work standards. 

3. Institutional framework: Impress upon Governments the need to 
create institutions charged and resourced for policy 
operationalisation and monitoring. 

4. Contracts: Advise the Governments to develop appropriate 
contract forms/ framework suitable for contracting LBT works 
taking into consideration special circumstances of the LBT 
stakeholders. 
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5. Education and Training: Impress upon relevant government 
ministries, institutions of higher learning and other training 

institutions to introduce, integrate and mainstream LBT topics in 
their relevant programmes and curricula. 

6. Research and Development: Encourage and fund labour-based 
practitioners, research institutions and institutions of higher 
learning to embark on LBT research and development, and 

disseminate research findings, proven technology and best 
practices. 

7. Awareness raising/Advocacy: Undertake to promote the benefits 
of LBT through lobbying, information dissemination, awareness 
campaigns on LBT practices to mobilise public opinion and civil 
society to demand for the same. The awareness and advocacy should 
also include analysis of barriers against LBT maximisation and 
mainstreaming. 

DEMAND-SIDE RESPONSE 
POLICY PROPOSAL I - Strengthening public sector infrastructure 
planning 
The CBE State of the Built Environment report (2008) identified that 
government procurement is a problem due to capacity and systems deficits 
which creates bottlenecks and unspent infrastructure budgets. Furthermore, 
the report identified that over 60% of the income of the consulting 
engineering industry in South Africa is derived from the public sector whilst 
the other 5 professions derive most of their income from the private sector 
with devastating consequences in economic downturns which leads to loss 
of capacity in the professions. Government infrastructure spending is 
therefore important to buoy the consulting engineering industry and support 
the other 5 professions in times of economic downturns in order to ensure 
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the optimal capacitation of the BEPs. 

The CBE proposes the creation of an Infrastructure Agency that will assist 
the three spheres of government (National, Provincial and Local) in the 
planning and managing the construction of infrastructure. The planning will 

include the design of labour based interventions for projects of a certain 
size, type and location. The Infrastructure Agency will also assist in 
attracting skills back into the Public Sector. Lawless (2007: 3) states that in 

the new South Africa, restructuring and rationalisation resulted in many 
technical staff being given packages resulting in severe capacity shortages 
in the Public Sector especially at local government level. The lack of 
technical capacity results in the following; lack of forward and master 
planning for future bulk infrastructure, lack of proper planning of projects 
with projects being unsatisfactorily completed due to poor design and 
inadequate contracting, poor maintenance of infrastructure and a lack of 
systems and procedures. 

A further complicating factor in the South African public sector project 
delivery system is the complex infrastructure planning framework. The 
FFC report (2009, p 18) states that the responsibilities for capital investment 
within government are located across a number of government spheres and 
agencies with revenue, budgeting and expenditure monitoring functions 
located within national and provineial treasuries (although this is not always 
the case where public entities have been established). Strategic planning 
functions are typically located in the Presidency, Office of the Provincial 
Premier or Municipal Manager, whilst project planning and 

conceptualisation is located with relevant sector departments or provincial 
Departments of Public Works (DPWs). It concludes by stating that Inter or 
intra governmental functional assignment requires extreme levels of 
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coordination and cooperation between sector departments at all levels of the 

infrastructure development process. 
The FFC report (2009, pi9) states that the responsibility for regulating, 
enforcing and approving infrastructure projects in the South African 
Intergovernmental Relations system is not clear and coneludes by stating 
that misaligned, unbridled and uncoordinated investment in infrastrueture 
results in weakened benefits relative to costs, diminished multiplier effects 
on growth, and reduced returns on investment. The FFC (2009, pi8) states 
that the process of developing infrastructure involves a number of 
functional responsibilities, all of which require government attention or 
support. The following functional activities are involved in the 
development of infrastrueture; 
1. Firstly, infrastructure development is underpinned by policy 

development which stems from strategic goals and objectives of 
government, sectoral and regional investment priorities, etc. 

2. The second functional responsibility is capital investment 
planning (CIP). This plan determines the projects that will be invested 
into, who will build and operate, financing, and the building period. 

3. Regulation, enforcement and approvals are the third functional 
responsibilities that must be exercised vigorously by government in the 
infrastructure development process. 

4. Actual investment, which comprises of both capital and recurrent 
eost of building infrastaicture eonstitute the fourth functional 
responsibility. It is through this function that the appropriate mix of 
finance for infrastructure projects are explored and identified. 

5. The fifth responsibility involves designing and construction of the 
projects. Under a planned economy this function is exclusively carried 
out by government entities and agencies. However, the function can also 

be exercised by private entities, through competitive bidding processes 
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for public works projects. 

6. Operation and maintenance of completed infrastructure is the 
sixth functional responsibility in the infrastructure development or 
support process. Private management and service contracts are used as 
alternative for government in performing this function in many 
countries. 

7. Finally, monitoring is a crucial functional responsibility in 
infrastructure development process. There are different phases of 
infrastructure monitoring that must be in line with the life cycle and 
nature of infrastructure projects. The first phase of monitoring takes 
place during the project planning stages i.e., environmental and 
economic assessment. The second phase entails expenditure 
monitoring. Constmction monitoring constitutes that third phase where 

aspects of quality are considered. The last and most important phase is 
utilisation where continuous maintenance and condition assessments 
need to be carried out. 

Another important factor in the infrastructure delivery system is the high 
regulatory burden in the infrastructure delivery system. The SPAID/i @ 

CONSULTING (2007) has found that the South African infrastructure 
delivery system comprises of approximately 136 pieces of legislation 
scattered across different National Departments and spheres of government. 

An Infrastructure Agency is therefore proposed to address the issues of 
complexity in the infrastructure delivery system, lack of technical skills in 

the public sector and the excessive regulatory burden of the South African 
infrastructure delivery system. 

POLICY PROPOSAL 2 - Building and infrastructure standards and 

specifications that maximise job creation 
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Watermeyer (2007:1) states that specifications are an important tool for 
securing and administering labour-based methods and technologies in 
infrastructure works contracts. The most important specifications being 
earthworks specifications, excavation, service trenches, pipe bedding 
material and construction materials. The CBE therefore proposes that 
specific projects based on size, type and location are built using labour- 
based technologies. The project type and size will be classified and 
accompanied by relevant specifications and standards such as the SABS 
1200 standards. A comprehensive review of project types, methods and 
technologies and relevant standards and specifications will therefore need 
to be reviewed in order to document and develop relevant specifications and 
standards. The review should be based and updating the currently developed 
the “CIDB Best Practice Guideline - Labour-based Technologies and 
Methods for Employment Intensive Construction Works”. The 
Construction Regulations will also need to be reviewed in order to ensure 
that they support labour based technologies. The CBE will therefore need to 
work with the CIDB and the Department of Labour which is the custodian of 
Construction Regulations in South Africa. 

POLICY PROPOSAL 3 - Amendment of Reservation of Work (IDoW) 
policy to include specification of methods and technologies for labour- 
based technologies 

As identified above by Watermeyer, the CBE proposes that the IDoW 
regulations which reserves work in the BE to registered BEPs only must be 
revised to include provisions for employment of labour based technologies 
for projects of a certain size, type and location. The IDoW regulations will 

complement the standards and specifications identified above. 
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Supply-side Response 
POLICY PROPOSAL 4 - Curriculum of built environment 
programmes 
The CBE proposes that all built environment programmes include labour 
based technologies components. The CBE also proposes that CPD should 
include latest materials, methods and technologies for labour-based 
technologies. 

POLICY PROPOSAL 5 - Harmonising of built environment 
qualification with Africa and important trading partners of South 
Africa 

Epistemic access should be promoted through measures that adapt 
pedagogic issues for greater resonance with the African population which 
forms the majority of the current and future student base thus ensuring the 
sustainable growth of the professions in support of the African agenda. 
Within the BE in South Africa and Africa, the CBE proposes thatBEPs apply 
their engineering knowledge to solve the problems that are experienced in 
South Africa and Africa in general through endogenous research, 
incorporating of indigenous knowledge systems into design and planning, 
and partnerships with African universities to exchange knowledge and 
research on appropriate design solutions including labour based 
technologies to solve African problems. 

Further to increasing epistemic access, the CBE proposes the gradual 
harmonising of built environment qualifications to international standards 
between South Africa and other Africa countries and important trading 
partners of South Africa in order to support the global South and African 
agenda of South Africa which seeks to increase balanced development of 
Africa and the global South. The CBE proposes that all built environment 
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programmes and qualifications should be benchmarked with built 
environment qualifications of African and important trading partners e.g. 

BRIC countries within the international professional agreements regime 
identified above in order to facilitate knowledge and technology sharing 
between South Africa and its important trading partners. Further to 
benchmarking of qualifications, the CBE proposes that partnerships with 
universities and professional bodies in the respective countries should be 
pursued in order to further entrench knowledge and technology sharing 
between important trading partners. 

Addressing Cross-cutting issues 
POLICY PROPOSAL 6 - Research and dissemination of a Body of 
Knowledge of labour based technologies 

The CBE proposes that institutions of higher learning strengthen their 
research capacity on labour based technologies to develop a Body of 
Knowledge and Practice in collaboration with the ILO's Employment- 
Intensive Investment Unit (EMP/INVEST) which has done extensive work 
on labour- based technologies. A research programme between the CBE, 
Department of Public Works, Professional Councils, Voluntary 
Associations and institutions of Higher Learning needs to be developed and 
jointly funded by the CBE and the Department of Public Works. 

POLICY PROPOSAL 6 - raising campaign 

'fhe CBE proposes that together with Professional Councils and Voluntary 
Associations, an awareness raising campaign on labour-based technologies 

is conceptualised and implemented to target clients and the general public in 
order that clients and the general public demand labour-based technologies. 

Addressing Institutional issues - roles and Responsibilities 
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POLICY PROPOSAL 7-Role of the CBE 
• Develop and fund a research agenda on labour-based technologies. 
• Develop and implement an awareness raising campaign. 

POLICY PROPOSAL 8 - Role of Professional Councils 
• Develop a timetable for the development of built environment 

qualifications that incorporate labour-based technology components. 
• Work with Voluntary Associations and institutions of higher 

learning to drive and develop programmes that incorporate labour- 
based technologies. 

POLICY PROPOSAL 9 - Role of universities 
• Undertake research on labour based technologies. 
• Include and teach labour based technologies in the curriculum of 

built environment programmes. 
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ABSTRACT 
Although economic growth appears to have improved in recent years in 
Zambia, available evidence suggests that this has not translated directly into 
poverty reduction. Strong economic growth is necessary, but not sufficient, 
for sustainable poverty reduction. In order for growth to be pro-poor, the 
poor must share in the benefits of growth. Most Zambians depend on 
employment for their primary source of income. Therefore, improving 
employment opportunities and raising the returns to labour is key to 
ensuring pro-poor growth and achieving progress towards meeting broader 
human development objectives, such as those reflected in the Millennium 
Development Goals (MDGs). 

The constmction sector anywhere is a major employment driver, with 
potential to be the largest employer only second to agriculture. In Zambia 
the construction industry has been one of the high growth sectors in the 
economy the past five (5) years, recording an average annual growth rate of 
15.8% before the recession. The growth in the sector is mainly due to 
increased investments in the mines, country-wide construction of schools 
and health centres, road construction, construction of residential housing, 
and other civil works. Despite such high growth, the sector accounted on 
average for only 2% of the total men and women in paid employment in 
Zambia from 1999 to 2005. The sector also ranks highly on incidence of 
poverty for households whose head is employed in construction. The 
challenge therefore, is translating this sector into one that delivers high 
quality infrastructure in a manner that creates employment with increased 
return to labour. 

This paper analyses the characteristics, dynamics and capacity of the 
construction industry in Zambia, and the macroeconomic policy for 
infrastructure development, and makes recommendations to the sector in 
form of derived strategies for pro-poor growth. These strategies would be 
applicable to most developing countries in sub-Saharan Africa. 

Keywords: Construction sector, pro-poor growth, strategies, employment 
opportunities, Zambia. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Although economic growth has improved in recent years in Zambia, 
available evidence suggests that this has not directly translated into poverty 
reduction. Reducing poverty in Zambia remains a formidable challenge. 
Strong economic growth is necessary, but not sufficient, for sustainable 
poverty reduction. In order for growth to be pro-poor, the poor must share in 
the benefits of growth. Most Zambians depend on employment for their 
primary source of income. Moreover, the productive resource which poor 
households command in abundance is their own labour. Therefore, 
improving employment opportunities and raising the returns to labour is 
key to ensuring pro-poor growth and achieving progress towards meeting 
broader human development objectives, such as those reflected in the 
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). 

The importance of the construction sector for growth, poverty reduction 
and attainment of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) has been 
recognised at several major donor meetings, including the International 
Conference on Financing for Development (Monterrey, 2002) and World 
Summit on Sustainable Development (Johannesburg, 2002). In fact in 

2003, the Task Team on Infrastmcture for Poverty Reduction (InfraPoor) 
was created to guide efforts by Development Assistance Committee 
(OECD) members in order to enhance infrastructure's contribution to 

poverty reduction and economic growth. And one of the guiding principles 
for meeting infrastructure challenges which is also the focus of this paper is 
to enhance infrastructure's impact on poor people. 

Constaiction sector whose main product is infrastructure, both economic 
and social, can make a substantial contribution to the economic and social 
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development of many developing countries including sub-Saharan Africa. 
On the demand side, there is always need for infrastructure round the world, 
more than one (1) billion people lack access to roads, 1.2 billion do not have 
safe drinking water, 2.3 billion have no reliable sources of energy, 2.4 
billion lack sanitation facilities and 4 billion are without modern 
communication services. In the absence of accessible, affordable 

infrastructure, poor people pay heavily in time, money and health (OECD, 
2006). 

In sub-Saharan Africa, for example, annual infrastructure needs are US$ 17- 
22 billion, while the annual spending (domestic and foreign, public and 
private) is about US$ 10 billion. The region's infrastmcture financing gap is 
thus US$ 7-12 billion per year, or 4.7% of GDP (OECD, 2006). 
From the analysis of the construction industry in Zambia and through the 

evidence shown by case studies conducted by various institutions in the last 
few years, it seems clear that construction has great potentialities for 
poverty reduction purposes. The constmction sector anywhere is a major 
employment driver, with potential to be the largest employer only second to 
agriculture. This is because of the chain of backward and forward linkages 
that the sector has with other sectors of the economy. Ancillary industries 
such as cement, steel, brick, timber and building material are dependent on 
the construction industry. 

And as such, a unit increase in expenditure in this sector has a multiplier 
effect and the capacity to generate income as high as five times. Therefore, 
the construction sector in any developing economy such as Zambia is an 

important avenue for employment creation most especially because 
government expenditure has a large influence on its expansion or 
contraction. Not many sectors have this kind of employment impact. 
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particularly in relation to employment of semi and unskilled labour who 

constitute majority of the poor people. 

To fully assess the potential of the constmction sector for pro-poor growth, 
it is necessary to go beyond the economic benefits and focus also on 
people's livelihoods, the issues of distribution, and how poverty concerns 
eould be embedded into mainstream construction policy making. 

This paper analyses the characteristics, dynamics and capacity of the 
constmction industry in Zambia, and the macroeconomic policy for 
infrastmcture development, and makes recommendations to the sector in 
form of derived strategies for pro-poor growth. These strategies would be 

applicable to most developing countries in sub Saharan Africa. 

CONSTRUCTION SECTOR IN ZAMBIA 

Overview 
The role of the constmction sector in the broader economy is the starting 
point for understanding the dynamics of the industry. Unfortunately, in 
Zambia and most countries in Africa, information on the construction sector 
is very scanty and aggregated at different levels; therefore drawing together 
a coherent picture is not simple. 

The whole sector functions with the primary objective of producing two 
main types of infrastmcture, namely: 

(i) economic infrastmcture for housing, transport, energy, information 
eommunication and technology, and drinking water, sanitation and 
irrigation; and 
(ii) Socio and community infrastmcture including schools, hospitals 

and clinics, court houses and prisons, dumping sites for waste etc. 
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The Zambian construction industry can be subdivided into two main sectors 
which can further be subdivided into minor sectors. The two main sectors 
are contracting and consultancy which are further divided into : 
• Building; 
• Civil engineering including roads, water & sanitation, bridges; 
• Materials manufacture and supply. 

The industry registers the following key players through various Acts of 
Parliament. They include: 
• Architects through the Zambia Institute of Architects (Act No; 442- 

1995); 
• Engineers, Technologists, Technicians and Craft Persons through 
the Engineering Institution of Zambia (Act No. 17 of 2010); 
• Surveyors through the Surveyors Institute of Zambia (Act 1995); 
• Contractors through the National Council for Constmction (Act No. 
13 of2003); and 
• Clients including Road Development Agency, Department of 
Infrastructure and Support Services, Local Authorities etc 

Other key policy, legal and institutional framework supporting the 
construction sector in Zambia includes but not limited to the following: 
• Public Procurement Authority Act (2008); 
• Public Private Partnership Act (2009) 
• National Council for Constmction Act (2003); 
• National Housing Authority Act (1971); 
• National Anti-Corruption Policy (2006); 
• The Companies Act of (26 of 1994,6 of 1995 and 1 of2000); 
• Environmental Management Act (2011); 
• Vision 2030 benchmarked through medium term plans such as Fifth 
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and Sixth National Development Plan; 
• Citizen Eeonomic Empowerment Commission Act (2006); and 
most recently 
• Preferential Procurement Policy (2011 ) 

Economic Performance and Policies 
Zambia has had good GDP growth in the last half decade, averaging 5%. 
This has almost doubled from GDP growth in the previous decade of the 
90s, and the near stagnation during the 80s. This pickup in growth has been 
enabled by concerted macroeconomic policy reforms. The framework for 
these reforms was given under a Poverty Reduction and Growth Facility 
(PRGF) and a Staff Monitored Program (SMP), whose conditions were 
largely met, enabling significant fiscal support and debt reduction under the 
Highly Indebted Poor Country (HIPC) program. The reforms package had 
included public sector reforms, privatisation, and stringent fiscal and 
monetary policy reigning in budgetary deficits, current account balances, 
and curbing inflation to single digits. 

A Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers (PRSP) had been incorporated into the 

Government's Fifth National Development Plan (FNDP) in 2006. During 
the FNDP period, economic growth improved averaging 6.1 percent per 
annum over the period 2006-2009 compared with an average of 4.8 percent 

attained during the Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper (PRSP)/Transitional 
National Development Plan (TNDP) period. However, the growth was still 
below the envisaged average growth target of 7.0 percent. 

The Sixth National Development Plan (SNDP 2011-2015) has now 

succeeded the Fifth National Development Plan (FNDP), aimed at 
actualising the aspirations of the Vision 2030 of becoming “a prosperous 
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middle-income nation by 2030”. While the FNDP set the pace for 
improving economic infrastructure and investing in human development, 
the SNDP aims to build on the gains of the FNDP in the process of attaining 
the Vision 2030. 

In the fourth quarter 2010 media briefing by the Bank of Zambia Governor 
indicated that Gross Domestic Product (GDP) grew by 7.1% in 2010 from 
6.4% in 2009. Table 1 presents some of the key socio-economic indicators. 

The growth in GDP was largely driven by agriculture, mining and 
construction sectors of the economy. In 2010 the agricultural harvest was 
the highest recorded in history, having produced over 2.8 metric tonnes of 
maize. The mining sector also benefited from high copper prices and 
production levels. In 2008 copper prices reached unprecedented levels 
almost US$9,000 per ton. The construction sector also recorded high 
growth emanating from increased residential, commercial and public 

infrastructure construction projects across the country by both Government 
and the private sector. 

Table : Selected Macroeconomic Indicators for 2010 
INDICATOR 2009 2010 
Inflation (%) 9.9 7.9 
Real GDP(%) 6.4 7.1 
Maize Harvest (Mt) 1,887,010.0 2,718,629.0 
Wheat Harvest (Mt) 195,456.0 172,256.0 
Copper Produetion (Mt) 697,700.7 825,437.6 
Average Copper Prices (US$/Ton) 6,981.7 ''9,147.2 
Total Exports (USS millions) 4,242.8 7,280.0 
Total Imports (US$ millions) 3,413.4 4,709.8 

Source: Bank of Zambia. 2010 

In the year 2010, the monetary policy was focused at achieving 

macroeconomic stability and an end-year inflation target of 8.0% largely by 
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means of containing growth of liquidity in the banking system within the 
projected path. 

The Bank of Zambia in the last quarter of 2010 also reported that the 
construction, manufacturing, mining and tourism sectors recorded an 

estimated US$ 1.0 billion total worth of investment pledges compared with 
US$110.4 million in the third quarter of the same year, 2010. The pledges 
when fully executed are expected to generate 22,532 jobs with the highest 
contribution from services at 12,763 jobs followed by agro-processing at 

5,860 jobs (Bank of Zambia, 2010). 

In Zambia the construction industry has been one of the high growth sectors 
in the economy the past five (05) years, recording an average annual growth 
rate of 15.8% before the recession. In terms of economic performance, the 
sector contributed meaningfully to the good performance of the economy in 
the last decade. According to CSO, National Accounts records, the 
construction sector share of GDP was better than that of mining and 
quarrying on average by 1.3% between the years 2005 to 2007. shows the 

share of GDP at constant prices by economic activities from 2000 to 2007. 

■ KIND OF ECONOMIC ACTIVITY 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 200fi 2007* 
A ’Tii ui: Forestry and Fishing 172 16 0 15 2 15.2 15 0 14 2 137 132 
Mining and Quarrying 64 7 0 7 9 7.7 8 4 8 6 8 7 80 
Manufacturing 10.5 104 10.7 10.9 10 9 10 6 10 6 10 5 
Electricity. Gas and Water 2 9 3 1 2.9 2.7 2.6 2 6 2.7 2 6 
Bnsttuction iï ¿6 “TT / ? y i ■ 
Wholesale and Retail trade 18.3 18 4 18.7 18.8 18 8 18 3 175 172 
Restaurants. Bars and Hotels 19 23 2.3 2 4 2 4 2 5 2 8 3 0 
Transport, Storage and Communications 6 3 6.2 6 1 6.1 6.1 6 5 74 8.5 
Financial Institutions and insurance 8 2 78 79 7.7 76 7 5 7.3 7 2 
Real Estate and Business services 9 5 9 4 9.5 9.4 9 3 9 1 8.8 8 6 
Conununity. Social and Personal Services 77 78 77 74 7 1 7 5 7 7 82 
Les: FISIM (4.9) (4.8) (4 7) (4.6) (4.5) (4.4) (4 2) (4 1) 
TOTAL CROSS VALUE ADDED 89.1 88 9 90.0 90.7 91.5 92 0 92.7 93 3 
Taxes on Products 10 9 11 1 10.0 9.3 8.5 8 0 7.3 67 
TOTAL G.DP. AT MARKET PRICES 1000 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100 0 100.0 100.0 
Source; CSO, National Accounts 
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Labour Force in Zambia 
As shown in Figure 1, the labour force in Zambia, comprising of all persons 
aged 12 years and above; employed and unemployed (seeking work and/or 
available for work), grew annually on average by 3.8% from 1990 to 2000 
(CSO,2000) 

0 
L«bojr Foee Unemptoyed Inactve 

□ 1990 Ceniuî ¿162467 1636101 324386 247484S 

■ 2OQ0Ccnsuï 316S1S1 27SS379 409772 2S14847 

□ 1990C«nAi5 ■2000C«nwf 

Figure : Economically Active Population (12 Years and Over) Zainui 
1990 and 2000 

The labour force increased by 10 percent from 4.9 million in 2005 to 5.4 
million in 2008 while total employment grew by 26.4 percent to 5.2 million 
in 2008 from 4.1 million in 2005. In the formal sector, male employment 

accounted for 71 percent compared to 29 percent for females. The level of 
unemployment remained around 15.5 percent of the total labour force of 
which 70 percent were in urban areas and 30 percent were in rural areas 

(SNDP,2011) 

Construction Labour Market 
For many developing countries the construction sector is a major 

employment driver, with potential to be the largest employer only second to 
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agriculture. This is because of the chain of backward and forward linkages 

that the sector has with other sectors of the economy. Ancillary industries 
such as cement, steel, brick, timber and building material are dependent on 

the construction industry. And as such, a unit increase in expenditure in this 
sector has a multiplier effect and the capacity to generate income as high as 
five times. 

Jobs created in the construction, operation and maintenance of 
infrastructure facilities, while often limited in scale and sustainability, can 
make a significant contribution to poor people's income. Thus labour based 
methods for community works and maintenance activities should be used as 
much as possible. Partner governments and donors need to enforce basic 
labour, health and safety standards to reduce accidents, prevent exploitation 

and ensure fair payment for workers in infrastructure operations. 
Despite high growth, the sector accounted on average for only 2% of the 
total men and women in paid employment in Zambia from 1999 to 2005 (see 

details in). 

Table : Total No. in thousands of Men & Women in Paid 
Employment by Economic 

Kind of Economic Acdsity 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 
Agriculture, Hunting, Forestry and 
Fishins 

60.000 59.377 59148 43.819 64.096 65.136 65.496 

Mining and Quarrying 38.521 35.042 34.966 37.245 48.597 46.078 31103 

Manufacturing 46.000 47.782 47.679 67.752 39.385 45.340 40.151 

Electricitv, Gas and Water 5.300 5.049 5.038 7.316 10.832 12.346 6.309 

Construction 12.895 13.828 13.798 1406 3.467 5.787 7.953 

Wholesale and Retail Trade and 
Restaurants and Hotels 

51.097 51336 51223 50.812 53.450 44.460 67151 

Transport, Storage and Comnunication 45.000 46.719 46.618 21.566 26725 26510 20.679 

Financing, Insurance, Real Estate and 
Business Services 

34.682 31.483 31.415 51727 28.555 31.880 22.313 

Oomrunitv. Social and Personal Services 184.008 184.731 184.331 145.763 141.697 138.691 173.990 

Source: HO, Labor slatKlicii www.laboista.ilo.org (Accessed Feb 28, 2011) 
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The sector also ranks highly on incidence of poverty for households whose 
head is employed in construction. The challenge therefore, is translating this 
sector into one that delivers high quality infrastructure in a manner that 
creates employment with increased return to labour. This requires 
comprehensive analysis of the characteristics and capacity of the 
construction industry, and macroeconomic policy of government in the 
sector to derive strategies that would promote pro-poor growth. 

POVERTY IN ZAMBIA 

Poverty in Zambia 
The population of Zambia stood at 9.9 million in 2000, estimated at 13.3 
million in 2010 and is projected to increase to 15.5 million by 2015 and to 
double by 2030 (SNDP, 2011). Zambia has a young and dependant 
population, with 46.0 percent of the population being under the age of 15. 
This highly dependent population poses a great socio-economic burden on 
the families and the entire nation. Further, the economic growth experienced 
during the last decade has not translated into significant reductions in 
poverty and improved general living conditions of the majority of 

Zambians. 

Job creation was not commensurate with the gains registered from 
economic growth. In addition, economic growth and poverty reduction was 
further constrained by several factors, among which were the following: 
poor infrastructure; low quality of human capital; high cost of financial 

services; inefficiencies in public expenditure management and limited 
access to land. 

According to the Society for Poverty Reduction (CSPR) 63.8% of the 

Zambian population live under the poverty line of US$1 per day while 
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87.2% of the Zambian population live under the poverty line of US$2 per 
day. An estimated 46% of the Zambian population are undernourished and 
20% of the Zambian children die before the age of 5 years while life 
expectancy has reduced from 50 in 1975 to 39 years. Out of all adult 
population, 35% are illiterate. 

Construction Related Precipitating Factors of Poverty 
Several factors have precipitated the lack of pro poor growth evident in 
the construction sector in Zambia, notable factors include: 
• The Lowest Bidder Wins Syndrome - due to high competition for 

construction jobs worldwide, contractors have to keep costs as low as 
possible in order to win bids and labour is often a major component of 
these costs. Clients regularly award contracts to the lowest bidder and 
contractors do their best to underbid their competitors. The winning 
tender may therefore be the one that pays the lowest wages, does not 
provide safety equipment, or have coverage for accidents, and has the 
largest proportional of temporary workers for whom no tax or social 
security is paid. Workers are actively discouraged from joining unions 
or other associations that would give them a platform to negotiate for 
better conditions. 

• Lack of enforcement of labour laws - the lack of effective 
mechanisms to ensure that labour laws are applied and monitored 
effectively has precipitated incidence of poverty for households whose 
head is employed in construction. The Ministry of Labour and Social 
Security have insufficient resources to inspect sites and represent 
workers especially outside the main towns. On a positive note in 
Zambia, the legal framework regarding minimum wage and condition 
of employment for shop and general workers has been revised through 
Statutory Instruments (SI) numbers I and 2 of 2011 to replace Statutory 
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Instruments numbers 56 and 57 of2006. Significant features of the new 
instruments include; a minimum wage increase from US$54.71 to 
US$85.28 per month, housing allowance of 30% of basic pay across the 
board, transport allowance increased from US$16.28 to US$20.76, 
lunch allowance US$14.25 to US$24.42 and subsistence allowance 
increased from US$20.35 to US$39.69. If this SI was to be enforced 
effectively and considering the current unprecedented levels of 
construction activity in Zambia, the sector would contribute 
meaningfully to poverty reduction in Zambia. As a matter of strategy, 
one way to enforce this is by having all government procuring units 
enshrine provisions of this revised legal framework in the contract 
documents. 

• Corrupt practices - No doubt corruption cuts across all economic 
sectors construction included and its impact on poverty precipitation is 
well documented. In fact, the Zambia CoST Baseline Study (CoST, 
2010) highlighted as one of its main limitation, the unwillingness, by 
public officers to release information freely due to many corruption 
cases going on the country. 

STIMULATING CONSTRUCTION 

The Role of Public Sector 
From the perspective of employment creation, government exercises 
influence over this sector through the following avenues: 

• Expenditure on gross fixed capital formation by general 
government, which is dominated by expenditure on social and 
economic infrastructure; 

• Housing development policy, which stimulate employment and 
output in the residential buildings sub-sector; 

• Government building refurbishment and related industries. 
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including prisons, military bases, schools, hospitals and 

government offices; and 
• Fiscal and monetary policies - interest rates impact on the building 

sector in two ways; first, as is the case with any investment, the 
higher the interest rate, the lower the return to the investor; and, 
second, the demand for residential property is strongly influenced 
by the interest rate as it determines mortgage payments. In the case 
of tax treatment, it imposes substantial transaction costs through 
substantial transfer fees, VAT and capital gains taxes. These 
transaction costs increase the cost of acquiring and disposing of 

fixed property and hence reduce the demand for both residential and 
non-residential buildings. 

The Role of Private Sector 
Where reliable public services are lacking, local private sector can be relied 
upon to provide infrastructure services especially in remote rural areas. 
Although most private providers are efficient and effective in providing 

services to the poor, affordability and social equity are often compromised. 
Public Private Partnerships (PPP) can balance the need to increase access 
and affordability with the need to improve cost recovery and provide more 
appropriate payment procedures for poor customers. In Zambia the PPP Act 
No. 14 of2009 became effective in December 2009 with the dedicated unit 
at the MoFNP established to promote and facilitate PPP arrangements. To 
date, however, there has been little experience with public-private 

partnerships for informal provision of infrastructure services. Pilot projects 
could be used to investigate this possibility. 

SECTOR STRATEGIES FOR PRO-POOR GROWTH 
Before any strategies are discussed, it is important to appreciate how a 
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sector such as construction can contribute to pro-poor growth. Investment in 
infrastructure development has potential to support pro poor growth by: 
(i) Removing bottlenecks in the economy which hurt poor people. 

Poor people remain poor because they cannot accumulate asset e.g. 
basic housing. Those with assets suffer lowering asset values due to 
poor services including transport infrastructure, water supply and 
sanitation, communication, and energy/power supply etc. Eliminating 
these bottlenecks allows the poor to contribute to growth directly 
through the employment and income opportunities created by the 
construction, maintenance and delivery of infrastructure services, and 
indirectly through better services and increased asset values; 

(ii) Enhancing economic activity and thus overall growth. When an 
economy invests in its infrastmcture it will soon benefit from low 
production and transaction costs. More construction activity means 
that there is increased private investment which raises agricultural and 
industrial productivity; 

(iii) Generating distributional effects on growth and poverty reduction 
through poor people's increased participation in the growth process - 
for example, by increasing their access to factor and product markets, 
reducing risk and vulnerability, enhancing asset mobilisation and use, 
and promoting their empowerment; and 

(iv) Contributing to improvements in health, nutrition, education and 
social cohesion. 

Therefore, whatever strategies are arrived at, the aim must be to increase the 
impact of both direct, through employment and income opportunities, and 
indirect benefits through provision of better services and improvement in 
health, nutrition, education and social cohesion of the poor people. 
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The strategies in this paper are suggested following the realization, firstly, 
of the potential of the sector to become the largest employer second only to 
agriculture of temporary workers comprising mostly semi and unskilled 
labour who constitute majority of the poor people. And secondly, the reality 
that the sector despite its potential is dogged with the problem of poor labour 
standards characterised by the following: 
• Employment on temporary basis/casualisation; 
• Unregistered employees with no formal employment and social 

protection; 

• Insufficient wages to meet basic needs; 
• Dangerous work environment with no redress if workers are injured 

or sick; 
• Lack of representation through trade unions implying that workers 

have no bargaining power and cannot negotiate their wages, working 
hours or any form of benefit; and 

• Bias against women. 

Strategy recommendations 
Strategies for pro poor growth in the construction sector must cut across 
legal, technical, economic, social and management/supervision aspects 
relating to construction work. 

Legally, it is in the area of procurement of construction work, conditions of 
contract, law enforcement on corruption and labour laws that must be 
targeted in order to enhance the impact of construction on lives of poor 
people. It is also the empowerment of citizens through such strategies as 
preferential procurement policy targeted at the poor. On a positive note in 
Zambia, a statutory instrument on Preferential Procurement Policy was 

signed by the Minister of Finance and National Planning in April 2011. 
According to the preferential procurement policy, construction projects not 
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exceeding US$4 million (Building), US$6.1 million (roads) and Supply 
contracts not exceeding US$0.8 million should be reserved for Zambian 
owned companies. Furthermore, a 12%, 8%, 4% price preference which 
Zambian firms should enjoy on all public sector procurement opportunities. 

Despite such as a positive move, it is the implementation of this policy that 
remains a challenge. According to a report by the Zambia Business and 
Construction News (2011), government ministries are yet to be advised on 
how to implement the preferential procurement policy. The paper 
discovered that no tenders since the signing of the statutory instrument had a 
clause or guidelines to the effect that certain projects according to the 
threshold outlined in the act were being reserved for the locals. With the 
current unprecedented infrastructure development projects going on, 
Zambians would have lost billions of Kwacha in major contract 
opportunities by the time the Preferential Procurement Guidelines become 
effective. 

Technically, it is the adoption of appropriate technology which is relevant to 
a particular situation at a given time, cost and local development conditions. 
The adoption of environmental friendly construction methods and practices 
that ensures sustainable use of local resources is one other technical 
strategy. The Zambian construction industry especially the building 
subsector has seen an increased use of imported building materials from 
China, Dubai and South Africa. This practice eliminates benefits accrued 
through use local natural resources and indigenous knowledge. 

Economically and socially, it is the attraction of investment in the sector for 
community prioritised projects necessary for generating higher levels of 
productive employment, at real wages compatible with the productivity 
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levels while providing a social floor for the vulnerable. Construction 
projects must be as labour intensive as possible if the poor are to benefit 
from growth in the sector. Contract slicing or packaging is another way of 
enhancing more participation of local companies. 

Management/supervision, it is the provision of project management and 
contract administration services to local contractors to enable them 
implement projects successfully. In Zambia local contractors have shunned 
large projects due to their failure to meet necessary bond requirements and 
raise sufficient working capital to finance project. Liver Tembo reports in 
Zambia Business and Constmction Newspaper that this has been a big 
disadvantage to local contractors whilst their foreign counter parts, 
especially the Chinese simply walks into the Bank of China and collect a 
Bond. The strategy is to come up with a facility that allows local 
contractors to get bonds up to the value of US$400,000.00 without any 
collateral. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Conclusions 
It can be deduced from this paper that infrastructure is crucial to economic 
and social development of a country. Delivery and maintenance of 
infrastructure has both direct and indirect impact on poverty reduction. 
Directly, through employment and income generating opportunities and 
indirectly, through support of agricultural and industrial sectors, and 
provision of better social services including improved access to health and 
education. 
With increased investment the construction sector is bound to grow, 
however, it is important for poverty reduction purposes that the registered 
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growth benefits more people, partieularly the poor. For this objective to be 
achieved a more strategic approach targeted at achieving pro poor growth is 
needed than just increased investment in the sector. The strategies discussed 
in this paper relate to many aspects of construction work including legal, 
technical, economic, social and management/supervision that must be 
tailored and implemented in order to enhance the impact of both direct, and 
indirect benefits associated with the delivery and maintenance of 
infrastructure especially in developing countries. 

Critical strategies that have been highlighted include among others; 
enforcement of labour laws and zero tolerance to all forms of corruption, 
improvement of local contractor capacity through implementation of such 
policies as preferential procurement policy, adoption of appropriate 
technology, environmental friendly and labour intensive construction 
methods and practices. 

Recommendations 
In view of scanty information especially on the construction sector labour 
force, it is highly recommended that stakeholders concerned, especially the 
National Council for Constaiction (NCC), responsible government 
departments supporting donors such as International Labour Organisation 
etc, sponsor a research aimed at gaining better understanding of the market 
of the construction labour force in Zambia and the general terms and 
conditions of employment for construction workers in Zambia. Such a study 
would provide insights into the enforcement and implementation of revised 
legal, social and institutional framework critical to the construction sector 
pro poor growth strategies such as minimum wage and preferential 
procurement policy. 
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ABSTRACT 
The poor conditions of rural roads infrastructure in developing countries are 
regarded as one of the main constraints to the development of such 
countries. In order to encourage farmers to maintain these infrastructure by 
themselves, a simple method using “Do-nou”, which is a Japanese term for 
soil bag and the traditional geotextile, was developed and has been 
introduced to farmers in some Asian and African countries. Road 
maintenance using “Do-nou” technology requires only locally available 
material and effective labour. The wrapped soil (“Do-nou”) is compacted 
manually to achieve high bearing capacity for traffic load. In this paper 
some applications of “Do-nou” to the maintenances of rural roads, such as 
spot improvement, backfill to the culverts and bridge abutments are 
reported. The “Do-nou” technology has been accepted as an effective 
labour-based method for the road maintenance not only by the farmers but 
also by road authorities and local contractors. To help develop the cost 
estimate standard for spot improvement using “Do-nou” technology, the 
estimation of the cost of the pilot project conducted in Tanzania has been 
presented in this paper as an example. 

Keywords:”Do-nou” technology, geotextiles, spot improvement, road 
maintenance. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Fig.l shows a typical unclassified road in Kenya linking villagers to a 

regional road. The level of traffic on such roads is less than 50 vehicles per 
day. Such roads are in such poor conditions that the neighboring villagers 

struggle to pass them using tractors, bike and bicycle during the rainy season 
(Fig.2). The impassability of such rural roads limits access of harvested crop 

to the markets and hampers provision of basic social services, such as school 
and hospital. 

With the 
motivation of empowering the roadside 

communities and extending the 

Fig.3 The used bags in the shops (Kenya) 
Fig.4 The selling place retained 

Fig.2 The condition of ‘he rural 
road during rainy season (Kenya) 
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socioeconomic benefits to them, Fukubayashi and Kimura (2007a) took 
notice of the gunny bags (woven with the strings made from polypropylene) 
used for harvesting and storing grain, sugar and fertilizer etc. found easily in 
the rural areas of the developing countries (Fig.3 and Fig. 4) tested and 
proposed them as a cheap geotextile material to repair and maintain those 
rural roads. In Japan, the gunny bags, which are called “Do-nou” in 
Japanese, are commonly used for raising embankments during times of 
inundation and as temporary structures during reconstruction after 

disasters. Studies have revealed that the soil wrapped inside a gunny bag and 
compacted has five to ten times higher bearing capacity than that of the soil 
itself (Matsuoka and Liu, 2006). The high bearing capacity of Do-nou has 
motivated the development of a novel and effective earth reinforcement 
method in which the bearing capacity of soft foundations can be greatly 
improved. 
In this paper, the applications of the “Do-nou” technology to the 
maintenance of the rural roads are presented. In most of the cases, the 
maintenance has been implemented on the unclassified road of type shown 
in Fig.l and 2 under the motivation of the communities for self 

development. In Tanzania, a pilot project for the spot improvement using 
“Do-nou” technology was conducted on a rural road classified as type three 
using local labour based contractors. The cost buildup for the spot 
improvement during the pilot project is summarized in this paper. 

Road maintenance using “Do-nou” technology 
The characteristics of the road maintenance using “Do-nou” technology are 
summarized as follows; 
1 ) The required material is locally available material. 
2) All the processes including compaction can be done using human 

labour with minimal use of machines and equipment. 
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3) It is cheap and simple but effective. 
Fig. 5 shows the standard cross section of a road to be maintained 

with “Do-nou”. After removing the mud and stagnant water from the ruts, 
“Do-nou” are put in the rut then compacted manually. As shown in Fig. 6., 
which is the result of the full scale driving test (Fukubayashi and Kimura, 
2007b), it is found that the “Do-nou” reduce the settlement of the road 
surface after the traffic has passed on the road by 33% compared with the 
settlement of that without the reinforcement of the gunny bags. 

The bags for 20 or 25 kg of the fertilizer or crops can be utilized as 
the “Do-nou” bag. This is because such bags have been found to have 
sufficient tensile strength, which is 4.6 kN/m, to bear the traffic load on rural 
roads (Fukubayashi and Kimura, 2007a) and are practical to be handled in 
terms of the weight and size. 

Fig.6 The settlement of the road 
suface after 10 passes of the vehicle 

Fig.5 The standard cross section of the 
road maintained using "Do-nou" technology 

Approach to keeping the trafflcability of the unclassified roads 
The approach was taken to keep the trafficability of the unclassified roads 

was that the maintenance should be conducted by the communities under 
the motivation of self development rather than for payment. The strategies 

to make this participatory road maintenance practical and effective are set as 
itemized below; 
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1 ) Only the damaged portions of the road are identified and repaired by 
the communities themselves. 

2) To render the road repairs effective and long lasting provision of 
drainage system is prioritized. 

3) The base course is reinforced with “Do-nou” technology. 

3.1 Maintenance strategies using “Do-nou” technology 
About 13 km of rural roads have been repaired through the community 
participatory road maintenance technique using Do-nou technology in 
1 Icounrties in Asia and Africa (Kimura and Fukubayashi, 2009). 

It is found that the topography of the portions which become 
impassable and farmers are struggling to pass on during the rainy season are 
categorized into three, 1. Flat, 2. Steep slope and 3. Sag. In all the cases the 
problem of drainage system leads to the poor trafficability. 
Maintenance at theflat portion 
At the flat part of the rural roads, it is difficult to manage the longitudinal 
gradient to drain the water. The stagnant water is often seen in the middle of 
the road as seen in Fig.7. The road bed becomes soft, loses its bearing 
strength and then becomes muddy. Ruts and pot holes get deeper and deeper^ 
as the traffic loads acts on the spot. 

Gravel 
thickness : 0.05- 0.10 

  ; Profile after maintenance 
- - - : Existing 

profile 

— : Drain 

Unit: m 

Fig.7 The stagnant water in the deep 

rut and mud at the middle of the flat road 
Fig. 8 shows the cross section of the maintained 
road at location where the topography is flat. 
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The muddy part at the rut is replaced with Do-nou, then laid the top 
layer with gravel forming the camber to keep the gradient in the cross 
section. 

Maintenance at the steep slope portion 
During the rainy season the rain water accumulates and drains on the road at 

4 

the hilly part. The road surface is eroded due to the drain water, whose 
velocity is high because of the steep gradient. Continuous erosion causes 
deep gullies to form which then simply act as canals in wet weather as 
shown in Fig.9. This road with sunken profile presents serious problems. It 
is impossible to drain satisfactorily. 

It is not practical to raise the road surface to be the required profile in 
order to enable rainwater discharge from the side ditches to the adjoining 
land, since a lot of material for filling and a high amount of compaction are 
required. The following applications for dealing with the situation were 
implemented. 
The discharge point of the runoff water on the road is found along the road, 
then a bump crossing the roads is built to drain the water from the road 

surface to the adjoining land as shown in Fig. 10. This reduces the volume 
and velocity of the runoff on the road surface as much as possible. Even 
though the bump will not make the passage of vehicle comfortable for the 
passengers from the view point of the road maintenance in rural area the 
bump can be said to be one of the alternative of dealing with scouring. 
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Building the bump 
Fig. 10 The bump for drain runoff water 

  : Profile after maintenance : Drain 
 : Existing profile Unit: m 

Fig. 11 The cross section of the 
maintained road at the steep portion 

Fig. 11 shows the cross section of the maintained road. The Do-nou is put in 
the gully to fill the space in order to build a firm base course. Then the gravel 
is laid over the Do-nou to form the top layer of the road surface. The bump 
built at the upstream reduce the volume and velocity of the runoff water, and 
in so doing protects the gravel of the surface layer from being washed away 

Maintenance at the sag 
Rain water accumulates at the sag (Fig. 12), where the gradient of the road 

changes from downward to upward. The stagnant water reduce the traffic 
bearing capacity of the road surface leading to the formation of deep ruts and 

mud. It is necessary to maintain the cross drainage structures in order to 
drain water to adjoining land. Generally, a culvert or drainage with a grating 

cap would be installed. However, the procurement of such items is difficult 
in the rural area. As an alternative, a bridge (Fig. 13) and a drift may be built. 
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Fig. 12 The stagnant water at the sag 

Fig. 13 The construction of the bridge 
with logs and Do-nou for drain the 
water crossing the roads 

1) The capacity of the cross drainage structure is normally designed 
taking into consideration the amount of discharge based on rainfall data 
and the catchment area. In the manual for the road rehabilitation using 
the labour based technology in Tanzania (Ministry of Road in Tanzania, 
1997), a 60 cm diameter culvert is recommended as the standard and 
minimum size, therefore the area of the passing water under the bridge 
in Fig. 14 is almost the same as that of a single 60 cm diameter barrel. 

Five layers of Do-nou filled with gravel was put as the abutment. An 
eucal5^tus log with a diameter of 20 cm was utilized as the girder. The 
bridge was designed to stand the distributed load of 7 ton lorries which 
was the maximum traffic load on the road. 

The traffic load was supported with three logs considering the load 
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distribution in the surface layer and Do-nou as shown in Fig. 15. To make 
sure the effective distribution of the load and avoid the brittle failure of the 
log girder, the girders were connected to eaeh other at the supporting point 
where the maximum shear strength acts. 

Because the log used as girder will rot after some years, the structure 
will require more frequent maintenance by the farmers than a concrete 
culvert. On the other hand, the farmers can maintain the bridge by 
themselves because all the material, logs, Do-nou bags and soil, are loeally 
available. 

It costs about US$ 300 in terms of materials to install a concrete 
culvert of the same drainage capaeity as this bridge. If the farmers consider 
putting a culvert as the only option for the cross drainage structure, they 
just may wait for the provision of the culvert from the government or any 
other donors which may never come while they are suffering the 
impassable spots. 

Width of the traffic load acting 

45» í-í •••• ; Line of the load 
Surface V   

M * 1 ; 11 di6H«i»tion 
Üàrm^). ; J 

(Gravel) : 0,05 -0,10 

l-| Unit:m 

Fig. 15 The traffic ioad distribution 

in the cross section of the bridges 

Do-nou filled with coanie grovel 

Fig. 16 The cross section of the drift 
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1) A farmer group built the drift, which is the watercourse at bed level 
over which water can flow on seasonal basis at the bottom of sag by laying 
Do-nou and gravel as shown in Fig. 16. The accumulated water of the 
overflow on the road was discharged to the adjoining farm as seen in Fig. 17. 
The water from the road was utilized for the farming. The retention ditch 
was excavated on the form of a point adjoining the road. In the ditch the 
water was stocked and permeated into the soil to provide the water for the 
crops. 
The owner of the farm bordering the maintained portion also got the benefits 
through the road maintenance, therefore he agreed to drain the runoff water 
to his farm, then the road was improved. 

4. Impact of the participatory road maintenance using Do-nou 
technology 
In Kenya, the impact and benefits to the communities after the road 
maintenance have been surveyed through the interview to the people who 
participated in the work after a year has passed from the maintenance. 

Table 1 The result of the interview to the communities who particpated in the work 

Category Impact and benefits 
Traffic 1. Number of the bike taxi on the road has increased. 

2. Time taken to reach the town has become shorter. 
3. The improved road enabled the motorcyclists increase the fuel mileage. 
4. The fee of the bike taxi has become cheap. 

Agribuisness 1. The fiequertcy of the visits of the bikers has irxireased. 
2. The feirnsrs become able to arrive at the market earlier in the morning , 

then their products command good prices. 
3. The planting area of the farmers have increased, since the most of the 

products can be transported arxl sold. 
4. The extention officers have visited the village more fiequently because 

of the improved road conditions. 
Group activities 1. The number of the member of the groiç) has itKteased. 

2. The groip became more cohesive and started the new self-devetopment 
project, such as the new crops, fish pond and nursery. 

3. The groif) started to transfer the Do-nou technotogy to the neighbors 
who got interested in the road maintenance. 

Life 1. The patient could be transferred to the hospital in time. 
2. A new kindergarten has buDL 
3. Some people started to commute to the town near die village, since the 

commute time has reduced. 
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The farmers groups have come together and established an 
association to apply “Do-nou” technology to the maintenance of rural 
infrastructures. It is likely that road maintenance using “Do-nou” 
technology may become the emerging business in rural area in developing 
countries for promoting the improvement of the infrastructures. 

5. Cost of the spot improvement using “Do-nou” technology in 
the pilot project 

In Tanzania, the pilot project 
nou” technology was conducted on a 
rural road classified as Type 3. 

As shown in Fig. 18, seven 
portions on a section totaling a 
distance of 5 km of the rural roads 
were indentified, then maintained 
using “Do-nou” technology. Fig. 19 
and 20 show the conditions of the 
road at location No.2 before and 
after the maintenance, respectively. 

According to the result of the traffic count on the road, bikes are the 
main traffic, 200 bikes per day, and the frequency of the vehicles are less 
than 100. 

for the spot improvement using Do- 

Fig. 18 The plain view of the portions 
maintained using "Do-nou" technology 

Fig. 19 The condition before maintenance at No.2 Fig. 20 The condition after maintenance at No.2 
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The construction scale during the pilot project is summarized in 

Table 2. For the spot improvement using “Do-nou” technology, the 
following activities were undertaken, 
1. F illing of potholes and gullies using “Do-nou” 

2. Sectional re graveling 
3. Compacted road surface 
4. Re excavating ditches 
5. Hauling of gravel for activity 1. and 2. 

The total quantity and cost of each activity are shown in Table 3. 
Since the total length of the maintained spots is 154 m, the unit cost 

of the spot improvement becomes US$ 19 per meter, for the road width of 
4.0 m. The productivity per day using 10 labours is 20.0 m. 

TTHL' 2 Tlr catlnclbn scale dii-g tlv [Tiku 

SuLli)ii oflli; ptjccl ()I13() 41TX) 
M>. ol'llr uluv was mulaiiul 7 
No. ofv\oikiig da>s (4hB.is pa diy) 15 
No. oftlr aipki^al kbixr 15) 
Ni>. of Q>itii iKil (pcs) l.#X> 
Qliutiy ol'tlr gavd ililiaxl (n3) 
Txal hilli ofüi: nrálaiiui spot (ni 153 

TiiHc 3 The kital qiuliy íBII aist d'aidiælivty 

Wik Ilan a.-Ylivitiy Uit Qiortitv CosKLSS) % 
Filling ofpotlToks latl gt.illics witli 'Tto-im” in' 25.49 757 26 
Salimil rcgavdii'ç m' 68.51 574 20 
Cmptx.1 ludsutC'c nf 617.92 582 20 
Re cícavali^ cildrs m 27Ü.(X) 26 1 
i of gavd da>%\u'k 15.(X) 9S) 34 
Jitii 2920 1(X) 

The hauling of gravel has highest percentage of the total cost among 

the works, with the filling of potholes and gullies with “Do-nou” occupying 

the second highest percentage. 
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Work rate for filling of potholes and gullies with “Do-nou” is 

projected at US$ 30 per m\ Table 4 shows the breakdown of the cost of the 
works, Filling of potholes and gullies using “Do-nou” at all the portions. 

Table 4BtEaklciv\n of the cost of Filing of potholes and gibes wth ‘Tb-noif’ 

Item Quaility Uiit Rate(lJS$) Total(lJS$) % 
Liboir 31 pCTSonhoiis 24 74 10 
ffand larrmET 30 dajpcs 1.2 36 5 
Do-nou bag 1,4% beg 0.3 449 59 
String 448.48 m 0.05 21 3 
Gravel 25.49 6.90 176 23 

Total 757 100 

The cost of Do-nou bags constituted more than 50 % proportion of 
the total cost of the works. To keep the cost benefits of “Do-nou” technology 
high, it is necessary to find the available bags at the cheapest price. The 
advantages of the Do-nou compared to the conventional method, which use 
only the gravel, is to make the settlement much smaller. It leads to a longer 
duration of the road maintenance. 

Based on the records of the pilot project, the productivity is 
calculated. With the assumption that each activitity is implemented 
independently, the volume of filling of potholes and gullies with “Do-nou” 
which a labour can manage within a day, is 0.82 m^ In terms of the number 

of “Do-nou”, the productivity is 48 bags per personday. 

6. Conclusion 
The maintenance of the rural access roads using “Do-nou” technology has 
been developed and transferred aiming to reduce the poverty in rural areas 
of developing countries. This is one of the innovation to maintain the rural 

infrastructure utilizing the locally available material as much as possible. 
In areas where the “Do-nou” technology was used, its simplicity and 

effectiveness motivated the communities to provide their labour for the 
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improvement of rural infrastructures. The motivation of the mral 
communities for self development also ensures that maintenance is carried 
out continuously. The impact and benefits to the communities were 

enormous as revealed through the interview. It is found that some farmers 
have commenced business to improve the rural infrastructure applying the 
“Do-nou” technology. 

Through the pilot project, the productivity and unit cost of filling 

potholes and gullies with “Do-nou” are projected. Base on these data, the 
spot improvement using “Do-nou” technology can be adopted by the local 

authorities as one of the labour based technology for rural road 
maintenance. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The fast depletion of sources of suitable gravel wearing course materials for 
upgrading local roads to all-weather standards is proving a major challenge as 
it is becoming unsustainable in many developing countries. This challenge 
lends itself to investigations in assessing possible alternatives to conventional 
unsealed gravel roads. 

Economic analyses of regional research have shown that sealing of gravel roads 
is economically justified in the long term even at traffic levels less than 100 
vehicles per day (vpd). Employment Intensive Approaches (EIAs) of 
construction have also proved to be a cost-effective alternative to equipment 
based methods in low-wage countries that have an adequate supply of under¬ 
employed labour. Most of these roads can therefore be upgraded to sealed 
standards using EIAs that focus on poverty alleviation in pursuit of the broader 
national and regional goals of socio-economic growth and development. Other 
benefits accruing to the rural communities by use of EIAs are the injection of 
cash into the rural economy, knowledge transfer that can later lead to 
establishment of small-scaled road maintenance contractors in the area, sense 
of ownership of the roads, reduced dustiness, environmental and material 
conservation. 

The purpose of this paper is therefore to share with Labour Based Practitioners, 
experiences gained in researches on low-volume road seal options tried in the 
Limpopo province of South Africa and to recommend the best alternatives that 
are labour-friendly and amenable to employment intensive approaches. 

Key areas covered are: 
• Employment Intensive Seal Options: 

o Hot Bitumen seals and challenges to the use of EIAs 
o Cold Asphalt seals and challenges to the use of EIAs 

• In-situ Cold Asphalt Mixes - the Recommended Option to EIAs 
o Technical Specifications 
o Mode and Procedures for Mixing, placing, and Compaction of 

cold Asphalt. 
Indicative Production rate and Unit cost 

1 SADC Guideline on Low-Volume Sealed Roads, July 2003 
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INTRODUCTION Unsealed earth and gravel roads in most developing countries usually 
deteriorate rapidly mainly due to non-traffic-related factors such as 

climate, terrain, soil conditions and ineffective maintenance systems thus 
resulting in very huge annual maintenance costs. Furthermore dust 
pollution created by these roads result in adverse environmental 
degradation and health hazards; and the fast depletion of the non-renewable 
construction materials (gravel) makes the rehabilitation and maintenance of 

the expanding road network unsustainable. 

Poverty and unemployment is growing to dangerous levels exacerbated by 
the recent global economic downturn. Wage rates are relatively very low in 
developing countries compared to those in industrialized countries resulting 
in most workers failing to break out of the poverty cycle. Almost all 
plant/machinery with associated spare parts for road constmction are 
imported from developed countries with adverse impacts on the economies 

of the under-developed countries. 

To address this situation. Governments and the donor community alike need 
to show genuine commitment for durable change matched by a strong 
determination to intervene in creating the much needed employment in 
addressing the huge infrastructural backlogs so that the millions of people 
now living in poverty have a real perspective of a better livelihood for 
themselves and the next generations. 

Low-volume labour based surfacing of gravel roads results in reduction of 
maintenance budgets while at the same time increasing benefits to local 
economies. 
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Employment-Intensive Sealing Options 

To contribute to the above objective, researches on applying El As to low- 
volume roads sealing options have been successfully carried out in recent 
years in South Africa and other countries and experiences gained are 
summarised below. 

Hot Bitumen Seals 

Most of the initial trial sealing works were carried out using hot bitumen 
options such as Otta Seal, Grav Seal, Chip seal. Slurry seal, and Cape Seals. 

Although these options were successfully tried with good quality results, 
experiences gained in the application of El As to the above sealing options 

have revealed that hot bitumen seal applications are not labour-friendly due 
to the following reasons: 

• The high temperatures of hot bitumen requires the use of bitumen 
Distributor trucks for delivery to site; 

• Hot bitumen sealing, for cost-effectiveness, require huge capacity 
Distributors for delivery, and hence long stretches (about 1km) of 
road base has to be formed for once-off spraying with the motorised 
bitumen distributor. If not adequately protected from traffic, the 
formed road base by Labour based methods are exposed for long 
periods and gets damaged by traffic prior to sealing thus requiring 
costly and difficult repairs before sealing. Avoidance of this 
situation requires a complete close down of the road section by 
providing detours sometimes at an added cost to the project. 

• The pace of application of aggregates/ (chip stones) by labour is not 
commensurate with the fast spraying by a bitumen distributor. 
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Hence spraying of bitumen by the Distributor is done in small 
sections at a time and whilst waiting for chip application before 
spraying the next section, the nozzles of the sprayer get clogged 
leading to uneven spraying and low quality of finished seal due to 
stripping or ravelling of the subsequent sections. 

• Due to remoteness of sites, breakdowns of bitumen 
tankers/spreaders inevitably cause severe costs and logistical 
bottlenecks for the contractor in relation to the redundancy of the 
mobilised workforce and other resources for the sealing operation. 
This situation arises especially when the breakdown occurs once the 
tanker is already on site for spraying. 

• High technical competence and supervision is required in ensuring 
the correct: 

o B itumen spray rate 
o B itumen spraying temperature 
o Chip application rate; 

• The required high bitumen spraying temperature poses potentially 
high health risk hazard to the large workforce in particular for 
inexperienced contractors; 

• It is difficult to obtain a uniform chippings application by hand. 
Other improvised equipment (the “Chippy”) has to be employed for 
uniform application at additional cost; 

• Hot bitumen seals especially Otta Seals require extensive after-care 
for up to three months for sweeping back dislodged aggregates, 
blinding off patches of extensive bleeding. This has proven difficult 
to handle contractually and has caused contractors to “overprice” 
the Otta Seal; 

• Loose stones can cause damage to vehicle windscreens during the 
first months before all loose aggregates are eventually securely 
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lodged in the seal or are swept off; 
• Contractors are reluctant to re-mobilise after three months for 

application of fog spray and Sand cover seal; 
• Extensive compaction is required preferably with a heavy smooth 

roller for chip seals to glue the chippings onto the sprayed bitumen, 
and pneumatic roller for Otta seal for at least three days after sealing. 
This is required in order to knead the bitumen up through the graded 
aggregate to ensure that all particles are coated and held together, 
flowever, smooth and pneumatic rollers are often scarce in most 
developing countries and cannot always be mobilized to site as and 
when required. As a replacement the rolling may be done with 
loaded trucks, but this requires careful monitoring to ensure that the 
entire surface receives the required compaction effort. 

Through a collaboration between the International Labour Office (ILO) and 
the South Africa Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR), a 
Penetration (Modi fied Otta) Seal has also been successfully tried - which is 
a modification on the Otta seal but using emulsion binder applied by use of a 
motorised hand spray, application of aggregates, and compaction. 

Again although the bottlenecks of handling hot bitumen and use of heavy 
bitumen distributers were eliminated, the high technical inputs of 
ensuringthe correct spray rate and application of aggregates still persist with 
this option. 

To overcome the above hurdles in the use of employment-intensive 
methods, the current trend has been on the use of cold mixes which 
eliminate the above bottlenecks/health hazards and enables a labour- 
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friendly “seal-as-you-go” daily operation. 

Cold Asphalt Mixes 
Several cold mix options have been tried among others, proprietary mixes 
such as Labour Based Surfacing (LBS), and Cougar have performed 

remarkably well over five years. However, as with all other proprietary 
products, the proprietors do disclose some common constituents but not the 
main 'secret' ingredient of their products. 

In-situ Cold Mix Asphalt-the Recommended Option to EIA 

The latest innovation by the ILO-CSIR researeh collaboration is the 
successful trials in the production of 14mm compacted (20mm loose) 
thickness of in-situ cold hand-mix asphalt on site. This seal is very easy to 
prepare on site and is highly recommended for EIAs especially when using 
inexperienced small-scaled contractors. It entails simply mixing on site an 
emulsion binder with uniformly graded aggregates having grading and 
properties shown below, placing on a prepared road based and compaction. 

Technical Specifications 
Materials required for the in-situ cold mix asphalt are: 

• Bituminous binder as tack coat in the form of a 60% Anionic stable 
grade emulsion. 

• Emulsion Asphalt binder for the asphalt is 65% Cationic premix 
grade (Tosas KMS 65) emulsion supplied to site in 210 litre drums. 
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Grading of aggregate 

The grading of the aggregate should fall within the grading envelope in 
Table and Graph below. 

Table 1: Grading limits enveiope 
Sieve 

aperture 
(mm) 

Percentage passing % 
Upper Ideal 
limit 

Lower 
limit 

13,2 100 
9,5 96 90 85 
6,7 82 74 65 

4,75 70 58 45 
2,00 50 35 20 
0,850 30 20 10 
0,425 lé 10 2 
0,250 10 6 1,8 
0,150 8 5 1,5 
0,075 5 3 1 

<0,075 

QOS Q15 Q3 Q6 12 Z4 48 9.6 

Seve Appetue (rmi 

The aggregate should be free from decomposed materials, vegetable matter 
and other deleterious substances. If the grading of the aggregate tends 
towards the lower limits it may be necessary to increase the percentages of 
the middle fractions (but still remaining within the envelope to provide a 
more continuous grading. 
Cougar Tar Maintenance, South Africa 

It is critical to limit the lower fraction material not to exceed the upper limit 
of the grading envelope as too high a percentage of fine material tends to 
absorb the binder resulting in a “dry” product. 

Bulking of the aggregate 
Bulking of the aggregate poses a problem which must be addressed 
especially if the aggregate is damp. If the aggregate is dry, there is no 
problem. But normally aggregate supplied from the crusher quarries is 
damp and the problem arises when part of the heap is damp and part is dry. 

To overcome this problem, thoroughly wet the heap to be used with a hose 
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some 6 to 8 hours or more before use, (and cover the heap with a plastic 
cover). Find the degree of bulking using a 25 litre container in the following 
procedure; 

• Determine the inside height of the 25 litre can (say j); 
• Fill the can with damp material and strike off the excess material 

level with the top of the can; 
• Add water to the can of aggregate until completely saturated, 

making sure all the air is released by rodding the can with a thin 
rod (e.g. rake handle or reinforcing bar); 

• Pour off excess water and measure the drop in height of the 

aggregate (say x); 
• Then x/y will give the degree of bulking (bulking factor) for 

adjustments of the quantity of emulsion to be used in the mix. 

Therefore, if the quantity of 
emulsion to be used in the mix is 
290 litres/m^, this amount of 
emulsion must be reduced by a 
factor of x/y i.e. x/y times 290. 

The amount of emulsion to be used 
per m^ is therefore: 

290- X 290 = 290 f x^ 1-- 
l yj 

Hardness of the aggregate 
The aggregate crushing value (ACV) of the coarse material shall not exceed 
30. 

Porosity of the aggregate 
The porosity of the aggregate will also affect the amount of emulsion to be 
added to the mix. Where the porosity of the aggregate is likely to be on the 
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high side it is advisable to increase the amount of emulsion. The porosity of 
the aggregate can be determined by subjecting it to the Kerosene absorption 
test. 

Plant and Hand tools Requirements 

I'he following specialized plant and equipment is recommended for the 
construction of the asphalt seal surfacing by employment intensive 

methods: Pedestrian vibratory roller (Bomag 760 or equivalent); a mixing 
pan constructed of 3mm steel and of the dimensions shown in Figure 2 and 
Photo 1, 3 No. Wheelbarrows, 7mm Sisal rope, 2 x 50m rolls, flat spades, 
hard brooms, hammer, 150mm nails for holding down shutters, chalk line 
equipment, steel tape, 50m, steel squeegees, 20mm steel box sections as 

guide rails for placing asphalt (four lengths each of 2 and 3m long) with 
three 4mm diameter holes per section, 6mm thick x 50mm wide steel section 
(guide rail) to accommodate wet to dry asphalt (four lengths 2 and 3m long), 
2m straight edge (Screed), 6 No. 20 litre measuring containers, 5 No. 10 litre 
measuring containers, I No. 5 litre measuring Jug, Steel framed stand for 
decanting emulsion drums, 50 mm diameter ball valve for decanting 
emulsion from drums. 

Mode of Mixing 

Use of Concrete Mixers 
All the above mentioned types of cold mixes make use of concrete mixers to 
ensure that the required quality is achieved without contamination. 
However, the use of concrete mixers restrict daily seal production outputs 

by virtue of the limited mixer capacity and number of mixers, as well as 
increasing the sealing cost with the rental, operating, and maintenance 

costs. In addition all works come to a standstill with the breakdown of the 
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mixer. The above challenges are exacerbated in countries and local regions 

where concrete mixers are in scarce supply, sometimes being available only 
in large cities, and thus having to lease and transport them over long 
distances to project sites in remote areas. 

Use of Steel Mixing Trays 

In an attempt to surmount the above hiccups in the use of concrete mixers in 
cold asphalt laying, the ILO-CSIR research collaboration has designed and 
successfully tested a customised steel tray pan for asphalt mixing that allow 
the optimum hand mixing within time durations of that of concrete mixers, 
without compromising on quality of the mix. 

After several laboratory and field trials undertaken to determine the 
suitability of the pan design for mixing the asphalt and the efficiency of 
mixing, it was determined that a pan of the dimensions as shown below was 
optimum for effective and efficient mixing by a team of three workers 
mixing a volume of 40 to 60 litres within 1 to 2 minutes mixing time. 

lllOmm 

Compaction of the asphalt. (Photo 1) 
Dimensions of Mixing Tray (Figure 2) 

Note: It is always advisable to get a reputable laboratory to test and control 
the asphalt surfacing aggregate. 
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Table 2 below indicates the amount of 65% Cationic Premix Grade 
emulsion to be added for various volumes of aggregate to provide the 
desired asphalt mix: 

Mix Volume (litres) 100 80 60 40 
Aggregate (Dry) (litres) 100 80 60 40 
65% Emulsion (litres) 15 12 9 6 
Water (litres) (approx.) 3 2.5 1.5 1 
Table 2: Amount of 65% Cationic grade emulsion for various mixes 

Note: In very cold weather it may be necessary to warm the emulsion to 
make it more fluid to meet the manufacturer's requirement 

Steps in Mixing, Placing and Compaction of Asphalt 

Preparation of road base surface 

• Sweep clean the road which has been constructed in accordance 
with the specifîcations. All loose material and mud that has been 
brought onto the surface must be removed, especially any cattle 
dung. 

• Stake out width of road to be surfaced, marking out the centre 
and edge of the road with a chalk line and mark the intermediate 
positions on which the box section shutters are to be placed for 
the asphalt sections (Photo 2). 

• Before any asphalt is placed, the “spreading team” must check 
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and rectify the levels of the base before laying the lOmni thick 
(wet/un-compacted) asphalt surface. 

• Place 3 lengths of the 20mni steel box sections (Photo 3) along 
the outer edge of the road and 3 lengths the desired distance (1 - 
IVi meters) away towards the centre of the road and check the 
accuracy of the base levels and remove any high spots where a 
cover of less than 18mm is obtained. Isolated low spots can be 
accommodated with extra asphalt up to a maximum of 20mm. 
Large aggregate in the base can be treated/crushed with a 2 kg 
hammer to ensure a minimum of 18mm cover. 

Application of Tack Coat 
• Apply a tack coat of diluted emulsion 60% Anionic stable grade 

emulsion (1:8 emulsion/water) using a watering can and broom 
evenly over the surface (Photo 4). 
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In the case of the mixing tray there will normally be 3 people mixing. One of 

the mixers should be appointed to be in charge of the mixing team. This 
person will be responsible for; 
• Checking that the mixing tray is free of any foreign matter before 

any work starts. 
• Ensuring that the correct amount of aggregate, water and emulsion is 

batched ready for use. 
• Controlling the mixing operation to ensure that the aggregate, water 

and emulsion are thoroughly mixed through. 
• Ensuring that the mixing tray is clean at the end of the day's 

operations. 
In batching and mixing of asphalt: 

The area on which the mixing tray and stand for the emulsion drum 
are to be situated must be clean, well-drained and have a sound surface 
to avoid dirt and mud being carried onto the base by the wheelbarrows. It 
must also be kept clean during operations to avoid bitumen being carried 
on to the new work by the wheelbarrows. 

The aggregate to be used in the asphalt must be dumped as close to the 
working site as possible preferably at the mid-point of the length of road 

that one load of aggregate will cover. 
Using the 20 litre measuring cans add 40 - 60 litres of aggregate to 

the mixing tray. 
The water is then added slowly to the aggregates and mixing 

continued until the aggregate is thoroughly dampened. The amount of 
water to be added is established before the work starts and will be 

affected by the moisture in the aggregate (normally U/2 - 3 litres). 
Lastly the required amount of 65% Cationic premix grade emulsion 

(Tosas KMS 65 or similar), as determined by the engineer is decanted 
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from the drum using the 50mm ball valve (The ball valve should be 
soaked and cleaned in paraffin at the end of each shift or if there is any 
delay in the decanting operation) and evenly poured over the surface of 
the aggregate in the mixing tray and not dumped into the tray. By evenly 
pouring emulsion over the aggregate, better, quicker and more efficient 
coating of the aggregate will occur without spillage or splashing of the 
emulsion and the asphalt, (see Photo 6). 

The person in charge of the mixing team must ensure that once the 
ingredients of the asphalt are thoroughly mixed the asphalt is loaded into 
the wheelbarrows without any wastage or mess taking place. Only one 
third to half wheelbarrow loads (+ 20 - 30 litres) must be discharged and 
not full loads. 

It should be noted that when drums of emulsion have been stored for any 
length of time, the bitumen 

molecules in the emulsion tend to 
settle to the bottom of the drum. 
Therefore it is essential to roll the 
drum and mix the contents well 
before use. It is even 
recommended that the day before 
being used, the drums to be used 
are turned upside down before 
being rolled for the next day's use. 

Figure 3: Spaces for Placing of asphalt 

Placing the Asphalt 
After the surface of the base has been prepared and the 20mm box sections 
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placed in position to gauge the thickness of the wet asphalt as described in 
step 1 above, proceed as follows: 
• Tip the wheelbarrow loads of asphalt from the wheelbarrows with the 

assistance of shovels ahead of the screed at the spacing (x) determined 
by the Engineer (see Figure 3 and Photo 7) for the squeegee operators 

to spread the material sufficiently thick for the screed to level the 
surface quickly and efficiently. The reason for tipping such small 
quantities is that placing too much asphalt too close to the screed 

makes the work both for the screed operators and squeegee operators 
more difficult and time consuming. 

During the process of shovelling the asphalt from the barrow to the 
road, the shovels must be dipped into the drum of water and wiped with the 
wet mutton cloth. 

Note: 
There is a limited period available from the time the emulsion binder is added to the 
mix to the time the material is tipped and spread. It must be done before the binder has 
“broken” - this will facilitate the spreading operation. In order to facilitate the placing 
and screeding of the asphalt before the emulsion breaks it is recommended that the 
width of a laid asphalt section should not exceed 1-1.5 meters. Try to arrange the 
guide rails so that they do not fall in the “wheelbarrow paths”. 
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6.4 Spreading and Compaction 
• Move the material to the front of the screed with the steel squeegees, 

assisted with the odd shovel as illustrated in Figure 4 and Photo 7, so 
that the screed gang has the minimum effort to level the material into 
place, with minimum spillage over the guide rails. 

Photo 9: Compacting the Asphalt 

• Rolling can commence once the guide rails have been removed and 
t. * 

the initial breaking of the asphalt has commenced for the full depth 
of the layer. This period will be affected by the ruling weather 
conditions. 

• Rolling is continued until the 20 mm loose layer has been compacted 
to a thickness of approximately 14mm. 

• Care must be taken when compacting the asphalt. Rolling of the 
asphalt should take place in the longitudinal direction of the road and 
where ever possible at least half the roller drum should be supported 
on compacted asphalt. Wrong rolling can result in the building in of 
undulations in the surface of the asphalt. 

• Once rolling has been completed and before proceeding with the 
construction of adjacent asphalt surfacing the edges of the 
compacted paving, against which these surfaces will be laid, must be 
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neatly trimmed and squared and any material resulting from this 
operation removed from the road surface. 

Notes: 
- Rakes should not be used to move the loose asphalt into place as this 

process results in the segregation of the aggregate, resulting in a non- 
uniform texture. 

- That if all the hand tools are continuously cleaned in the Vi drum of 
water next to the work face, the operation will proceed more 
efficiently. Instead of using 14 drum of water, a wheelbarrow of water 
will be more efficient as it can be easily moved as the work 
progresses. 

- It is essential that the process of batching, mixing, discharging, 
transporting, placing and screeding of the asphalt is properly 
controlled and efficiently executed to ensure that the process is 
completed before the emulsion breaks. Once the emulsion has broken 
it will be difficult to place and screed it. 

- If wet weather is predicted and imminent, no asphalt work must be 
attempted. 

- No traffic must be allowed to use the surface until the emulsion has 
broken and set. 

- No asphalt must be placed on a dry surface. It is therefore essential to 
ensure that adequate watering facilities are in place before the work 
starts. 

- Cleanliness of equipment is advisable at all times and the due care of 
the guide rails when storing and handling is essential to prevent the 
rails being damaged or bent. 

- Cleanliness in and around the work site is essential to ensure no free 
bitumen is carried onto the work by pedestrians or the work's team. 

- Once a mix is commenced, there must be no stoppage of the work 
until the cycle of mixing and laying of the mix has been completed, 
e.g. lunch breaks etc. The screed operators must be replaced every 
hour to allow them to do less arduous work for at least an hour. 

Construction of next adjacent strip of asphalt surfacing 
The next adjacent strip of asphalt surfacing is also constructed as previously 
described. 
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In placing the asphalt on the adjacent section of the road allowance must be 

made for the thickness (± 14mm) of the dried and compacted asphalt already 
placed on the first section of the road. This is achieved by placing 6mm rails 
on top of the edge of the dried asphalt and parallel to the centre line of the 
road, and 20mm rails on the edge of the road as depicted in Figure 5 and 

Adjacent new strip to be constructed 
Completed strip 

20mm box section 
6mm guide rail 

Photo 10: Construction of adjacent section 

6mm guide rail 20mm box section 

r 
Compacted asphalt (14mm)/  

Figure 5: Detail to accommodate 
wet and dry asphalt thicknesses 
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Indicative production rate and Unit Cost 

Experience from the trials shows that workforce of 10 - 12 (two mixing 

teams using the mixing tray and one spreading team) should be able to 
produce 300m^ of 20mm (un-compacted thickness) asphalt surfacing per 
day. With more mixing trays and teams employed, the daily asphalt 
production output can be multiplied many times to ensure that the works are 
completed on- or ahead of schedule. It costs aboutUS$ 3.0 /m^(as of2009). 

CONCLUSIONS 

From the foregoing it has been shown that high quality low-volume sealed 

roads can successfully be constructed using employment-intensive 
approaches to construction. With the adoption of more appropriate design 
specifications and locally derived techniques in the use of locally available 
resources, construction of low-volume sealed roads can be more cost- 

effective certainly more sustainable than construction an (never ending) re¬ 
gravelling of unpaved rural roads. It can also be safely concluded that the 
on-site hand mixing cold asphalt option using mixing trays is the best and 
recommended option for the application of employment intensive methods 
since it: 
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• Increases labour-intensity and daily production outputs without 
compromising on quality of the finished product. 

• Does not require high technical supervision as compared to the other 
options; hence very suitable for construction especially by emerging 
(in-experienced) contractors. 

• Affords easy transportation of emulsion to site in 210 litre drums 
and eliminates all bottlenecks associated with the use of heavy 
bituminous distributors. 

• Minimises handling and health hazards to the workforce. 
• Affords same-day opening of completed section to traffic. 
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ABSTRACT 
In 2002, the CSIR-Building and Road Research Institute of Ghana used 
burnt clay bricks to surface portions (about 250m) of its internal road 
network with the extensive use of labour and hand tools. The bricks met the 
ASTM specification No. C902-99 for Pedestrian and Light Traffic 
Pavements. The road has been appraised to be of sound engineering, cost- 
effective, and environmentally friendly. Thus, this technique promises a 
sound alternative to the conventional road pavement techniques. Clay 
deposits are found in all the 10 regions in Ghana with a total estimated 
amount of about 1350 million metric tonnes. Against this background, the 
production of 320,000 burnt clay brick units and their use to construct a 
typical 1.0 km and 6m wide was assessed in this study. 

The production of the bricks could directly engage some 50 persons 
actively over a period of 3 months while the road construction has the 
prospect of employing persons in excess of a total of 34,560 man-hours 
which translates into employment opportunities to about 120 unskilled and 
semi-skilled persons over a period of 2 months. The total cost of the project 
is estimated at the equivalent of US$ 218,116.20 (July 2011 exchange rate), 
with more than 34% of the cost being absorbed by direct labour alone. In 
line with policy statements which seek to facilitate the use of local 
innovations and research outputs for domestic construction works, this 
labour-based technique could be applied to paving many of the rural roads, 
residential streets of emerging communities in urban settlements, and other 
light trafficked areas in Ghana while creating employment opportunities.. 

Keywords: Labour-based techniques, Burnt Clay Bricks, Light 
Pavements 
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INTRODUCTION 

Background Whereas labour-based technology is not new in Ghana, its prospects 
are yet to be extensively, effectively and efficiently exploited. The 

huge deficit of rural infrastructural development coupled with the high 
proportions of unskilled and semi-skilled labour force and abundance of 
material resources sets the basic ingredients for optimizing the benefits of 
labour-based technology. Ghana's economy has the prospects of going 
through significant growths with the prudent management of its newest 
discovery of natural resources- Oil and Gas. The benefits of the exploitation 

of these resources that could see the country undergo massive 
infrastructural development may however take years. The transition from 
our present state to desired levels of developments presents the effective and 
efficient use of labour-based techniques, especially in the rural and peri¬ 
urban road management sectors. Labour-based road construction and 
maintenance techniques have successfully been implemented in many 

countries that have transformed from developing to emerging economies 
such as Lao Peoples Democratic Republic (Johannessen and Edmonds, 

1996). 

In Ghana, many of rural roads, residential streets of emerging communities 
in urban settlements, and other light trafficked areas are unpaved. The 
conventional practice of applying a bituminous surfacing or concrete 
paving requires huge financial commitments. Traditionally, natural gravel 

has been the conventional surfacing material of rural roads in many 
developing countries which are characterized by relatively high cost and 
sustainability challenges (Johnston and Salter, 2001). The basic 

conditions, according to Petts (2008), that should be met to make gravel a 
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good choice include availability of suitable gravel material, short haul 
distances (usually less than 10 km), gentle road terrain of gradients not more 
than 6%, low or moderate rainfall (less than 2,000 mm/year), and readily 
available financial resources for periodic re-gravelling. Unfortunately, 
these requirements are not met in many locations in Ghana. Thus an equally 

Plate la: Plate lb: 
Residential Unpaved Road, Kumasi Rural Road in a Deplorable Condition, 

Ashanti Reg. 

Clay abounds in Ghana with a total estimated amount of about 1,350 million 
metric tonnes with deposits found in all her 10 regions (Bediako, 2009). 
Research works in the production of burnt clay bricks that meet the ASTM 
specification No. C902-99 for Pedestrian and Light Traffic Pavements have 
been carried out at the Building and Road Research Institute of the Council 

for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR-BRRI) in Kumasi, Ghana 
(Boadi and Obeng, 2003). Subsequently, a bumt-clay-brick-paved road 
was constructed at the CSIR-BRRI using techniques that employed the 
extensive use of labour and hand tools with some support of light 
equipment. The brick-surfaced road has been appraised to be appropriate; of 
sound engineering properties, environmentally friendly, and eeonomically 
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profitable (Debrah, 2010). 

In line with policy statements which seek to facilitate the use of local 
innovations and research outputs for domestic construction works, this 
paper focuses on outlining the prospects of labour-based techniques (and 
thus poverty reduction) associated with the use of burnt clay bricks for 
paving an arbitrary 1.0 kilometer gravel road stretch with average width of 
6.0m using the basis ofthe CSIR-BRRI burnt-brick surfaced road. 

Overview of CSIR-BRRI Brick Surfaced Road 
In 2002, a portion (about 250m) of the internal road network of the 
CSIR-BRRI was paved with burnt clay bricks of different physical and 
engineering properties. Three types of burnt clay bricks of different 
engineering properties, which invariably, met all the basic 
requirements of the ASTM specification No. C902-99 for Pedestrian 

and Light Traffic Pavements were used for the road surfacing. 
Table I displays the basic characteristics of the three burnt clay bricks 
that were used. The road sections have been subjected to light vehicular 

and pedestrian traffic since then, receiving an average of 150 vehicle 
passes per day. Since construction, the brick paved road has had no 
significant maintenance interventions though it has been at the 
vagaries of the environmental elements. A visual inspection of its 
present state after 9 years however shows just slight-to-moderate road 

surface deterioration. 
Table 1. Characteristic of Burnt Bricks Used for Surfacing 

Sample Av. Firing 
Temp ("C) 

Physical Characteristics Engineering Properties 

Shape Dimensions 
(cm) 

Compressive 
Strength {N/mm^) 

Water 
Absorption (%) 

Typel 950 Rectangular 9 X 21x 7 19.24 15.84 

Type II 950 Hexagonal 6 X 12 X 7 18.28 15.93 

Type III 1050 Rectangular 9 X 20 X 7 ■ 21.80 9.26 

Source: Boadiand Obeng, 2003 
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PRODUCTION OF BURNT CLAY BRICKS 

The Technical Activities Involved 

The production of burnt clay bricks may vary in diverse ways due to the 
method adopted. However, the core technical activities may be 
classified as: 

• Winning - This is the first major activity associated with 
the production of the burnt clay bricks. Whereas there is 
abundance of raw clay, the basic properties vary and some 
deposits are best desired than others due to the amounts of 
preparation required. Currently, the CSIR-BRRI brick 
factory has been winning the clay from deposits at Hwereso 
and Mankranso, in the Ashanti Region. 

« 
• Transportingraw clay is transported in trucks from 

the wining sites to the brick production factory located at 
Fumesua, for the necessary production activities. It should 
be noted that there are also a number of burnt brick 
production factories located at other parts of the country. 

• Preparation - the raw clay, at this stage, contains some 
foreign materials such as vegetative parts, stones of varying 
sizes, and many other unwanted matter. The raw clay is 
therefore processed to get rid of all the unwanted matter, and 
then the right amount of water is added and mixed 
thoroughly ready for moulding. 

• Moulding - the desired sizes and shapes are achieved 
using the moulding units. The moulding units ensure 
flexibility in the sizes shapes and forms (i.e. solid or hollow) 
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types of the bricks. For the purpose of the use for surfacing 
light pavements, the rectangular solid type is appropriate. 

• Firing - prior to firing the moulded bricks are left to air- 
dry. The firing in essence is to extract moisture in order to 
increase the compressive strength of the bricks. Research 

works have shown that to achieve a compressive strength of 
about 20N/mm^ the ultimate average firing temperature 
should be in the neighbourhood of 1000" C. (Boadi and 
Oheng, 2003; Okunanade, 2008; Al-Amaireh 2009). 

Plate 3a: Plate 3b: 

Preparing Raw Clay, BRRI Brick Factory, Fumesua Packing Moulded Clay Bricks 

Ready for Firing 

Labour Appraisal 

The burnt brick purposed for light pavement (including rural road 
surfacing) is of solid rectangular shape of typical dimensions 21cm x 
9cm X 7cm and thus has a unit surface area of approximately 0.02m^[i.e. 
9cm X 21cm]. The 1.0km road space of average width 6.0m therefore 
requires about 320,000 brick units (i.e. making allowance of some 5-7 

% for breakages, waste, and under burnt ones). About 450m^ of clay is 
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required for the production of the 320,000 brick units. 
From surveys conducted at the CSIR-BRRI brick factory located at 
Fumesua, Kumasi, Ghana, the labour inputs requirement for the 
production of the 320,000 brick units is as presented in Table 2. A 
typical working day starts at 8:30am and ends at 4:30pm with an hour 
break usually around noon. This thus gives about 6 effective working 
hours per day (i.e. taken about one hour as wasted time from the overall 
working period). 

Table 2 Labour Input Assessment for the Productbn of Burnt Clay Bricks 
ActKity 
(Operation) 

Labour-Input 
(Man-Hours) Labour Force Tiire-lnput 

(Working Days) 

Clay Preparatbn 3,734 2 Gangs of 
5persons/gang 52 

Moulding 2,986 3 Gangs of 
4persoas/gang 43 

Packing for Firing 5,760 
3 Gangs of 
6persons/gang 80 

Total Labour-Input 12,480 40 persons 

It is also worthy of note that beside the direct production activities for 

the burnt clay bricks, there are additional ancillary activities such as 
loading the brick units unto trucks to be conveyed to the construction 

sites plus off-loading. These are also estimated at about 9,000 man¬ 
hours thus making the total requirement for the production and 
transporting to the construction site to about 21,480 man-hours. This 
roughly translates into engaging about 50 persons over some 3 months. 

CONSTRUCTION OF LIGHT PAVEMENT ROAD 

Design Considerations 
An average CBR of 30% is assumed for the in-situ material typifying a 

lateritic soil (subgrade) which dominates in most parts of Ghana. Vehicular 
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traffic consisting of small (60%) and medium (40%) vehicles of 200 
vehicle-passes per day is used to project the expected traffic loads over a 
design period of 10 years. The expected traffic loads, therefore, comes to 

100 standard 80kN axles. 
The proposed Transport Research Laboratory's structural gravel thickness 
estimator (Equation 1) for low traffic roads for a residual rut depth of 40mm 

is used to estimate the required gravel material. 

Log?? = 0.24  Equation 1 

Where, N - number of standard 80 kN axles 
h - thickness of granular (gravel) material required in mm 
CBR - subgrade CBR (%) 

From Equation 1, the required gravel thickness (h= 42.12mm) for 
strengthening the in-situ subgrade to effectively carry the expected traffic 

loads (100 Standard 80kN axles) is taken to be 50mm. The finished brick 
surface was assumed to provide fairly good draining of road surface water 
and hence a gentle crossfall of about 4% from the centerline of the road is 

adopted. The sides of the paved roadway area are to be curbed. Essentially, 
the curbs act as bracers for the brick units, thus preventing them from lateral 
separation. A 12mm fine aggregate material (sand or quarry dust) for 
blinding was to receive the brick units. From the experience of the 
demonstration brick surfaced road at the CSIR-BRRI, geotextile polythene 

sheets are to be spread over the gravel before the fine aggregate blinding 
material. This is to prevent the ingress of water and vegetation growth which 
would rather facilitate pavement structure failure. 

Material Inputs 
The main material components and their respective purposes for the 
pavement construction are as presented in Table 3. 
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Table 3 Material Corrponcnts and their Respective Purposes 
Item Material Quantity Unit Purpose 

l Burnt Clay Bricks 320,000 Units Pavement Surfacing 

2 Fine Aggregates 
{River Sand/Quany Dust) 72 m 

Blinding for receiving Bricks 
- 12mm Thickness 

3 Polythene 6,000 m" Damp Proofing 

Natural Gravel 350 Structural Material for the 
Pavement - 50mm Thickness 

5 Pre-fabricated Concrete Curbs 4,000 No. Bracing Sides of Pavement to 
Prevent Lateral Separation 

6 Water, Cement, and Aggregates varies ... Nominal Masonry Works 

7 In-situ Material (Subgrade) — ... Prepared to Road Formation 

Construction Procedure of Light Pavement Road 
The existing natural ground (subgrade) is to be prepared to the designed 
crossfalls of 4% from the centerline. The edges of the road are to be marked, 
pegged and foundation trenches dug for the construction of the side curbs. 
The necessary masonry works are placed to receive the pre-fabricated 
curbs. After the placement of the concrete curbs, the required gravel 
material about 350m^ is to be spread and compacted to an average thickness 
of 50mm. The polythene sheets are to be laid over the compacted gravel 
before placing and spreading of 12mm thickness of fine aggregates 
(ordinary river sand/quarry dust) for blinding. The burnt clay bricks are to 

be hand laid unit-by-unit, ensuring tight interlocking as possible. The 
irregular spaces between brick units and the road side curbs and all other 

non-fitting joints are to be filled with ordinary cement mortar. After laying 
the brick units, a thin layer of fine sand is spread over the entire paved 
surface to fill in the brick joints. 

Labour and Equipment Appraisal 
As described in the construction process for the road pavement, some of the 
core activities such as subgrade preparation which consists of clearing and 
shaping of road space to formation would be mainly aecomplished with the 
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use of machines like motor graders with just adequate labour force. The 
spread of gravel material (about 350m^’ would be mainly achieved with 
labour and then compacted to a thickness of SOrnm using pedestrian rollers 

and wooden rammers. The rest of the activities; masonry, damp proof cover 
laying, fine aggregate blinding, and the brick laying would be effectively 
handled by labour with the appropriate hand tools. 

The persons who directly provided labour for the CSIR-BRRTs brick 
demonstration project were contacted for some relevant information, 
especially regarding labour issues. In addition'-interviews were conducted 
at the on-going Kumasi-Ejisu Road (of the N6 highway) Expansion Project. 
The pieces of information gathered were assessed and the requisite labour 
and equipment requirements for the respective activities for the 
construction of the arbitrary 1.0km road pavement are presented in Table 4. 

Table 4. Estimated Labour Input and Equipment Requirement of the Core Acthities for the 1 km Road 
(Light) Pavement Construction 

Scope of 
ActK'ity 

Labour Force Labour- 
Item Activity Equipment Requircmait (Person-days) Input 

(Man-Hour^) 

1 Subgrade Preparation 6.000m‘ Motor Graders lOp 8(1* 480 

2 Digging of Curb Foundation 
Trenches -45mmwidth 2.000m Pick Axes. Mattocks. 

Shovels 40p lOd 2,400 

3 Masonry CurbLaying 2,000m Conventional Hand 
Masonry Tools 60p 30d 10.800 

4 
W inningand Haulage of Natural 
Gravel to Road Site 350m' Excavators. Shovds, 

Mattocks,Trucks 
40p 25d 6.000 

5 Spread of Natural G-avcl .UOra’ Shovels, i^adcs. Rakes 40p 15d 3.600 

6 Compaction of Natural Gravel to 
50mm thickness 6.000m- Pedestrian Rollers, 

Wooden Rammers 
40p 30d 7,200 

7 Damp Proofcovering 6.000m' Manual lUp 5d 300 

8 Fine Aggregate Blinding* i2mm 
thickness 6,000m' Shovels. Spades. Rakes 20p- lOd 1.200 

9 Layingof Eiirnt Clay Bricks Units 320.000 Brick LayingTools 12p- 15d 1.080 

10 Additional Masonry Varies Masonry Tools 15p lOd 900 

11 Finidiing - Brick Joints Fillings Varies VariousT ools lOp- lOd 600 

T otalLabour-Ii^ut(A/dn-//<Mi/:ï) 34,560 

* lOp-Hdis ¡0persons\\,'orkingforddaysof6 effective hours per day. 
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It should be noted that in-between the core activities are a number of 
ancillary tasks such as pegging before the digging of the foundation 
trenches, watering of gravel to appropriate moisture content level preceding 
compaction, etc. All these require some amount of effort which means more 
labour input (man-hours). 

COST ANALYSIS OF THE HYPOTHETICAL ROAD PROJECT 

The prevailing market prices for the requisite labour, material for 
20irs second quarter [April-June] were gathered from surveys and 
also from the Kumasi Labour Office. The relevant information were 
aggregated and used to estimate the cost of the hypothetical 1.0km 
burnt brick surfaced road. The total cost of the project is estimated at 
the equivalent of US$ 218,116.20 (July 2011 exchange rate of 1US$ = 
1.5143GHS), which is inclusive of an additional 10% of the cost for 
administrative and construction supervision services, typical for the 
development of feeder roads in Ghana. More than 34“/o of the cost is 
being absorbed by direct labour alone. The breakdown for cost 
estimates of the components for material, labour and the requisite 
equipment are presented in Tables 5-7. 

TaHe 5 Breakdown of Cost Estimates for Materials 

Item Description of Material Quantity Rate (US$) Amount (US$) 

I Burnt Qay Bricks 320,000 Units 0.24 76,800.00 

2 Fine Aggregates - Quarry Dust 72 18.00 1,296.00 

3 Polythene 6.000 m- 0.16 960.00 

4 • Natural Gravel 350 8.45 2,957.50 

5 • Pre-fabricated Concrete Curbs 4,000 Units 2.85 11,400.00 

6 Lean Conerete (1:3:6) 75 m’ 120.00 9,000.00 

Total Material Cost 102,413.50 
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TaUe 6 Breakdo>^n of Cost Estimates for Labour Inputs 

Item Description 
Labour Input 
(Man-hours) 

Labour Wage 
{US$/Hr) 

Amount 
{US$) 

1 Subgrade Preparation (Grading) 480 2.84 U63.20 

2 Digging of Curb Foundation Trenches 2,400 1.71 4,104.00 

3 Curb Laying 10,800 2.15 23,220.00 

4 W inning and Haulage of Natural Gravel 6,000 1.71 10,260.00 

5 Spread of Natural Gravel 3.600 1.71 6,156.00 

6 Compaction of Natural Gravel 7.200 2.20 15,840.00 

7 Danp Proof Covering 300 1.50 450.00 

8 Quairy Dust Blinding 1,200 1.71 2,052.00 

9 Laying of Burnt Clay Bricks Units 1,080 2.15 2322.00 

10 Additional Masonry 900 2.15 1,935.00 

Total Labour Input Cost 67,702.20 

7 Cost Estimates for Purchase of Hand Tools and Equipment Hiring 

Item Hand Tools Quantity (No. ] Rate (US$) Amount(US$) 

1 Pick asses and Mattocks 100 3.50 350.00 

2 Shovels, Spades,and Rakes 120 1.85 222.00 

3 Wooden Rammers 50 2.25 112.50 

4 Brick Laying Tools 15 2.15 32.25 

5 Pegs and Lines Sum — 50.00 

Total Cost of Hand Tools 766.75 
.... - 5 . 

Item Equipment (Machine-Hours) Rate (US$) Amount(US$) 

6 Excavators (1 No.) 80 105.00 8,400.00 

7 Tipper Trucks (3 No.) 450 24.50 11,025.00 

8 Gtader (1 No.) 40 105.00 4,200.00 

9 Pedestrian Rollers (2 No.) 360 10.50 3,780.00 

Total Cost of Equipment Hiring 27,405.00. 
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The labour wages used in estimating the cost of the project are those 
prevailing in typical urban construction environment in Ghana. They 

are well above the current minimum wage of the equivalent of US$ 
2.49/day (Article 203136, GhanaWeb). Therefore the daily earnings for 
the prospective labourers, would go a long way to ensuring financial 
empowerment and thereby reducing poverty especially for residents in 
rural communities. 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The utilization of the abundantly available resources; clay for the 
production of burnt clay bricks and optimized mix of labour and appropriate 
equipment for the construction of pavements of lightly trafficked areas 
holds the key to significantly alleviating the unemployment situation in 
Ghana. The employment opportunities thereof span a wide spectrum of skill 
levels of the labour market. The production of about 320,000 burnt clay 
brick unit necessary for surfacing the l.Okm road of average width of 6m 
could provide employment in excess of21,480 man-hours which translates 
to about 50 persons over a period of 3 months. In addition, the construction 
of the brick surfaced road promises employment opportunities to about 
120 unskilled and semi-skilled persons over a period of 2 months. This is 
even less of the enormous supervisory assignments that would also provide 
significant training and employment opportunities for the skilled force such 
us many of the unemployed graduates from our tertiary institutions in 
Ghana. 

The cost of the production of the 320,000 burnt clay brick units and 
subsequently the construction of the brick surfaced l.Okm road of average 
width of 6m is estimated at US$ 218,116.20, which is inclusive of an 
additional 10% of the cost for administrative and construction 
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supervision services. More than 34% of the cost is being absorbed by 

direct labour alone. This would go a long way to financially empower 

the unskilled and semi-skilled persons, especially those in the rural 
communities. 

With the current deplorable conditions of our road networks, especially the 
third class roads such as collectors and local access roads in the urban/peri¬ 
urban settlements, rural roads, and other light trafficked areas, there 
promises to be a huge opportunity for delving into this labour based 
technology to improve the current state of low-trafficked roads in Ghana. 
Whereas the exploitation of Ghana's Oil and Gas resources opens 
opportunities for extensive bituminous forms of road pavements, the 
prospects of using the burnt clay bricks for light pavements at appropriate 
areas should be given very serious considerations. This is based on the fact 
that the dividends of the exploitation of the oil and gas for black top roads 
would not be immediate. Thus the burnt clay brick pavements would serve 
as useful transition options for employment generation and quality road 
development. 

The government of Ghana could come out with a medium-term 
programme of establishing satellite brick factories, like the CSIR- 

BRRI's own at fumesua, strategically located in her ten regions. The 
factories should be cited such that the haulage distances from identified 
clay sources iu each region are minimized. Whereas the government 
could take the sole ownership of such ventures, other implementation 

plans involving the private sectors could be explored. The CSIR- 
BRRI's rich experience in this area could then be adequately sort to for 
setting up of the burnt brick production factories, the training of 
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persons for the brick production, and the construction of the proven 
all-year-round and almost maintenance-free brick surfaced road. 

The Departments of Urban and Feeder Roads (DFR and DUR) under the 
Ministry of Roads and Highways (MRH) of Ghana are highly encouraged to 
seriously consider the prospects of labour-based technology outlined in this 
paper as they package some of their developmental and maintenance 
projects for execution. To ensure successful implementation of such 
projects the procurement process should give adequate considerations of the 
recommendations put forward by Stiedl and Tajgman (2007), which 
included explicit clauses addressing appropriate labour standards for 
construction related contracts; and introduction of systems for sustainable 
and local monitoring of compliance and measuring the impact on target 
groups, thereby facilitating review and adoption of policies, strategies and 
laws. 

This would also be in line with policies that seek to facilitate the use of local 
resources, innovations and research outputs for road design and 
construction, [section 3.18 (Roads and Transport) of the draft policy 
statement of the Ministry ofEn vironment. Science and Technology. ] 
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OBJEC ÏIFDE LA COMMUNICATION 

L'objectif principal de la communication est de partager avec les 
participants au M"'"" Séminaire Régional sur la promotion des emplois 

décents, l'expérience Béninoise dans la pratique de la Haute Intensité de 
Main d'Œuvre (HIMO) dans le secteur des transports afin de leur permettre 
de s'en inspirer au besoin. 

La communication vise à donner une opportunité aux divers acteurs du 
secteur de réfléchir, partager et échanger sur la thématique principale de la 
construction et de l'entretien des pistes rurales par la méthode HIMO. 
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INTRODUCTION Le domaine des routes de desserte rurales étant le principal sous - 

secteur où se pratique la méthode à Haute Intensité de Main d'Oeuvre 
(HIMO) au Bénin, la genèse de cette méthode se fera en grande partie par 
rapport à ce sous - secteur des routes de desserte rurales. 

Les interventions sur les routes de desserte rurales ont réellement démarré 
au Bénin depuis les années 1970 et plus précisément en 1979 pour ce qui 
concerne les travaux réalisés par la Haute Intensité de Main d'Oeuvre 
(HIMO). Dès lors l'importance accordée à ce secteur se traduit par les 
différentes réformes enregistrées, en particulier au niveau de la politique 
d'aménagement des routes de desserte rurales. 

En effet de 1971 à ce jour, les réformes intervenues dans le secteur pour ce 
qui concerne la politique d'aménagement des routes de desserte rurales, sont 
marquées par l'élaboration et l'adoption de Stratégies, notamment la 
Stratégie des Pistes Rurales (SPR) intervenue en 1996 et la Stratégie 
Nationale de Transport Rural (SNTR) validée et adoptée par le 
Gouvernement en mars 2006. Le point commun de ces deux stratégies est la 
recherche de solution durable pour la pérennisation des investissements. 

La différence fondamentale entre les deux stratégies réside dans la prise en 
compte de la décentralisation, du concept de transport rural et la 
formalisation de la pratique de la méthode HIMO pour la réalisation des 
travaux. 

CONTEXTE DE L INTRODUCTION DE LA METHODE HIMO POUR 
LA REALISA TION DES T RA VA UXA U BENIN 
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A tout problème qui se pose au concepteur, il peut y correspondre plusieurs 

approches de solutions. Alors, il devient nécessaire de procéder à une 
analyse minutieuse afin de dégager la solution optimale. 

Quoique conscient de ce fait, le concepteur est parfois confronté à quelques 
réalités qui s'imposent à la prise de décision et qui pourraient nous amener 
à distinguer plusieurs catégories de solutions au nombre desquelles nous 

avons : 
i. La solution conjoncturelle 
a. La solution d'opportunité et 
iii. La solution stratégique 

L'adoption de la méthode HIMO au Bénin, a été successivement 
conjoncturelle de 1979 à 1989 ; solution d'opportunité (1990) et 
stratégique de 2006 à ce jour. 

HIMO comme solution conjoncturelle (1979-1989) 
La solution conjoncturelle qui peut être appelée aussi solution 

circonstancielle est une approche qui s'impose au concepteur à cause de 
certaines réalités ou obligations. Par exemple une exigence du Bailleur ou la 
non disponibilité de matériel et/ou de pièces de rechange peuvent favoriser 
le choix de la HIMO au détriment de la HIEQ (Haute Intensité 

d'Equipement). 
L'adoption de la méthode HIMO au Bénin en 1979 est classée dans la 
catégorie des solutions conjoncturelle. En effet compte tenu de la pénurie de 
devises à l'époque au niveau de l'Etat Béninois, la Banque Mondiale a 
recommandé que parallèlement à la méthode mécanisée classique, qu'il soit 
expérimentée la technologie de la Haute intensité de Main d'Oeuvre pour 
faire découvrir aux responsables béninois les avantages liés à cette méthode 
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par rapport à la méthode mécanisée. Ainsi, à coté des brigades légères 
(HIMO), évoluaient également ++des brigades lourdes qui réalisaient les 
travaux avec la méthode à Haute Intensité d'Equipement (HIEQ). Ceci pour 
favoriser une comparaison des deux méthodes. Méthodiquement la 
BANQUE MONDIALE a essayé d'amener les responsables béninois à 
toucher du doigt les avantages liées a cette méthode et ceci à travers quatre 
projets exécutés entre 1979 et 1989 et qui de façon progressive 
privilégiaient la HIMO par rapport à la HIEQ. Au nombre des projets nous 
pouvons citer : 

1er Projet de routes de desserte mrales : 344 km sur 845 km prévus avec une 
(01) brigade mécanisée et deux (02) brigades HIMO: Le Démarrage tardif et 
la dévaluation du dollar justifie la réduction drastique du linéaire traité. 

2ème Projet de routes de desserte rurales : 690 km sur les 700 km avec une 
(01) brigade mécanisée et quatre (04) brigades HIMO. Coût/km : 5,891.81 
USD contre 6,328.24 USD 

3ème Projet de routes de desserte Rurales : 737 Km sur 840 prévus avec 1 

brigade mécanisée et 4 brigades HIMO. Projet FENU : 218 km contre 
220km prévus 

2 brigades HIMO : 
Tous ces projet on été appuyés par un Projet intégré financé par l'OIT qui est 
un Projet spécial pilote de travaux publics à haute intensité de main- 
d'œuvre dans la Province de l'Ouémé comprenant plusieurs volets : 
Reboisement (400 ha). Pistes mrale (78 km). Hydraulique rurale. 
Constructions sociales (écoles et dispensaires). 
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En dépit de tous ces projets de démonstration, il est à déplorer qu'après le 
départ de la Banque Mondiale les projets qui ont suivi et financés par 
d'autres bailleurs ont été réalisés avec la méthode mécanisée exclusivement. 

Sans risque de se tromper on peut conclure que la non appropriation de cette 
pratique par les responsables béninois et la non mise en place d'un cadre 
légal ou administratif pour ta promotion des acquis issus de la mise en œuvre 
des projets par cette méthode HIMO, justifiait l'abandon progressif de cette 
méthode qui a complètement fait place à la méthode mécanisée à partir de 
l'année 1989. 

Il est donc à noter qu'en dépit des avantages certains relevés dans ta pratique 
de la méthode HIMO au cours de cette période de 1979 à 1989, cette 
pratique a été malheureusement arrêtée. 

HIMO: Solution d'opportunité 
La solution d'opportunité est une solution retenue, non parce qu'elle est 
économiquement ou techniquement meilleure, mais parce qu'elle offre des 
opportunités pour la résolution d'un problème important auquel le 
concepteur doit faire face. C'est le cas de l'option HIMO pour la réalisation 
des travaux de pavage dans le cadre du revêtement des voies urbaines dans 
les principales villes du Bénin. 

En effet à la faveur de la conférence nationale de février 1990, le Bénin a 
regagné la confiance des Partenaires Techniques et Financiers (PTF) et a 
ainsi bénéficié de l'appui de la Banque Mondiale pour le revêtement de 
quelques voies urbaines. L'objectif global de ces Travaux Urbains à Haute 
Intensité de Main d'Œuvre (TUHIMO) est d'améliorer le cadre de vie et la 
mobilité dans les eentres urbains et participer à la création de l'emploi et de 
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la richesse. 

Etant donné que le pavage implique la Haute Intensité de Main d'œuvre et 
d'autre avantages par ailleurs cette solution a été choisie au détriment de la 
solution traditionnelle de bitumage car elle offrait l'opportunité de 
solutionner un tant soit peu le problème de chômage qui devenait de plus en 
plus crucial au Bénin. Cette solution a été choisie non parce qu'elle est 
techniquement ou économiquement meilleure mais surtout à cause des 
opportunités d'emplois qu'elle offrait. 

La préférence accordée à la méthode HIMO a été déterminante pour l'option 

de pavage au détriment de la solution traditionnelle de bitumage. Les 
résultats enregistrés dans le cadre de ces Travaux Urbains à Haute Intensité 
de Main d'œuvre sont très éloquents comme le témoigne l'exemple de 
l'aménagement d'une double voie de 7 mètres de large avec trottoirs, TPC et 
éclairage public: 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

South Africa's Expanded Public Works Programme (EPWP) is a policy 
driven intervention that seeks to absorb millions of unemployed and 

unskilled citizens through government expenditure on goods and services. 
It endorses labour intensive employment of local labour with women at 
55%, youth at 40% and people with disabilities at 2% for each project. The 
suitability of the Food for Waste Programme was informed by a nationwide 
community survey by Statistics South Africa (Community Survey 2007) 
indicating a total backlog of 4.8 million un-serviced households in various 
.provinces with 13,716 projected EPWP work opportunities per year in the 
refuse removal services. This paper examines various dimensions, 
challenges, successes and lessons learnt in implementing the Food for 
Waste Programme in South Africa's nine Provinces since 2008. To date, 
about ten sites have been piloted in various Municipalities and have 
generated 1 000 work opportunities, with 80 000 households receiving 
waste collection services and 2 000 person's days of training completed for 
these pilot projects. In 2011/12 financial year, the programme is expanding 
to a total of 29 Municipalities that will generate 2 900 work opportunities, 
with more than 200 000 household receiving waste collection services. The 
programme has proven to be a success in promoting the labour intensive 
approaeh in ereating work opportunities, addressing poverty through food 
security and improving waste collection services to households. The 
programme will therefore benefit 2 900 households in terms of poverty 
alleviation. 
Furthermore, exit opportunities through reeycling and indigenous plant 
greening cooperatives should be explored in line with the climate change 
policy initiatives. This programme has also promoted cooperative 
governance between the three spheres of government in order to improve on 
serviee delivery through the Expanded Public Works Programme (EPWP) 
Paper Outline: Food for Waste Programme in RS A. 

ACROMNYMS AND DEFINITIONS 
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INTRODUCTION The Food for Waste (F4W) programme is a waste eolleetion system 
adopted by municipalities whereby participating community 

members are collecting domestic waste and in return being compensated 
with a Food parcel at a value ofa wage. This waste management concept that 
is referred to as “garbage that is not garbage” was originated in Curitiba - 
Brazil. Curitiba city is the 7"' largest city in Brazil with population of 
approximately 1.8 million. 
After a visit by the KwaZulu Natal (KZN) Provincial Department of 
Transport delegation to Curitiba, the South African government adopted the 
concept due to the following advantages: 

• The misuse of monies earned can be averted; 
• It ensures reasonable period of employment (on-going service); 
• Reduced alcohol and substance abuse; 
• Compensation with food assures security and protection and 
• Beneficiaries have free time to pursue other economic activities as 

they only work 3 days in a week. 

This paper will discuss the link of EPWP to the Food for Waste programme, 
policy context of EPWP, government priorities from 2009 - 2014, DPW 
model of Food for Waste programme and business process, co-operative 
governance for project planning, implementation process, challenges and 
lesson learnt and proposed exit strategies, 
a. Policy Context 

i. Government Priorities: 2009-2014 

“We shall not rest, and we dare not falter, in our drive to eradicate poverty 
said by the State President of the Republic of South Africa during the state of 
the nation address, 03 June 2009. In pursuit of this goal, the South Africa 
identified government priorities for 2009-2014 as announced in State of the 
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nation address (SONA) of 03 June 2009 and are outlined as follows: 
• Speed up economic growth and transform the economy to create 

decent work and sustainable livelihoods, 
• Introduction of massive programme to build economic and social 

infrastructure, 
• Develop and implement a comprehensive rural development 

strategy linked to land and agrarian reform and food security, 
• Strengthen the skills and human resource base, 
• Improve health profile of all South Africans, 
• Intensify the fight against crime and corruption, 

• Build cohesive, caring and sustainable communities, 
• Pursue African advancement and enhanced international co¬ 

operation, 
• Ensure sustainable resource management and use, 
• Bui Id a deve lopmental 

These priorities are in line with United Nations Millennium Development 
Goals - goal 1 & 7 that is : 

• Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger, and 
• Ensure environmental stability. 

ii. Expanded Public Works Programme (EPWP) 

The EPWP is one of the key measures that government has put in place to 
alleviate poverty and provide income, work experience and skills 
development to many citizens who are unemployed and underprivileged 
(SONA 03 June 2009). 

EPWP is one of the short to medium term strategies devised by government 

to address unemployment. The main objective of the EPWP is to utilise the 
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public sector budget to reduce and alleviate unemployment. This objective 
is to be achieved by creating productive employment opportunities and by 
enhancing the ability of workers to earn an income after they leave the 

programme e.g. labour market, SMME, income generating activities etc. 
South African government conceptualised the EPWP after the realisation 
that unemployment and resulting poverty were the most significant threats 
to the country's new democracy. The extent of unemployment remains 
high, estimated to range between 22 to 36% depending on the method of 
estimation and the source of data. 

The EPWP is one of the nationwide programmes that straddle the three 
spheres of government and state owned enterprises. It aims to provide a 
significant number of unemployed people into work opportunities coupled 
with a degree of training to enhance their capacity to move from the second 
economy to the first economy and the formal labour market. 

Implementation: EPWP Phase I & II 
Phase 1 : During this phase (2004 - 2009), the overall target for the country 
was to create 1 000 000 Work Opportunities across the sectors 
(Infrastructure sector. Social sector. Environment and Culture sector and the 
Economic sector), a fifth of which were to be generated by the Environment 
and Culture sector. The target was not only reached ahead of time but also 
exceeded. The focus was more on number of work opportunities than the 
duration of work opportunity. 

Phase 2: Following a review of Phase 1, it was recommended that both the 
scale and the impact of the programme could be increased in the next phase. 
The currently target is 4 920 000 work opportunities with 2 million Full 
Time Equivalent for the country, with the Environment and Culture Sector 
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being required to contribute 1 156 000 work opportunities and 325 652 
FTEs from 2009 to 2014. Food for Waste is one of the sub-programmes 
identified by the government to assist in creating a greater share of work 

4 

opportunities in order to achieve the targets. 

DPW Model on Food for Waste Programme & Business process 

The proposed model of National Department of Public Works Food for 
Waste programme is as follows: members of the community are recruited 
through EPWP policies and work for 3 days in a week and 12 days in a 
month. Two days will be dedicated to door to door domestic waste 
collection and one day will be dedicated to cleaning of open spaces and 
clearing of illegal dumping. 

The purpose here is to develop the necessary capacity and competencies 
within municipalities to extend waste collection services to the areas that 
have not received these services before. 
The programme is being implemented over a period of three years from 
phase 1 to phase 3 as per the illustration below: 

FUNDING MODEL 

NDPW MUNICPAUTY 

100% wag« bill« 
othar rasourcas 

0% wag* bill '«> 
othar rasourcas 

70% waga b» + 
ottwr rasourcas 

30% bil-^ 
olhar rasourcas 

30% wags Ml a 70% waga Ml a 
Olhar rasourcas Othar rasourcas 
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For the sustainability of this programme, the municipality will then take 
over the project with 100% running costs after phase 3 and NDPW will exit. 
This programme is implemented in line with the normal waste management 
programme of the concerned municipality to ensure the full integration of 
the programme into municipal operations (on other words, it should not be 
seen as a stand alone project). 

Cooperative Governance Issues: Project Planning 

This programme has proven to promote synergy between three spheres of 
government in the fight against poverty and unemployment. The planning 
of the project includes NDPW, Provincial Department of Public Works, 
Implementing Agent, the local municipality concerned and community 

structures. Other stakeholders such as Department of Environment Affairs 
and Buyisa e Bag (recycling companies) have already expressed their 
interest in the programme. 

Plarming for the implementation requires the involvement of all 

stakeholders mentioned above. The project requires the development of a 
project implementation plan inclusive of all stakeholders and serves as a 
binding document that is used as a guideline for the duration of the project. 
For the project to be implemented in a municipality, the following 
documents must be available: 

• Tripartite Memorandum of Understanding, 
• Council resolution indicating the acceptance by the concerned 

municipality to participate in the programme, and 

• Programme sustainability plan showing how the municipally plans 
. to support the implementation during the 3 years and the outer year. 

IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS 
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The main steps in the implementation of the project within the municipality 
involve the following eight basic steps: 
(1) Organisation of the preliminary documentation such as MOA, council 
resolution and briefing of the local labour forum, 
(2) Establishment of the project Advisory Committee, 
(3) The recruitment of the beneficiaries; 
(4) The training of beneficiaries, 
(5) The actual operation of waste collection, 
(6) Awareness and branding, 
(6) The distribution of food parcels and 
(7) Monitoring, evaluation and reporting. 

Implementation Framework (Institutional Framework) 
Roles and responsibilities 
Local Municipality 
The concerned local municipality is regarded as the owner or custodian of 
the project since it will be involved in the day to day management of the 
project. The municipality is also responsible for the identification of 
operational areas and households. Responsible for the selection and 

contracting of beneficiaries, and aligning the Food for Waste programme 
with existing waste collection schedule. They are also involved with the 

linkage of beneficiaries to business opportunities and participation in the 
project committees. 

National Department of Public Works 
This department is tasked with the responsibility of providing policy 
directives; The EPWP provide funding to the project and monitoring the 
performance of the Programme Implementing Agency. Providing technical 

assistance on EPWP related component of the project, and to chair project 
advisory committee meetings. 
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Implementing Agent 
The implementing agent is responsible for the overall management and 
coordination of the programme activities in consultation with NDPW and 
municipality. Manage the implementation of the project according to the 
plans and ensuring compliance to the requirements of the programme 
funding model and health and safety guidelines. 

MONITORING & EVALUATION: CHALLENGES AND LESSONS 
LEARNT 

• Unavailability of clear point of reference - when this programme 
started, there was no point of reference and documentations of the 
lessons learned, and therefore a number of challenges were 
experienced during the implementation of the initial pilot sites. 

• Minimum commitments to programme by municipalities - 
identified municipalities still view the programme as an add-on 
programme, therefore the project does not receive necessary priority 
it deserves because waste management is not a priority in most 
municipalities especially rural municipalities (that the programme 
is targeting). 

• Lack of support from members of community - although other 
members of the community support the project, when the cleaning 
and collection is taking place other members of community will 
later go and do illegal dumping. Rural municipalities do not have 
any by-laws to do deal with illegal dumping, where by-laws exist, 
there is no capacity to enforcement and prosecution. 

• Exchange visit to best performing municipality - exchange visit will 
be used as a vehicle to assist underperforming municipality to 
perform by show casing best projects and exchanging of the success 
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ideas. 
• Lack of proper waste disposal facilities by municipality - there are 

many well operated sanitary landfill sites in South Africa in line with 
international best practice, but of 1280 known landfill sites in the 
country 44% are authorised through permits in terms of the law 
(CSIR report). Most sites of the Food for Waste programme do not 
have properly permitted land fill sites and the affected 
municipalities are in the rural areas. 

• Institutional behaviour (management and planning) - internal 
squabbles in municipalities, in other cases you find municipalities 
fighting over the project and which unit must manage the 
programme. In other cases municipalities are unable to utilize 
available labour to the full capacity to meet their needs. 

• Lack of competency and capacity to manage the implementation - 
current skills shortage specifically around waste management 
combined with high staff turn-over within municipalities provide 
serious challenges to sustainable waste management. 

EXIT STRATEGIES 
• Recycling - working together with environmental organisation and 

State Owned Entities to establish recycling activities to reduce the 
amount of waste to dumping site and to reduce the overloading of the 
landfill site and promote recycle, reduce and re-use principles. 

• Environmental placement programme - this a mechanism that can 
be used to link potential participants in the Food for Waste programme 
further education institution and economic opportunities. This 
mechanism can also be used to help in reducing amount of littering and 
assist government to implement Zero Waste Plan. Participants are 
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mostly studying for their under graduate qualification to receive 

intensive training and mentoring to make sure they meet their 
objectives. The participant upon completion will have opportunity to 
implement changes and access fresh talent and new ideas at low risk to 
government. 

• Environmental groups - in most municipalities there are well 
trained environmental groups, in most cases municipalities do not have 
capacity and financial resources to sustain them. These groups can be 
used in Organisation, for campaigns and promotions of change in 
behaviour to reduce public littering and proper waste disposal - 
dispose litter and waste responsibly. Critical is the linkages of the 
exited beneficiaries with broader programmes such as, participation in 
indigenous greening programmes, and “keep Republic of South Africa 
tidy campaigns”. 

• SMME - establishment of co-operatives on waste management with 
a view of contracting local people as service providers to the 
municipalities and any other organisation with environmental mandate 
for sustainability of business. 

• Job market - the view is to provide necessary skill to the participant 
during their stay in the Food for Waste programme in such a way that 
when they exit, they will be eligible to have jobs in any organisation 
with environmental business as their mandate. 

• Match-making - working with organisation such as National Youth 
Development Agency, Department of Labour, etc. in order match 
competent skills in waste management with the relevant companies 
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dealing with general waste management. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
a) Labour absorption of the Food for Waste Programme: 

The programme utilises a community based model wherein 
community members are being fully utilised to render the service of 

waste collection. This assist in terms of the following: 
• This provides community members with work opportunities at the 

same time provide ownership of their environmental cleanliness. 
• The model requires that for every municipality supported a 

minimum number of 100 people should be recruited to participate in 
the programme. 

• The benefit of utilising community members also assist in terms of 
better service delivery as the broader community can easily identify 
with people who render a service within their areas. 

b) Access to service delivery 
The programme model pushes municipalities to target un-serviced 
household. This help much as the backlog experienced by 

municipalities is addressed. The model also use sub-collection 
zones methods which requires less capital intense method as the 
municipal waste collection tmcks does not have to do door to door 
collection. 

c) Reasonable employment period: 
The programme model ensures reasonable employment period of a 
minimum of 12 months and municipalities can renew the contracts 
for another 12 months which provides community members with an 

income for a period of 24months. 

In conclusion, the Food for Waste programme has been able to provide rural 
South African municipalities with opportunities to reduce the waste 
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collection backlogs through the targeting of un-serviced households. At the 

same time it provides employment opportunities for the poor and un-skilled 
South African's. The programme deals directly with environmental issues 

and assist towards ensuring that local communities takes local action 
towards ensuring that their environment remains clean and becomes a better 
inheritance for the future generation. 
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PAPER 6 

LOCAL 
RESOURCE-BASED 

APPROACH, FROM 
POLICY TO IMPLEMENTATION 

IN ZANZIBAR 

Minister Hamad Masoud Hamad 
Ministry of Infrastructure and Communications, Zanzibar 

The Revolutionary Government of Zanzibar 
Facilitated by: 

The Project Manager Pöyry Infra Ltd. in Association with Intech Beusch 
& Co., Switzerland 
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Zanzibar with Zanzibar is an archipelago consisting of two main islands, 
Pemba Unguja and Pemba and is part of the United Republic of 

Tanzania. 
The total population of Zanzibar is about 1.3 Mio people 
of which nearly half a Million live on Pemba with an 
average GDP of approximately USD 350. The population 
is generally poor, though the Government takes serious 
development efforts. 
On Pemba the Government currently implements the 
Pemba Rural Access Roads Project (PRRP). The island 
is hilly with fertile soils. Main activities by the local 
people are small-scale farming and fishing. The main cash 
crop is cloves. 

Zanzibar Transport jhe newly established Zanzibar Transport Master Plan 
Master Plan (ZTMP) is an integral poliey of the Government of 

Zanzibar and provides strategies for i) Transport 
institutions, ii) Maritime transport, iii) Air transport and 
iv) Road transport. 
The Master Plan places emphasis to Poverty Reduction, 
Environment, Governance, and Disabled and Gender 
Issues. The ZTMP particularly recognises the importance 
of rural road access (basic access provision). The 
involvement of the local population and utilisation of 
locally available resourees is given priority. 

The Pemba Rural The PRRP is the first road project that consequently 
Roads Project translates the Transport Master Plan policy into 

implementation and has two objectives: 
a) to rehabilitate 45 km of rural roads in Pemba, and 
b) to enhance the maintenance capacity of the 

Department of Roads (DOR). 
The Project is executed by the Department of Roads of the 
Government of Zanzibar, Ministry of Infrastructure and 
Communications. The budget of the project is USD 11.4 
million and is jointly funded by MoFA'Norway and GOZ. 
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The Project Manager Pöyry Infra Ltd. in Association 
with Intech Bensch & Co., Switzerland act as support 
Consultants. 
The project is delivered through force account 
operations within a period of 36 months (January 2009 
- December 2011). Preferably labour-based methods 
are used where possible in order to create local 
employment and to foster ownership of the access 
roads. 

Standards and Basis is the ZTMP which specifies secondary 
Design economic roads to be paved roads with a carriageway 

width of 5.5 m while the basic access roads are to be 
3.5 m wide with passing places for oncoming traffic. 
A 'design-by-eye' approach has been adopted as most 
appropriate for the chosen work approach (labour- 
based). 
In general the pavement structure consists of an 
improved sub-grade, sub-base of natural coral gravel, 
100mm Emulsion Treated Base (ETB) and 15mm Cold 
Mix Asphalt. 

Work Approach The chosen road rehabilitation work method is a mix of 
labour and equipment operations, executed by the 
Department of Roads using its own resources with the 
support of a specialised Project Manager (Consultant). 
ETB and Cold Mix Asphalt are particularly suited for 
labour-based methods and rural access roads. 

Construction The work process allows a step-by-step approach that 
Process allows for labour activities and consists in principle of 

the operations: 
i) work planning and preparation 
ii) clearing and earthworks 
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iii) drainage works 
iv) structures and culverts 
v) improvement and sub-grade 
vi) sub-base construction 
vii) construction of emulsion treated base 
viii) construction of cold-mix asphalt 

layer 
ix) finishing works 

Cross-cutting issues fully integrated into the work 
process include gender, environment, labour laws, 
and safety and health. 

Socio Economic Utilising locally available resource results in a 
Impact significant input to the local communities which 

otherwise have little opportunities for employment 
and trade. 
A direct impact is mainly achieved by creating 
significant part-time employment for people living 
along the project roads. It is estimated that about 
3,500 worker-days / km and in total for the project 
approximately 157,000 worker-days are being 
created. 
Skill training (on the job), local procurement of 
materials and tools, hiring of local transport 
contractors and other locally sourced services are 
additional benefits for the island. 
Integrated awareness creation and training on 
HIV/AIDS, health and safety on site, environmental 
protection as well as first aid are additional benefits 
of the project. 

Cost comparative estimates for life-cycle costs including 
Effectiveness a moderate maintenance scenario have revealed that 

the chosen approach using ETB and Cold-Mix 
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Asphalt is the most economical solution for the given 
situation in Pemba. 
The average total cost per kilometre is estimated at 
approximately USD 230,000. In terms of cost 
components, equipment and material account each for 
about 35% while staff and labour wages combined 
constitute about 27% of the total costs. 
A detailed cost analysis will be carried out at the end of 
the project. 

Locally 
Available 

Resources: 
Are Force 

Account 
Operations 

out of Scope? 

Under the current structural reforms most public works 
are contracted out to private consultants and 
contractors, while the government departments have 
gone through institutional reformation programmes. 
Our analysis reveals that the implementation challenges 
faced by our own project-implementing department do 
not only apply to us but would also affect a hired 
contractor. 

GEOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION 

Zanzibar with Pemba 

'Zanzibar' is a term worldwide known—but many do not 

know what Zanzibar exactly stands for. 

Zanzibar is an archipelago consisting of two main 

islands and many smaller islets off the coast of East 
Africa in the Indian Ocean. The largest island is Unguja, 
also referred to as 'Zanzibar'. The second largest island 
is Pemba. 

As such, the Zanzibar archipelago (from now on called 
Zanzibar) is part of United Republic of Tanzania. 
Zanzibar was independent sultanate as from December 
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1963 and a republic after an uprising 
in January 1964. In April 1964 
Zanzibar joined Tanganyika to 

United Republic of Tanzania. 

The capital of Zanzibar, located on 
the island of Unguja is Zanzibar 
town and its historic centre, known 

as Stone Town is a World Heritage 
Site. 

The total population of Zanzibar is 
about 1.3 Mio people of which 
nearly half a Million live on Pemba. 
The population growth is above 3% and the GDP income per year is 

approximately USD 3 50. 

Pemba is the island where the Government currently implements the Pemba 
Rural Roads Project, in short PRRP. The island lies north of Unguja and east 
of Tanga. The area of Pemba is 984 Km^ which means that the average 
population density per square kilometre is about 500. The island is mostly 
hilly and has fertile soils. Small scaling farming and fishing are the main 

economic activities. The main cash crop is cloves and on Pemba there are 
over 3 million clove trees. Unlike on Unguja, tourism is not yet a major 

economic factor but is being increasingly promoted. 

Pemba's population is generally poor and the rural areas are underdeveloped 
in terms of socio-economic facilities. The Government is currently taking 

serious efforts to provide essential public infrastructure and services. 

 •mu/’ 
■Konrx „ . l/ft^ 

iVngt^ 

'Morofforo 

OCEAN 
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I 

The Zanzibar Transport Master Plan 

One of the cornerstones to enhance public services and private investment is 
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the newly established Zanzibar Transport Master Plan by the Ministry of 
Infrastructure and Communications, Zanzibar. The Plan is an integral part 
of Government of Zanzibar (GoZ) policy and provides strategies for the 
four important areas of: 
i/ Transport institutions; 
ii/ Maritime transport; 
iii/ Air transport; 
iv/ Road transport 

The Zanzibar Transport Master Plan has been approved by the Government 
of Zanzibar and is now being implemented by the Ministry of Infrastructure 
and Communications, Zanzibar. 

The Mission of the Plan is to: 

'Develop efficient, safe, secure, reliable, well maintained, cost effective and 
competitive, sustainable and integrated transport services which meet 
travel and transport needs in a manner which best responds to government 
strategies for socio-economic development at minimum environmental or 
cultural degradation'. 

This Zanzibar Transport Master Plan (ZTMP) provides strategies to 
implement transport policy and to replace older, outdated transport plans. It 

provides responses to current and projected needs for road, airport and 
maritime transport, presents means to improve safety with improved, 
transport regulation and policy development and to improve public 
transport, parking, development of private sector investments and services 

and improved Government institutional basis appropriate to carry through 
the Plan. 

The Master Plan places emphasis to Poverty Reduction, Environment, 
Governance, and Disabled and Gender Issues. 
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As such, the ZTMP also recognises the importance of road access and 
classifies rural roads as 'basic access roads' and states: 'Access to many 
villages is difficult and 'basic access' must be restored with programme of 

works on rural roads to provide at least minimum level access. ZanRoads 
(the road authority) will provide support for upgrading ofpaths and tracks 
of local importance. ' 

The involvement of the local population and utilisation of locally 
available resources is given priority. It has been realised by the 
Government that only pro-active solutions can help to fight the rampant 

poverty both in urban and rural areas. 

For the Zanzibar Road Transport System the following key figures illustrate the current situation: 

Road assets as per the newly adopted road classification system: 

Road Ciass 
Unguja 

(km) 
Pemba 

(km) 
Total 
(km) 

Key economic roads 262 123 385 
Secondary economk: roads 100 84 184 
Basic access roads 50 89 139 
Total classified netwnrk ^nzibar 412 296  708 

Number of registered motor vehicles: 
Total number of registered motor cars 30,700 

Number of cars per 1,000 people 26 

Average motor vehicle growth over 7 years 16% per annum 

Road accidents: 

Average total accidents per year 1,170 

The Pemba Rural Roads Project (PRRP: www.prrp.ch ) 

Project Overview 

The PRRP is the first road construction project that consequently translates 

the Transport Master Plan policy into implementation. 
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The PRRP has two objectives, namely: 
a) to rehabilitate 45 km of rural roads in Pemba, and 

Vitongoji Quarry 

Chajamjawairi - Tundauwa 
11km 
Chanjaani - Pujini 
5km 
Mzingani - Wambaa- 

9.7km 
Kenya - Chambani 
3.2km 
Mtabile - Kangani 
6.4km 

Mtabile-Kengeja 

9.4km 

Mwambe Quarry 

Project Overview 

Project Title Pcrri)a Rural Roads Project 

Rehabilitation of Rural Roads in Pemba, Zanzibar, 

Tanzania 

Project Duration ■ P' January 2009 to 30''’ June 2011 (30 months) 
■ Extension from P' July to 31^^ December 2011 (6 months) 

Project Owner The Revolutionary GovemiiEnt of Zanzibar- 

Funding A)iencies The Kingdom of Norway, Norwegian Ministry ofFore^ Afl&irs 

Type and Amount of 
Support 

Total agreed budget (as per mid term review June 2010) USD 11.4 Mio 
Financed by MoFA (Norway) and GoZ 
(Comnitment by GoZ for 2010/11 TZS 300 Mio. = USD 200,000 arfo 
2011/12 TZS 750 Mio. = USD 450,000) 

Research Program Cortponent US$ 200,000 (US Dollar) 
Project Executing 
Agency 

• Department ofRoads Pemba, Ministry of Infrastructure and 
Communications, Zanzibar 

• Project Manager, Pöyry Infra Ltd. in Association with Intech Beusch 
& Co., Switzerland; as support Consultants 
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The project is to be delivered through force account operations within a 
period of 36 months (January 2009 - December 2011). Preferably labour- 
based methods are to be used where possible in order to create local 
employment and to foster ownership of the access roads. 

/ 

STANDARDSAND DESIGN 

The Transport Master Plan defines through the road classification system 
also the principle design standards for the roads under the project. The 
secondary economic roads are to be paved roads with a carriageway width 
of 5.5 m while the basic access roads are to be 3.5 m wide with passing 
places for oncoming traffic. In terms of pavement structure the PRRP has 
adopted the following typical options: 

Typical PavamanI Structura for Sacondary Econonryc Roada 

CcWMu A»pihjil1 SSOcm y,—Aaphnh iSmni compact«! 
ETB; 100mm co~pacted Cai 1C0% 

Subbaw: ISOm-" nalM'a) ï'av*l 
£|a«sa4ö 
Suiisfad«: ISOflirr. imo'Crtitcl l»v*r >t§H 

Typical Pavamant Structura for Baaic Accasa Roada 

«■ CoW AjptwU 350an 
ETB: WOmm compactad CBRBW» 

lublxta; 
t T«itord w‘lh legitiâlinç ptave 

Ttyr «1 mu 40mm 
• On mn 103mm 

?pmppç(4Ç ngtpial oravei Ci«« '!J45 

— ExuwiaTilfeid 
— n*c*e»a(¥ 

iiTipmvtti natj-grad« >15% C8R 
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A design-by-eye approach was adopted as the most appropriate for the 
project roads, while still achieving: 

• An appropriate vertical and horizontal alignment following the initial 
alignment as closely as possible in order to minimize disturbance to 
adjoining properties and land; 

• Removal of obvious traffic hazards in the alignment to enhance traffic 
safety; 

• A functional drainage system for the long-term durability of the roads. 

Material testing has been carried out to determine the optimum design 
mix both for the Emulsion Treated Base and the Cold Mix Asphalt 
Surfacing. The coral gravel and crushed coral stone aggregate have been 
found to perform well for the chosen pavement design. 

In general the pavement design is as follows: 

• 150 mm G15 Improved Sub-grade, where necessary 

• 150 mm G45 Sub-base of natural coral gravel, PI ^ 6 

• 100 mm Emulsion Treated Base, CBR ^ 100% on Secondary Roads, 
CBR ^ 80% on Basic Access Roads 

• 15 mm Cold Mix Asphalt 

Traffic safety is a serious issue (refer to Traffic accident figures above) and 
therefore a number of measures are being taken. 

Speed limits of: 
• 50 km/h on the open road 
• 30 km/h in and around villages 

Construction of speed-reducing features such as: 
• Restrictions in the carriageway width 
• Rumble strips 
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Traffic signs 
• As per national traffic regulations 

WORKAPPROACH 

The chosen road rehabilitation work method allows the employment of 
local labour and increases DOR's capacity to tackle maintenance works at 
a later stage. 

The method consists of the following construction stages and work 
methods: 

1. Clearing and preparation works using labour, 

2. Earthworks, sub-grade and sub-base works using equipment on 
the two secondary economic roads and using labour only on the 
four basic access roads, 

3. Drainage and structure works using labour, 

4. Quarry works and hauling using equipment, 

5. Base layer works (emulsion treated base - ETB) using labour 
supplemented with intermediate equipment, 

6. Cold-mix asphalt surface layer works using labour supplemented 
with intermediate equipment. 

The method has been widely tested and applied in South Africa over the 
last 10 to 15 years and has also been “exported” with success to other 
countries, e.g. Indonesia. Soil and weather conditions, however are 
somewhat different in Pemba and other parts of Tanzania. 

There are a number of convincing reasons for the Government to have 
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chosen this approach: 

• It creates significant employment for the local communities living 
along the roads. 

• The method has been successfully applied elsewhere for roads 
carrying significantly higher traffic volumes than the project roads. 

• Quality control is relatively simple to ensure high and consistent 
quality and standard of workmanship. 
• Emulsion Treated Base (ETB) has been shown to have numerous 

advantages over natural or cement treated granular bases, both in long 
term performance as well as during construction. ETB eliminates or 
minimizes some of the major problems during construction, especially 
where space is limited and by-passes cannot be provided in that: 

Traffic can be allowed to use the base before the surfacing is applied 
with no damage to the base 

ETB base will not be damaged by inclement weather. 

Curing, which is a big problem for cement treated bases, is 
eliminated. 

The ETB base can be used as a working and clean storage platform 
during construction operations. 

• ETB base is “waterproof’, i.e. is less sensitive to any moisture 
ingress in the base. 

• Construction of ETB and Cold Mix Asphalt is eminently suitable for 
labour-based methods and do not require heavy and/or specialized 
equipment. The equipment needed consists of concrete mixers or 
purpose made mixing pans, small vibrating rollers, set of hand tools and 
steel shutters. All of these can later on be used for maintenance works. 

• The work methods for both ETB base and Cold Mix Asphalt are 
easily taught and applicable by Department of Roads' staff and are 
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equally applicable for future maintenance operations. For smaller 

quantities, for instance for pothole patching, even concrete mixers may 
not be needed. Both ETB and Cold Mix Asphalt can be mixed by hand. 

After now 24 months of implementation experience the method appears to 

be very appropriate for the conditions of the Pemba Rural Roads project and 
possibly also for a wider application. However, as this is a new technology 
for Tanzania und East Afnca, and if a wider application could become a 
potential, it is of advantage to guide and monitor the adaptation and 

implementation process scientifically and to prepare fact-based 
recommendations and dissemination material. For this reasons the project 
also implements an 'Applied Research and Dissemination Project'. This 
paper is therefore one of the means to disseminate the project's experiences 

and factual data. The aim is to integrate the method to the national design 
and work method standards. 

CONSTRUCTION PROCESS 

The following table illustrates the principle construction process: 
1. Work Planning and Preparation 

- Design-by-eye horizontal and vertical alignments, drainage 
system and structures, major quantities of work items, relocation 
of service lines 

Operational planning identification and allocation of 
appropriate resources, i.e. material, labour and equipment 

- Labour recruitment casual labour living along the road 

- Procurement construction material, i.e. cement, bitumen 

- Production of gravel quarry and haul route preparation, 
excavation and stockpiling 

- Production of aggregate drilling and blasting, ripping, hauling 
to crusher, crushing, stockpiling 

- Training introduction of technical and supervisory staff to the 
new work technology and Work methods, on-the-job training for 
labour force 
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2. Clearing and Earthworks 
- Setting out horizontal and vertical alignments, 

cut and fill locations 
- Clearing bush clearing, grass cutting, removal of 

topsoil where excavation is to be done, stone and 
boulder removal 

- Excavation road width and road bed to level 

3. Drainage Works 
- Setting out side drains, mitre drains and cut-off 

drains 
- Excavation excavation of drains to correct 

gradient and deposit of material 

4. Structures and Culverts 
- Setting out culvert lines, stmctures, gabion walls 
- Construction excavation, foundations, laying of 
culvert lines, constmction of head- and wing-walls, 
eonstruction of gabion retaining walls, casting of concrete 
decks, backfilling and compaction 

5. Improvement of Sub-Grade 
- Setting out width of road formation 
- Improvement works 

If necessary ripping of existing surface by grader, 
hauling and dumping of gravel, spreading, adding water 
and mixing with grader, eompaction to required density 

If the existing sub-grade of a basic access road is 
sufficiently strong only spot improvements are required to 
fill and compact depressions or weak areas and provide a 
uniform sub-grade surface 
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6. Sub-Base Constructíon 
- Setting out width of road formation 
- Sub-base works 
- hauling and dumping of approved gravel, 
- spreading, adding water and mixing with grader or by 
labour, 
- ensuring correct camber formation (3%) 
- compaction to required density 

7. Construction of Emulsion Treated Base 
— Setting out width of base course layer, bus stops and 
for basic access road passing bays. 
- ETB works 

- If ETB works cannot be carried out immediately after 
sub-base construction, re-shaping of sub-base surface to 
ensure correct camber formation and smooth surface 
including compaction is required 
- hauling and dumping of approved gravel at pre¬ 
determined distances 
- setting out and ftxing of steel / wooden shutters 
- batching and mixing of gravel with bitumen, cement 
and water 
- compaction to required density 
- curing of ETB layer  

8. Construction of Cold-Mix Asphalt Layer 
- Setting out width of surface layer, bus stops and for 
basic access road passing bays an 
- Cold-mix asphalt works 
- marking dumping distance for asphalt aggregate 
- brooming of ETB and priming 
- fixing of steel shutters 
- hauling and dumping of aggregate at pre-determined 
locations 
- batching of aggregate with bitumen and water 
- mixing, dumping and spreading 
- compaction of asphalt layer 
- curing of asphalt layer 

1. Finishing Works 
Setting out road safety facilities, such as speed 
reduction bumps, rumble strips and markings 

- Finishing works 
construction of speed reduction bumps, rumble strips etc using ETB 
and cold-mix ^phalt 
painting safety lines and erection of road signs 
removal of left-over construction material 
ensuring all drains are open 
final inspection, corrections where necessary and handing over 
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So called 'cross cutting' issues are fully integrated into the work process and 
the DOR staff are continuously reminded to observe the following 
regulations: 

Gender: 
Men and women have equal rights and responsibilities. Provide for 
women needs and protect them from exploitation. 

Environment: 
Adhere to all environmental protection measures in work planning and 
during construction. 

Labour Laws: 
Ensure fair employment conditions, correct wages, fair work tasks, no 
child labour, and no abuse of workers. 

Safety and Health: 
Provide safety and protection gear, ensure work site safety, provide first 
aid facilities, raise awareness of HIV/AIDS. 

SOCIO-ECONOMIC IMPACT 
Utilising locally available resource means for the Pemba island case a 
significant input to the local communities which otherwise have little 
opportunities for employment and trade. Besides the benefits that are 
accruing from the construction works, better roads contribute to overcome 
some of the transportation bottlenecks and hence create better opportunities 
for local business and cheaper transport in general. It is already now evident 
that the newly rehabilitated roads have a remarkable socio-economic impact 
to the population of the affected areas. 
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A direct impact is mainly achieved by 
creating significant part-time 
employment for the people living along 
the road corridors. It is estimated that 
about 3,500 worker-days / km and in 
total for the project approximately 
157,000 worker-days are being created. 
In terms of wages about $ 0.7 Mio are 
being spent for local labour, which is a considerable cash injection to the 
local economy. 

Besides the direct benefits from creating 
local employment, many of the labourers 

are also profiting form intense on-the- 
job training. The obtained skills may 
lead to further work and business 
opportunities. 

During the course of the project, about 
1,000 gabions are required to be used in retaining, protecting and 
strengthening of road slopes. Initially these gabions were to be bought from 
international markets and they were to be imported to Pemba and this raised 

the cost proportion. It was then that the idea was developed of locally 
producing them. 

A Nepali gabion-weaving expert was 
brought to train the group in Pemba. The 

group that was selected consisted of ten 
women and three men and has been trained 

on how to weave the intricate design of the 

galvanised wire into gabion boxes. 
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With the acquired skill they are now hoping to generate further income 
through their own initiatives. It has also given the group members a sense of 
self -esteem and confidence in their new skill and some of the members are 
proud of their work and whenever they see the gabions being used in 
rehabilitation of the roads, a sense of ownership and belonging overwhelms 
them. The weaving locals have also shown how appropriate training can 
open people's lives 

Due to lack of education and information 
vulnerable to HIV/AIDS. This has led to 
the decline of food production and 
poverty worsening in the area. It is well 
known that HIV/AIDS is a pandemic that 
spreads best in poverty. Through road 
works large numbers of local people 
come together. This is an opportunity to 
address them not only about their work but also to discuss and advise on 
HIV/AIDS prevention. The project organises and finances a campaign 
carried out by the Health Department in Pemba. All permanent staff and 
labourers are informed and free condoms are being distributed. 

Ensuring safety on site is an important project issue that is pursued through 
established work procedures, training on-the-job, providing the required 
safety gear and the bonus system for the project staff. All staff is trained in 
first aid and first aid boxes are available on site. 

In line with the Environmental Impact 
Assessment specific protection measures 
for design and works on site have been 

identified and are being implemented 
through a dedicated Environmental 

Management Plan. The EMP for the 
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PRRP includes mitigation measures that can easily be handled by the project 

and include: 

• Measures to be taken on the road site 

• Measures to be taken in the quarry 

• Measures to be taken in the workshop 

• Measures to be taken in the office and store 

The project management monitors, as an integrated task of their normal 
supervisory duties, eontinuously the measures taken as well as their impact. 
The Project Planning and Reporting System does include sections where 
environmental mitigation measures ean be recorded and hence forms an 
integrated part of this BMP. 

Work procedures have been developed and the project staff has been 

informed through training sessions. 

Traditionally the main economic activity of the local women is farming. 

Religiously women and men have not been allowed to interact and socialise 
among themselves. The level of poverty in the area has made a few of the 
women break out of the tradition and when the job vacancies are being 

announced women turn up. But even then, they do so in low numbers. 
Through the PRRP, gender equality has been stressed and they have 
eneomaged women participation in the job selection. 

When hiring workers through secret ballot, the project allocates a certain 
number posts that will only go to women in the area. They have made sure 

that women have been just as equally represented in the job vacancies. 
Specific issues to cater for the needs of the women work force have been 

provided for. They have further produced a conducive work area for both 
female and male workers. The male workers have also been enlightened to 
work side by side with the female workers and they assist in any way they 

can. Currently the female workers comprise of nearly half the labour work 
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force. 

Cost Effectiveness 
A realistic cost comparison between the project roads and other roads of 
similar specifications is not easy. The project roads are being constructed 
using the DOR's own resources while most other roads have been 
constructed by hiring contractors. 

However, comparative estimates for life-cycle costs including a moderate 
maintenance scenario have revealed that the chosen approach using ETB 
and Cold-Mix Asphalt is the most economical solution for the given 
situation in Pemba, while conventional construction using Double Bitumen 

Surface Treatment or Asphalt Concrete, as being normally used on Zanzibar 
and Pemba, would cost each about 20% to 30% more. Using a gravel surface 
would be the most un-economical solution as it would deplete the scarce 
gravel sources on the island and heavy maintenance inputs, especially for 
re-gravelling and are therefore unrealistic with the given maintenance 
budget. 

So far the average total cost per kilometre is estimated at approximately 
USD 230,000. In terms of cost components, equipment and material 
account each for about 35% while staff and labour wages combined 
constitute about 27% of the total costs. 

Comparing the cost of construction of similar standards between the DORs 
own unit and contractor-executed construction is also not a straightforward 

exercise. Estimates so far suggest that the overall price for the PRRP roads 
constructed using the own resources is more cost effective for the 
Government of Zanzibar. 

A detailed cost analysis will be carried out at the end of the project to 
establish the true costs and to be able to compare different construction 
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modalities. 

UTILISING LOCALLY AVAILABLE RESOURCES: 

Are Force Account Operations Really Out of Scope? -A 
Provoking Question 

Structural reforms around the globe towards a more market oriented 
economy and improved public service provision over the last 20 years or so 
have changed the role of governments and government institutions to 
mainly ensure appropriate policies and to fulfil regulatory functions while 
public work execution has been transferred to the private sector. This seems 
to have been accepted and endorsed by most governments and consequently 
a lot of efforts have been made to privatise public service oriented 

operations. 

These days, in the roads sector most construction, rehabilitation and 
maintenance works are contracted out to private consultants and 
contractors, while the inherited government departments have gone through 
institutional reformation programmes. All of us, who have been involved in 
such exercises in an environment where public and private sector resources 

are meagre, appreciate the painful path to effective reformation. 

In our case in Zanzibar, the institutional reform process in the Ministry of 

Infrastructure and Communications has just started with the new Transport 
Master Plan as the guiding policy. At the same time the Ministry, 

specifically the Department of Roads, still holds a significant resource base 
in terms of fixed assets, equipment and human resources. 

At a time when the PRRP was launched, the reform process had not yet 

started and hence it was felt that the own resources of the DOR could 
probably be economically utilised. Detailed assessments at that time 
revealed that there were some resource gaps in terms of appropriate 
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equipment as required for the chosen work approach and qualified technical 
and managerial staff 

The Ministry, therefore, requested the development partner for this project, 
the Royal Government of Norway, to not only fund the operations but also to 
assist in procuring the required missing equipment and providing a qualified 
consultant to manage the project. 

Our experiences with this 'out-dated' method of work implementation are 
for us as a Government so far rather positive for several reasons; 

• The still available government resources are being meaningful 
utilised, 

• The DOR staff receives useful on-the-job training that will also 
assist in the maintenance of the island's road network, 

• The direct link between the Government and the local communities 
are being fostered, 

• The ownership of the project is obvious with the DOR as well as the 
local communities, and is being further strengthened by the political 
support that the project receives, 

• The overall costs for the roads seem to be economically favourable. 

The challenging issues we had and still have to deal with are: 

• Procurement of essential equipment, spare parts and construction 
material is cumbersome and rather expensive as Pemba is a small 
island and shipping, especially from international destinations is not 
lucrative for international shipping agents. Thus such goods have to 
be shipped to Dar es Salaam first, then transferred to smaller ships to 
Unguja and eventually on to Pemba. Facilities in the ports of Unguja 
and Pemba do not allow efficient loading and unloading operations. 
Serious delays are the result. 

• Procurement of goods that can be procured locally, are often 
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supplied by one or two dealers only. Hence the government 
procurement system that demands competitive bidding is an 

obstacle. 

• The capacity of the DOR's staff, especially the technical cadre, is 
limited. Design and construction of paved roads and the 
implementation of a new construction technology requires a level of 

competence that is not readily available in the ranks of the 
department. Thus technical assistance is required coupled with 

dedicated on-the-job training. 

• The motivation of the DOR staff to work hard and dedicated is 
hardly available considering the meagre government salaries and 
allowances. 

Our analysis of the above challenges, however, shows that in fact most of 
them do not only apply to the Department as executing agency but would 
also affect a hired contractor. Other problems, such as the non-motivating 
salaries we are overcoming with a bonus system that allows well performing 
staff to earn three times their base salary. In the case of local preferential 
procurements, the Ministry of Finance is requested to assist. 

As a conclusion, the Government of Zanzibar is thus of the opinion that the 
chosen approach of using the own implementation resources is eost 
effective, efficient, socially beneficial and politically supportive within the 
current context of Zanzibar. 

The question we would like to pose to the conference members is 
whether force account operations under certain conditions do not still 
have a merit and whether, possibly in many cases, existing government 
implementation capacities have been too rapidly disbanded. 
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ABSTRACT 

There are several Community Transport Infrastructure Programmes which 
have been implemented in Zambia. The most recent and notable 
programmes are the Community Access Improvement Programme (CAIP) 
and The Rural Accessibility and Mobility Programme (RAMP). This paper 
willfocus attention on RAMP. 

The Republic of Zambia through the Ministry of Local Government and 
Housing with the funding from the World Bank has been spearheading 
RAMP. The main target of the programme was to remove accessibility and 
mobility bottlenecks in the rural areas through Community Transport 
Infrastructure civil works. 

The Republic of Zambia has a total road network of about 68,000 km with 
about 30% of this network (22,000 Km) being feeder and community roads 
and accessed by more than 50% ofthe population of Zambia. 

Overall objective is to contribute to poverty reduction through enhanced 
mobility and access to socio-economic goods and services for rural 
communities. 

The programme was piloted in 5 districts of Zambia in Chibombo, Kalabo, 
Mpongwe, Sinazongwe and Zambezi districts respectively. Through the 
pilot programme. Five (5) Small Scale Contractor firms were contracted to 
carry civil works which involved construction of drainage structures, 
approach roads, embankments and rehabilitation of canals in the remote 
areas of these five districts. During the implementation of the programme 
the local economy was boosted as a result of the supply chain. 

Some of the impacts of the construction of these drainage structures, 
approach roads, embankments and rehabilitation of Canals increased 
access to markets, health centres, schools and creating income for the rural 
people through employment of men and women in the communities. 

The programme had its own challenges and problems among which were 
thefollowing: 

• Procurement procedures 
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• Remoteness of the Project sites within the district creating 
dijficiilties in the management. 

• Availability ofconstruction materials within the particular district. 
• Sand terrain in Kalabo district. 

This paper highlights the methodologies that were adopted for 
implementation of the programme, the challenges encountered and some of 
the solutions during the implementation of the programme. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Zambian Economy The shock to the Zambian economy from the international financial 
crisis was felt in October 2008 when the collapse in the global stock 

markets led to a reduction of investments from outside Zambia and 
subsequent exchange rate volatility. “The resulting global economic 
recession also led to a reduction in demand for copper and decline in copper 
prices. International copper prices fell by 67% from USD 9,000 per tonne in 

July 2008 to USD 2,900 per tonne in December 2008. The 'windfall tax' on 
mining operations was abandoned in 2008 to avoid elosure of the mines and 
the negative consequences in terms of employment and revenues” (RAM, 
2011,p3). 

The sharp decline in the price of copper implied reduced earnings from 
copper exports and subsequently reduced tax revenues, that is, mineral 
royalties and corporate tax for the Government. For 2009, however, the 
country's gross domestic product (GDP) grew and ended on track to beat the 
targeted of 6 per cent growth rate for 2009. 

There was a tremendous recovery of the Zambian economy in 2009 in the 
later part of the year mainly due to copper prices that had risen to levels that 

were not expected during the financial crisis - reaching about USD 10,000 
per tonne. The high copper prices have continued into 2010 and 2011 
leading to improved prospects for the économie performance. “The country 
opened with an inflation rate in January 2009 at a double digit of 16 per cent 

and in December 2009, it closed at a single digit of 9.9 per eent with the 
expected continued improved growth rate in 2010 and 2011” (RAM, 2011, 
p4). The rebounded economy will further lead to a drop in annual inflation. 
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The Sixth National Development Plan 
In February 2011, The Government of the Republic of Zambia (GRZ) 
presented its Sixth National Development Plan (SNDP) for economic 
development between 2011 and 2015. The SNDP points to transport 
infrastructure as an essential delivery mechanism in the generation of 
quality socio-economic development. The SNDP Vision of the transport 
sector is to have “a well developed and maintained socio-economic 
infrastructure by 2030”. Its goal is “to enhance economic development of 
the prioritised economic sectors through provision of improved quality of 
transport infrastructure”. During the SNDP period, emphasis will be on road 
and railway transport infrastructure maintenance and rehabilitation. 
However, efforts will be made to invest in other transport infrastructure 
components namely air and water transport. In the SNDP period, GRZ will 
seek to strongly address the challenges in transport infrastructure, as these 
remain the major constraint to growth, economic diversification and 
development of the Zambian economy. The key focus will be on 
construction, rehabilitation and maintenance of physical infrastructure. 

The guiding document for road sector planning, management, and 
monitoring and evaluation is the Road Sector Investment Programme II 
(ROADSIPII) for the 2004-2013 period. GRZ and the Cooperating Partners 
(CPs) monitor the performance of road sector interventions against targets 
set in the ROADSIP II and review progress of the road sector reforms 
through Joint Donor Forum Mission (JDFM). 

National Council for Construction and small-scale contractors 
• Most of the routine and recurrent maintenance works as well as spot 
improvement works could be undertaken by 'small scale labour based' 
contractors. There has been an effort to train these types of contractors in 
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the country. The National Council for Construction (NCC) regulates the 
construction industry in the country and registers contractors in different 
categories and classes. As of 2011 NCC has registered more than 300 
contractors in the General Roads & Earthworks category of classes I to 6. 
The contractors who will be appropriate for carrying out maintenance of 
the roads at provincial and district levels are those of classes 5 and 6. There 
are a number of contractors registered in classes 5 and 6 in all provinces 
who can undertake the labour-based maintenance on all classes ofroads. 

Road classification and responsibilities 
The Zambian roads are classified according to their functions as elaborated 
in the Public Roads Act 2002. The Core Road Network (CRN) is 40,113 km 
of which 7,250 km is paved. RDAhas the responsibility for trunk, main and 
district (TMD) roads (20,486 km), whereas the LRAs have the 
responsibility for primary feeder roads (14,333 km) and the urban roads 
(5,294 km). Local government authorities have the responsibility for the non- 

CRN, i.e. secondary, tertiary and community roads (ref. Table 3.1). The Zambian 
Wildlife Authority (ZAWA) has the responsibility for park roads. 
A Road Reclassification Study was commissioned in 2007, but the study has 
not yet been finalised. 

The table below gives the summary of the road network. 
Tablerl.l Breakdown of the Road Network 

No. Road I'ype 
Total estimated 
network (km) 

CRN (km) 
December 2002 

1. Trunk (T) 3,088 3,088 
2. Main (M) ^^656 
3. District (D) 13,707 13,707 
4. Urban 5,294 5,294 
5. Primary Feeder (PF) 15,800 14,333 
6. Primary Tourist (TR)* - 
7. Secondary Feeder (SF) 10,060 
8. Tertiary Feeder (TF) 4,424 
9. Park Roads 6,607 
10 Community Roads 5,000 
Total 67,671 40,113 
Source: GRZ/NRFA, Road Sector InvesliTienl Program: Quarterly Progress Report (July-September 2010) 
Nolo: *The length of 2,065 km forTR is included in D and PF roads 
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COMMUNITY TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE 
PROGRy\MMES 
2.1 Past Efforts of Community Transport Infrastructure Development 
Zambia has implemented a number of interventions aimed at improving 
small-scale community transport infrastructure. The more important ones 
include: the Social Recovery Project and Micro Projects, Zambia Social 
Investment Fund (ZAMSIF) and other programmes such as the Programme 
Urban Self-Help (PUSH) and United Nations system (UNDP and ILO) 
sponsored United Nations Capital Development Fund (UNCDF) which 
concentrated in the Eastern Province. 
These programmes faced many challenges and also generated a number of 
lessons that will be used in future programmes. The bottlenecks of 
accessibility such as river crossings, small tracks and paths do not require 
huge investment to work on. However, programmes aimed at upgrading the 
whole of the community transport infrastructure would take years and a 
large amount of resources, currently not available both from government 
resources and support from donors. 

More recently, the Rural Access and Mobility Programme (RAMP) and the 
Danish International Development Agency (DANIDA) Road Sector 
Programme Support have been the main drivers of the Community 
Transport Infrastructure (CTI) and they are housed in the Ministry of Local 
Government and Flousing. This section will summarise the current 
DANIDA Road Sector Support Programme and the Rural Accessibility 
Programme. 

Community Access Improvement Programme 
As part of aid management and donor harmonisation, DANIDA, like most 
other major donors is contributing to the Zambian government's Sector 

Budget Support (SBS) programmes. The Road Sector Support Programme 
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(RSPS) is one such programmes receiving DANIDA support. 
Accordingly, DANIDA has pledged DKK 400 million to RSPS 2. This 
includes support to the rehabilitation of the Main Roads (in Western 
Province); support to Districts; and institutional support. Under support to 
the districts, there is a sub-component for support to community access 
(non-core roads) improvement. 

Access improvements, termed Small Scale Community Access (SSCA), 
were piloted on an experimental basis in the latter stages of Phase 1 (2002- 
7). These interventions are now being carried out in 5 districts. By the 
beginning of 2011, the implementation had been extended to 7 other 
districts, bringing the total number of districts to 12. SSCA has been 
renamed Community Access Improvement Programme CAIP). 

The aim of the CAIP is to reduce bottlenecks of accessibility through spot 
improvements to non-core roads, tracks and paths on a demand-responsive 
basis. The focus is on establishing basic access to an appropriate level that is 
maintainable by the community, rather than on building infrastructure to a 
particular standard. Since the community access component is demand 
driven, it therefore depends upon wide information sharing, awareness 
raising and local participation. As such, the assistance supplements 
community-led efforts by providing technical advice, support and materials 
that are beyond the capacity of the communities to provide. After the 
improvements are made, the maintenance of the infrastructure becomes the 
responsibility of communities. Given the demand-driven approach to this 
subcomponent, the community understanding of this concept and willingness to 
lead the process and contribute labour for improvement and maintenance, is a 
precondition for assistance. 
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Rural Accessibility and Mobility Programme 

2.3.1 Background and Objectives 
The Rural Accessibility and Mobility Programme (RAMP) 
launched in 2006 is a sub programme under the Road Rehabilitation 
and Maintenance Project (RRMP). Currently RAMP is supported 
by the World Bank and the Government of the Republic of Zambia. 
RAMP is meant to facilitate access to economic and social facilities 
by rural communities as well as to increase mobility of people and 
goods. 

The overall objective of the programme is to contribute to poverty 
reduction through facilitation of enhanced mobility and access to 
socio-economic goods and services for rural communities. The 
objective of RAMP is to “develop a framework for sustainable 
management of Community Transport Infrastructure (CTI) and to 
create an enabling environment for increased use of Intermediate 
Means of Transport (IMTs).” 

2.4.2 Management and Coordination 

RAMP operates under the auspices of the Ministry of Local 
Government and Housing (MLGH). The rationale for this is that the 
MLGH being responsible for coordination of rural development 
through local district councils would be better placed to liaise with 
rural communities, who are the key stakeholders of the programme. 

The implementation of this progarmme is coordinated and managed 
by a Programme Coordinator who reports to the Director, 
Department of Housing and Infrastructure Development, Ministry 
of Local Government and Housing. 
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RAMP operates in five distriets as follows; 

Chibombo District 

Kalabo District 

Mpongwe District 

Sinazongwe District 

Zambezi District 

2.5.4 Contracts for Community Transport Infrastmcture (CTI) 

In May 2008, the Ministry contracted Eastconsult Ltd and I.T.Transport 

Ltd to carry out condition surveys and designs for CTI civil works as phase 

I and the phase II involved the actual civil works. This involved 

accessibility improvement (spot improvement) of community roads and 

construction of footbridges and culverts. The other component of CTI was 

clearing of canals and waterways in Kalabo District. 

A summary of the contracts awarded under this programme is shown in table 2.1 

Table 2.1: Contractors and value of the contracts 

LOT District Bidder Initial Contract 
Amount 

Revised 
Contract 
Amount 

Duration of 
Contract 

1 Chibombo Bri-Tech Ltd Kl,130,223,600 K 1,794,227,600 17 weeks 
2 Kalabo Jexmak Enterprises Ltd k609,495,661 K609,495,661 24 weeks 
3 Mpongwe Paumwaka Agencies Ltd K 1,431,980,000 K2,191,475,00 20 weeks 
4 Sinazongwe Tawanda Investments Ltd K 1,610,455,000 K2,119,975,000 20 weeks 
5 Zambezi PUSH K 1,440,307,000 K 1,440307,000 20 weeks 

IMPLEMENTATION OF RURAL ACCESSIBILITY AND 
MOBILITY PROGRAMME. 

Procurement of the Consultant and the Contractors. 

The programme started with the procurement of the Consultant to carry out 

a base line and ownership study of the Community Transport Infrastmcture 

as well as the Intermediate Means of Transport (IMTs) in the five pilot 
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districts as outlined above. The other Consultant assignment was the 
Design, Tender Document Preparation and Construction supervision of the 
Community Transport Infrastructure. 

The Consultant for the project was appointed on Q"" May 2008. The Tender 
documents for the civil works were let out to tender in March 2009. There 
were some delays in the process of approving the designs and tender 
documents. Availability of funds was another issue that eaused some delays 
in the programme implementation, at the beginning of the programme the 
Client had informed the Consultant that there was only USD 350,000.00 for 
Civil works and therefore the eonsultant was requested to ensure that the 
designed interventions were in accordance with the available resources. 
When the documents had been prepared the consultant was requested to 
revise his designs due to the fact that the elient had sourced an additional 
USD 1,450,000.00 which brought the total available financial resources to 
USD 1,800,000.00. In the process time was lost. 

Implementation of Civil Works 

Table 3.1 gives the estimates for the civil works that we set in the design and 
which were in the signed contract documents: 

Tabic 3.1: Estimates for the Civil works 
Acihity Unit Chi bombo Sinazongvve iVIpongvve Ktilabo Zambezi Total 
Road Km 10 4.6 6 1 4.4 20 
Formation 
Fmbankments ni3 2,200 2,760 11,350 560 3,324 20,194 
Graveling m3 6,970 2,850 5,175 360 1,755 17,110 
Drainage 
structures - 

m 171 198 205 28 48 650 

Pipe Culverts 
Drainage Barrels 4 5 9 
Structures - 
Box Culverts 
Canal Rehab Km 2 2 
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Apart from the above milestones the programme also had the following objectives: 

i. Capacity building of Local Contracting firms 

ii. Capacity building in project management of Local District Council staff 
iii. Poverty Reduction of Local Communities 

The Civil works contracts were signed on 2"'* October 2009. It is worth 
mentioning that tenders for the civil works closed on 8'*' May 2009. There 
was a period of almost five months between tender opening and actual 
signing of the contracts. The civil works contracts were for a duration of six 
months only 
The Contractors mobilized to site during the month of October 2009. The 
Contractors mobilized manpower as required for the projects. 

Most of the Contractors however had problems with equipment 
mobilization as they depended on hired equipment which was either not 
reliable or not available in the districts were the projects were being 
implemented. Therefore some of the Contractors had problems with the 
equipment based activities such as graveling works on their contracts. 

Completion of the Projects 

The Civil works contracts were due for completion by 15* April 2010. Of 
the five contractors only one Contractor for the project in Kalabo had 
completed the project. There were a number of reasons that contributed to 
the delays in completing the projects on time among them were the 
following: 

Inclement Weather 
During the 2009/2010 most parts of Zambia received above normal rainfall 
which affected the project sites for the Community Transport Infrastructure. 
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Above normal rainfall caused washouts on some of the project sites as well 
as delays in completion of the projects due to work stoppages during the wet 
season. The Kalabo contract was however not affected due to fact that the 
project sites were on the upper land as opposed to the other sites which were 
on the low plains that were prone to flooding. 

Materials and Equipment Mobilization 
A number of Contractors delayed to mobilize materials for the drainage 
structures as well as equipment for works on these projects. Difficulties in 
mobilisation of materials were partly due to the fact that the contracts were 
being implemented in the rain season. The delays in mobilizing materials 
and equipment affected the completion period of the project. 

Delays in Signing the Contracts 
There were delays between closing of tenders and actual signing of 
contracts. It took a period of almost five months from tender opening to 
contract signing, which is more than the 90days period allowed in the tender 
documents. The Contractors were therefore requested to extend their bid 
validity period. 

Delays in approving Variation Orders 

The 2009/2010 rainy season caused a number of washouts on a number of 
places in Chibombo, Mpongwe and Sinazongwe districts. These washouts 
necessitated Variation Orders which were prepared in April 2010. However 
approval for these Variation Orders was only issued by the World Bank in 
June 2010 with extension of contract period up to November 2010. 

The actual works were completed in November 2010. The Defects Liability 
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Period ended in June 2011 and the final completion report will be submitted 
in July 2011. 

CHALLENGES AND LESSONS LEARNT 
Challenges 
A number of challenges were encountered during the implementation of 
the Community Transport Infrastructure of the Rural Accessibility and 
Mobility Programme - RAMP in Chibombo, Mpongwe, Sinazongwe, 
Kalabo and Zambezi districts. Some of these challenges are given below. 

Programme Design 
The programme design as outlined in the Bankable Document - Road 
Sector Investment Programme II (ROADSIPII) for 2004 to 2013 was very 
excellent. According to the Bankable Document the programme was 
supposed to have a full fledged Programme Implementation Unit with 
Technical as well as support staff. However, funds were not readily 
available and commencement of the component was delayed. The 
programme commenced in April 2006 with the recniitment of a 

Programme Coordinator. The scope of the programme was scaled down 
and only the position of Programme Coordinator was allowed. The scaling 
down of the scope of the programme design adversely affected the 
implementation of the programme. It had to be implemented as a pilot 
programme, in 5 selected districts of the country, instead of all the districts 
of the country. 

Procurement Process 

The table 4.1 shows the process of procurement. In the case of the 

consultant the tenders were closed on Id"" September 2007 and the Contract 
was awarded on 9"' May 2008. It took a period of six months, this was far 
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beyond the normal 90days tender validity period. The Consultants were 
therefore requested to extend their bid validity period. 

Table 4.1 Milestones in Procurement ofConsiiltant 

Activity Initiated by Date 
1 .No objection forEOI WB October 2006 
2 First Advert for EOI MLGH 26"“ October 2006 
3 Cbsing date for advert MLGH iT"* ÑOV2006 
4 Approval by Ministerial Tender Committee MLGFi 8 December 2006 
5 No Objection for RFP WB 12’'' Feb 2007 
6 Invitation to 5 consultants RFP MLGH 2F Feb 2007 
7 Closing of RFP MLGH 30 March 207 
8 F.valuation submitted to WB Ml (,H 24 May 2007 
9 Comments by the WB WB '22'"’ 'June 
10 Resubmitted revised Evaluation Report MLGH 26"' July 207 
II No Objection forTcchnical Report WB lî" August 2007 
12 No Objection forCombined Report WB 26 Nov 2007 
13 No objection for Draft Contract \\H 16'" April 2008 
14 Signing of Contract MLGH & Consultant 9'" May 2ÖÖ8 
15 Sent signed contract and combined report MLGH 20'" Maÿ lOOS 
16 Mobilisation Consultant 1 June 2008 
16 No Objection for Addendum WB 
18 Addendum MLGH 
19 Cbsing andCompbtion Report Consultant .July 2011 

Table 4.2 Milestones Procurement of Civil Works Contractoi-s 

Activity Initiated by Date 
1 No Objection to use sample bidding docs WB 15'" Jan 2009 
2 Advert for CTI civil works MLÖF1 S'" April 2009 
3 Cbsing Date MLGH 8"T4ay 2009 
4 Sitbtnit Bid evabation report & Recommendations MLGH June 2009 
5 No Objection for CTI civil works WB 3"' Sept 2ÖÖ9 
6 Contract signing for CTl civil works WB & Contractors '2'"’Oct 2009 
7 Mobilisation Contractors 14'" Oct 2009 
8 No Objection for Addendum MLGH/WB 
9 Addendum 
10 Cbsing of Projects MLGH/Contractor 30’" Dec'2010 
11 Defect Liability Period 30'" June 2ÓÍÍ 

The tender for the civil works closed on 8"' May 2009. Contracts were 
signed on 2'"' October 2009 after a period of almost five months. The period 
between tender closing and actual contract award was again more than 90 
days validity period as required in the tender document, contractors were 
therefore requested to extend their bid validity period to take care of the 
days in awarding the contracts. 

The delays in the procurement process were caused by some of the 
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following reasons. 
i. Procedural Requirements. The programme design was such that the 

bank had to give a no objection at each and every stage before 
embarking on the next stage of the programme. This procedural 
requirement caused some delays especially on approving 
documentation. There was also the problem of changing staff at the 
Bank. The new staff required to be orientation into the programme 
before beginning to issue approvals for requests. 

ii. Bank Policy: The World Bank policy of ensuring that a no objection 
is issued at every stage before starting the next stage whilst being 
good for ensuring accountability and transparency caused some 
delays. It will be good for small projects projects with funding from 
foreign aid to shorten the processes by ensuring that no objections 
are issued only at critical stages. If this process is shortened projects 
can be implemented in a short period of time and could. This process 
caused a lot of unnecessary implementation delays. 

Remoteness of sites 
The project sites were located very far from the district headquarters. For 
example, in Chibombo which had four sites, project sites were located as 
outlined in the table 4.3 below: 
Table 4.3 Site locations for Chibombo contract 

S/N Project site Distance from Main 
Road 

Distance from Central 
District 

1 Lukata - Mukotoma lOKm 60Km 
2 Kamishishi 70Km lOOKm 
3 Lunjofwa 60Km 90Km 
4 Chankhumba 20Km iôlCm 

Remoteness of sites created the following problems 
• Logistical problems in terms of transporting construction materials 

as most of the feeder roads were in poor state 
• Coordination and supervision by Contractors Head Office staff as 
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some sites were not accessible by mobile phone. 
• Problems with accessing construction materials. 

Sand Terrain of Kalabo. 
The sand terrain of Kalabo created a number of problems. Some of these 
challenges have brought about the following problems. 

• Very high equipment operating costs: Because of constantly 
engaging in four wheel drive consequently moving lower gears 
vehicle consume a lot of fuel and frequently engine knocks and 
four wheel gearbox knocks. 

• Method Statement: Conventional methods of building roads that 
are applied on areas with firms subgrade materials cannot be 
applied in Kalabo district because the existing sub grade is loose 
sand which disintegrates easily, therefore other method statements were 
devised that ensured formation is done just before the graveling 
operation. 

• Reduced Productivity rates: This is especially on major items of 
graveling, because of slow speed of vehicles and long haulage 
routes, trucks usually manage very few loads i.e 3-5 loads a day. 

• Aquisation of gravel quarries: Gravel pits are usually in private 
hands who demand huge amounts as compensation. Further there 
are very few gravel pits in Kalabo district, haulage distances are 
usually in the range of 20 Km and above. 

• Shortage of Reliable Equipment: Very few people in the district 
own 4x4 Trucks therefore the equipment hire rates are very high. 
The programme did not provide for procurement of basic Labour 
intensive construction equipment by the Local Contractors. 
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Sustainability of the Projects 

• There are two basic issues on the sustainability of projects. In this 
case, the focus is on sustainability of the community transport 
infrastructure and the sustainability of acquired skills. The 
sustainability of the infrastructure is dependant on regular 
inspection, maintenance and rehabilitation. RAMP established 
maintenance committees, but very little inspection, maintenance 
and rehabilitation is carried out once the initial works have been 
completed. This is because the maintenance committee has no 
means of raising funds such as user fees to be able to carry out 
regular maintenance works on the infrastructure. Therefore, the 
infrastructure could become unsustainable because of lack 
regular and routine maintenance and rehabilitation. 

• During the implementation phase, a lot of technical training 
knowledge was imparted to community members such as works 
foremen as well as learning by doing for those who are 
“employed” to carry out the works. There is often a lack of 
continuity in programmes. 

« The district council, as the institution responsible for regular 
maintenance of the infrastructure do not use local communities as 
contractors for carrying routine maintenance such as vegetation 
control, desilting of canals and the cleaning and desilting of 
culverts and drainage channels. As such and without regular 
practice, the rural skills base is made unsustainable 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions 

This paper has mentioned a number of Community Transport 
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Infrastructure Programmes initiated in Zambia. These programmes 
include, the Social Recovery Project and Micro Projects, Zambia Social 
Investment Fund (Z AMS IF) and other programmes such as the 
Programme Urban Self-Help (PUSH) and United Nations system 

* (UNDP and ILO) sponsored United Nations Capital Development Fund 
(UNCDF) which concentrated in the Eastern Province. 

These programmes faced many challenges and also generated a number 
of lessons that will be used in future programmes. The bottlenecks of 
accessibility such river crossings, small tracks and paths do not require 
huge investment to work on. However, programmes aimed at upgrading 
the whole of the community transport infrastructure would take years 
and a large amount of resources, currently not available both from 
government resources and support from donors. 

The programme design as outlined in the Bankable Document - Road 
Sector Investment Programme II (Roadsip II) for 2004 to 2013 was very 
excellent but it was scaled down. The scaling down of the scope of the 
programme design adversely affected the implementation of the 
programme. 
Procurement Process was a challenge. The programme design was such 
that the bank had to give a no objection at each and every stage before 
embarking on the next stage of the programme. This procedural 
requirement caused some delays especially oh approving 
documentations. There was also the problem of changing staff at the 
Bank. The new staff required to be orientation into the programme before 
beginning to issue approvals for requests. 

fhe project sites were located very far from the district headquarters. 
Remoteness of sites created the following problems. Remoteness of sites 
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created logistical, coordination and supervision difficulties, as well as 

problems with access to construction materials. 

The sand terrain of Kalabo created a number of problems, including very 
high equipment operating costs, requirement for unique method 

statement, reduced productivity, difficulty with acquisition of gravel pits 
and shortage equipment. 

Some conclusions relating to sustainability of the projects are given 
below: 
• There are two basic issues on the sustainability of projects. In this 

case, the focus is on sustainability of the community transport 

infrastructure and the sustainability of acquired skills. The 
sustainability of the infrastructure is dependent on regular 
inspection, maintenance and rehabilitation. RAMP established 
maintenance committees, but very little inspection, maintenance 
and rehabilitation is carried out once the initial works have been 

completed. This is because the maintenance committee has no 
means of raising funds such as user fees to be able to carry out 
regular maintenance works on the infrastructure. Therefore, the 

infrastructure could become unsustainable because of lack of 
regular and routine maintenance and rehabilitation. 

• During the implementation phase, a lot of technical training 

knowledge was imparted to community members such as works 
foremen as well as learning by doing for those who are 
“employed” to carry out the works. There is often a lack of 

continuity in programmes. 
• The district council, as the institution responsible for regular 

maintenance of the infrastructure do not use local communities as 

contractors for carrying routine maintenance such as vegetation 
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control and the clearing of culverts and drainage channels. As 
such and without regular practice, the rural skills base is made 
unsustainable 

Recommendations 
Zambia has implemented a number interventions aimed at improving 
small-scale community transport infrastructure. These programmes 
faced a number of challenges and indeed a number of lessons were learnt 
from these programmes. 

The improvement of community transport infrastructure can only be 
done in a phased manner and that rural accessibility is an incremental 
process as well as the fact that there are extreme constraints in both 
financial resources and organisational capacity. 

Some Lessons have been learnt from implementation of the Rural 
Accessibility and Mobility Programme and the following 
recommendations are made relative to the challenges experience. 
• Consideration should be given of shortening the 

procurement process so that more time is available to actual 
civil works contract implementation. 

• Donor agencies consider reducing the stages requiring 
issuance of No Objections by ensuring that No objection is 
only issued at critical points to avoid unnecessary delays. 

• Consider shortening the communication channel in the 
project design 

• For sustainability of CTI projects contracting of local 
communities should be encouraged or be taken up by District 
Councils. 
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• Remoteness of sites. Projects should be grouped together in 
respective geographical positions. Avoid spreading out of the 
sites across the district. 
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ABSTRACT 
As in many developing countries, youth unemployment is a major issue in 
Ghana and Kenya alike. The youth constitutes about a third of the 
population of these countries. Youth unemployment (of about 6.9% in 
Ghana and 21% in Kenya) is estimated to be about twice as high as the 
national unemployment rate of the working population as a whole in these 
countries. As part of efforts to address the growing rates of unemployment, 
the governments of Ghana and Kenya in October 2006 and March, 2009 
respectively launched the National Youth Employment Programme (NYEP) 
and the Kenya Youth Empowerment Project (Kazi Kwa Vijana (KKV) 
Programme) respectively aimed at empowering the youth to contribute 
productively towards the sustainable socio-economic development of their 
countries. 

With an initial target of providing temporary employment as well as training 
to some 500,000 people between the ages of 18 and 35 over the period 2006 
to 2009, the NYEP was able to make some modest achievements as over 
200,000 youth were employed between 2006 and 2011. The KKV however 
made significant progress by exceeding its planned target of directly 
engaging a total of 232,911 youths by 112% between April and mid- 
September, 2009. This paper reviews the implementation features, 
achievements and challenges of these programmes and draws lessons 
learnt from their implementation. 

Keywords: Youth, employment, empowerment, programme, 
implementation, project, features 
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INTRODUCTION Rising unemployment and underemployment have plaeed employment 
generation among the key priorities of many governments in 

developing and developed countries alike. Governments' role in the direct 
creation of employment as well as in creating an enabling environment for 
employment creation by the private sector is increasingly being recognized 
following global economic crises which have shrunk the employment 
generation of the private sector. 

The undesirable effects of unemployment are widely documented and 
discussed in literature. There are evident indications that unemployment has 
many far-reaching effects extending beyond income losses to include 
psychological harm, loss of work motivation skills and self-confidence, 
increase in ailments and morbidity (even mortality rates), disruption of 
family relations and social life, hardening of social exclusion and 
accentuation of racial tensions and gender asymmetries (Sen, 1999). 

Alternative strategies for promoting full and decent employment are 
necessary to attack problems of unemployment and underemployment 
using a variety of programs and policies. These include both private and 
public initiatives. Although job creation is increasingly recognized as being 
central to addressing un- and underemployment and reducing poverty, 
creating a sufficient number of jobs solely through the private sector or 
market-driven mechanisms is challenging in the face of globalisation, trade 
liberalisation, and recent crises on food, fuel and finance. Due to the non 
existence or limited availability of unemployment benefits and/or social 
security schemes in most developing countries, large social assistance 
programmes including a directed approach to job creation are attracting 
greater attention. 
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Though the responses of various governments to unemployment and its 
effects are considerably varied, government interventions through Public 
Employment/Works Programmes and Employment Guaranteed Schemes 

are among the most popular interventions following policymakers 
recognition on the need to shift from a short-term perspective in the case of 
emergency public works programmes towards a medium to long-term 
perspective in relation to employment guarantee schemes. Public 
EmploymentAVorks Programmes (PEPs) and Employment Guaranteed 
Schemes (EGPs) are based on the concept of the state acting as an Employer 

of Last Resort (ELR) providing jobs to people who are willing to work 
where the private sector and the labour market are not able to provide such 
employment. 

Public Work Programmes and EGPs have previously been associated 
largely with infrastructural construction works but the trend has changed 
recently with the range of works extending to social services, environmental 
programmes and community initiated projects. Contemporary schemes in 
many developed and developing countries have evolved covering a broad 
array of objectives such as constructing and maintaining public 
infrastructure; reducing poverty; providing income relief by generating 
employment; improving workers' position to bargain in the private sector; 
and facilitatingjob search (See Dr'eze and Sen, 1991; Lipton, 1998; and von 
Braun, 1995). 

During the early 19th century, the establishments of PEPs and EGPs by 
governments were largely in the form of staple relief policies in response to 

natural disasters and economic downturns. Examples include Argentina's 
Plan Jefes y Jefas de Hogar Desocupados (PJJHD), introduced during the 
2001 crisis, the first Padet Karya program implemented in Indonesia (PK.1) 
in 1998 and other similar interventions in Timor-Leste, Former Yugoslavia, 
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Namibia, Palestine, Sierra Leone, South Africa, Afghanistan and Sri Lanka 
(see Kostzer, 2008; and Tcherneva and Wray, 2005). However, when 
comprehensively designed, PEPs can go beyond responding to crises to 
complementing market-driven employment creation and other types of 
social protection and assistance programmes such as cash transfers. They 
also provide additional policy instruments with which to tackle the problem 
of un- and underemployment, as part of wider employment policy. In 
addition, the jobs created by governments through PEPs/EGSs could 
provide critical public goods and services that will enhance the livelihood 
strategics of the poor (Lai, R. et al, 2010). Among the popular 
comprehensive and long running PEPs are the National Rural Employment 
Guarantee Programme (NREGP) in India and the Expanded Public Works 
Programme (EPWP) in South Africa. 

The main focus of this paper is to highlight the significance of PEPs/EGS for 
the youth covering both traditionally known public works programmes and 
new innovations in other sectors including social services through country 
programme comparisons. The paper reviews the implementation features, 
achievements and challenges of the Ghana National Youth Employment 
Programme (NYEP) and the Kenya Youth Empowerment Project (Kazi 
Kwa Vijana Programme) and draws lessons learnt from their 
implementation. 

NATURE OF EiVIPLOYMENT PROBLEM IN GHANA 
Unemployment particularly among the youth and underemployment 
(especially among women engaged in agriculture in rural areas) remain 
major development issues in Ghana. Even though the country has recently 

recorded improvements in economic growth, these have not translated into 
adequate employment generation. The bulk of employment opportunities 
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continue to consist of low-income agricultural and informal activities. 
Formal public and private sector jobs have declined. Persistent 
unemployment, underemployment and growth of precarious forms of 
employment remain central features of the economy. Table 1 presents some 
historical employment data in Ghana from some inter-censal periods. 

Table 1: Employment Trends in Ghana (1960-2000) 

Indicator I960 1970 1984 2000 

Exonotnically active labour force (%) 40.5 38.9 45.4 43.8 

Male 49.3 43.8 44.9 45.8 

Female 31.4 34.1 44.6 43.1 

Total Errployment (%) 94 94 97.2 89.2 

Male 93.5 92.4 96.8 89.9 

Female 94.8 96.1 97.5 89.3 

Formal sector employment (%) 19.8 20.8 15.7 14.2 

Self-employment in the Informal sector (%) 59.8 59 67.7 65.8 

Unemployed (%) 6 6 2.8 10.4 

Male 6.5 7.6 3.2 10.4 
Female 5.2 3.9 2.5 10.7 

Source: Adapted from Aryetee and Baah-Boateng (2007) 

The unemployment rate for the country in 2005 was estimated at 8.2 per 
cent, with about 800,000 Ghanaians unemployed and a further 1.2 million 
are under-employed (MESW, n.d.). The Ghana Living Standards Survey 
conducted in 2006, estimated overall unemployment rate at 3.6 percent with 
much higher unemployment in urban areas (6.3%), particularly in Accra 
(8.9%) compared to rural areas ( 1.6%). The unemployment rate among the 
youth aged 15-24 according to the 2005/06 Ghana Living Standard Survey 
(GLSS5), is estimated at about 6.9 per cent (about twice as high as the 
national unemployment rate of 3.6 percent for the working population as a 
whole). In addition, many youth appear to be underemployed, and many 

others declared working (who as a result are not considered unemployed) do 
not get any wages because they are trapped in subsistence activities. There 
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are about 230,000 new job seekers annually with the formal sector capable 
of absorbing just about 2% of these new entrants (Baah-Boateng, 2005). 

The inability to increase employment opportunities and enhance productive 
and gainful employment for the economically active labour force has been 
attributed partly to the lack of structural transformation of the Ghanaian 
economy and the weaknesses in the employment environment such as gaps 
in information on the labour market. There is a strong correlation between 
the employment situation and poverty. Income poverty is the result of 
unemployment, under-employment and very low income of the working 
poor in low productivity jobs. About eight million people live in poverty and 
well over five million are in extreme poverty in Ghana. This means that the 
absolute number of people in poverty remains high. To address these 
employment challenges, Ghana's National Employment Policy outlines 
the following broad policy guidelines for addressing the unemployment 
problem: 

• The adoption of a national policy for enhancing productivity, 
incomes and wages with equal opportunities for men and women in 
all sectors of the economy 

• Ensuring the implementation of a coherent employment policy on 
the youth, vulnerable and excluded. 

• Implementing needs-oriented human resource development, 
including technical, vocational education and training 

The strategies for achieving the policy objectives and addressing the 
employment policy challenges include the maximization of productive 
employment opportunities; integrating employment intensive growth 
strategies in the country's development plans and programmes; and 
structured arrangements for the development of skills. 
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CASE STUDIES OF TARGETED EMPLOYMENT SCHEMES 
Ghana's National Youth Employment Programme (NYEP) 
Background 
Governments of Ghana have made a number of attempts at addressing the 
problem of unemployment and underemployment particularly among the 
youth in Ghana. Among some recent employment related programmes 
introduced by government include the Rural Enteiprise Development 
Programme, the Presidential Special Initiatives, and the National Board for 
Small Scale Enterprises and other sectoral program employment related 
programmes. The National Youth Employment Programme (NYEP) was 
conceived in 2005 to address the ever increasing problem of unemployment 
among the youth which is perceived to be a potential threat to National 
Security. The NYEP is built on the experience of the Skills Training and 
Employment Placement Program (STEP), which focused mainly on 
vocatfonal training, including apprenticeship for graduates of junior and 
senior high schools, agricultural training for mral areas, and the teaching of 
entrepreneurship skills to college graduates. 

The NYEP was officially launched in October 2006 to facilitate Job creation 
and placement for the youth in various economic ventures in all districts 
across the nation. This is a large program which aims to employ some 
500,000 young people between 2006 and 2009 and train youths in various 
trades and occupations (Ministry of Manpower, Youth and Employment, 
2006). The NYEP is a broad based programme involving a combination of 
self-employment opportunities, wage-earning jobs and voluntary service to 

support the youth to transit from a situation of unemployment to 
employment orto prepare school dropouts to continue their education. 
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Programme Objectives 
The main objective of the programme is to empower the youth to be able to 
contribute more productively towards the socio-economic and sustainable 
development of the nation. The specific objectives (Ministry of Manpower, 
Youth and Employment, 2006) include: 

• To identify projects with economic potential that can generate 
employment for as many of the youth as possible; 

• To check the drift of the youth from the rural to urban communities 
in search of jobs by creating those opportunities in the rural areas; 

• To create employment opportunities for the youth through self- 
employment; and 

• To inculcate into the youth, a sense of patriotism, self-discipline and 
hard work so as to promote good morals and help reduce deviance. 

Programme Implementation Features 
The NYEP has the following features : 

• The target beneficiaries are mainly the youth within the ages of 18- 
35, including JHS, SHS, TechnicalA^ocational School graduates as 
well as school dropouts and the illiterate youth. It is also opened to 
able and disabled youth. The programme offers requisite working 
experience to Post- National Service graduates from any tertiary 
institution. It also provides the youth with employable skills for 
employment. To be eligible to work under the programme, 
beneficiaries must be young men and women who fall within the age 
of 18 and 35 years and must reside within the communities or 
localities in which the jobs or self-employment opportunities for 
which they wish to be considered are set up. Beneficiaries of the 
programme in paid employment modules are guaranteed two years 
temporal jobs after which they will be exited in accordance with the 
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programme's Exit Plan to allow the beneficiaries leave the 
programme into mainstream and permanent employment. 

• The programme targets a wide range of activities covering the 
provision of essential social services that promote good governance 
through the maintenance of law and order and environmental 
cleanliness as well as enhancing access to good education and health 
services. It cuts across a range of sectors such as education, health, 
water and sanitation, agriculture, security, ICT, etc involving a 
number of national ministries and agencies, district assemblies, 
community-level groups, as well as NGOs and the private sector. 

• NYEP is being implemented through employment modules 
namely; Community Protection Assistance (CPA); Community 
Education & Teaching Assistant (CETA); Health Extension 
Work (HEW); Youth in Fire Safety & Prevention; Youth in 
Prison Support Services; Youth in Immigration; Waste & 
Sanitation; Paid Interns; ICT Mobile Phone Repairs; Dress 
Making & Fashion; Hairdressing & Beauty Care Services; 
Youth in Road Maintenance; Bamboo Processing; and Film 
Making. 

• The beneficiaries, particularly in the case of self-employment 
activities, must belong to registered cooperatives or other forms of 
associations and operate as members of those groups and not as 
individuals. In the case of wage earning beneficiaries, the 
employees must also form associations and operate to support one 
another through various arrangements that they would find 
appropriate for themselves. 

• The program is nationwide and operates in all 10 regions of the 
country. It has a decentralised implementation structure. Its 
operations are eentrally directed by a designated national team while 
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implementation is local-based with flexibility for adaptation to local 

conditions and circumstances. 

J^MINISTERjj 
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Figure 1: Implementation Structure for the NYEP 

• In order to enable beneficiaries provide for their basic necessities of 

life, the programme provides agreed monthly allowances and not 
salaries to the beneficiaries for the period of their engagement or 
until such time that their products /produce or services can be sold. 
Direct credit or allowance payments are managed at the local level 
under the direction of the National Employment Task Force. 

Allowances paid to beneficiaries are lower than the market rates. 
Beneficiaries with a Master degree may receive on a monthly basis 
up to 200 Ghana Cedis, 150 Ghana Cedis for a Bachelor's degree 
holder, 100 Ghana Cedis for the Higher National Diploma offered at 
the polytechnic level, 80 Ghana Cedis for Senior Secondary School 
and Senior High School graduates and 50 Ghana Cedis for Junior 
Secondary School graduates (World Bank, 2008). 

• It is designed to be eventually absorbed into a broader national 
framework based on and directed by a National Employment Policy 
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and Strategy. 
• The programme encourages public-private partnerships in training 

and providing practical work experience and in identifying the kind 
of skills required. Considerations are given to private service« 
providers who have specialist training programmes not available in 
the public institutions and whose training programmes also have 
followed through systems to effectively place the beneficiaries in 
gainful employment and facilitate the monitoring, evaluation and 
reporting on their progress towards maintaining sustainable 
ventures. 

Programme Funding 
The NYEP is fully funded by the government of Ghana drawn from four 
major sources namely: 

(i) Dedicated funds earmarked specifically for certain activities within 
the programme such as Poverty Alleviation Fund, Rural Enterprise 
Development (REP) Fund, Highly Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC) 
Fund, Road Fund, Ghana Education Trust (GET) Fund, National 
Health Insurance System (NHIS), STEP Fund, Women Development 
Fund, Food and Agriculture Budget Support Funds, etc; 

(ii) Cost-sharing schemes and collaborative funding with District 
Assemblies, government agencies, beneficiary groups. Civil Society 
Organizations and financial institutions. 

(iii) Credit Recovery Funds recovered from loans given to 
beneficiaries who have been able to repay back their loans with 
interest and 

(iv) Other government funds allocated for employment 

An earmarked percentage from these funding sources is allocated annually 
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to finance activities under the various programme modules (See Table 1 ). In 
2006, NYEP received 27 million Ghana cedis (US$25 million) out of 55.2 
million Ghana cedis planned for the program. The allocated budget for 2007 

was also estimated at 67.7 million Ghana Cedis about five times the total 
budget for the Ministry of Manpower, Youth, and Employment (World 
Bank, 2008). 

Table 1: Funding Sources for NVEP Modules 
SOURCES OF FUNDS .VPPROVTiDyo \K)DULES 

District Asseiribly Coirnt>n Fund 15% WasteandSanitation&Conminiy Piotection 
Giana Educational Trust Fund 10% Conrtiinily Teachers 
National Health Insurance Scheme 10% Health Workers 
Road Fund 10% Road Construction 
Highly Indebted Poor Countries Fund 5% Gen. Administration 
Communications Service Tax 20% Untied Modules & Gen. Administration 

Note: These approved percentages should not add up to 100% as they represent the 
proportion of funds from these earmarked sources that should be released to NYEP on 
Annual Basis 

Achievements of the NYEP 
With an initial target of employing some 500,000 young people between 
2006 and 2009, the NYEP has made some modest achievements. The 
programme created 108,000 direct jobs between June 2006 and Dec. 2008 
and an additional 100,000 jobs between 2010 and 2011. This translates into 
over 200,000 of youth employed by the programme. Table 2 shows the 
number of employed youth as against those who registered for employment 
between 2006 and 2008 by geographic region whilst Figure 2 presents the 
number of jobs created between 2006-2008 by employment module. 
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Table 2: Employed and Registered Youth under the NYEP (2006-2008) 

Region No. of Youth 
Registered 

Actual No. of Youth 
Employed 

Percent 
of Youth Registered 

Emploved 
Ashanti 48,522 11,694 24 
Brong-Ahafo 30,568 10,992 36 
Central 34,616 10,450 30 
Eastern 30,325 10,779 36 
Greater Accra 42.526 9,994 24 
Northern 41,532 11,598 28 
Upper East 25,521 10,188 39 
Upper West 26.255 9.698 37 
Volta 27,456 12,013 42 
Western 25,257 10,997 44 
TOTAL 332,578 108.403 34 

Figure 2: Number of Beneficiaries from 2006-2008 by Employment 
Module 

Besides the direct jobs created, the services delivered by employees of the 
programme have made some contribution to the country's socio economic 
development. Over 2,000 rural and deprived schools have been revived 
through the Community Education & Teaching Assistant Module whilst 
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the Waste and Sanitation Module has promoted cleaner cities and 
communities. The NYEP has also equipped over fifty thousand youth 
empowered with various self employment skills and conscientised many 

' youth towards work ethics, attitude and culture. 

An Exit Plan has also been implemented for some beneficiaries who have 
been on the programme for at least two years so as to offer other youth the 
opportunity to benefit from the programme. In all, about 3000 Community 
Protection Assistants have been exited into the private security companies, 
whilst 24,000 Community Education Teaching Assistants and 13,000 
Health Extension Workers are also being exited. The NYEP is in 
collaboration with the Ministry of Health and its agencies to absorb 30 
percent of the Health Extension Module beneficiaries with requite 
qualifications and competence into Diploma and Certificate courses. An 
additional 50 per cent of HEW beneficiaries would be absorbed directly into 
the Ghana Health Service as Ward Assistants while another 10 per cent 
would be absorbed by private health institutions. The remaining 10 per cent 
who cannot be absorbed or undertake any course would be given the priority 
in the Trades and Vocation module of the NYEP. Under the exit plan for the 
CETA beneficiaries, the NYEP is in discussion with the Ministry of 
Education to absorb the CETA into Colleges of Education, Untrained 
Teacher Diploma in Basic Education (UTDBE), Pupil Teacher recruitment. 
Technical and Vocational Institutions for Apprenticeship as well as private 
institutions to recruit the beneficiaries. Beneficiaries who would not be 
absorbed by the Ministry would be given priority under the trades and 
vocation module of NYEP. Efforts are also being made with stakeholders 
for the traditional modules to exit other beneficiaries so as to transform the 
NYEP into a major job creation programme for the youth of Ghana. 
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Challenges of the NYEP 
• The main challenge to the full implementation of the NYEP is 

inadequate funding and delays in the release of funds by funding 
sources to the NYEP. Although dedicated funding sources as stated > 
in Section 3.1.4 have been specified for the NYEP and the Ministry 
of Finance and Economic Planning required deducting at source all 
funds meant for the programme, release of funds from these 
institutions have been slow. This raises concerns about the 
sustainability of the NYEP as the programme has not as yet turned 
into a viable self-supporting venture capable of generating enough 
funds on its own rather tied to the government's aprons and sustained 
by the Consolidated Fund. 

• Besides the funding challenges, another major challenge is the 
absence of a legal foundation for the programme which will provide 
the necessary legal framework within which the NYEP should 
function as it seeks to create more jobs for the youth. Currently a 
main stream legal framework is being developed but it has not been 
completed yet. Thus efforts need to be strengthened to provide a 
legal basis for the NYEP. 

• The recruitment process into the NYEP has also been seen to be 
largely politicized which detracts the programme implementation. 
This has created tensions surrounding job avenues with associated 
problems of “job-for-the-boys”. The lack of continued political will 
also affects programme implementation. 

• The programr' 's monitoring and evaluation system is weak 
resulting in le information on the project's impact on youth 
employm lotwithstanding its high costs and complexity. 
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The Kenya Youth Ktnpoweimenf l’roject (Ka/i Kwa Víjaiia Program) 
ilniploymeni Situation in Kenya 
[he provision of adequate omployinciU opportunities for the labour force of 

Keitya remains a major cliallcnge to gov'crnments of Kenya as in many 

countries of the developing world. Though Kenya's economy had shown 
signs of improving economic growth, this growth began to decline in 2008 
following the post élection violence which resulted in the loss of over 1000 
lives and over 350,000 internally displaced people. The country's economy 
grew from 2.9 percent in 2003 to 7.1 percent in 2007 before dropping to 1.7 
percent in 2008 (World Bank, 2010). This has worsened the twin problems 
of poverty and unemployment/underemployment which continue to afflict 
the populace as millions of Kenyans especially youth and women are 
unemployed or underemployed. About 46 percent of Kenya's estimated 
35.5 million people lived below the national poverty line, in 2006 and a 
lurther 19 jiercent lived in extreme poverty, 

file Kenya Integrated Household Budget Survey (KHIBS, 2005/06) also 
revealed that about 12.7 million out of the 14.6 million labour force were 
employed with the remaining 1.9 million people being openly unemployed. 
The level of unemployment increased from 6.7 percent in 1978 to 25.1 
percent in 1998/1999 and reduced to 12.7 percent in 2005/2006. About 6 / 
percent of the unemployed in Kenya are the youth who constitute a third of 
Kenya's population. 4'he overall unemployment rate for youth is said to 
double the adult average, at about 21 percent. The high youth 
unemployment has largely been attributed to low absorptive capacity of the 
economy, weak implementation and coordination of youth targeted 
employment interventions, lack of appropriate skills, and Job selectiveness 
(Omolo, 2010). 
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Table 4 presents the employment-population ratio of Kenya. 

Table 4: Employment-Population Ratio for Kenya (2000-2008) 

Indicator/Year 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 

Working Age 73.2 73.1 72.9 72.8 72.7 72.8 72.9 72.9 73.0 

Males 79.2 78.9 78.8 78.6 78.6 78.6 78.8 78.7 78J 

Females 67.4 67.3 67.1 67.0 67.0 67.0 67.2 67.2 67.3 

Youth 61.1 60.5 60.0 59.6 59.3 59.2 59.2 58.8 58.7 

Source: ILO (2009) 

Both erstwhile and current governments of Kenya have implemented policy 
interventions to address the increasing problems of unemployment 
particularly youth unemployment in Kenya. Recent interventions are 

contained in the country's long-term development blueprint: Vision 2030, 
the Medium Term Plan (2008-2012), and Labour, Youth and Human 
Resource Development Sector Plan (2008-2012). The government is also 
currently implementing numerous public works programs notable among 
which is the Kazi Kwa Vijana (KKV) program, which was conceived in 
March 2009 geared towards creating jobs for the youth in rural and urban 

areas. 

Overview of the Kazi Kwa Vijana (KKV) Program: Kenya Youth 
Empowerment Proj ect 
The Kazi Kwa Vijana (KKV) program was launched in March, 2009 aimed 
at engaging the youth in labour intensive public works projects 
implemented by different line ministries. The programme was launched as 
part of the Kenyan stimulus package to mitigate the negative effects of the 

so-called triple F crisis (food, fuel and financial crisis) which resulted in 
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hunger, starvation and job crisis especially among the youth. 

Objectives 
The program's main objectives include: 

a) providing relief to the people at risk through gainful employment; 
and 

b) contributing to increasing food production, particularly through 
better utilization of our water resources. 

The target of the KKV was to employ 200,000 - 300,000 Kenyans, primarily 
youths, who are at risk of hunger and starvation to enable them to earn 
income to buy food and other basic items and to support their families. 

Programme Implementation Features 
• The KKV projects were designed to be implemented in three phases 

from April through September, 2009. The Phase I projects were to be 
implemented by the Ministries of Water, Irrigation and Forestry 
whilst the Phase II projects were within the mandate of the 
Ministries of Roads, Local Governments and Regional 
Development. The Phase III projects which were supposed to target 
employment of female youth such as caregivers for HIV/AIDS 
victims and orphans could not be implemented due to delays in 
disbursing funds from the Treasury to the implementing institutions. 

• The KKV program is implemented under the overall supervision 
and guidance of the National Steering Committee which provides all 

policy direction on the Program. It is chaired by the Prime Minister 
and comprises Ministers and Permanent Secretaries of Ministries 
with KKV projects. The management structure for the KKV 

comprises two national committees, two management committees 
at the provincial and district levels and individual project 
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committees constitute the management structine lor the KKV' 
Program. 

5 To be eiigible for engagement, prospective applicants must fall ‘ 
within the ago bracket of 18- .55 years; be mdividual youth or 
members of a registereil youth group {.show certificate of 
registration as a proof; have a National Identity (ID) card; live 
within a radius of 5 km from where the project is being undertaken). 
Gender equity must be taken into consideration during recruitment 
and where possible, orphans and persons with disabilities should be 
given priority. 

<» All youth employed under the K KV were engaged in manual-based 
small projects in their own communities. Rural area employees will 
focus on building water and irrigation dams, repairing borehole and 
access roads, clearing bushes, sowing organic fertilizers and seeds, 
and planting trees whilst in urban areas, the KK V workers will build 
and operate water kiosks, develop and implement waste 
management systems, and repair and maintain access roads, ail to 
improvequality of life particularly in the slum areas. 

•> For a proposed project to qua! i fy for funding under the Program, the 
identified project, which is to be based at the community level, 
should at least be able to generate a minimum of 50 jobs. Priority is 
give»! to sub-projects that can be implemented rapidly using labor- 
intensive techniques such as road maintenance sub-projects, small- 
scale water supply and sanitation sub-projects, water harvesting 
sub-projects, Afforestation sub-projects and waste collection. 

/ 

Program Funding 
The overall budget for the KKV Programme is estimated at K.Shs. 15 billion 
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(aiouiid US$ 197 million equivalent) over the six month perunl of 
implementation. About two thirds i.e. K.Shs. 10 billion (arotiiul IJSS 132 

million equivalent) was to be funded directly from the Cîovernment of 
Kenya's own resources while the remaining K.Shs. 5 billion (around US$ 66 
million equivalent) was to be sourced from Development Partners and 
NCiO’s to bridge the funding gap of the KKV Programme. However, as a 
result of budgetary constraints the government in 2008/2009 contributed 
K.Sbs. 2.8 Billion (around USS 37 million cquivilent) to the KKV Program 
and K.Shs. 3.3 Billion (around US$ 43 million equivalent) in 2009/2010 
financial year, 'fhe K.Shs. 2.8 Billion (aroiint! 1 .SS 3 / million equivalent) 
(ioK contribution to the KKV Program in September 2009 were to be 
distributed to the implementing ministries on a "Ihst come first served 
basis". 

. ïchievenients of the KKV Proi'rani (by mid Sep 2009) in Employment 
Creation 
fhe KKV achieved significant progress in job creation by achieving its 
planned target by 112%. By mid-September, 2009 a total of 296,080 youths 
had been directly employed under the KKV Program which exceeds the 
imtial plan target of directly engaging a total of 232,911 youths. The 
numbers of youths employed are shown in Figure 3 by Ministry. 
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180.000 
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Figure 3; Youth Employed Unde rKKV Programme by Ministry as ofSeptember 

RECOMMENDATIONS/LESSONS FROM THE NYEP AND KKV 
• Although the NYEP has a number of attractive characteristics in 

principle and on paper, its actual implementation may not yet be an 
example of best practice in view of the challenges discussed earlier. 
Considering the high cost of the programme and the scarcity of 
public resources in a developing country like Ghana, it is important 
that even though the programme focuses principally on job creation, 
its monitoring and evaluation mechanisms should make it possible 
for the likely impact of the programme on poverty to be assessed to 
ensure that public spending is allocated in order to improve the 
wellbeing of the population. 

• Both programmes have demonstrated that, targeted youth 
employment initiatives constitute viable methods of completing 
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stalled projects or rehabilitating existing ones which require only 
small inputs of construction materials and labour as in the case of the 
KKV and the road maintenance module of the NYEP. The programs 
have also proved to be good vehicles for the provision of essential 
but lacking social services contributing to the attainment of MDGs 
and Vision 2030. 

• Whist the KKV was an initial rapid response to a crisis situation and 
largely targeted unskilled labour thus leaving out a substantial 
number of youth who have completed tertiary level education and 
therefore possess some vocational skills, the implementation of the 
NYEP modules also provides employment for largely young people 
with up to a Junior High School education which also 
disproportionately disadvantage the uneducated youth. Targeted 
youth employment programmes therefore need to have a broader 
focus that captures and utilises the skills of both educated and non 
educated youth. 

• Delayed release of funds to Implementing Agencies is a common 
challenge in both the NYEP and the KKV which affected the full 
implementation of the programmes. In order to achieve the full 
objectives of the programmes, it is essential to identify regular and 
sustainable funding sources and turn the programmes into self 
financing ventures that are not tied to meagre government resources. 
It is recommended that the NYEP establish a National Youth 
Employment/Development Fund resourced through public private 
partnerships and internally generated funds as in the case of the 
Youth Enterprise Development Fund of Kenya. In order to reduce 
the burden of the NYEP on government resources, it is also 
recommended that the NYEP be gradually be turned into a self 
financing venture by shedding it off to the private sector. The 
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privatisation process should begin by identifying enterprising 

entrepreneurs and inviting tiieni to conic out vvitli proposals aimed at 
outsourcing the various moduies to private sector management, flic 

N YEP can tlien bo folded up itito a prix ate small scale sector venture 
to generate revenue. 

To facilitate public-private partnerships in the NYEP, it is 
recommended that NYl'P focus more on modules that promote 
entrepreneurship, i.c nsodules that do not only create jobs but 
actually enable young people employ themselves and become 
employers. A merger of the recently introduced Local Enterprise 
and Skills Development Programme (LliSDEP) aimed at 
empowering the youth through skills acquisition with the NYEP 
will be a laudable effort towards restructuring the NYEP modules. 

The use of financial intermediaries for on-ward 
lending/disbursement of funds to registered youth groups in trades 

and vocations will be an effective way to recovering start up loans 
given to beneficiaries of the NYEP to reduce the funding challenges 
facing the programme. 
The involvemetit of the private sector especially in the KKV has 
been negligible, ddie NYEP has made attempts at engaging the 
private sector in few of its modules such as the waste and 
sanitation and the IC f module but this is woefully inadequate if 
the programme is to be made self financing and not tied to 

governments' aprons. Among the most important lessons learned 
in public employment [irogrammcs is the fact that youth 
interventions should involve the private .sector from the beginning 
to ensure an appropriate nuucli between the skills provided by youth 
programs and employers' needs. 
The engagement (>f the priv ate s- ¡u h aining will be an effective 
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tool to mitigate the risk of high-cost 'raining disconnected from 
market demand. International experience also suggests that better 
longer-term results could be achieved if employment programs are 
combined with other education-related interventions. 

• The NYEP as well as the KKV were not implemented within 
defined legal and policy frameworks that will provide a 
foundation for streamlining the operations of the programmes. 
This partly contributed to the programmes' funding challenges. 
International experience suggests the need to develop supportive 
policy and legal documents to encourage the use of labour intensive 
methods across all sectors and employment guarantee schemes 
wherever feasible to set minimum labour intensity sta.ndards 
especially "'or infrastructure development projects. 

CONCLUSION 
Despite the continued efforts of governments of developing countries, the 
twin problems of poverty and unemployment/underemployment which 
continue to afflict the populace of many developing countries continue to 
worsen in the light of the economic crises. The launch of National Youth 
Employment Program (NYEP) in Ghana in October 2006 and the Kenya 

"Youth Empowerment Project (Kazi Kwa Vijana Program) in March 2009 
aimed at empowering the youth to be able to contribute productively 
towards the socio-economic and sustainable development of their nations is 
a laudable strategy towards addressing youth unemployment. The 
implementations of these programmes have demonstrated that, targeted 
youth employment initiatives are viable methods of completing stalled 
projects or rehabilitating existing, providing essential but lacking social 
services when combined with education, training and private sector 
partnerships contributing to the attainment of MDGs and Vision 2030. 
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This paper has also revealed that with an initial target of providing 
temporary employment as well as training to up to 500,000 people between 

the ages of 18 and 35 over the period from 2006 to 2009, the NYEP was able 
to make some modest achievements as over 200,000 youth were employed 
between 2006 and 2011. The KKV however made significant progress by 
achieving its planned target by 112%. By mid-September, 2009 a total of 

296,080 youths had been directly employed under the KKV Program which 
exceeds the initial plan target of directly engaging a total of232,911 youths. 

This paper which reviewed the implementation features and lessons learnt 
from the implementation of these programmes thus emphasises the need to 
increase the limited coverage of the programmes to empower both educated 
and non educated youth so as to target more poor areas and increase their 
impact on poverty reduction. A combination of employment intensive 
interventions in rural public works with social service delivery is also 
essential for poverty reduction and maximising resource use. 
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Labour based technology (LBT) has been in practice for more than 30 years in Tanzania. 
Major application of LBT took place during the implementation of the integrated roads 
program in the 1990's. 

In 1997, the government established the Appropriate Technology Training Institute (ATTI) 
which is a centre of excellence for application of appropriate technology and has the 
responsibilityfor training contractors and public officials in both theory andfield practical 
training of LBT. In 2004, the Tanzania government launched a national policy to upscale 
utilization of LBT and in response to this, JICA initiated a capacity strengthening project to 
support ATTI in 2006 to enable implementation ofthe technical aspects ofthe Policy. 

As part of the activities of the JICA support, a Pilot Projectfor utilizing LBT in Bituminous 
Works and a Quality Control Seminar was conducted in 2010. The major objective of the 
Pilot Project was to demonstrate the application of LBT in bituminous works to the public 
while also collecting data on what has led to the slow pace of mainstreaming LBT 
application in Tanzania. 

The Quality Control Seminar on the other hand had the objective of sharing experiences 
and seeking a practical approach ofenhancing Quality Control in LBT works, since quality 
of the LBT works is a key influencing factor in the adoption and mainstreaming for district 
and people to use LBT. 

This paper thus reviews the implementation of the Pilot Project and the Quality Control 
Seminar and gives proposal on the wayforward to up-scale the use of LBT in Tanzania. 
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PILOT PROJECT OF BITUMINOUS SEALING USING LBT 

Objective 
The objective of the Pilot Project (hereinafter, “PP”) was to demonstrate and 
promote the applicability of LBT in bituminous works, while collecting the 
necessary information such as cost, methodology, performance from the 
major stakeholders such as ATTI, contractor and the District to enable 
upstreaming The Pilot Project was also used to determine why LBT has not 
been upscaled. 

Bituminous sealing (single surface dressing) was applied and was expected 
to substantially reduce costs of road maintenance. 

Outline of the Pilot Project 
Location (Vwawa, Mbeya Region) 
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Scope of Work 
The target road was located in the residential area of Vwawa, Mbozi 
District. The distance of the target section was 1,000m of which 500m was 

to be paved with bitumen and 500m with gravel. The section to be paved was 
chosen based on the traffic volume and also as it connects the town center to 
the major highway. The width of the road is 1 Om including 1.5m shoulder 
on both sides. The PP involved two contractors executing different 

sections. 
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Construction Cost 

The following table provides a breakdown of the Construction Cost by 
items. From this, the unit price of bituminous pavement utilizing LBT 
can be said to be approx.50US$/m. 

Table-1 Construction Cost ( US$) 

Items' Cost (/SOOm) 

Preliminary 6,500 

Setting Out & Clearance 
1.500 

Earth Work 
2,300 

Gravel Works 
3,900 

Surface Dressing^ 
9,400 

Total 
23,600 

' Includes indirect cost. 

^ Cost of bitumen excluded 

Progress 

The construction was completed in 60days including 5 days for 
demonstration. From this, the progress can be said to be approx. 
18m/day. 

The cost compares favorably with equipment based construction, while 
the implementation period could be said to have been more than the 
targeted period of xxx days. This was owing to the pilot nature and time 
take» for the contractors and workers to be acquainted with the LBT 
application for bituminous works. 
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Photo-1 : Labours \\'ere hired from 
people who li\=e along the road 

Photo>3h 
contracta 

Photo-4: Aggregate was spread manually 
heibre bitumen loses the temperature. 

LESSONS LEARNT FROM THE PILOT PROJECT 
Through monitoring the activities of the contractor, district and ATTI, the 
following observations were noted. 
THE CONTRACTOR 
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Since the project was split into two sections with either section being 
executed by different contractors, it was relatively simple to determine the 
capabilities of the local contractors by comparing each other's activities. 
The following evaluation is made of the eontractors. 
(1) Documentation Skill 
Although the Contractors had experience prior to involvement in the ATTl 
training which also provided them with the essentials on management in 
quality control, scheduling and personal control as well as technical matters 
at site, it was found that the Contractors were not good at maintaining 
records. 
This can be pointed out from the fact that there were no proper daily records 
for labour and schedules. This culminated in the contractors failing to 
justify their claims at the end of the project as there were no suffieient 
documents to substantiate their claims. 
Standard form were introduced during the ATTl training. However, they 
were not used in the eonstruction whieh meant that the importance of 
keeping and applying the reeord was not sufficiently understood. From this, 
it is apparent that it will be necessary to update the current ATTl curriculum 
and syllabus so as to focus on separating the teehnical and management 
matters, and adding an element on practice of documentation. 

(2) IVIanagement Skill 
Challenges and problems attributed to lack of site management skills, 
procurement, shortage of materials and insufficient of instruction to the 
labours were observed.. 
It was observed that Contractors only follow the construction method which 
they learned from ATTl while still fresh from the training, but later abandon 
it and tend to ehoose to their 'convenient' method of constaietion as time 
evolves. This was seen as affecting the technical aspect eg. 
(eommencement of ditching before leveling is completed) as well as 
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management aspects. 
Same tendency was found on the management of machinery rented from 
ATTI where contractors could not correctly plan for the appropriate rent 
duration thus resulting in equipment either being hired for a shorter or 
longer period than was appropriate. 

During the ATTI training, the contractor had the opportunity to learn about 
LBT for about 3 months. However, this duration is short as it was spent to 
digest on all the items at once which is an insufficient time for the trainees to 
adequately comprehend all the items. This understates the importance of 
conducting follow up and monitoring activities after the training and its 
aftermath. This approach which can be considered as a trial contract prior to 
exposure to the industry enables the trainees to be nurtured under real life 
environment. This will also enable the quality of the construction to be 
maintained through pointing out mistakes on ground. The information will 
also enable ATTI to contribute and collect information during the actual 
constmction phase which provides input to training manual which can 
enable it to be more realistic and practical. 

THE DISTRICT 
MBOZI District Council cooperated well during implementation of the 
project as they were involved in the supervision of the the construction site 
almost every day during the constmction period. However, the following 
were also observed on their part. 

(I) Understanding of LBT and preparation of documentation 
The Engineers of Mbozi District had gained exposure upon joining the 
ATTI training and were expected to have enough knowledge and 
understanding on LBT application. However, it was apparent from the PP, 
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that they were not adequately equipped to apply LBT positively. 
This can be observed from the planning phase, where despite allocating 
25% from RFB allocation to LBT activities, only 0.53% of its network was 
allocated funds to be used by LBT. 
On the other hand, after inspection of the bituminous road section 
constructed by LBT, the district decided to pave the second section by 
applying LBT. It is thus important to note that seeing is believing and that it 

is the actual works and cost effectiveness that convinced the decision 
makers. From this, the reason why the district had not applied LBT 
positively can be said to be the insufficient confidence of applying LBT. The 
other reason is the favourable cost comparison which has enabled the 
project to be completed at a lower rate in comparison with equipment based 
approach. 

From the experience mentioned above, the following measures are required 
to facilitate the upscaling of LBT, 
• Preparation of appropriate and targeted documentation materials to 

enable districts to choose LBT. This includes cost comparison with 
equipment base method. 

• Conducting promotion to district level decision makers who decide 
the construction method. 

In particular, it is important to focus on raising awareness, promotion, 
providing laborations and comparison between both the construction 
methods so as to convince the decision makers to make appropriate 
decisions. This is necessary since ordinary people tend to prefer equipment 
construction method under the misunderstanding that roads built by 
equipment based are superior to Labour based roads which are inferior. 

(2) Re-building the management system of the district 
In order to mainstream LBT applications in the districts it is necessary to 
review and improve the management system in the districts. Mbozi district 
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has to manage about 80 projects in a year with projects using different 
reporting formats as they were not using a standard format. In the extreme 

case, they were handling 80 formats. Further, the district is incapacitated as 
regards human resources, and it is difficult to ensure appropriate quality by 
using force account alone instead of opting for use of consultants. 
Utilization of standard form was introduced during the ATTI training. 
However, it was not applied by the district supervisors nor the contractor. 
This may have been contributed by the failure of the trainees to comprehend 
and also ATTI to impress upon its trainees that the tools that they were being 
equipped with training are to be applied in practice and also lack of personal 
initiative on the part of the trainees. 

From the above, it is important that ATTI should make an effort of updating 
its curriculum and syllabus to be more practical. And in order to do that, 
ATTI has to realize the importance of ensuring frequent monitoring after the 
training. 

ATTI 
ATTI has experience in implementing both classroom and field training as 
part of their curriculum and syllabus. However, the realities in the field 
require that the trainees should be exposed to real life situations which 
definitely differ from the simulated model road environment that is 
executed at the institute environment. Absence of this component, which is 
done under the mentorship of the institute and supervision of the appropriate 
road agency popularly known as trial contracts affects the confidence of 
trainees in effectively executing future contracts independently. ATTI has 
collected a lot of information, knowledge and experience through the PP 
including the experience of experimentally introducing machinery renting 
system. 
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(1) Issues of Machinery the Rental System 
One of the biggest factor influencing mainstreaming of LBT as reported in 
the ILO Regional Seminar in Kampala in 2009 was the adequacy and 
provision of equipment for LBT use. In addressing the chronic equipment 

challenges facing contractors, ATTI through the PP, hired out to the 
Contractors equipment such as pedestrian rollers, tractors, water bowsers 
and towed graders. 
According to the agreement between ATTI and the contractors, it was 
stipulated that for if there is any mechanical problem facing availability of 
the the machines, ATTI would have the responsibility of repairing the 
machines. However, ATTI found it difficult to respond timely to the 
situation due to administrative procedure of ATTI. 

On the other hand, the operators employed by ATTI had limited rudiments 
of carrying out basic repairs and was only able to operate the equipment thus 
requiring the ATTI Mechanic to respond to even small issues such as simple 
calibration. 

(2) Realization of the necessity of Post-Monitoring 
From the PP, ATTI has realized the importance of conducting post¬ 
monitoring evaluations as evidenced by the fact that the contractors were 
not always adhering and putting into practice what they had learnt at ATTI. 
The following table indicates interventions that ATTI can make to address 
the issues outlined above involving contractors and the district. 
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Table 2: What ATTIshould do against the issues found in the PPP 

Target Issue What ATri Can Do 

Contractor 

Need more documentation 
skills 

• Review and update the curriculum & syllabus. 
• Strengthen the post-training monitoring. 

Need more management skills 
(tendency to revert to their 
convenient methodology) 

• Review and updating the curriculum & syllabus. 
• Strengthen the post-training monitoring. 

District 

Standard form not applied • Review and updating the curriculum & syllabus. 
• Strengthen the post-training monitoring. 

Necessary to construct 
stronger quality control 
organization 

• Strengthen the post-training monitoring. 
• Introduce Quality Control Unit at ATTI. 

Lack of . documentation 
specialized to apply LBT 

Take leadership to develop Technical Specifications 
Manual /Guidelines as the LBT technical institute in 
Tanzania 

Am 
Machine Rental -Needs more 
quick response to answer the 
site’s needs. 

Strengthen the plant and equipment management 
organization. 

Awareness 
It is challenging to note from the PP that the issues mentioned above are all 
derived from the same root, that of reluctance to adopt LBT owing to the 
perceived inferior quality of LBT works. This was seen in the contractors in 
particular, where initially they still considered equipment based 
construction as superior to LBT. Peoples' mind resigned to accepting low 
quality roads influences quality control as well as the construction 
management. From this perception people accept the low quality of LBT 
works which results in reluctance in mainstreaming. 
Next figure indicates the relation of the issues found from the PP which is 
considered to be derived from the perception mentioned above. 
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Fig I Impact of Awareness that I.BT is inferior to the equipment base 

The Quality Context 
The Quality Issue 
Among the challenges faced in mainstreaming LBT works is ensuring that 
the LBT works compare favourably in regard to quality, value and 
implementation period when gauged against other projects executed with 
conventional technology. Labour Based works should thus be constructed 
to comply with specifications so as to fulfill the intended objective and avert 
stakeholder dissatisfaction, wastage of scarce money and resources. The 
Mbozi Bituminous Works Pilot Project, was one project that initially 
required a lot of convincing of the stakeholders who were pessimistic on the 
quality to be achieved in applying LBT to bituminous works. 
While stakeholders were eventually convinced on the viability of LBT in 
bituminous works after 'seeing and believing' the Mbozi project, 
experiences faced during implementation of the project and the challenges 
of mainstreaming its application made it necessary for the JICA team to look 
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at the quality issue critically and seek to address the quality issue. 
Interventions included organizing a Training of Trainers (ToT) course for 
ATTl instructors on both conventional and LBT applied quality control 
measures. This was followed by a Panel Discussion on Practical 
Application of Quality in LBT Works. This section focuses briefly on the 

challenges faced in addressing quality in the Mbozi Pilot Project and 
observations emanating on the panel discussion involving stakeholders on 

the practical application of quality in LBT works. 

4.2 The Challenges of Ensuring Quality in LBT Application 

The Mbozi Pilot Project revealed complacency among the trained 
contractors and district trained supervisors in putting into practice the 
quality assurance mechanisms that had been inculcated among them during 
training. Planning, procurement including ensuring availability and 
adequacy of quality materials on site on time and monitoring was quite a 
challenge for the Mbozi project owing to absence of application of standard 
forms and documentation which could facilitate the planning, 
implementation and monitoring of quality on the projects by both the 
contractors and district supervisors. Linkage of equipment operations to 
quality was not clearly apparent thus affecting choice and suitability of 
equipment employed on the project. This necessitated frequent 
interventions by the JICA team to ensure quality is maintained. 
Implementation of quality aspects during training was found to focus on 
Quality Control which deals with site and laboratory control measures 
during actual execution of the project construction of the project instead of 
dealing with the wider context of Quality Assurance which focuses on the 
total system of ensuring compliant road works, elimination of poor site 
procedures and alleviating potential quality problems. Further, the 
contract documentation sometimes borrowed from equipment based 
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projects including BoQ did not specifically outline the specific quality 
assurance and control measures that are to be employed so that they can be 
monitored and evaluated and even paid for. 

Among the major issue which also impacted on the project and also is a 
hindrance in mainstreaming LBT in Tanzania is the absence of Technical 
Specifications for LBT works which can be adhered to. e.g. compaction 
specifications thus making it challenging to objectively assess and 
effectively monitor quality on LB'f works. The current Appropriate 
Technology Unit(ATU) LBT Technical Manual which is mostly referred to 
in LBT works provides guidance on planning, organization and control of 
LBT activities rather than Method Specifications or Standards, thus making 
it difficult to achieve target specification. Different guidelines borrowed 
from different countries are used in different projects, which results in 
inconsistency when mainstreaming. As a result, different guidelines 
borrowed from different countries arc thus used in different projects, which 
results in inconsistency when mainstreaming. 

Though experienced on a limited basis on the Mbozi case owing to its pilot 
nature, but which is particularly challenging in many of the typical small 
scale LBT projects, quality assurance is usually the least thought issue 
owing to limitations of resources & technology resulting in less spending in 
real terms for quality control. I’his reduced spending is also attributed to 
distance of sites to laboratory facilities and limited resources of the 
contractors and consultants (ifemployed) executing LT3T projects. Further, 
it is noted that among the contributing factors is the lack of awareness of 
practitioners, stakeholders and site staff on quality assurance interventions 
and why it is necessary. Another contributing scenario is the limited 
research, development and innovative initiatives which make it difficult to 
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develop local specifications and best practice procedures eg. method 
specifications. 

A Practical Quality Assurance and Control Framework for Labour 
Based Road Works 
In seeking to address the quality issues arising from the Mbozi experience, a 
Panel Discussion involving experts sought to establish a conceptual 
framework as shown below which combined feasible and practical quality 
assurance and control approaches for constructing LBT works. 

The quality assurance framework proposed as shown in Figure 2 involved 
the whole of the project cycle from identification to maintenance and 
provided quality assurance strategies and measures in each of the steps of 
the project cycle while combining innovation and application of appropriate 
interventions and resources. 
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4.4 Next Steps on Quality Agenda 

The Mbozi Pilot Project has stirred within ATTI an awakening on the 
importance of quality in mainstreaming LBT application. It is apparent that 
the absence of trial contracts for ATTI trained contractors and supervisors 
where they are nurtured and incubated under 'real life' conditions under 
close supervision of the trainer led to a situation where the contractors were 
not 'confident' and able to execute the works with limited supervision. The 

practical lesson learnt is that Quality Assurance which encompasses the 
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whole process of ensuring compliance and quality from selection of roads, 
design and construction to maintenance of roads should be a necessary 
component of LBT. Acceptance and Streamlining of Labour Based 
Roadworks will only result from stakeholders' satisfaction as a result of 
compliance to specifications. Further, it is important provision and 
equipment for measuring and quality control is not neglected on LBT 
projects. They are as essential for achieving the required quality as is the 
case with equipment based construction. 

5. Conclusion 

The Pilot Project in Mbeya has demonstrated the viability and applicability 
of LBT in bituminous works which calls for its replication in a wider scale. 
However in order to successfully mainstream LBT works there is need to 

address perception issues and also provide for a framework which ensures 
that the trainee is provided adequate mentorship through a real life 
environment. This will enable the trainees to be monitored post-course and 
ensure application of the knowledge gained while in training. 

Further, the need for continued promotion through projects such as the 
iVIbozi pilot project is important and requires ensuring appropriate and a 

targeted documentation that will enable successful mainstreaming. 

In order to ensure sustained streamlining and promotion of Labour Based 
1 echnology, it is essential to seek for the inculcation of a Quality Assurance 
Framework within LBT Programmes. For this framework to be in place and 

to be nationally accepted it is necessary for ATTI as a centre of excellence to 
collaborate with the various stakeholders in working together to establish 
appropriate technical specifications for lT3'f works which will clearly 
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outline quality to be achieved (method specifications) and establish 
guidelines for quality assurance on LBT Projects. ATTl also needs to 
promote research, development and innovative initiatives that will seek and 
propagate best practice in Quality Assurance. A recent case where a young 
innovator in one of the districts has managed to provide a sealed surface by 
use of a sticky plant found abundantly in semi-arid areas and known locally 
as 'mnyaa' and which has survived for 3 years is a case to be explored in 
facilitating 'appropriate and affordable technologies. Moreover, as lots of 
countries and institutions have pioneered quality assurance, ATTI does not 
need to re-invent the wheel, but should rather continuously seek best 
practices and learn from others. 
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ABSTRACT 
The Hyson Cells propriety system presents a technologyfor the construction 
of roads, stormwater drains, industrial paving, canal linings and 
waterproof dam linings that are durable without maintenance yet can be 
constructed and repaired quickly and at highly competitive cost. 

The technology comprises a sacrificial plastic formwork that is used to cast 
3D interlocking sand-cement blocks “in-situ The key technical features 
that result in long life with no maintenance are explained in non¬ 
engineering terms. A 25km labour-intensive canal project is used as a case 
study. The lining of the canal was constructed by a newly emergent 
contractor who has only junior school education. Labour comprised four 
teams, each thirty strong that were fruit pickers, employed by the local 
farmer on a seasonal basis. Quality control measures suitable for illiterate 
workers with no numeracy skills are incorporated. Sand for construction 
was taken from local deposits in the river bed. 

Payment of the labour was by the square meter ofworks constructed and not 
a daily rate. The system does not require quarry grade materials and can 
usually use the locally available sand. It is therefore appropriate for road 
building in remote areas - especially in countries like Mozambique and 
Angola that have large tracts of sandy soil but where stone is scarce. The 
labour has to be trained how to use this unfamiliar product and one week's 
training on site is always included, no matter where the site should be. A 
reference section is constructed for use as a Quality Assurance standard. In 
South Africa it is estimated that 3.3 million adults lack basic literacy and 
numeracy skills. Consequently the training offered is hands-on by example. 

Sustainability and application of the skills learned depends largely on 
government's acceptance and promotion of the system for other 
infrastructure projects. The system lends itself to township road and 
stormwater projects. It is hoped that formal employment opportunities will 
increase as government and industries such as the mines adopt the 
technique. 

Keywords: Hyson Cells, maintenance free roads and drains, low-skilled 
labour, hands-on training 
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fiNTRODUCTION 
l,abour intensive projects rarely include “maintenance-free” as one of their 
claimed features and many aid projects fail in the long term when 

maintenance is lacking. The Hyson Cells propriety system presents a 
technology for the construction of roads, stormwater drains, industrial 
paving, canal linings and waterproof dam linings that are durable without 

maintenance yet can be constructed and repaired quickly and at highly 
competitive cost. It makes sense to do the major earthworks using heavy 
plant but construction of the road paving or waterproof lining may be either 
plant intensive or labour intensive. More than 2,5 million m^ have been 
constructed using this system, mainly in South Africa and Namibia. 

Applications 
file system is an alternative for constructing concrete paving and channel or 
dam liners. The system most commonly uses a team of about 12 labourers to 

place about 200 of Ready Mixed concrete per day. However, the system 
may also be used with hand-mixed concrete with correspondingly larger 
labour forces. Major projects have been constructed including: 

o Windhoek and Maputo container terminals 
mountain roads to microwave towers 

® township access streets 

■» possibly the largest lined earth dam in the southern hemisphere 
3 low-cost and zero energy sewerage works 
® and a 25 km irrigation canal using farm labour 

fhe most common applications are currently (a) stormwater drainage in 
remote areas, and(b) dirty water dams on the mines in South Africa. 
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The system in a nutshell 
The technology comprises huge lightweight, honeycomb mats that are 
joined on site, pegged to the ground and fdled with “concrete” to cast 3D 
interlocking blocks on site. The honeycomb “mould” remains embedded in 
the concrete to act as jointing between the cast blocks. 
The key technical features explained in simple terms: 

When used as paving for roads and yards 
• Concrete is brittle and sheets of concrete crack under toad if they 

are not reinforced with steel 
• But concrete is strong when compressed and concrete block 

paving can carry heavy loads 
• When used as paving it is usually more acceptable for the paving 

to undulate slightly rather than to crack and have damaged edges 
that cut the tyres 

• The main purpose of road surfacing is to keep the hardened and 
levelled ground underneath it dry. Cracks let in water. When 
traffic drives on a wet and cracked road it causes a pumping 
action where the fine material is pumped from under the surface 
and a pothole develops. 
o The bitumen of the common tarmac road dries out in time 

and cracks. It has to be treated with a new coat of bitumen 
every few years or else it will pothole, 

o Concrete is used for high speed freeways but it is usually 
reinforced with steel to stop it cracking. The concrete slabs 
are fitted with aibber joints to keep the joints waterproof. 
The joints have to be replaced periodically. This all makes 
concrete panel roads expensive. 
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o Conventional block paving is normally laid by hand which 
makes it a slow process. The joints between blocks are fdled 
with sand and the blocks may move if compaction is not well 
done. If the blocks move then water can penetrate the gaps. 

• Generally speaking, the Hyson system provides block paving 
that is “perfectly laid” (because it is poured) with no sand-filled 
joints. The system has the speed advantage of pouring concrete 
as compared to laying bricks. The Hyson “mould” ensures the 
size of the bricks is uniform. Concrete bricks are however not 
ornamental and Hyson paving is limited to large industrial 
applications and is not suited to aesthetic applications. 

The Hyson system has long life without maintenance being needed. We 
have many jobs as old as 15 years that have needed no maintenance. 

When used as a lining for dams or channels 
• The gaps between Hyson blocks are very small and result from 

shrinkage of the concrete when it dries. They are sufficiently 
water-tight for the Hyson system to be used to line canals. 
Seepage is comparable to conventional concrete canals using 
cast panels with joints. For a truly waterproof system e.g. to 
contain toxic materials to protect the water table, the Flyson 
armouring is used together with a plastic or bitumen liner. 

• A problem with canals is that empty canals “float” should the 
water table rise, e.g. due to irrigation, and concrete canals crack. 
A feature of Hyson Cells is that although the lining is reasonably 
waterproof under the head of water encountered in a canal it will 
allow water and air that is under pressure due to the rising water 
table to bleed. This bleeding relieves the pressure. Consequently 
the Hyson Cells liner does not crack. An extreme case is a trial 
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canal constmcted at Pongola, South Africa by Dept, of Water 
Affairs. Sufficient drainage was not allowed for and sixteen of 
the conventional panels were pushed out by what is known as 
“pore pressure” in the early months. The Hyson section is still 
good as new more than 12 years later. 

• The use of plastic liners for dams is well known and Hyson Cells 
is used as armouring to protect them against mechanical damage 
and theft. Of special interest however is the Hyson “bitumen 
sandwich liner”. This liner is “trafficable” and allows the dam to 
be cleaned of silts using heavy earth moving equipment. This is 
very much quicker than flushing down a plastic liner and uses a 
fraction of the water. 

Using the system for roads and stormwater 
The system does not require quarry grade materials and can usually 
use the locally available sand. It is therefore appropriate for road 
building in remote areas - especially in countries like Mozambique 
and Angola that have large tracts of sandy soil but where stone is 
scarce. The system is particularly suitable for construction on steep 
grades such as to microwave towers in mountainous areas. 

Where it is intended to use the local sand it is important to test in 
advance the quantity of clay in the sand. This must not exceed 5% or 
else cracks will develop from the expansion and contraction of the 
clay as it alternates between wet and dry. Otherwise the system is 
fairly tolerant of materials. It is preferred to work with sands rather 
than gravels and the favoured material is a grout prepared from river 

sand with no stone. If the mix is of “pumpable” consistency then 
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faster speed of production usually more than offsets any increase in 
direct cost in obtaining suitable sand. 

We believe that Hyson Cells originated a feature that is now fairly , 
common in the narrow township roads in South Africa where space 
is limited - a road that itself serves as a stormwater drain with no 
additional side drain. The bulk of the year there is little rain but when, 
it rains it comes down in torrents for a short time. To cope with this 
volume of runoff a side drain would have to be quite large and would 
take up valuable space. So the road is made dish shaped instead of 
having the normal convex camber and no side drain is constructed. 
When there is a downpour the road is not really trafficable for a short 
period (and the traffic is usually seeking shelter from the hail under 
bridges or whatever can be found). The road serves as a storm drain 
with adequate capacity for this short period. 

Where side drains arc called for they are normally cast as an integral 
part of the Hyson Cells paving and as a simple extension to the road 
surface. Any desired profile can be achieved. The Hyson system is 
NOT suitable for narrow V drains for unsurfaced roads because of the 
need for an edge beam to stop the cast blocks from toppling sideways. 
The added cost of the edge beam makes a narrow Hyson drain less 
cost effective. 

LABOUR INTENSIVE CONSTRUCTION 
Hyson Cells is usually used with Ready Mix concrete and a team of about 12 
labourers place about 200 m^ per day. However, the system may also be used 
for labour intensive construction and a case study is given as an appendix. 

We will discuss highlights. The project was the rehabilitation of the 25km 
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Hereford canal in Groblersdal, South Africa. 

Duties of the main civil contractor 
The main contractor retained overall responsibility. The canal excavation 
was done using machines. 
The main contractor was responsible for surveying the levels, excavating to 
obtain the required fall of the canal over its length and for compaction of the 
excavated canal. He also retained overall responsibility for quality control. 

Duties of the lining sub-contractor 
It was required that the project be labour-intensive and the installation of the 
canal lining was sub-contracted to Hyson Cells who in turn sub-contracted 
to a “newly emergent contractor” named Simon Mputheya. Simon is an ex 
employee of Hyson Cells who was now working on his own making hollow 
blocks for building. A tailor by trade he has only a Malawi junior school 
education. But Simon is an entrepreneur and has the required personality to 
be a leader of a team that was eventually to number 120. He now sub¬ 
contracts to Hyson Cells on a regular basis. 
Labour comprised four teams each thirty strong that were fruit pickers 
employed by the local farmer on a seasonal basis. They were currently 
unemployed. 

Organisation of labour Contractual 
Hyson Cells as official sub-contractor bore responsibility for insurance and 
adberenee to government labour controls and taxes. Otherwise, the project 
was mostly run by Simon who was given a great deal of freedom. 
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We feel strongly that a great barrier to a labour intensive project is that it is in 
the labourer's interest to prolong the job as long as possible to secure 
employment while the contractor seeks profit. We therefore sought to pay 
the labour on a production basis rather than on a daily rate of pay. This is not 
the usual practice and we took it head on by consulting with the local labour 
department from the outset. After initial suspicions were allayed we found 
the department to be wholly cooperative and supportive and they agreed to 
help Simon with the paperwork issues of registration of his workers for 
Unemployment Benefit Fund etc. etc. Similarly Hyson visited the bank and 
arranged that the bank would visit the site and open accounts for all 
prospective employees. Hyson Cells also undertook to prepare all payslips 
for Simon. 

Although the labour was to be paid by square metres of production we still 
had to comply with certain laws and the following terms were negotiated 
with the community (through Simon as interpreter) and with the 
Department of Labour. The terms were then incorporated in the Contract of 
Employment. 

• Pay was a square metre rate paid to the team as a whole on a 
weekly basis and divided equally to each labourer on the team 

according to the number of days worked that week. 
• The square metre rate was subject to a minimum daily wage. 

This was negotiated as low as possible according to the law so 
that the production square metre rate would offer an incentive. 

• The construction industry works a 6-day week and this was 
agreed to. It was not expected to work on Sunday and this was 
agreed to be subject to double time of the minimum wage. 

• It was agreed that if it rained ‘‘we all suffered” and there was no 

special provision for compensation. The minimum wage would 
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apply for poor production. 
• All labour was paid equally, no matter what task they were 

performing, with the following exceptions, 

o The four team leaders were paid an extra flat rate “team 
leaderbonus” 

o The “skilled” workers who would do the final floating and 
finishing of the eonerete would work an extra half an hour 
per day to get the job finished and this was paid as 
“overtime”. 

o These exceptions did not have a significant effect on the 
overall rate of pay. 

A weakness was that there was no provision for payment of standing 
time in the event that work was held up by the main eontractor. This did 
not happen often but when it did the labour was understandably quiek to 
react because it affected their poeket and the matter was immediately 
brought to Simon's attention and he was quick to refer the problem to 
Hyson Cells. 

A clmin istrative 
Although Hyson had written up contracts of employment and made 
arrangements for opening of bank aceounts, Simon did not make proper 
use of these arrangements. He would fax our office with the weekly 
attendanee statistics and we worked out the payslips and faxed them 
back to him. However, the bank aeeounts did not get opened for all 
labourers and Simon did not get the formal eontracts signed. We 
diseovered that he was paying the labour in cash at the local police 
station (for security). 
Nevertheless he had good albeit informal control of his work force. 
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Arrangements with the main contractor 
Hyson Cells made arrangements with the main contractor to supply the 
calculated quantities of cement and sand at regular intervals along the length 

of the drain so that the labourers would have the materials physically close 
to where they were working. 
There were initial problems in that the trucks would perhaps place the sand 
on the far side of the access road instead of the near side and so cause the 
labourers to have to push their wheelbarrows an unnecessary extra ten 
metres or so. (One stretch was particularly bad where the excavated soil was 
placed on the road side of the canal and obstructed access for the labourers to 
and from the canal, considerably extending the pushing distance). 
Fortunately the project was running late and the main contractor soon saw 
that it was in his own interest to assist our team with efficiencies wherever 
possible. In the end the contractor's profit resulted mainly from overall 
weeks saved on the project with consequent saving of his overheads. 

Site organisation 
Hyson Cells involved itself in the initial “work study” structure of 
the labour force. For example it was arranged that the wheelbarrows 
be assembled in a line to form a queue. Excess wheelbarrows were 
provided so that the production line was never waiting for a 
wheelbarrow to return from the canal for it to be filled. Without 
Hyson's “interference “bedlam would have prevailed. Hyson also 
sought to introduce job rotation but was not successful in achieving 

this. Site organisation and allocation of labourers was generally left 
to Simon working through the team leaders. 
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We were surprised that the labour seemed to be basically happy that 
an unskilled lady whose sole job was to fill buckets with sand should 

receive the same pay as the “skilled plasterer” (except for the small 
overtime payment previously mentioned). When we suggested 
different scales of wage the suggestion was strongly opposed. 

Each team leader no doubt gave preferential employment to family 

and friends but there was plenty work to go round and no real 
problems were noticed. The fact that the teams were paid by 
production resulted in self-discipline that was invisible to Hyson 

Cells. Lazy workers left the job because of pressure from their co¬ 
workers. No official complaints were brought to our attention and 
we were not called upon to manage any disciplinary issues. 

In fact there was only one labour issue, where the labour negotiated 
an increase in the square metre rate. This had been anticipated and 

allowed for but the labour had not been informed in advance. The 
negotiated increase was small but satisfied the workers. In 
retrospect it is a great pity that the labour made their wage demand 
before it was offered to them because the labour began to realise that 
it had power. On a second subsequent project (described below) the 
labour force threatened to strike and negotiation in this second case 
was tough. 

Quality control 
To pay by the square metre of production done has the advantage 
that speed is achieved, but quality is automatically at risk. The final 
responsibility for quality rested with the civils contractor and he 
took the normal daily samples of mix. These were sent to the 
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laboratory for testing (and found to be above standard for 
consistency of strength). If the contractor should be unhappy with 
quality of finish (i.e. workmanship) then he would lean on Simon 
who in turn leaned on his team leaders. 

The most important element was strength of the concrete. As the 
concrete was to be prepared by hand by uneducated labour with no 
numeracy skills this called for special measures. We call this the 
“Labour-base on-site concrete wheelbarrow mix". 
The system depends on two basic principles: 

1 ) Proportions of the cement, sand and water in the mix are 
determined in advance and suitable size containers were 
obtained so that the mix was reduced to : 

(One container type A of water) + (one container type B of 
cement) + (one container type C of sand). No measuring was 
required and counting was reduced to a minimum. 
2) The second measure is perhaps controversial. The most 

important element in the strength of a concrete mix is the 
ratio of water to cement. We have all seen water being 
gaily added to a heap of mortar - this is disastrous to the 
strength of the concrete, especially if the concrete is 
already partially dried. So our method is to start with a 
measured quantity of water and add a measured quantity 
of cement powder and mix it well in to form a cream 
custard paste. The sand is mixed in last. Although this is 
the reverse of normal practice the result has been tested 
in a laboratory and found to be remarkably consistent. 
The cement is fully utilised and the mix is homogenous. 

We have also found that the production volume when mixing 
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in wheelbarrows ean out-strip that of a eoncrete mixer 
(whieh all labourers like to stand and watch). But it is hard 
work! Mixing the mortar in the wheelbarrow also makes for 

considerable wear and tear. 

Remark on gender 
The labour was a mix of men and women. The men generally did the very 
hard work of mixing the mortar. Otherwise it was “mix and match”. It was 
noticed that the better worker, generally speaking, was a middle-aged 
woman with the responsibility of a family to feed. Pretty young girls that did 
not pull their weight were soon evicted by the matrons. 
Surprisingly all four of the team leaders were women. This may have been 

organised by Simon with intent because he knew that he would be able to 
control them more easily. They certainly were natural leaders and had no 
problem in exerting their authority over the men. On reflection I suspect that 

the team leaders were women with superior education. They could all read 
and write. 

Remark on a subsequent projects 

Neighbouring farm 
The Hereford canal project discussed above was fairly successful. 
The farmer who funded the project was very satisfied because the 
extra water that was now delivered by the canal allowed him to 
substantially increase the size of his orange orchards. (He is a major 
exporter to China). A neighbouring farmer has subsequently 

purchased Hyson materials and has himself funded the extension of 
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the canal for his own use. He has done the job without engaging the 
services of a civils consultant and used his own labour - after all, he 
only had to copy what had previously been done. 

Project at industrialplant 
Encouraged by the relative success at the Hereford canal we 
volunteered our services as sub-contractors for the construction of 
an industrial drain at Sasol petroleum works, Secunda, South Africa. 

We thought that we could learn from previous mistakes and that this 
project would be even more successful but it was not to be. We 

explore the reasons why. 

Contractual 
We had been unhappy that Simon had not concluded written 

contracts with the labour at Herfeord and considered ourselves 
lucky that no labour problems had arisen. Again we sought the 
cooperation of the Dept of Labour with respect to payment being 

based on work done instead of a daily rate. They were less 
accommodating than at Groblersdal but again we were successful. 

But this time we thought that we would plug some holes that we had 

observed at Groblersdal.. We employed Simon and the labour 
directly ourselves i.e. the labour were temporary Hyson Cells 

employees and we ensured that the labour signed written contracts. 
We also arranged to pay directly by bank transfer into their bank 

accounts - no more paying cash at the police station. 
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These were indeed positive steps but we didn't realise that by taking 
these steps we seriously eroded Simon's authority. The labour now 
saw itself as working for us and not for him. They were now 
“properly employed” and had “proper jobs”. They were now not 
working for one of their own. They automatically expected more. 

We had taken some of the Groblersdal team to Secunda with us and 
they were initially very happy to have another job with us and at a 
higher rate too. But now they were working side by side with labour 
from this new town instead of with their own community. They were 
also exposed to the influences of many unionised qualified 
employees of the various contractors working at the site. (At 
Groblersdal the main contractor had also had his own qualified 
labour from Johannesburg driving the site vehicles, surveying etc. 
but the Groblersdal people had seen themselves as different, the 
local farm boys). But here at Secunda they now saw themselves as 
the “imported experts”. No matter that they had been out of work 
back home and had accepted jobs at a higher rate than before, no 
matter that they still had no real qualifications, they were now 

dissatisfled and wanted to be paid union rates. 

Thank goodness for the signed contracts because when we all visited 

the Dept, of Labour the official pointed out to them that they had 
agreed to the rate, it was well above minimum wage, and their bid to 
pressurise Hyson Cells went unsuccessful. But the spell was broken. 
What had seemed an opportunity to take good money home to the 
family was now soured. They weren't earning what other guys were 
getting! They were being cheated! When the money started rolling 
in they relaxed somewhat but obviously still felt dissatisfied. 
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The job was concluded satisfactorily but the spell had also been broken 
for Hyson Cells. This managing uneducated labour was hard work and 
not worth all the stress! Managing a large labour force was not our 

game! We certainly would not import the trained labour from 
Groblersdal to another town again. 

WHERE TO FROM HERE? 

Hyson Cells training policy 
Hyson Cells is primarily a manufacturer and distributor of the specialised 

(patented) product of the same name. The product is an alternative to 
conventional concrete paving and channel liners, particularly suitable for 
installation in remote areas and where quarry stone is not easily available. 
Hyson Cells differentiates itself in the marketplace with a policy to excel in 
after sales training support on site to ensure that the end product, the 

concrete blocks, are correctly installed and give long life. There are other 
products that look similar but in fact have significant technical differences. 
None of these “geocell” manufacturers offer the support that Hyson gives. 

On-site training is given to all sites. Extended training and supervision are 
available on request. 
Hyson Cells may well enter the market as a subcontractor for large contracts 

but if it does so then it will employ professional contracting staff to man this 
new division. 
Simon now has two arms to his independent business. 

• He manufactures hollow concrete blocks for housing as a “mom 

and pop” business. 
• Hyson Cells steers business his way for those smaller contracts 
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where the poliey of training the main contractor's staff is less 
cost effective. In this role Simon quotes directly to the main 
contractor and is 100% his own boss. He continues to use some 
staff that he originally trained in Groblersdal as his key 
supervisors. 

The market 
The market in South Africa steadily grows larger with individual projects 
themselves steadily increasing in size. A growth market would seem to be 
waterproof dam liners for the mines that can be easily and quickly scraped 
clean with machines 
Export has concentrated on Southern Africa, viz. Namibia, Mozambique 
and Tanzania with the occasional export to countries as far apart as The 
Gambia and Uruguay. 
The product is seen as particularly suited to African conditions. The time 
has come to promote the product further afield. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Labour lotensive Construction - Case Study 

Hereford Canal Rehabilitation - Groblersdal, South Africa 
(l)Tasks Performed by the Main Contractor 

The main contractor wa« Group Five Conttruction. 
Group Five undertook the foUowing taalu tbenwelve« 

• Earthworki 

• Excavation 

• Surveypegsforfmiabedlevelaofcanal lining 

Group Five placed materials along canal edge at 40m 
intervals for use by subcontractor: 

• Cement 

• Riversand 

• .Water tank (moved and filled daily) 

• Hyson Cells packs from store 

• Supply and maintenance of wbecibarrow 

"fleet” - 

(12 wheelbarrows per team) 

Quality Assuranee 

Main contractor responsible for daily cubes and frir 
overall qualby of work by subcontractor 

(2) Tasks Performed by the Sub-contractor 
The subcontractor, Simon Mputheya, employed labour from the local 
community (unskilled labour employed only seasonally on the fruit farms). 
Teams comprised men and women. A team of 10 was responsible for rigging 
the Hyson Cells formwork mat. Up to 4 teams were employed to mix and 

place the cement grout fill. Each team comprised 25 labourers. Production 
was of the order of200 m^ per day giving total production of800 m^ per day 
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LABOUR CONTRACT 
The employment contract was negotiated and approved by the Groblersdal Dept, of 
Labour. 
Pay was a rate per subject to a minimum wage and double-time weekend rate. The rate 
realised was about 25% above the minimum wage 
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(2)(Continued) 

(1) Place pre-defined measure of ^ter in 

wheelbarrow. 

(2) Add pre-defiued measure of cement 

(3) Mix in the cement 

(4) Add predefined measure of sand 

(5) Mix to form a sand/cement grout that has 

controlled cement and water content that gives a 

remarkably consistent MPa. 

Rig the Hyson Cells* fonnwoik 

(6) Transport with “^vdieefcanow train” 
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Labour allocation per placing team 

Number of 
labourers 

Designation Duties Skill level 

3 Driver Pushes wheelbarrows from stockpile to stockpile and from the 
mixing station to the canal 

Unskilled 

2 Cement ladies Open pockets of cement and fill buckets with cement Unskilled 

2 Sand ladies 
(A) 

Fill buckets with sand at the stoclqjile. Remove vegetative 
matter and stones 

Unskilled 

2 Sand ladies 
(B) 

Carry filled bucket of sand the few metres from the stockpile to 
the particular wheelbarrow at the mbdng station when called 

Unskilled 

8 Miœrs Mix the sand-cement grout in the wheelbarrow Unskilled 

1 Rake lady Sprinkles water on the site before the grout is placed 

Distributes the load of grout emptied by the driver down the 
slope and across the floor of the canal 

Unskilled 

1 Broom lady Applies brush finish 

1 Edge be amer Float the edge beam Semi¬ 
skilled 

5 Floaters Float to obtain the final finish. 

Plastering experience helpfiil but not essential. Most have been 
taught on site 

Semi¬ 
skilled 

Total =25 

HEREFORD CANAL 
DAILY PRODUCTION 
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ABSTRACT 
Road transport is a vital part of the transportation system in Ghana. To 
rehabilitate and maintain the road network, the Client makes extensive use 

of small and medium scale local contractors. However, often times road 
improvement programmes do not achieve their targeted physical objectives 

due among other factors to the non-performance of the contractors. One of 
the causes of non-performance of local contractors has been attributed to 
the lack of appropriate equipment for the works. Because of the importance 
of the road network. Government as Client has initiated various 
programmes in the past to assist individual small scale contractors to 
acquire the necessary equipment. This effort has been complemented by 
various private sector initiatives implemented to various degrees ofsuccess. 

This study reviews the various instruments that have been used to equip 
small and medium scale contractors in Ghana, discusses the financial 
performance of contractors under one such programme and investigates the 
feasibility of plant pooling as an option for equipping small scale 
contractors. The study underscores the advantages of increasing the labour- 
content of construction methods. 

, plant pools. 
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INTRODUCTION Roads are among the most important public assets in many countries 
and in Ghana road transport continue to be the predominant mode of 

transportation accounting for about 95% of freight and 97% of passenger 
traffic movement (Ambo, 2004). Roads are managed by the Ministry of 
Roads and Highways (MRH) previously known as the Ministry of 
Transportation (MoT) through its three agencies- the Ghana Highway 
Authority (GHA) which is responsible for the trunk road network, the 
Department of Feeder Roads (DFR), responsible for the feeder road 
network and the Department of Urban Roads (DUR) which takes 
responsibility for the urban road network. 

Private sector Consultants and Contractors have been an integral part of 
road construction and maintenance in Ghana for a long time. Currently with 

the exception of the GHA which maintains a Mobile Maintenance Unit 
(MMU) for emergency maintenance work, all the agencies have shifted 
completely from force account systems to contracting using private sector 
Contractors. The private sector therefore plays a crucial role in the 
maintenance of the road network. For those Contractors who wish to 

undertake public projects, in addition to registering with the Register 
General like all other companies operating in Ghana, they are required to 
also register either with MoT or with the Ministry of Water Resources 
Works and Housing (MWRWH) depending on whether the Contractor's 
area of operation is in roads or in buildings respectively. It is the Contractors 
that are on these lists that are eligible to undertake construction contracts 

awarded by the Government of Ghana. 

Furthermore, depending on the technical area of operation of the Contractor, 
MRH categorizes the registered road Contractors into six technical 
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categories designated A, B, C, S, M and L and also into four financial 
classes, Class 1 to Class 4 depending on their asset base, turn-over and 
equipment holding (MoT 2007). Contractors in category A deal with roads, 
airports and related structures whilst those in category B deal with bridges, 
culverts and other structures. Category C are the specialized labour-based 
contractors. Categories S, M and L deal respectively in steel bridges, 
bituminous and asphaltic pavements and in road furniture and 
appurtenances. Thus categories A, B and C contractors perform road 
construction and maintenance activities. In this study Contractors in 
Financial Classes 2 and 3 are categorized as medium scale while those in 

Class 4 are small scale. Class 1 Contractors are considered large scale 
Contractors. The small and medium scale (SMC) Contractors account for 
about 98% of all Contractors registered in the different categories in 2008 
(Brentuo, 2009). The large numbers show why the activities of SMCs have 
to be of concern to Contracting Agencies. 

Many maintenance programmes in Ghana have not made the progress 
expected and various road sector review meetings have bemoaned the fact 
that most targets are not being met (MoT 2004, MoT 2005, MoT 2006). 
Delay of maintenance projects by SMCs has been of major concern in the 
road industry and have been attributed to various factors including lack of 
continuity of work for these Contractors, delayed payments, poor 
Contractor staff capacity, poor site management and poor equipment 
holding (MoT 2004). The Contractor factor of poor equipment holding is 
part of the larger problem of access to funds of SMCs. Contracting agencies, 

have tried various methods of financing equipment in order to enhance the 
performance of these Contractors. 
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Deelen and Bonsu, 2002 have given an overview of the different approaches 
small scale contractors have used to finance their equipment needs and the 
different financing mechanisms available for equipment financing. These 
approaches included bridge financing, credit financing and leasing as well 
as pre- financing of equipment by the Client through the project. 

In some developing countries including several Francophone West African 
countries, commercial firms were established to manage the equipment 
fleet of road agencies and to rent them out to both the agency's maintenance 
units and also to the private sector Contractors. This approach was 

recommended as a first step to full private sector Plant Pools (Lantran 
1992). In Ghana, a plant pool was established by the government in 
association with the Social Security and National Insurance Trust (SSNIT) 
and the Bank for Housing and Construction (BHC) in 1975 to provide plant 

and equipment hire services to the construction, mining and timber 
industries. However, due to non performance arising mainly from 
management difficulties, the company was liquidated in 2003. 

This study reviews the various instruments that have been used in the past to 
attempt to equip small and medium scale contractors for maintenance works 
in Ghana and discusses the financial performance of contractors under one 

of such programmes. The study recommends plant pooling as an option for 
equipping small scale contractors and underscores the advantages of 
increasing the labour content of construction methods. 

METHODOLOGY 

The primary data used in this study was obtained mainly from survey. In 
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order to assess equipment ownership of Contraetors, how they finance their 
equipment and estimates of their annual turnovers from 2002-2007 a 
questionnaire was administered to contractors distributed in all regions of 

the country. In addition the questionnaire sought to obtain Contractors 
views on equipment pools. In all sixty (60) questionnaires were sent out to 
the Contractors mainly through the regional offices of road agencies. 

Questionnaires were also administered to selected MoT officials of GHA 
and DFR to obtain a clearer picture of the various programmes the Client has 
used to equip contractors and also the views of MRH as far as equipment 
plant pooling is concerned. Finally the questionnaire by interview was also 
administered to selected financial institutions and equipment suppliers who 
deal in construction equipment financing and supply. Secondary data from 
a contractor study was used to evaluate the equipment ownership of 
contractors from Liberia. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

Equipment Acquisition Options 
The different approaches available to Contractors in Ghana to acquire 
equipment are illustrated in Figure 1. There are basically three different 
groups of options designated I, II and III. In options I and II, the Contractor 
initiates the equipment acquisition process and this takes place within the 
open market. In method III, the Client intervenes and thereby modifies the 
existing market conditions to facilitate the acquisition. 
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Figure Illustration of options for equipment acquisition 

Contractor initiated acquisition 
In the equipment acquisition approach initiated by the Contractor, the latter 
makes his own arrangements with financial institutions and equipment 

suppliers to acquire the equipment he needs like any other business. 
Outright purchase of equipment in which the equipment is paid for 

immediately at the time of purchase, is rare in Ghana. In equipment 
acquisition option I the Contractor deals directly with the Equipment 
Supplier. For the two equipment suppliers interviewed, dealing directly 
with the Contractor required the Contractor to make a minimum deposit of 

50% of the cost of the equipment and arrange to spread the remaining over a 
6 to 12 month period. The interest rate was between 10% and 12% if 
payment was in US$, but 24% if the payment was in Ghanaian cedis. 

In option II, the Contractor uses a financial institution to purchase the 
equipment. In this arrangement the Contractor first obtains a proforma 

invoice from the Equipment Supplier and uses this to apply for the loan from 
the financial institution which then issues a Local Purchasing Order (LPO) 
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to the equipment Supplier. The supplier supplies the equipment to the 
Contractor. The bank pays the Supplier the full amount of the equipment and 

the contractor re-pays the bank in installment as agreed upon. Typically the 
financial institution charges the Contractor 29.5% interest on the loan. 

Client sponsored Programmes 
In the third option of equipment financing, the Client pre-finances the 
equipment through the public work programme. With the high interest rates 
in addition to the various collaterals required, the MoT through the various 

agencies has intervened in the acquisition process as Client to facilitate 
Contractor equipment acquisition since 1985. A summary of the various 
interventions is shown in Table 1. Between 1985 and 1992, the MRH 
through GHA with loans from the World Bank, executed a Contractor 
equipment programme as part of the Second, Third and Fourth Highway 

Projects. The now defunct Bank for Housing and Construction (BHC) was 
the nominated financial institution that managed the funds. The 
Contractors were engaged in improvement, resealing and regravelling 
works and the equipment supplied included graders and water tankers. The 
detailed breakdown of the numbers of contractors involved are shown in 
Table 1 but in all sixty-six (66) contractors benefited 
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Table 1: Summary of client sponsored programmes 
Name of 
Programme 

Date Client/Source 
of Funding 

No. of 
contractors 
involved 

Collaborating 
Financial Institution 

Financing Conditions 

Second Highway 
project 

1985-1992 
Loan.s from 
World Ban 21 

Bank for Housing 
and Construction 

NA 

Third Highway 
Project 

1985-1992 19 

Forth Highway 
Project 1985-1992 26 

National Feeder 
Roads 
Rehabilitation and 
Maintenance 
Prograntne 
(NFRRMP) 

1987/89 World Bank 21 

Agrie Development 
Bank 

USS150.000 worth of 
equipment. Repayment 
in 4yrs. 20% collateral 
security. 10-15% 
interest. 35% ofIPC 
value deducted for 
prepayment 

1991 exx; 5 

1994 DANIDA 16 

1994 USAID 12 

Rural Livelihood 
Project (RLP) 2002-2007 DFID 5 

Contractor’s choice 15-20% contract sum 
given in advance as 
»»niiir»nv*nl lr>ar« 

FRIP 
2007-date EU 2 

Contractor’s choice 30% contract sum given 
as equipment loan 

Supply Equipment 
Programme 

2006-2009 
GoG 43 

NIB 15% down payment. 
7.5% Interest over 36 
months. 

The National Feeder Roads Rehabilitation and Maintenance Programme 
(NFRRMP) also contained a revolving fund component to equip Labour- 

based contractors. Each contractor was given a set of equipment valued at 
US$150,000 and was guaranteed a minimum of at least US$ 200,000 of 
work annually for four years. The collaborating financial institution was the 

Agricultural Development Bank (ADB). The DFR pre-selected the 
contractors and assessed them financially. The equipment was insured in the 
joint names of the bank and the contractor with the bank as a loss payee. The 

Contractor paid a collateral security worth 20% of the loan and also paid an 
initial insurance premium, registration and licensing fee and warehousing 

charges. The bank deducted 35% at source from payment certificates and 
put it in the revolving fund. The interest was compounded at 10 to 15%. 

Under this program, 54 contractors benefited from the scheme. If a 
contractor was not able to pay within the first four years the repayment was 
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rescheduled for another four years. Even though some contractors used this 
programme as a springboard to build up their companies, there were 
difficulties with the programme which included excessive idling time for 
contractors in between projects, equipment breakdown without effective 
after sales service. These have been discussed in Opoku Mensah ( 1996) and 
in Stock and de Veen ( 1996). 

Between 2002 and 2007, with Department for International Development 
(DFID) funding under the Rural Livelihood Projects five (5) Contractors 
were equipped. Under the programme a Contractor who was awarded a 
contract, received 15-20% of the contract sum as loan towards equipment 

purchase. The Contractor submitted a proforma invoice for the particular 
equipment he required from an Equipment Supplier and the latter was paid 
the amount as down payment for the equipment. This was in addition to the 
15% advance mobilization loan. In the Feeder Roads Improvement Project 
(FRIP), however, the equipment purchase component was raised to 30% of 

the cost of equipment. FRIP guarantees works to offset the cost of the 
equipment in a specified period. 

The Supply Equipment Programme (SEP) was a financial lease 
arrangement started in 2006 with 43 contractors. The equipment consisted 
of motor graders, rollers, tipper trucks and excavators from the same 
manufacturer. The condition required is that the Contractor should have a 
contract from the Client and the contract sum should be between 2 to 2V2 

times the prices of the equipment. There was no collateral and the 
equipment remained in the name of the bank until the Contractor completed 
payment after which the transfer was effected. The Supplier on his part 
trained the Contractor's operators. The Client also ensured that all payments 
to the Contractor were routed through the bank. 
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The performance of 9 selected Contractors in paying back the loans under 
SEP is shown in Table 2 as an illustration of how some of these programmes 
fared. 

Table 1 Sunmary of Contractor perforirance in ban repayment under SEP 
Contractor 
Class 

Princ^al borrowed 
in 2006 (US$) 

Total Amount 
Due in 2(X)9 

Amount paid 
(US$) 

Balance to be paid 
(US$) 

Payment {%) 

I A2 1,646.362 2,045,270 852,241 1,193,029 41.67% 

2 A2 2,743,936 3,408,783 2,115,531 1,293,252 62.06% 

3 A2 658,545 818,108 659,193 158,915 80.58% 

4 A2 1,200,000 1.490,756 1,361,781 128,975 91.35% 

5 A3 130,000 161,499 32,628 128,871 20.20% 

6 A3 1,265,940 1,572,673 421,253 1,151,420 26.79% 

7 A3 1.145,543 1,423,104 500.118 922,986 35.14% 

8 A3 570,000 708,109 343,061 365,048 48.45% 

9 A3 561,958 698,119 474,705 223,414 68.00% 

Total 9,922,284 12,326,422 6,760,511 5,565,911 54.85% 

It can be seen that at the end of 30 months (out of the 36 months repayment 

period i.e. 83% of time elapsed) re-payments ranged from as low as about 20 
% to as high as 91% with an average repayment of about 55%. The results 
show that only two Contractors were on track with the repayment. The bulk 
majority of the Contractors were lagging behind with repayment with more 
than half of Contractors having paid less than 50% of the total amount due. 

The above review shows that the Ministry has assisted a total of about 170 
Contractors over a long period from 1985-2009 through various 
programmes to obtain the necessary equipment. The Client sponsored 

programmes were effectively modifications to the equipment market 
conditions. Consequently, many of the beneficiary Contractors did not face 

the actual market conditions. In addition most of the contractors did not 
have the reimbursement capacity as the next sections would show. The 
programmes have had mixed results. In fact only 53% of MRH officials 

interviewed believed that the various programmes had been successful in 
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helping equip Contractors. The next sections provide data to illustrate why 

some of these programmes may not have achieved their objectives. 

Contractor Financial Performance and Equipment Use 

Contractor Response to Questionnaire 

The number of respondents from the 60 contractors sampled as well as the 
number of Contractors registered in the various categories and classes in 
2008 are shown in Table 3. It may be noted that the sample size ranged from 
0.85% for Class 4 to 15.6% for Class 2. 

Tabfe 1: Percentage composition of different classes of contractors 

Class No. of contractors in both 
categories A&B 

Percentage 
composition 

Number of Responding 
Contractors 

Sample Size 
% of Group 

1 23 1.7 3 13.04 

2 64 4.7 10 15.63 

3 446 33.0 36 8.07 

4 821 60.6 7 0.85 

Total 1354 100 56 4.14 

Source: MoT approved classified road contractors list, MoT 2008 

Contractor Equipment ownership 
MoT classification requires the contractor to own a certain minimum of 
equipment for the class they wish to be registered in addition to other 
requirements including adequate numbers of qualified personnel and assets. 
The minimum numbers of selected key equipment required for 
classification in the various classes as well as the actual equipment 
ownership of contractors are compared in Table 4. The results show for 

example that A1 contractors own on the average 1.67 bulldozers, per 
contractor or that 3 contractors own 5 bulldozers among them. 
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Tabic 1 Minimum number of selected equpment required for classiiication compared 
with actual numbers owned by class 

Equipment Description Minimum No of equipment 
required for classification 

Average No. of equipment owned 

A 1 A2 A3 A4 A 1 A2 A3 A4 

1 Bulldozer (150kW- 
D7andl05kW-D6) 

3 2 1 NR 1.67 1.1 0.47 NA 

2 Motor Grader (105kW 
and 90kW) 

4 2 1 1 2,67 1.7 1.31 0.86 

3 Wheeled foader (l.lm^) 1 1 NR NR 1.33 0.8 NA NA 

4 Static Roller (lOT and 
6T) and Vibratory 
Roller (8T) 

6 2 1 1 3.0 2.2 1.06 0.29 

5 Tipper Truck (5m') 15 8 4 NR 7.0 3.6 2.42 1.29 

6 Bitumen Distributor 1 1 NR 2 0.67 0.5 0.03 NA 

7 Chipping Spreader 3 1 1 NR 0.33 0.5 0.11 NA 

NR; Not required by the particular class. 

The ratio of the numbers of equipment owned relative to the minimum 
number required for classification is denoted as the ownership ratio. Values 

of equipment ownership ratios greater than unity mean that the contractor 
owns more equipment than the minimum number required. A study of Table 
4 shows that motor graders and wheel loaders would show consistently high 
relative ownership ratios for all classes indicating that the ownership of 
these two pieces of equipment is generally closer to the minimum required. 
Overall, however, the results suggest that on the average except for motor 
graders for A3, wheeled loaders and rollers for Al, contractor ownership 

falls below the minimum required for classification. The short fall of 
equipment needs may have to be supplied from elsewhere. This may come 

from hiring from idling Contractors or hiring from equipment hiring 
companies the latter market of which is not well developed in the country. 

Equipment Use 

The study also investigated the relationship between equipment ownership 
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and actual use. Equipment usage information was obtained from nine 
respondents who had kept equipment usage data. The maximum and 
minimum numbers of hours of use as well as the average values are 
tabulated in Table 5. The equipment supplier has specified a recommended 
minimum annual usage of 2500 hours for each piece of equipment while the 
average economic life of the different pieces of equipment was adapted 
from the Caterpillar Performance Handbook. 

Table 1 Equipment usage ot seiecteH I’guipment 

Type of 
Equipment 

No. of hours of equipment use 
per year (hrs) 

Minimum 
Expected 
usage per 
year (hrs) 

Usage 
(%) 

Average 
economic 
life (hrs) 

No, of years to 
recover 
investment Minimum Maximum Average 

Bulldozer 312 1,500 1,011 2,500 40.4% 10,000 10 

Motor 
Grader 

746 2,000 1,272 2,500 
50.9% 

15,000 
12 

Wheeled 
bader 

629 1,966 1,270 2,500 
50.8% 

10,000 
8 

Static 
Roller 

200 600 429 2,500 
17.2% 

NA 
NA 

Tipper 
Truck 

238 4,118 1,952 2,500 
78.1% 

20,000 
10 

Excavator 1,357 2,800 1,029 2,500 41.2% 10,000 10 

The percentage usage was computed by comparing the actual usage with the 
expected minimum annual usage. It can be seen that tipper trucks had the 
highest usage of 78% while rollers had the lowest usage of 17.2%. In fact the 
rest of the equipment was used only for about 50% of the time or less. This 
clearly shows that equipment is being grossly underutilized. The economic 
life is the period over which the equipment can operate at an acceptable 
operating cost and productivity. Based on the average actual usage, the 
number of years to recover the investment ranges from 8 for wheeled loader 

to 12 years for motor grader, again underscoring the underutilization of 
equipment. 
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Contractor fínancial Performance 
« 

The average turnovers for contractors in all the four financial classes for the 
period 2002-2007 are plotted in Figure 2. The values were converted to US 

« 

dollars using the appropriate average exchange rate values from the Bank of 
Ghana for the year under review. 

Figure Trend of Average Contractor turnover from 2002-2007 by class 

The figure shows that the average nominal turnover of A1 contractors over 
the period was consistently above US$1.3million, much higher than the 
other classes of contractors. For the other contractors, except for A2 in 2007 
the turnover fell below the US$ Imillion. It can also be seen that from 2003- 
2007 there was a consistent increase in nominal turnover for all classes of 

Contractors with the largest percentage increase occurring for A2 
Contractors followed by A3 Contractors. The smallest increase occurred for 
A4 contractors. However it must be noted that these are average values and 
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that there are large differences in the turnover of individual Contractors 
even in the same class. 

It must also be pointed out that the total turn-over of Contractors are not 
applied to equipment financing. In fact it appears that only 28% of the cost 
of road rehabilitation is attributed to plant and equipment. Assuming a 
mark-up of 10%, it is estimated that only up to 38% of the turn-over can be 
allocated to equipment financing. It may be concluded that the turnovers of 
Contractors is inadequate to offset the cost of the minimum set ofequipment 
they require for their operations and run their business. 

THE PLANT POOL OPTION 

Contractor Preference 
The results of the assessment of the preference of Contractors for plant 
pools are summarized in Table 6. The results show that 80% of respondent 
Contractors preferred plant pools to equipment loans. Only 6 respondent 
Contractors representing 11% categorically opted for equipment loans. 
Examination of the breakdown of those who preferred plant pools clearly 
showed that all A1 contractors surveyed preferred equipment loans. For the 
SMC's between 70% and 92% preferred plant pools. In fact only 7% of 
SMC's categorically opted for equipment loans. The results clearly 
indicated that the A1 contractor equipment needs are different from the 
other categories of Contractors. It is assumed that A1 contractors with their 
higher turn-over had accumulated sufficient tangible asset to be able to 
access bank loans for equipment and are therefore not interested in plant 
pools. The SMC's however, with their low asset base caimot have access to 
equipment loans and consequently preferred plant pools. 
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Tabic I Contractor preference for plant pools 
Contractor 
Class 

Total No 
responding 

No preferring Plant 
pool 

No preferring 
equipment loan 

No. Undecided Percent preierring 
Plant Pool 

Al 3 0 3 0 0 

A2 10 7 1 2 70 

A3 36 33 1 2 92 

A4 7 5 1 1 71 

Total 56 45 6 5 80 

Sixty-five (65) out of seventy-one or 92% of responding MRH officials 
interviewed favoured plant pools as a better option to helping equip 
contractors. The reasons advanced by both MRH officials and Contractors 
were similar and included the following: 

1. The Contractors would have easier access to equipment through 
plant pools than through equipment ownership since the small and 
medium scale Contractors who form the bulk majority of 
contractors do not have financial capacity to own equipment 

2. There will not be the question of difficulty of obtaining loans from 
banks and its attendant high interest rates and the Contractor would 
not be committed to any financial institution but only need to 
negotiate the payment terms for hiring of equipment 

3. Equipment loans lock up a Contractor's working capital, but hiring 
from a plant pool would release the working capital 

4. The burden of plant management including maintenance of 
equipment, control of operators and checking misuse of equipment 
would be off the shoulders of Contractors and vested in the plant 
pool while the Contractor concentrates on the business of the 
construction. 

5. Contractors would be compelled to plan and programme well for the 
works before bringing in hired equipment. This should improve 
overall progress of projects. 
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6. It is uneconomical for contractors to own their equipment since the 
equipment are idle most of the time while equipment from plant 
pools would be hired to others and therefore the problem of idling of 
hired equipment would not arise 

7. There would not be any need to use equipment ownership as criteria 
for contractor Classification so that the difficulty of verification of 
compliance of equipment ownership for upgrading and renewal of 
Contractor Certification can be avoided. 

8. Contractors would have the opportunity to choose from a range of 
equipment the ones that are appropriate for the job rather than use a 
particular piece of equipment simply because it is available. 

On the downside, however, it was pointed out that in order to reduce hiring 
costs. Contractors working with hired equipment from plant pools tend to 
rush to complete the works and in so doing the quality of the works could be 
compromised. In addition, the use of plant pools removes the prestige of a 
contractor owning his equipment. It must be pointed out that the client factor 
of delayed payment would still be a problem for plant pools. 

Plant Pools in Ghana 

A quick assessment of availability of plant pools in Ghana identified two 

plant pools one in Accra and one in Kumasi. The survey showed that 

equipment stocked in plant pools in Ghana are mostly earth moving 

equipment which are used by both road contractors and mineral processing 

firms. Plant pools do not stock equipment specialized for road construction 

such as bitumen distributors and asphalt pavers. Typical list of equipment 
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and hiring rates from the two Plant pools surveyed are shown in Table 7. It 

appears the focus of plant pools in Ghana is on the mineral processing 

industry since they pay higher rates and their payments are regular. 

Therefore plant pools for construction should develop products targeted at 

the road construction industry. 

Table Equipment range and Nominal hiring rates from plant pools in 
Ghana 

Equipment Hiring rate per hour in US$ 
1 Tipper truck 200-300 
2 Motor graders 400-680 

3 Bulldozers 500-760 
4 Excavators 550-720 
5 Pavloader 500-640 
6 Water Bowser 200-300 
6 Roller 200-440 

7 Low loader 500-700 

Plant pools could be the panacea for providing equipment for SMCs for road 

works. The history of plant pools in Ghana has shown that equipment 

management and control is the single most important factor that led to the 

non-performance of previous plant pools. Therefore whether the plant pools 

are Contractor association owned or Client financed, the plant pool should 

have a strong private sector management of the equipment. 

IMPLICATIONS FOR LABOUR-BASED WORKS 
It is clear from the foregoing discussion that for SMCs there is a lot of 
difficulty in obtaining and maintaining construction equipment. It therefore 

would make sense that the construction methods adopted by SMCs would 

make use of minimum number of essential equipment and by implication 
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optimize the use of labour to accomplish the various tasks. This is the 
essence of labour-based technology which can be defined as the 
economically efficient employment of as large a proportion of labour as is 
technically feasible to construct and maintain various infrastructure and 

services to as high a standard of construction as demanded by the 
specification. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Based on the reviews and the data obtained from Contractors and road 
administrators in Ghana the following conclusions may be made concerning 
the financing of road construction equipment in Ghana. 

1. Since 1985 the Ministry of Transportation through its agencies has 
pursued seven different programmes to facilitate the provision of 
equipment for 170 contractors in Ghana with mixed success. 

2. On the average except for specific pieces of equipment such as 
motor graders for A3 Contractors, wheeled loaders and rollers for 
Al, contractor equipment ownership in Ghana falls below the 
minimum required for classification of these contractors according 

to the Ministry's Classification system. 

3. The turnovers of Small and medium scale Contractors (below Al 
class) in Ghana between 2002 and 2007 were on the average, below 
USSlmillion and is considered inadequate to offset the cost of the 
minimum set of equipment they require for their operations. 

4. Road construction equipment that Contractors acquired were being 

grossly underutilized so that on the average equipment usage was 
below 50% 

5. Small scale Ghanaian Contractors overwhelmingly support the 
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establishment of plant pools as an alternative to individual 
equipment ownership but large scale Contractors prefer to own their 
equipment. 

6. The difficulties of equipment acquisition in Ghana suggest that 
labour-based technology should be pursued as a practical strategy to 
help road maintenance programmes achieve their objectives. 
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ABSTRACT 
Feeder roads are vital for the socio-economic development and the well¬ 
being of rural communities since they provide access to markets, schools, 
clinics, jobs, neighbouring communities and higher order roads. The feeder 
road network in Ghana of about 42,000km constitutes about 63% of the 
total length of the road network in Ghana. However only about 5% of the 
feeder roads are surface dressed. Even though gravel roads have low initial 
construction costs, they undergo faster deterioration leading ultimately to 
higher life cycle costs. The conventional technology for surface dressing 
using chip seal, on the other hand, is known to be effective in providing a 
more durable surface, but it has a much higher initial construction cost even 
though the life cycle costs are much lower. Chip seal technology uses quarry 
manufactures aggregates meeting certain stringent specifications. 

Otta seal on the other hand uses natural gravel as aggregates to provide the 
bituminous seal. This alternative technology is known to be equally effective 
and cost-effective. The gravel that is used for otta seal however must meet 
certain characteristics including certain thresholds in fines content. 
However, the bulk of gravel available locally has higher than acceptable 
fines content which then calls for processing to reduce thefines content with 
its attendant increased costs. The objective of the investigation, part of 
which is reported here, is to compare the performance and cost of otta seal 
with that of conventional chip seal. However the paper reports only on the 
setting up of the investigation and the results of the baseline measurements 
of the various sections of the study road. The study site is a 15km road 
located in the Western Region of Ghana divided into three sections, one for 
chip seal technology as a control and two for otta seal surfacing. The chip 
seal section was constructed according to the Standard Chip Seal using 
MRH Specifications while the otta seal sections were also constructed 
according to the Standard Guide to the use of Otta Seals. On the study 
subsections various parameters such as the grading of the aggregates as 
well as the corresponding bitumen spray rate were also varied. Data on the 
baseline properties such as road profile, levels of compaction, gravel base 
characteristics were collected and reported. The construction methods were 
also compared to establish the potential for employment generation of the 
otta seal technology. 

Keywords; Bitumen, chip seal, otta seal, graded aggregates, labour- 
based technology 
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The importance of feeder roads cannot be over-emphasized especially 
in their provision of access to services such as schools, clinics, market 

centres, other communities and even to higher order roads. They play a very 
important role in the socio-economic development of the communities that 

they link and the country as a whole facilitating the rapid evacuation of 
agricultural produce from rural areas to marketing centres. They impact 
significantly on the livelihoods of the population who live and work in rural 
areas where poverty levels are generally high. The total road network in 
Ghana as of2009 was 67,291km (TSPS II May 2009) and the breakdown of 
the road type as well as condition mix is as shown in Table 1 below. 

Table 1 National Road type and Condition in Ghana, 2009 
Road Type Length (km) Good (%) Fair (%) Poor(%) 

Trunk Road 12,697 28 32 40 

FeederRoad 42,194 38 32 30 

Urban Road 12,400 54.1 3.05 42.85 

Total 67,291 39 29 32 

SOURCE: Statistical and Analytical Report - TSPS II May 2009 

The current feeder road network size in Ghana is 42,194km and this 
constitutes about 63% of total kilométrage of the road network which is an 
increase from 24,000km in 2000. The Department of Feeder Roads (DFR), 
the Government agency responsible for the planning, development and 
maintenanceof all feeder roads in Ghana, uses various criteria for 
classifying feeder roads. In terms of the criteria of surface type, only about 
2,225km (DFR 2011) of feeder roads'have bituminous surfacing. This 
constitutes only about 5% of the total. The bituminous surfacing uses chip 
seal technology. This low percentage arises from the high cost of 
bituminous sealing. 
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Gravel roads have low initial eonstruction costs. For example for a gravel 
road of low earthworks content with up to 3 culverts per kilometre Ampadu 
(2009) estimated the cost of construction using labour-based methods to be 
of the order of $12,600/km. However, because they deteriorate faster and 
therefore require frequent maintenance, they ultimately lead to a higher life 
cycle cost. The deterioration of gravel roads is mainly due to traffic load - 
especially heavy vehicles - and climatic conditions (rain and dry periods). 
The rate of deterioration is increased by other factors relating to the 
geometry of the roadway, quality of road materials used, and the 
construction and maintenance standards. Surface dressing output on the 
other hand ismore durable but has a higher initial construction cost of the 
order of about $95,000/km (MRT 2007) and can be much higher when 
construction material has to be hauled over longer distances. 

Two key products used for surface dressing are bitumen and aggregates. 
Bitumen is usually derived from petroleum crudes through the process of 
refining of crude petroleum. The grade of bitumen specified by the Road 
Agencies for use in sealing works in Ghana is Grade AC-10 (MRT 2005) 
and must conform to the properties of ASTM D3381-92. Aggregates used 
for surfacing using conventional surfacing technology are obtained from 
rock quarries and are produced mainly from the granitic rock family i.e. 
granite, granodiorite and gneiss (MRT 2005). The aggregates are commonly 
referred to as “chippings” in Ghana. These chippings must meet 
specification requirements for hardness, toughness, wearing resistance, 
crushing strength, grading and polishing resistance before they can be used 
for road works. 

There is the need therefore to combine the advantages of durability 
obtained in surface dressing with the lower initial cost that gravel roads offer 
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to obtain the optimum scenario. Otta seal technology may provide such an 
alternative. Otta seal technology allows the use of graded natural gravel 
containing fines to be used for the construction of the bituminous seal. Three 
surfaees therefore were studied - conventional Chip seal surface, Otta seal 
surfacing using crushed rock aggregate and Otta seal surfacing using natural 
gravel. 

The overall objectives of the study are to compare the performance and cost 
of a feeder road constmcted with ehip seal, with that constructed with otta 
seal surfacing, and to investigate how the performance varies with selected 
factors such as gradation of aggregates and bitumen spray rate. Towards this 
overall objective, a study feeder road was selected and sections of otta seal 
and chip seal were constructed. The baseline data consisting of road 
geometric and material characteristics as well as traffic and environmental 
factors were determined. At specific time intervals, the surface condition 
depicted by such surface conditions as bleeding, rutting, loss of stone as 
well deformations were measured. The study further considers the potential 
for labour-based technology application. In this paper only the method of 
setting up of the study sections and the baseline conditions are reported. The 
monitoring is in progress and the performance of the completed sections 
with time will be presented in another forum. 

METHODOLOGY 

Selection of Study Sections and Subsections 
The study road is the Eshiem Junction - Manso Feeder Road off the Cape 
Coast - Takoradi section of the N1 in the Western Region of Ghana. The 
road, for the purpose of the research, was divided into three (3) sections 
designated Section 1, Section 2 and Section 3 each section being 5km long 
to study the three different surfacing types - Chip Seal, Cnished Rock Otta 
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Seal and Natural Gravel Otta Seal. A total of six (6No.) 500m subsections 
were selected within these three sections for the various measurements. 
Section 1 and Section 2 were represented by one subsection each designated 

C1 and C2 respectively. Section 3 was subdivided into four subsections 
designated 01 to 04. The layout of the sections is shown in Figure 1. A 
schematic representation of the layout of the road is shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure. Horizontal layout of study road in Ghana Grid System 
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Each subsection in Section 3 was further subdivided into three (3) blocks 

each being 100m long. There is an allowance of 50m before and after each 

block. It was in these blocks that the variations in surfacing materials were 

done. These blocks were demarcated using concrete control pillars installed 

on both sides of the road beyond the drain. These pillars measuring 150mm 

X 150mm x 500mm were installed at 350mm depth to make it difficult for 

people who may want to remove them. A summary of the experimental 

design on the study road is shown in Table 2. It presents the location of the 

various sections and subsection, the key materials used and their application 

rates as well as the codes on the concrete pillars that demarcate the 

subsections. 
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Field Measurements 

Baseline Measurements 
The baseline data that was collected included topographical survey data, 
pavement layers strength and material characteristics, traffic volume and 
secondary rainfall data. The road had been prepared to base level when the 
research began. In the topographical survey, the entire road was surveyed 
using a Total Station and a Global Positioning System (GPS). A map of the 

horizontal alignment of the study road was obtained from this exercise. The 
GPS was used to generate coordinates of the control points which were 
converted into the War Office coordinate system so that the map obtained 
could be transcribed onto the Ghana grid system. 

The strengths of the pavement layers of the road were determined using the 
Dynamic Cone Penetrometer (DCP) test in accordance with the standard 
ASTM D6951. The test was terminated at a target depth of 0.8m. A total of 
up to 21 points were tested on each subsection. The level of compaction and 
the density of the base layer were also determined by the Field Density test 
using the Sand Replacement method in accordance with BS 1377-9:1990. 

Samples retrieved from this test were sealed in plastic bags and labelled 
accordingly and taken to the soil laboratory for further testing. A total of 
SNo.test points, at 100m intervals, were performed on each subsection. 

Figure 3 is a layout of a typical subsection. 

A manual traffic count was conducted using the Ghana Highway Authority 

manual classified count form. A12 hour count was done for one week. Two 
24 hour counts were done; one on a weekday and the other on a weekend. 

The partial day counts were then scaled up to full day counts using 
appropriate factors (TRL DFID ORN 40 2004). Secondary data on the 



amount of annual rainfall in the Western Region will be obtained from the 
Water Research institute in Accra. 

(fe 
I i 
i 

Carriagewyy = 6 - 8m 
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Collection of Samples 
Bulk samples of material that was used for the gravel base layer was 

obtained from the three (3) gravel pits along the study road. The samples 
were bagged in 50kg sacks, labelled and taken to the laboratory for testing. 
Samples of the crushed quarry aggregates to be used for crush rock otta seal 
and for the chip seal that were stockpiled at the contractor's site were taken 
from the sides of the stockpile in sacks, labelled and taken to the laboratory 
for further testing. 

In order to determine the grading of the gravel being used for otta seal, and 
also to design otta seal gravel material with specified total fines content 
varying from 10% to 20%, bulk samples of the screened and unscreened 
gravel and fines material were collected and brought to the laboratory for 
testing. 

Laboratory Testing 
In the laboratory, the samples were subjected to a series of test including the 
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index property test (particle size distribution and atterberg limits) and 
compaction testing in accordance with BS1377:part 2 -1990 as well as the 
96-hour soaked California Bearing Ratio (CBR)in according to ASTM 
D1883. The results obtained from the various tests were compared with the 
requirements for natural material for base specified in the Ministry of 
Transportation - Standard Specification for Roads and Bridges, July 2007 

(MoT2007). 

Samples of chippings as well as the screened gravel were subjected to the 
Particle Size Distribution, 10% Fines Value, Aggregate Impact Value, and 

I 

Aggregate Crushing Value. These tests were conducted in accordance with 
relevant parts of BS 812. The Los Angeles Abrasion test was done in 
accordance with ASTM C131 - 96. 

Construction of Chip Seal (Surface Dressing) 

Aggregate Preparation 
The aggregates used for Section 2 i. e. the chip seal consisted of 14mm for 
primer seal and 10mm for the final seal. Both the 14mm and 10mm 

chippings were pre-coated with diesel-bitumen mixture. First the bitumen 
was heated to boiling using firewood in 50 gallon metal drums. Then a drum 
of diesel (50 gallons) was poured into the payloader bucket. Next 
5No.buckets (size 34) (approximately 15 gallons) of the hot bitumenwas 
drawn from the heated metal drum and added to the diesel. This gave a 
diesekhot bitumen mixture proportion of 10:3. This mixture was then 

poured over approximately lOm^ of chippings spread out. The pay loader 
then heaped up the chippings to create the pre-coated chippings. 
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Figure Pre-coating of Chippings for Chip Sealing 

Preparation of Base Layer 
The gravel base course had been laid and compacted prior to the surfacing. 
To ensure a proper bonding, the base course was swept free of all loose 
gravel and any other foreign matter using handheld brooms. In order to 
suppress any dust, and to promote penetration into the base layer, light 
watering using a water bowser was carried out prior to spraying the binder. 
The base was allowed to dry for about 15 minutes to a dampened state before 
any further activity was carried out. Figure 7 shows the preparation of the 

base layer and this was the same for all the other sections. 

Figure Preparation of Base Layer 

Bitumen Spraying and Aggregate Spreading 
Bitumen emulsion was used for the construction of the chip seal. In all 

sealing/surfacing operation, the general sequence was that the bitumen was 
sprayed from the bitumen distributor at a predetennined spray rate. For the 
primer seal the average spray rate used was 1.71/m7 The spraying of the 
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bitumen was followed closely by the spreading of the 14mm aggregates at a 

rate of 0.018mVm^ followed by a single pass of a steel roller and 7 passes of 
the pneumatic roller with continual sweeping back onto the surface of any 
loose aggregates. After about 10 days, the final seal was laid using a 

« 

bitumen spray rate of 1.51/m^ and 10mm aggregates at a spread rate of 
O.OlSmVm^ subjected to the same compaction as for the primer seal. The 

spray rate of bitumen was also measured by determining the area of bitumen 
sprayed and the volume of bitumen (by dipping) used to spray the area. 
Similarly, the Spread rate of chippings was determined by measuring the 

volume of aggregates spread and the area over which the spreading was 
done. 

Construction of Otta Seal 

Aggregate Preparation 
Crushed rock aggregates within the envelope of 2 - 19nim for otta seal was 
obtained from a quarry site and hauled to the contractor's yard. This was 
stockpiled and then covered with tarpaulins to keep them dry. When it was 
time for otta sealing, a pay loader loaded the crushed rock into a tipper truck 
with a rear-mounted chip spreader. This was then transported to the sealing 

site where the process of sealing proceeded. This was used for Section 1 of 
the study road. 

Natural gravel for use as aggregates for Section 3 was obtained from Angu 
Gravel Pit and hauled to the screening site where it was screened to remove 
most of the fines. The screening process was done by a mechanical screen 
(600 LOADASCREEN) which removed oversized particles (>16mm) and 
fines (<2mm). Prior to screening, the material was spread out to dry. This 

was necessary to ensure that lump were broken. 
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When the material was found to contain substantial amount of fines, the 
screening was repeated. For the purpose of the research, the screened gravel 

was blended with fines at laboratory-determined proportions to obtain 
specified fines contents. The spreading of natural gravel to dry and the 
blending of fines with screened gravel were done by means of a pay loader. 
All stockpiled natural gravel material was covered with tarpaulins to keep 
dry in case of rainfall. Figures 7 and 8 below show the aggregate preparation 

of natural gravel for otta seal. 

Figure Screening process Figure Blending fines with screened gravel 

Bitumen spraying and Aggregate Spreading 
While the base course was being conditioned, the bitumen was being 
prepared. AC-10 bitumen was delivered to the site pre-heated and fluxed 
with 5% heavy oil at the source. The bitumen distributor which contained 
7000 litres of bitumen was then cutback at the site with SOgallons (3601itres) 

of kerosene in the bitumen distributor and heated to about 1 OO^C. 

The sealing operation was similar to the chip seal except that different spray 
rates were used according to the test subsections. After the spreading of the 
gravel at the same rate of O.OlSmVm^ a single pass of a steel roller was 
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effected followed by 12-15 passes of the pneumatic roller with sweeping 
back onto the road of loose aggregates. Figure 9 and 10 illustrates the 
bitumen spraying, aggregate spreading and compaction process. 

Figure Bitumen spraying and aggregate spreading for otta seal 

Figure Compaction and Sweeping of loose aggregate 

Discussion of results 

1.1 3.1 Road Strength Characteristics 
The results from the DCP test show that the pavement consists mainly of 
two layers - the top subbase layer underlain by the subgrade as suggested 
by the computed CBR values. For Section 1, the top layer thickness ranged 
from 250 - 500mm. The subbase and subgrade had corresponding average 
CBR values of 81% and 76% respectively. For Section 2, the top layer 
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thickness ranged from 200 - 500mm with corresponding average CBR 
value of 94% with a subgrade CBR value of 54%. Section 3 had top layer 
thickness ranging from 100 - 300mm with average CBR values ranging 
between 87% and 137%. The subgrade showed average CBR of 53%. These 
show that generally the various sealing techniques were founded on a 
competent gravel layer exeept for a few spots that showed thin and weak 

layers. 
Levels of eompaetion of the gravel base determined from the sand 
replacement test are summarized in Table 3. It showed that the gravel 
subbase generally met a high level of compaction except for portions in 
subseetion C1 which showed some low values. 

Table 1 Levels of compaction of gravel base 
FIELD COMPACnON LAB. COMPACTION 

SECTION SUBSECTION Mofelure 
Content (%) 

Dry Density 
(g/cc) 

Mod 
AASHTO 

LC (%) 

Max. Dry 
Density (g/cc) 

Optirrum 
Moisture 

Content (%) 
1 Cl 6.91 - 8.77 1.711-2.279 81-108 2.103 9.83 
2 C2 5.69-10.18 1.874-Í221 88-104 2.137 8.72 

oi 6.41 - 8.87 1.874-2.221 95 -103 

3 
02 6.22 - 9.08 1.994-2.193 93-102 2.146 10.37 
03 3.48 - 5.50 1.964 - 2.064 92-96 
04 6.56 - 8.58 1.994 - 2.174 93-101 

The characteristics of the natural gravel subbase material from the three 
gravel pits are indicated in Table 4 and Figure 11. These have been 
compared with GHA's Standard speeification for roads and bridges - 
Natural Gravel Base and Subbase. It revealed that the gravel material used 
met the grading requirements for both subbase and base but had higher than 
specified Atterberg limits. 
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Tabfe 13 Properties of Natural Gravel Base Material 

MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
JOMO GRAVEL NTAMAAKROM ANGU GRAVEL GHA SPECS. GHA SPECS. 

PIT GRAVEL PIT PIT (BASE) (SUBBASE) 

SECTION USED IN SECTION 1 SECTION 2 & 3 SECTION 3 

ATTERBERG UMITS 
Liquid Limits (%)(max) 42 35 26 25 30 

Piasticity index (%)(max) 23 19 13 10 12 
Plasticity Modulus (max) 
GRADING 

365 527 306 200 250 

Grading Moduius (min) 2.47 2.10  ^7  2.15 1.95 
Maximum Size (mm) 13 26.5 63 53 63 
96-hrs Soaked CBR (%) 
COMPACTION 

84 154 80 60 

OMC (%)  7;^   7Æ.   L49      
MOD (Mg/m^i 2.37 2.126 2.206 

PROJECT: MPHIL 
a vn. p NoiNsen IN a DBP/VI TM KNT 

PARTK41 HiZE DNTRIBUTlüN 
SAMPLE NO.: GRAVEL PITS 
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Figure Grading Curves for Natural Gravel Base Material 

Aggregate Properties 
The properties of the aggregates used for the chip seal, crushed rock otta 
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seal, and natural gravel otta seal sections are summarized in Table 5. The 
testing of chippings is still in progress. Aggregates for Otta seal showed 

quite high value in terms of strength to withstand the volume of traffic. It 
was also found to be adequate in terms of shape. 

Table 14 summary of properties of aggregates 

Aggregate Property Chippings Crush Rock Natural Gravel 
Standards 

Chip Seal (GHA)*| Otta seal 

10% Fines (min. Dry) (kN) 197 188 210 110 

10% Wet/Dry Strength (min) 0.51 , 0.59 0.75 0.75 

Los Angeles Abrasion (%) (max) NA 40 25 NA 

iFiakiness index (%) (max) NA 6.4  25  30 

¡Aggregate impact Value (%) NA 18.2 NA NA 

(Aggregate Crushing Vaiue (%) 20 19 NA NA 

Ispecific Gravity NA 2.89 NA NA 

jpiasticity index (%) (max) Non plastic 11.32 NA 10 

•Chipping Class 1 (heavy vehicles per day in one direction = 300 to 750) 

'As-built' Condition on the Study sections 
The actual grading of the aggregates as determined in the laboratory and the 
bitumen spray rates as measured used in the various subsections are 
presented in Table 6, Figure 12 and Figure 13. The results show that the 
desired grading for the natural aggregates for use in the various subsections 
was achieved. However it was more difficult to achieve the targetted 
bitumen spray rate. This could be attributed to the lack of appropriate 
gauges on the bitumen distributor. 

Table 15 Summary of e^erimental details for study sections (as built) 
SURIV^CE TYPE 

(BITUMEN) 

VARIABLE 

SECTION LOCATION SUBSECTIONS SPRAY RATE 

(t/m^) 

AGGREG. 

GRADING 

PILLAR COOES 

Crush Rock 

Section 1 0+000 - Otta Seal Cl (5+000 - 5+500) 2.57 KNUST/C-l-lto 

5+500 (AC-IO) KNUST/C-1-3 

Section 2 
5+500 - 

10+000 

Chip Seal 

(EMULSION) 
C2 (6+000 - 6+500) 

1.7 for 

pri merseal, 

1.5 final seal 

14nnm for 
primerseal, 
10mm final seal 

KNUST/C-2-lto 
KNUST C-2-3 

01 (10+700 - 

11+200) 

Block 1 1.97 
Gravel + 11.53% 

fines 

KNUST/O-1-1 

Block 2 2.36 KNUST/O-1-2 

Block 3 1.8 KNUST/O-1-3 

02 (11+200 - 

11+700) 

Block 1 2.1 KNUST/O-2-1 

Natural Gravel 

Otta Seal 

(AC-10) 

Block 2 2.18 KNUST/O-2-2 

Section 3 
10+000 - Block 3 1.94 KNUST/O-2-3 

15+000 
03 (13+100 - 

13+600) 

Block 1 2.1 
Gravel + 1.11% 

fines 

KNUST/O-3-1 

Block 2 2.21 KNUST/O-3-2 

Block 3 2.48 KNUST/O-3-3 

04 (14+200 - 

14+700) 

Block 1 2.1 KNUST/O-4-1 

Block 2 2.21 
fines 

KNUST/O-4-2 

Block 3 2.48 KNUST/O-4-3 
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PROJECT.: MPhil 
SAMPLE NO.: ChippinQs and Crush Rock 

Figure 15Aggregate grading used in Subsectbns C1 and C2 

PROJECT.: 
SAMPLE NO.; 

MPhil 
CrVE, ENGDÍEERING DEPARTMENT 

PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION CHART 

Blending of Natural Gravel with Fines for Otta Seal 

0.01 0.1 1 10 100 

SILT I SAN1> I GRAVEL 

Figure 16Aggregate grading used in Subsectbns R3D(4 

Traffic Volume 
The traffic volume count that was conducted revealed that the Average 
Daily Traffic (ADT) in both directions for motorised vehicles was 
1,486veh/day and out if this, 744 comprised commercial 

óCommercial vehicle includes medium tmcks (two axles with twin rear tires), heavy trucks 
(greater than 2 axles) and large buses (with greater than about 40 seats) TRL Road Note 40. 
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vehicles. This showed that the commercial vehicles made up about 50 % of 
the motorised vehicles using the study road in a day. The scale factor for 
converting 12 hour counts to 24 hour counts was found to be 1.39 and this 
suggest that the increase in traffic volume from a 12 hour count to 24 hour 
count was 39%. For a typical day, 33% of the traffic volume was made up of 

cars, 22% is made up of medium trucks mainly tipper trucks which ply the 
route a lot for sand wining purposes, 13% each of medium and large buses, 
9% of light trucks 6% pickup and 4WD vehicles. The remaining 4% is made 
up of heavy trucks, light and heavy semi-trailers and truck trailers. 

Comparison of Construction of sealing techniques 
A comparison is made in Table 7 below of the activities that make up the 
sealing process for the two main sealing techniques i.e. Chip seal and Otta 
Seal. This table presents the materials used and their preparation, the 
construction process and the post construction phase involved. It also gives 
an idea of the resources needed and the type and number of labour required 
for each activity. The activity of preparation of the base layer is similar for 
both sealing technologies. The labour content is therefore only relative not 
absolute. 

However, it serves to illustrate the fact that more labour is required in 
executing an otta seal project than in chip seal. The information available 
suggests that using otta seal technology, there is the potential to create 34% 
more Jobs than by using the conventional chip seal technology. The main 
difference in the potential number of jobs come from aggregate preparation 
and post construction care. In this project, a mechanical screen was used in 
the aggregate preparation process for otta seal. However when labour 

techniques are adopted for this process, the job creation potential could 
increase significantly. 
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Table 16 Comparison between Chip seal and Otta seal 
SURFAONG 

TYPE 
OllPSEAL RESOURCES 

LABOIR 
Type No. 

OTTASEAL RESOmCES 
LABOUR 

Tvne No. 

Matertil r)inrr\ nniliat NoUraltlravel Gravel n* 

AfgRSitc 
PrepinUtB 

PtfdMse cfavpi9& baiilQ IXU.|K itae 

Pre-cdetncofchippii^ wnh dKsel- 
blwrrn mnitR 

Tnrki 

Pavbadcr 
Stixrvior 1 

SaluaiGraycl à ubÚKd loni burrow pi 

Spreading, hand pktngofdcbns.screcnng 
0 reduce faKS oonlen 

Excasaoi, truck] 

Sere Cling 
machine 

1 

Ooerator 1 Oncralur 1 
Labour 3 Labour (, 

Saxkpkiig Paylotder OpeaOt 1 
Socicpiliig and coverógto pnevcniwethg 
^vrain 

Paybader. 
Tamubis 

Ooerator  1_ 

Picoaniliuntu buc PcEBralkm to base kvcl 

Sweeping BiDoms SunctvBor 1 Smepog Brooms 
1 

u L_ 
Water, Water 
bower 

1 
Wateri^ 

Water, Water 
twwser 

1 

AKKOni 1 AsBtaan 1 

Prunng lEngbiunenemukion 
Biwten Lkiwer 1 

1 

Pnim cahng 
Tnck-moncd 1 

OuD suroKler Cpcacr i 

C«Mtnjction 
Spray biumen cmubion Oia^rbutcr 

SuoervBO' 1 
S pray AC • 10 búinen 

Diianoi 
Disirl>utor 

SuneTviwr 1 

1 
1 1 

Spread ng ofagpc^tes 
1 

S pteading 0 f aggrepi t es Truck*nc)iaiied 
Chip spreader 

1 

Cbÿ spreader 
1 1 

1 i 

Congiactbn (roling), 1 paa with deeliSrel roller, 
rollerand 7 passespoeumatic oiler pncunatc rolcr 

Opeakv 2 
Ca(npaction<rolki|^ pass wtf) steel rola' 

and 12*15 pases with pnnzmtic loler 

Sled rolkr, 
pneumatE roller 

Opentor 2 

Boiom 4 Sweenivaramts back uVu srlce Rroons 6 

Pod* 

cantrucioa 

RolfcsfarahdldiY PncuTBtic roler 1 

S weenra wkhin 7 days Brooms 6 

TOTAL 

L&ism  
32 43 

Preliminary Surface Performance 
After monitoring the various test subsections for up to six months it was 
observed that the main defects that showed were bleeding and aggregate 

loss. Bleeding was observed more in the Otta seal section, especially within 
the cmshed rock otta seal as shown in Figure 13 for the ftrst few weeks (6-9 
weeks). This was to be expected since a softer grade of bitumen was used, as 
well as a higher spray rate as compared to chip seal. Post construction care 
involved sealing offbleeding spots with sand and sweeping loss aggregates 
back unto the road surface. Loose aggregates had also shoved to the 
shoulders of the road. In the chip seal section the surface appeared to be 

sound after 23 weeks. 
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Figure 17 Pavement surface immediately after completion 

Figure 18 Pavement surface 2-3 weeks after completion 

Figure 23week old chip seal surface and 6-9 week old otta seal 
surfacing 

CONCLUSION 
The monitoring is still in progress but based on the results so far 
obtained on the 15km study feeder road in the Western Region of Ghana 
the following preliminary conclusions may be made: 
1. Results from the baseline survey of the pavement structure 
showed that the pavement is made up of two layers (subbase and 
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subgrade) whose strengths are quite high except for a few spots. 
2. The gravel material from all three gravel pits used for the 
constmction of the pavement met the grading requirements for the base 

and sub-base but had higher than specified Atterberg limits for subbase. 
3. Traffic volume on the study road was found to be 1,486 veh/day 
with 50% of which comprised of commercial vehicles. 

4. Comparisons between the two main sealing techniques i.e. chip 
seal and otta seal revealed that the construction processes were similar. 
The main differences were in the material used and its preparation, and 
the post constmction care required. 

5. Otta seal technology was found to be potentially 34% more 
labour intensive than the corresponding chip seal. 

6. Preliminary observations showed that otta seal showed a lot of 
bleeding in the first few weeks after constmction especially the cmsh 
rock otta seal. This was a positive trait since this showed that the 
bitumen was working its way up through the aggregate interstices from 

the kneading action of both compaction and traffic. 
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ABSTRACT 
The first phase of the Expanded Public Works Programme implemented by 
the Government of South Africa from the P' of April 2004 to 3 V March 2009 
achieved its target ofthe creation of one million work opportunities one year 
ahead of schedule. The second phase of the Expanded Public Works 
Programme which was started on the T' of April 2009 and aims to create 4.5 
million work opportunities. This implies that that the programme aims to 
grow at leastfourfold in its 2'"^ phase. The programme in the 2”"^ phase will be 
implemented in four sectors namely; Infrastructure, Social, Environmental 
and Non-state sectors. 

In a bid to ensure that the targets for the creation of work opportunities are 
realised, fiscal incentives have been introduced in the second phase of the 
programme. In the infrastructure sector of the Expanded Public Works 
Programme, the fiscal incentive is paid to Public bodies that meet set 
criteria. This paper outlines the mechanisms put in place to implement the 
fisccd incentive in the Infrastructure sector of the Expanded Public Works 
Programme and will provide lessons learnt so far from implementing the 
incentive over the past two years. 

Keywords: Expanded Public Works Programme, fiscal incentives, 
employment generation. South Africa 
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INTRODUCTION The Expanded Public Works Programme (EPWP) is one the South 
African Government's short to medium strategies to reduce 

unemployment. The EPWP aims to reduce unemployment and alleviate 
poverty through the promotion of labour-intensive methods that create work 
opportunities in the delivery of services. The EPWP was launched in May 
2004 by the then President of South Africa, Thabo Mbeki with the target of 
creating one million work opportunities during the first five years of the 
Programme during its first phase. The EPWP is a cross cutting programme 
that is implemented by all Government departments and State Owned 
Entities (SOEs). Overall coordination of the EPWP is done by the National 
Department of Public Works (NDPW). The target of one million work 
opportunities during the first phase of the programme which run from the f ‘ 
of April 2004 to the 3 f ‘ of March 2009 was exceeded, with 1.6 million work 
opportunities being created (NDPW, 2009a). The 
The 2"“* phase of the EPWP which begun on the 1 of April 2009 and will run 
up to the 3 f ‘ of March 2014 aims to create 4.5 million work opportunities ( 
NDPW, 2009b). This implies that the programme needs to grow at least four 
fold to be able to achieve its targets. The EPWP in the 2"‘‘ phase is 
implemented in four sectors namely; Infrastructure, Environment and 

Culture, Social and the Non-state sectors. Most of the work opportunities 
will be created in the infrastructure sector of the EPWP that targets the 
creation of 2.3 million work opportunities (NDPW, 2009b). 
In order to promote the creation of work opportunities fiscal incentives have 
been introduced in the 2"“* phase of EPWP. The incentives are being applied 
in the infrastructure and non-state sector in the 2009/10 financial year and 
was rolled out to the remaining two sectors in the 2010/11 financial year. A 
total of R 4.46 Billion (approximately $667 million) has been made 
available by the National Treasury to pay incentives in the two sectors over 
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the current Medium Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF) period (NT, 
2011). This paper will focus on the application of the incentive in the 
infrastructure sector of the EPWP. 

RATIONALE FOR THE INTRODUCTION OF THE INCENTIVE IN 
THE 
INFRASTRUCTURE SECTOR OFTHE EPWP 
Analysis of reports from Public bodies (Provincial Departments and 
Municipalities) in the first phase of the EPWP showed the labour-intensity 
of infrastructure projects varied widely across the different Provinces and 
Municipalities. The labour-intensity varied from 47% to less than 5% on 
some projects (NDPW, 2009c). The labour-intensity was calculated as the 
percentage paid to labour in wages as compared to the overall cost of the 
project. This wide variation shows that some Public bodies were using their 
budgets optimally to create work opportunities while others were not. In 
order to promote the creation of work opportunities optimally, an incentive 
model was developed. The incentive model is dependent upon the budget 
that a Public body has and the type of projects implemented. 
The basis of the incentive model is that Public Bodies get paid an incentive 
amount for the number of Full Time Equivalent (FTE) work opportunities 
that they create above a particular threshold depending on the type of 
infrastructure that they are implementing. A Full Time Equivalent work 
opportunity is equivalent to 230 person days of work or one person year of 
work. Based on the EPWP reports in the first phase of the programme, 
average FTE factors for different types of infrastructure were established. 
The FTE factor is the average number of Full Time Equivalent work 
opportunities that can be created per million rand of expenditure depending 
on the type of infrastructure being constructed. 

Depending on the type of infrastructure being implemented and the 
budget that has been allocated to a particular Public Body, the minimum of 
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Full Time Equivalent work opportunities that should be created for a 
particular financial year can be obtained. The Full Time Equivalent 
threshold factors used for the types of infrastructure for the 11 /12 financial 
year is shown in Table 1. 

Tabic 1: Full Time Equivalent (FTË) factor for different portfolios (NDPW, 2011) 
Type of Infrastructure Portfolio FTE Factor (expressed in FTEs per R 

million) that >\111 be used to determine the 
i\6nimum Performance Threshold per 
portfolio for 2009/10 year 

Education infrastructure (provinces) 6.6 

Health infrastructure (provinces) 6.6 

Roads/Transport (provinces) 8.45 

Roads, Transport & Public Works infrastructure 
(combined in provinces) 

6.6 

Urban Municipal Infiastructurc 6.6 

Non-urban (rural) Municipal infrastructure 0 

Once the minimum number of Full Time Equivalents (FTEs) is 
determined, a comparison is made with the number of FTEs reported in a 
particular year to determine whether a Public body is eligible for the 

incentive or not. If the Public body has exceeded the number of minimum 
threshold it is eligible for the incentive. To maximize the number of rural 
municipalities accessing the incentive, the threshold of the rural 
municipalities was dropped to 0, implying that rural municipalities would 
be paid the incentive for every FTE that they create. The current incentive 
for the 11/12 financial year is based on basing R 60 per FTE created above 
the minimum threshold. 

MECHANISM OF THE APPLICATION OFTHE INCENTIVE 
In order to implement the fiscal incentive in the 11/12 financial year, the 
following steps are followed (NDPW, 2011): 
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Eligibility and Minimum threshold is determined by tbe National 
Department of Public Works (NDPW) 
The budgets of the different Public bodies are analysed and using the FTE 
factors in Table 1, the minimum FTE threshold is determined. Comparison 
is then made of the FTEs reported in the base year (09/10 financial year 
performance was considered for the 11/12 financial year eligibility). If the 
Performance in the base year was greater than the minimum FTE threshold, 
the Public body was then eligible for the fiscal incentive. To become eligible 
in the 11/12 financial year, a Public body must have reported in the 09/10 
financial year or before the 22"'* of October 2010. 

National Department of Public Works determines the performance 
targets for eligible Public bodies 

The process for setting performance targets is a two step process as 
follows: 

Set the Base Targeted FTEs per province and municipality: 
The base target is determined by applying the FTE factor to the 2011/12 
infrastructure grant budget. For example for province X, which allocates its 
Infrastructure Grant to Provinces (IGP) between the departments of Roads, 
Public Works and Education, the base target is determined as follows: 
• Target (provincial roads, province X) = (Performance FTE factor 1000 
000) X 2011/12 Roads Department's share of IGP 
• Target (public works, province X) = (Performance FTE factor 1000 
000) X 2011/12 Public Works Department's share of IGP 
• Target (provincial education, province X) = (Performance FTE factor ^„„nonponfono 
^ WOO 000) X 2011/12 Education Department's share of IGP 
• Target (municipalities) = Performance FTE factor ^000 000) x 
2011/12 Municipal Infrastructure Grant Budget 
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Compare past performance to Base target and set final performance 
target: 
An analysis of past performance on the grant showed significant variances 
in actual performance (when measured using FTEs created per Rand 
million). As such, the 'final performance target' was determined by using 

past performance as the basis for the performance improvement levels to be 
achieved. 
• If Past performance> Base Target then: Target = Past Performance 
+ 5% 
• If Past performance< Base Target then: Target = Past Performance 
+ 15% 

National Department of Public Works determines the indicative 
incentive 
allocation 
The incentive allocation is determined as follows: 
Incentive allocation = (Performance Targets p„|,,i^^„jy-minimum 
performance threshold p„bi,ebody) * R60 per day x 230 days per FTE. 
This amounts to an incentive of R 13,800 per FTE. The rate of R60 per 
day will be reviewed annually based on inflation rates so that it at least 
remains constant in real terms. 

The indicative incentive allocations are then published in the Division of 
Revenue Act 
( DORA) along with the budget. The Division of Revenue act shows the 
budgets that have been allocated to a particular Public body for a financial 
year. The incentive amounts published for different Public bodies are 
indicative only and are dependent on a Public body's performance. The 
amounts are paid out on a quarterly basis dependent on the EPWP quarterly 
reports submitted. 
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Agreement concluded between the National Department of Public 
Works and 
Eligible Public body 
Before any disbursement of the incentive. An incentive agreement is signed 
between the National Department of Public Works and the eligible Public 
body (Provincial Department or Municipality). The incentive agreement is 
valid for one financial year and sets out the obligations of each of the parties 
in terms of the incentive. The incentive agreement is signed between the 
accounting officer of the National Department of Public Works and that of 
the eligible Public body. 

Progress reporting by Public bodies and incentive payments 
In order for eligible public bodies to receive the incentive they have to report 
on EPWP outcomes on the projects that are being implemented. Public 
bodies eligible for the incentive have to register their projects on a web 
based management information system (MIS). Project details for 
registration include; Name of the project, annual project budget and project 
location. During the implementation of the project, information is updated 
on a monthly basis. Information updated on the project includes; 

expenditure on the project, names and identity numbers of individuals 
employed on the project, the number of person days of work created for each 
individual on the project. Officials from the Public bodies have to sign off 
the data on the management information system on a monthly basis. Reports 
from Public bodies are then consolidated on a quarterly basis to determine 
the number of FTEs created in a quarter to be considered for incentive 
payments that are paid on a quarterly basis after validation of the 
information reported. The incentive once paid has to be used for continuing 
or expanding job creation according to the conditions of the Division of 

Revenue Act (DORA) 2011. The EPWP information submitted for 
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reporting is subjected to continuous audit. Any incorrect payments 
discovered as a result of incorrect reporting are corrected in subsequent 
payments of the eligible Public body. 

3.6 Adjustments to the incentive payments 
Depending on the number of FTEs created by public bodies, the indicative 
incentive published in the 2011 Division of Revenue Act may be adjusted 
and if need be, an additional amount may be requested as part of the 
Adjusted Estimates of National Expenditure in order to fund the incentive 
for public bodies that exceed their targets. 

The following factors will determine how the allocations are adjusted: 
• Public bodies that partially meet their targets will be paid the 

incentive on a pro-rata basis up to the full incentive amount 
as published in the 2009 Division of Revenue Act. 

• Incentive amounts from underperforming public bodies will 
be re-allocated to over performing public bodies. Projected 
performance will be based on actual performance to date and 
project plans. 

• Public bodies that exceed their targets may be paid an 
incentive in excess of their published incentive amount, 
subject to the availability of funds. 

The National Public Works will undertake a midyear progress 
assessment of the programme and, in preparation for the Adjusted 
Estimates, make projections (estimates and plans) for the remainder 
of year for the programme in consultation with public bodies. 
This will be based on an updated programme performance report; 
projects in place and registered; the potential and basis for 
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expansion; and the compliance status for participants. On this basis, 
the National Department of Public Works then prepares the 
necessary motivation to National Treasury for adjustments the 
allocation in DORA if necessary. 

PROGRESS OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE INCENTIVE 
OVER THE PAST TWO YEARS (2009 TO 2011) 
The progress made on the EPWP infrastructure sector incentive over the 
09/10 and 10/11 financial years is as follows (NDPW, 2011 b). 

Progress made on the Infrastructure incentive for the 2009/10 flnancial 
year 
For the 2009/10 financial year, for provincial departments an incentive 
amount of R116,580 million out of R151,419 million was paid. This 
represents 77% of the incentive allocation. The incentive was paid to only 
three provinces namely; Eastern Cape, KwaZulu-Natal and the Western 
Cape provinces. The break down of the incentive paid out to the provincial 
departments in the different provinces is shown in Table 2 below. 
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TaUe 2: TaUe sho\>ing incentiw performance for pronnciaJ departments in the (ifferent 
 provinces for the 09/10 financial year  

Province Incentive 
allocation for 
the 09/10 
financial year 

(R’OOO) 

Incentive paid 
for the 09/10 
financial year 
(R’OOO) 

Percentage of 
the 09/10 
allocation paid 
(%) 

Eastern Cape 29,992 17,457 58 

Free State 23,008 0 0 

Chuteng 500 0 0 

KwaZulu-hfetal 84,180 84,854 101 

Linpopo 500 0 0 

Mpurralanga 5,047 0 0 

Northern Chpe 500 0 0 

North West 7,192 0 0 

Western Cape 500 14,269 2,854 

Total 151,419 116,580 77 

In the case of municipalities for the 09/10 financial year, R114,17 million 
was paid out of the R201.748 million that was available to municipalities. 
This represented 57% of the incentive allocation. A total of 47 of the 68 
eligible municipalities received the incentive in the 09/10 national financial 
year. A summary of the incentive disbursed to municipalities in the different 
provinces as summarized in Table 3. 
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Table 3: A summary of (he infrastructure sector incenti>e paid to municipalities 
 in the different proMnces for the 09/ 10 financial year  

Province Ineentive 
allocation for 
the 09/10 
financial year 
(R’OOO) 

Incentive paid 
for the 09/10 
finaneial year 
( R’OOO) 

Percentage of 
the 09/10 
allocation 
paid (%) 

Eastern Cape 53,559 7,818 15 

Free State 9,073 1,956 22 

Gauteng 34,881 59,875 172 

KwaZulu-Natal 39,974 26,102 65 

Limpopo 18,328 2,626 34 

Mpumalanga 13,454 6,140 18 

Northern Cape 13355" 5,769 37 

North West 535T 2,787 29 

Western Cape 7,289 1271 17 

Total 201,748 114,170 57 

Progress made on the Infrastructure incentive for the 2010/11 
financial year 
For the 2010/11 financial year, for provincial departments an incentive 
amount of R 185,910 million out of R330,004 million was paid. This 
represents 56% of the incentive allocation. The incentive was paid to seven 
out of the nine provinces namely; Eastern Cape, KwaZulu-Natal, Gauteng, 
Mpumalanga, Free State, Limpopo and the Western Cape Provinces. Only 
the North West and Northern Cape provinces did not drawn on the 
infrastructure sector incentive. The main reason that the North West and 
Northern Cape Provinces did not draw down on the incentive was because 
they were not implementing appropriate projects labour-intensively. The 
breakdown of the incentive paid out to provincial departments is shown in 
Table 4. 
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TaUe 4; TaUe shovMng incentiw performance for proMncial departments in the 
different protinces for the 10/U financial year 

Province Incentive 
allocatbn for 
the KVll 
financial year 
(R’OOO) 

Incentive paid 
for the 10/11 
financial year 
(R’OOO) 

Percentage of 
the 10/11 
allocation 
paid (%) 

Eastern Cape 60,354 28,636 47 

Free State 13,767 2,380 17 

Gauteng 39,154 2,498 6 

KwaZulu-Natal 169,470 135,613 80 

Lirrpopo 2,903 6,790 234 

Mpumalanga 18,074 8293 46 

Ncxthem Cape 1,167 0 0 

North West 2,897 0 0 

Western Cape 23218 1,700 7 

Total 330,004 185,910 56 

In the case of municipalities for the 10/11 financial year, R273,306 million 
out of the R622,996 million that was available to Municipalities. This 
represented 44% ofthe incentive allocation. A total of 91 of the eligible 126 

municipalities received the incentive in the 10/11 national financial year. 
The report in the 10/11 financial year shows that in spite of the increase of 
the number of municipalities accessing the incentive increasing to 91 from 
47, the overall percentage of the incentive draw down declined in the 10/11 
finaneial year to 44%. A summary of the incentive disbursed to 
Municipalities in the different Provinces as summarized in Table 5. 
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Table 5: A sunimary of the infrastrueture sector ineentive paid to municipalities 
in the different provinces for the 10/ II financial year 

Province Incentive 
allocation for 
the 10/11 
financial year 
(R’OOO) 

Ineentive paid 
for the 10/11 
financial year 
( R’OOO) 

Percentage of 
the 10/11 
allocation 
paid (%) 

Eastern Cape 97,806 37,531 38 

Free State 34Ä(5Ö 6,071 19 

Gauteng 165,048 133,394 79 

KwaZulu-Natal 123,613 46,113 37 

Limpopo 55,355 23,060 42 

Mpumalanga 37,288 3,488 9 

Northern Cape 50,399 3,965 8 

North West 36,049 17,135 52 

Western Cape 253558" 2349" 10 

Total 622,996 273,306 44 

Trends observed in the infrastructure incentive from the 09/10 to the 
10/11 
financial years 
The reports show that there was a deeline in the percentage allocation paid 
of the infrastructure incentive for both Provincial Departments ( 77% to 
57%) and for Municipalities ( 57% to 44%) from the 09/10 to the 10/11 
financial years in spite of the fact that more Public bodies received the 
incentive in the 10/11 financial year than the 09/10 financial year. 

The total incentive paid in the 09/10 financial was R 230.8 million while that 
for the 10/11 financial year was R 459.2 million. This shows the overall 
incentive amount paid to Public bodies increased from the 09/10 to the 
10/11 financial year in spite of the decline in percentage terms. 
LESSONS LEARNT FROM THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE 
INFRASTRUCTURE SECTOR INCENTIVES 
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The following lessons have been learnt from the implementation of 
the EPWP infrastructure incentive; 

• In order to fully implement the incentive, it is important to communicate 
to all stakeholders about the framework and guidelines of the incentive 
grant. The incentive has worked well in Public bodies where officials 
understood the operation of the grant. The training of officials on the 
incentive grant framework and guidelines is a continuous process. 

• It was found necessary to provide technical support to Public bodies in 
order to help them implement their proj ects Labour-intensively. Labour- 
intensive methods are still not being optimised because of low technical 
skills in many Public bodies. This is especially true in the municipal 
sphere of Government where engineering technical skills are in short 
supply. 

• Reporting on projects implemented is still a challenge for many Public 
bodies. Under reporting led to low incentive draw down by many Public 
bodies. It was found necessary to provide support to Public bodies to 
report through the employment of data capturers. 

• Public bodies that are implementing maintenance programmes that 
employed beneficiaries for longer periods have been able to draw down 
in the incentive. This has been especially tme for the KwaZulu-Natal 
Department of Transport. This shows that the incentive favours Public 
bodies that have longer durations in terms of employment opportunities 
created. 

CONCLUSION 
The implementation of the infrastructure incentive so far has had mixed 
success. The incentive grant rewards Public bodies whose employment 
opportunities created are longer in duration in line with the design of the 
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grant. For the incentive grant to have the desired impact, it is necessary for 
the National Department of Public Works to provide technical support to 
Public bodies to design and implement projects labour-intensively. 
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ABSTRACT 
An EPWP Project is defined as a deliberate attempt by a Public sector or 
non-state body to use government expenditure on goods and services to 
create work opportunities for the unemployed. Projects usually employ 
workers on a temporary or ongoing basis either by government, by 
contractors, or by non-governmental organisations. EPWP Projects are 
created within four sectors, namely, infrastructure, environment and 
culture, the social sector and non-state sector. The core function of the 
EPWP remains the creation of work opportunities. However, the 
programme has also recognized the importance of creating sustainable 
work opportunities through the creation and support of small businesses, by 
focusing on government expenditure on goods and services across the four 
EPWP sectors. 

Several EPWP programmes receive small business development support 
from the EPWP Enterprise Development unit within the National 
Department of Public Works. This paper focuses on one of the Programmes 
receiving small business development support, namely the Cooperatives 
Development Programme. The programme develops small businesses 
within thefacilities management sector. As from 2008, 42 cooperatives have 
been developed, through government expenditure on cleaning and 
gardening services. This initiative is key to ensuring persons from 
disadvantaged backgrounds are able to transcend the barrier line between 
the 2"‘‘ economy and T' economies. Each of these cooperatives execute 
Government contracts, receive training on technical and enterprise 
development and are assisted to access Government grants to ensure the 
expansion of their businesses. This model is implemented over a two year 
period, assisting cooperatives to obtain access to market, finance, skills and 
training. The implementation of this model involves establishment ofstrong 
project management and implementation committees by key NDPW Units. 
It can be applied to various goods and service expenditure within 
Government and can ensure sustainable development. 

Keywords: Expanded public works programme (EPWP), business 
development, cooperatives, support 
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Post 1994, there has been various initiatives by the Government to 
promote and develop the cooperatives sector in South Africa, 

cooperatives operating in both first and second economies, the former 
characterised by “highly developed cooperatives sector and the latter 
characterised by cooperatives operating in the mainly informal, 
marginalized and unskilled economy, populated by the unemployed and 

those unemployable in the formal economy” The Department of Trade and 
Industry (“the dti”) (2010:1). 

The purpose of this paper is to outline the development of cooperatives 
within the context of the Expanded Public Works Programme (“EPWP”) of 
the Departmentof Public Works (“DPW”) in South Africa. The discussion is 
presented in five main sections covering the rationale for inclusion of small 
business development within the EPWP, the model for empowerment of 
cooperatives and the progress made by the Department in implementing the 
Cooperatives Development Programme. The rest of the sections cover 
lessons learnt from implementing the Cooperatives Development 
Programme and recommendations on how both public and private sectors 
can contribute to the development of cooperatives. 

APPLYING SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT APPROACH 
TOTHEEPWP 

The EPWP is one of South African Government's short-to-medium term 
programmes aimed at the provision of additional work opportunities 
coupled with training. The Programme specifically targets the unemployed 
and poor within South Africa. “It is a national programme covering all 
spheres of government, state-owned enterprises and non-state sector. 
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President Mbeki formally announced the Programme in his State of the 
Nation Address (“SONA”) in February 2003. The Programme was agreed to 
at the Growth and Development Summit (“GDS”) held in June 2003 and the 
Cabinet finally adopted the Programme in November 2003” (EPWP Site). 

The programme involves re-orientating line function budgets so that 
government expenditure results in more work opportunities created, 
particularly for unskilled labour. EPWP projects are therefore funded 
through the normal budgetary process, i.e. through the budgets of line- 
function departments, provinces and municipalities. The key thrust of the 
Programme is to create short-to-medium term work opportunities, with 
more than 1.6 million work opportunities created during the period April 
2004 to March 2009 (EPWP 5 year report; 2009:113). The Programme is 
now required to create 4.5 million work opportunities over the period April 
2009 to March 2014 and to date 1.2 million work opportunities have been 
created. All the work opportunities are created within the context of four 
sectors, namely the infrastructure, social, non-state and environment and 
culture sectors. There are several sub-programmes under each sector. 

The programme is designed to operate alongside other key Government 
Programmes, which include the development of small business 
development. “Small and Medium-Sized enterprises including 
cooperatives are recognized for their contribution to economic growth, 
employment, innovation and wealth creation. In South Africa, much 
emphasis has been placed on the potential of SMMEs to generate 
employment, thus contributing to poverty alleviation” Booyens (2011:1). 
Since 1994, the Government has taken key steps to ensure that small 
business development is a key priority area, with the White Paper on the 
national strategy for the development and promotion of small business in 
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South Africa released in March 1995 being a key milestone in consolidating 
of a small business strategy. 

The EPWP has included the development of small business 
development at a sub-programme level within the four EPWP sectors. 
Through including small business development, the Programme recognizes 

that a small business intervention can assist some EPWP workers to emerge 
as business persons. It is also recognized that the development of small 
businesses, as delivery agents within supply chain processes, particularly in 
rural areas will ensure that goods and services are provided with greater 
efficiencies and effectiveness. 

Therefore Enterprise development is now implemented in sector- 
specific programmes to enhance service delivery and beneficiary well¬ 
being as part of the delivery strategy for the Programme. An extensive 
analysis was undertaken of the various EPWP programmes to determine 
whether; (1) small business development is inherent in the programme, (2) 
the introduction of small business development will increase service 
delivery in the programme and advance the well-being of the beneficiary or 

(3) small business development is not applicable as a service delivery 
model. 

Based on the above analysis, only programmes that inherently include 
small business development or have the potential to result in positive spin¬ 
offs is provided with small business support. These EPWP programmes are 
as follows: 

• Cooperative Development Programmes: This programme 
predominantly increases beneficiary well-being and has no adverse effects 
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on the deliveiy of services. Beneficiary well-being is increased due to the 
number of persons being owners and decision makers within the business. 

This is a relatively new model within Government, as mainly close 
corporations have been used to date. The Cooperative Development 
Programme will be applied across all the EPWP sectors. However, to date, it 
has only been applied within the Environment and Culture Sector, under the 
maintenance of facilities. It is intended that model be extended to the 
Infrastructure sector for maintenance, renovations and rehabilitation. 

• The Vuk'uphile Programme; This is a programme which inherently 
uses small business as the delivery model. Under this programme, labour- 
intensive contractors are developed in order to increase the pool of 
contractors that can apply labour-intensive techniques within the context of 
total quality management. 

• The Working for Water Programme: This is a programme which 

inherently uses small business as the delivery model. The programme 
ensures the removal of alien and invasive species. 

• Working for Wetlands: This is a programme which inherently uses 
small business as the delivery model. '1,: r programme ensures the removal 
of alien and invasive species in wetlands. 

The EPWP develops support mechanisms to address the number of 
constraints facing small enterprises and cooperatives in South Africa. 
The Integrated Strategy on the Promotion of Entrepreneurship and 
Small Enterprises, identified the constraints faced by small enterprises 
to include: the legal and regulatory environment; access to markets; 
access to finance; affordable business premises; the acquisition of skills 
and managerial expertise; access to appropriate technology; the tax 
burden; and access to quality business infrastructure in poor areas or 

poverty nod Furthermore, Cabinet has recognized the 'hiiitation of 
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access to markets and in November 2007 Cabinet took the decision that 
85% of expenditure on the following 10 listed products and services 
he procured from small medium and micro enterprises (“SMMEs”) 
including co-operatives: 

a. advertising, media and communication 
h. Interior and exterior cleaning services and cleaning 

product supplies; 
c. clothing and textiles; 
d. computer equipment and consumable supplies; 
e. interior and exterior furniture and décor; 
f. events co-ordination and management; 
g. maintenance, repair, construction and office space; 
h. travel co-ordination and shuttle services; 
i. food perishable and supplies; and 
j. stationery supplies and printing. 

Based on the above decision, Cabinet indicated that a large proportion 
$126.2 billion expenditure of the South African Government (2Û10) should 
be directed toward small business. This decision by Cabinet and the 
constraints faced by small businesses have resulted in DPW developing the 
cooperative development model to address the following; 

• Access to markets: The allocation of preference points to 
cooperatives in terms of the 80/20 and 90/10 procurement 
principles. This will improve the chances of cooperatives 
successfully bidding for contracts. 

• Access to finance: Assistance to access the Cooperative 
Incentive Scheme of the dti to assist with financial constraints 
that small business may experience. 

• Access to training: On-the-job training and short courses to 
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address concerns in terms of regulatory compliance, 
procurement issues, financial management issues and 
technical/job-related skill requirements. 

DPW'S COOPERATIVE DEVELOPMENT APPROACH 
Development of cooperatives is one of the several small business 
development initiatives within EPWP. In terms of the Constitution of the 
Republic of South Africa, 1996 (Act No 108 of 1996), DPWs mandate is to 
be the custodian and mani.ger of all national governments' fixed assets. This 

includes the determination of accommodation requirements, rendering 
expert bui’*^ environment services to client departments, the acquisition, 
maintenance and disposal of such assets. 

Even though DPW has been mandated by Cabinet to coordinate the EPWP, 
it is essential ihut the Department also contributes to the Progiamme. The 
Department has a significant budget to implement its mandate, with an 
allocation of R7,8 bilk n in 2011/12, R7,l billion in 2010/11 and R5,5 
billk)n in 2009/10. The increase in the budget between 2009/10 and 2010/11 
is as a result of the introduction of the EPWP wage incentive. 

In .lanuary 2008, the Port Elizabeth Regional Of ice reviewed its portfolio to 
identify opportunities for small business development within the context of 
the EPWP. The facilities management for cleaning and gardening services 
was identified as opportunity to create and develop cooperatives. The 
rationale for focusing on cleaning and gardening services was as follows; 

• DPW is responsible for facilities management of the Department of 

Justice. Depaiiment of Public Works and Arts and Culture assets. 

This portfolio is Increasing due to new acquisitions. In the financial 
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years 2011/i2, the allocation for cleaning and gardening services 
throughout the 11 DPW Regional Offices is R201 million and has 
increased from R169 million in 2010/11 and R130 million in 
2009/10. 

• The provision of cleaning services has been identified as one (1) of 
the ten (10) Government products identified by Cabinet in 
November 2007. 

• The development of cooperatives within the facilities management 
relative to other DPWs mandates has a relatively lower risk even 
though client satisfaction is critical. It is also possible to provide an 
easy transfer of skiP within facilities management and the 
application of business related skills. 

• Willingness from DPW officials within this directorate also 
facilitated the development process. 

EPWP COOPERATIVES EMPOWERMENT MODEL 
The Cooperative Development Mode’ is a tw^ (2) year support 
programme. The purpose of the programme is to: 
• Increase the number of cooperatives in South Africa and thereby 

increasing equity participation within small business development; 
• Assist cooperatives to obtain access to markets. This is done by 

providing cooperatives with training on tendering from noth an 
administrative and functional perspective. Cooperatives are 
encouraged to complete mock exercises in terms of tendering in 
order to learn and engage suppliers on pricing within the sector and 
to comply wiin the tender document compilation. 

• Provide cooperatives with skills and training to ensure proper 
func''oniug and expansion of the cooperatives. Cooperatives are 
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provided with on-the-job training by DPW officials. The training is 
provided within the context of the clients ti.e. the Department of 
Public Works or the Department of Justice) job specification. 
External training is provided by the Small Enterprise Development 
Agency (“SEDA”) in terms of financial management, business plan 
development, staffing and procurement. 

• Assist cooperatives to access financial services and obtain 
financing. The key engagement is with the dti for access to the 
Cooperative Incentive Scheme (“CIS”), which allots up to 
R340,000 per cooperative for equipment and assets. 

• Assist cooperatives to acquire assets for the business. 

This Programme commenced in January 2008 in the Port Elizabeth 
Regional Office of DPW, within the Eastern Cape Province. Since then 
the programme has been expanded to the Mmabatho Regional Office in 
the North West Province; the Polokwane Regional Office in the 
Limpopo Province and the Kimberly Regional Ofiice in Northern Cape 
Province. The Programme is progre ' Tvely expanding throughout the 
eleven (11) Regional Offices of DPW. 

The following-process is followed when implementing the model, 
although certain processes may occur concurrently: 

• Establishment of Project Institutional Arrangements 
• Project Planning 
• Implementation and Support 

Institutional Arrangements 
The pror-am; e commences through the receipt of buy-i and approval 
from ’he NDPW Regional Manager, who signs an Internal M'’;norandum 
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thai commits the region to implement and support the cooperatives 
development initiative and also to appoint the committee that will oversee 
the implementation of this programme. The Committee is composed of 
different Units within DP W, namely the : 

• EPWP Directorate 
• Procurement Directorate, and 
• Facilities Management Directorate 

Each of these Directorates is critical for the proper functioning of the 
model. The key responsibilities of each of these Directorates are as 
follows; 

EPWP Enterprise Development 
• Overall champion of the project 
• Develops the project implementation plan 
• Obtains the required buy-in for the project 
• Coordinates all activities in terms of cooperative 

development and support. This will include the linking of 
cooperatives to: the d'"i Cooperatives directorate to access 
the CIS of the dti; South African Micro Financing 
(SAM/\F) to facilitate loan funding; SEDA to the undertake 
the diagnostic assessment of the cooperative's capacity 
against business requirements (marketing, financia’ 
capabilities etc); and link qualifying cooperatives to 
National Youth Development Agency (NYDA) voucher 
scheme and training 

• Facilitate access to Department of Higher Education and 
Training's (DHET) National Skills Fund (NSF) and assist 
with the implementation and monitoring of training 
conducte i by training providers 

• Monitor and Report on the project through the EPWP 
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Quarterly Reporting Template, and 
• Report to NDPW Management Structures, as requested 

Supply Chain Management 
• Assist EPWP to workshop cooperatives on tendering 

processes; invoicing, payment issues, quality requirements 
and contract management 

• Assist EPWP to obtain Bid Committee Approvals in a 
timeous fashion 

• Facilitate the registrations of cooperatives as suppliers on 
the DP W Suppliers Register 

• Provide the pro-forma invoices against which cooperatives 
v/ill claim 

• Provide the templates for job cards which specify the 
detailed work completed by each cooperative on a monthly 
basis. Note; this job card information needs to concur with 
the signed contract between NDPW and the cooperative and 
the monthly invoice provided by the cooperative, and 

• Payment of cooperatives, as service providers 

Facilities Management 
• Provide the budgets for the proj ects 
• Ensure that contracts are available 
• Provider on-the job technical training 
• Monitor the quality of work products, and 
• Assist EPWP to report to the PE Regional Senior 

Management Committee and the DDG Operations. 

Project Planning 
All Directorates are involved in the project planning process. The following 

processes are undertaken: 
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• Briefings to cooperatives in areas where DPW has buildings to 
maintain. Provide workshops on tendering rirocesses; invoicing, 
payment issues, quality requirements, contract management, 
business and financial management; and statutory requirements 
for example, tax, safety, and labour. 

• As required, assist cooperatives with opening bank accounts, 
registering for VAT, applying for tbe Cooperative Incentive 
Scheme and registering for SEDA services. 

• Prepare the cleaning and gardening tenders, allowing for 
preference points, as per the Treasury regulations under the 
80/20 and 90/10 principle 

• Advertise the tender or issue the quote for the cleaning and 
gardening service and award the contract to the successful 
bidder. 

Project Execution 
All successful bidders are provided with assistance. The assistance 
includes 

1. Attending the project handover session between the cooperative and 
the client; 

.2. Procuring equipment and materials 
3. Developing work schedules 
4. Developing cash flow statements 
5. Completing payment invoices 
6. Assist to ensure that the cooperative is correctly branded 
7. Assist to develop a customer engagement strategy for the 

cooperative 
8. Meeting with cooperatives on weekly basis initially to review all 

aspects of the business 
9. Developing business plans 
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lU. Developing a savings strategy 
11. Arrange on-the-job training by DPW offieials 
12. Arrange external training in terms of business related matters 
13. Report on the programme against the EPWP Reporting template, 

which is published on a quarterly basis and measures work 

opportunities created, and 
14. Report to DPW management on the project 

PROGRESS IN IMPLEMENTING THE COOPERATIVE 
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 

Thirty four (34) cooperatives have been successful bidders for the provision 
of cleaning and gardening services. Details of the successful bidders are 

listed in table 1. 
Table 1 : Status Quo on the Cooperative Development Programme 

Regional Office No of Cooperatives Value of contracts No. of work 

opportunities created 

Port Elizabeth 24 Rt6.4m 173 

Mmabatho 6 R3.8 43 

Polokwane 3 R760 394 19 

Kimberly 1 R759 984 7 

TOTAL 34 R22.3m 242 

Source'. Author’s calculations based on the reports submitted by the atlectcd regions: June 2011 

The total value for the contracts awarded to cooperatives to date is R22.3 
million and 242 work opportunities have been created since the beginning 
of this programme. None of the cooperatives have defaulted on the contract 
to date. 
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LESSONS FROM THE CO-OPERATIVE DEVELOPMENT 
PROGRAMME 
The key lessons are as follows: 

• Obtaining buy-in at the Regional Office level is critical, 
especially from the Regional Manager. The process of obtaining 
the buy-in may have a large lag; however, it facilitates 
implementation once obtained. The critical challenge is to 
convince officials of the merits of cooperative development and 
the ability of cooperatives to deliver. Engagements have to be 
undertaken with individual Directorates. At times, buy-in may 
take as long as eight (8) months. Generally, once one (1) 
cooperative initiative has commenced then further cooperative 
awards follow shortly. 

• Regional Offices prefer to apply the model in the context of 
Regional Office environments: Providing examples of 
cooperative development progress in other Regional Offices is 
critical, however, each Regional Office prefers to have the 
autonomy to determine individual procurement strategies, 
cooperative engagement strategies and support strategies. 
Based on this, it is essential that the task team appointed to 
oversee the process has regular engagements to discuss the 
principles, the strategy and monitoring of the Cooperative 
Development Programme. The initiative also requires that a 
permanent EPWP enterprise development specialist is available 
to constantly monitor the programme, given the heavy portfolios 
of both facilities and procurement managers. The availability of 
the EPWP enterprise specialist is also critical for the 
cooperative, which requires constantly monitoring and 
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assistance. 

The mobilisation of cooperatives is important and the specific 
composition of the cooperative members also atTects the 
performance of the cooperative. Many of the EPWP 
cooperatives have members with cleaning and gardening 
experience. However, few of the members have supervisory 
skills required to manage the contracts. Essentially, EPWP will 
have to ensure that mobilisation efforts are targeted to a wide 
audience, which will include cooperatives registered on the 
Companies and Intellectual Property Commission (CIPC), 
cooperatives registered with SEDA, persons that have been 
trained on cleaning and gardening through the Services SETA 
and persons that have extensive cleaning and gardening 
experience, especially at a supervisory level. 

Inter-cooperative dynamics is challenging: It is important that 
EPWP officials constantly visit the cooperatives to resolve any 

challenges that may be faced within the cooperative. A trust 
relationship is required with the DPW official who provides 
strategic advise. Conflicts mainly arise due to dividend payout 
ratios between members based on duties performed by 
members, savings ratio's, and leadership roles. 

Payment of cooperatives is a challenge: It is critical that EPWP 
officials monitor the entire payment process to ensure timeous 
invoicing by the cooperatives and payments by DPW. Some 

challenges have been experienced, which impacts the cash flows 
of cooperatives. 
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• The small business support offered by various Small Business 

Development Agencies varies per province and within the 
province. DPW will only be able to resolve this by identifying 
top-up resources and training, where training is not sufficient. 

• Unlike established businesses, the time-lag between the award 

of the contract and the commencement of the contract is too 
short for cooperatives. The appointed task teams need to manage 
the procurement process to ensure that the contracting processes 
starts sooner. 

• Short- timelines between the award of the contract and the 
starting of the contract. 

• Procurement regulation has not been fully adapted to give effect 
to the Cabinet decision of2007 in terms of the procurement from 

small businesses. This limits the ability to expand initiatives 
such as the Cooperative Development Programme. 

• Agencies such as the dti have to expand its communication 
:,trategy on cooperatives to Departments and look beyond the 
current strategy of engaging mainly the cooperatives and its 
members. 

CONCLUSION 
Access to markets is critical within the value chain of small business 
support. All other support services such as training, access to finance and 

assistance on regulatory compliance is dependent on the ability to apply this 
support to practical examples. 

DPW remains committed to the development of small businesses. The 
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expansion of this Programme will be subject to an extensive review, by 
considering the performance indicators of the cooperatives that have 
benefitted from the programme. The study will also have to consider how 
different the facilities management work component is from the 

maintenance and renovation component. Traditionally construction related 
firms either are close corporations with between one ( 1 ) to three (3) owners, 
however, the regulations in terms of cooperatives result in at least five (5) 
members with equal decision and voting rights. These construction related 
fields are also more capital intensive than facilities management and 
financial institutions have been conservative in extending finance to 
cooperatives. The CIS grant will not be able to bridge the capital 
requirements for a construction related project, in most cases. DPW will 
therefore have to engage the dti to consider amendments to its Grant 
Scheme or engage financial service providers to consider conditions under 
which finance can be extended. 

Critical to all of the above activities, would be a joint marketing and 
commuiiication strategy between DPW and the d:i on the merits of 
cooperatives, in order to ease concerns and limited understanding of this 
type of business entity. In conclusion, DPW aims to develop at least 100 
cooperatives within the next three (3) years by expanding on initiatives 
within the Department. 
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ABSTRACT 
ILO, EMP/INVEST has developed a new analytical tool, a dynamic Social 
Accounting Matrix, which is intended to improve the assess?nent of the 
employment impact of public infrastructure investment and, as a result, 

policy formulation. This paper aims at describing the functioning of the 
model, its applicabilityfor the analysis of infrastructure investment. A static 
Social Accounting Matrix is an extension of an input-output table and 
covers, the full economic circle ofa country including the transfers between 
all economic actors. 

The term 'Dynamic SAM’ (DySAM) describes an instrument based on an 
existing 'static' Social Accounting Matrix (SAM) for any economy and the 
available up-to-date time series of national accounts. The static SAM gives 

a snapshot ofthe economy, while a DySAM shows the consistent evolution of 
the economic structure over time, for periods covering the years before and 
after the static SAM. 

Kepvords: impact assessment, ..pplied impact assessments. Dynamic 
Social Accounting Matrix 
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INTRODUCTION ILO's EIIP programme provides support to its constituents through an 
integrated and sectoral approach at three levels: i) at macro level, 

advising governments in the design and programming as well as in 
assessments of employment impact of public investment and employment 
programmes; ii) at meso level, providing institutional development and 
capacity building of national and decentralized government, SME, local 
consultants, and iii) at project level, providing technical assistance during 
the implementation of projects, managerial and technology support, setting 
up Monitoring and Evaluation systems, developing data. 

There is a special interest in a sectoral approach by the ILO as many 
countries have established specific employment targets. An employment 
target is an explicit political commitment to achieve an employment 

outcome within a specified time period, most often, but not always, within a 
particular political cycle, e.g. an election cycle. Employment targeting often 
implies a needed GDP growth rate that a country may not have achieved or 
will never achieve (e.g. by doubling GDP growth). But it is also the quality 
or the pattern of growth which plays an important role in achieving an 
employment target. This pattern requires determination of sector policies 
based on criteria that are technically, economically and politically justified. 

Internal demand is a key aspect for growth and employment creation. It 
shapes the level and the quality of growth. Public investment is an important 
and direct instrument by the public sector to influence this demand. 
However, the , design and implementation of an effective public 
infrastructure investment programme cannot be done in isolation with only 
one specific (line) Ministry, it requires an integrated approach (see Figure 
1). It is mostly the Ministry of Finance or Planning which has an important 
Planning, Monitoring and Budget Allocation role of PIPs at the macro level. 
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In general, these PIPs are then implemented by various line Ministries, e.g. 
Ministry of Transport, Agriculture, Education, Health, Housing. 

Integration of Employment in Public Investment Programmes in Infrastructure 

PROGRAMMING AND BUDGETING PROCESS 

Figure 1: Investment and Employment: Institutionalization in Public 
Investment Programmes 
Moreover, a thorough understanding of economic sectors as well as related 

technology choices of production within the sectors is a prerequisite for 
analysis and further policy advice. In the field of infrastructure, a thorough 
knowledge and understanding of i) technical fields like roads, paving, 

structures, bridges, dams, water supply, irrigation, forestry, schools/health 
buildings, access infrastructure, mobility, ii) technical and engineering 
standards to optimise the use of locally available materials in construction 

and maintenance, iii) construction management and appropriate hand tools, 
equipment and machines, planning techniques and tools, but also on iv) 

productive and decent work, is a crucial pre-requisite for policy analysis. 
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Another preoccupation within the integrated approach of EIIP is to make the 
most of local resources, meaning unskilled and skilled labour, but also local 

tools, equipment and material, local knowledge (e.g. technology, skills 
transfers). Micro and Small Enterprises, finance facilities, as well as 
community organizations and association at the local level. 

In this conceptual framework, EIIP has designed three different types of 
Employment Impact Assessment (EIA) tools: i) Comparison labour- and 
equipment based methods based on micro-level data, ii) Employment 
impact analysis of components of certain sectors, iii) Evaluation of actual 
(ex-post) and estimation of potential impact of wide-scale application of 
labour-based (ex-ante). 
EIA tools have been refined during the last decades developing operational 

tools for sectoral assessments (micro to macro), operational tools for linking 
sectoral to inter-sectoral assessments with different ministries (Finance, 
Planning, Eabour, economic and social sectors, local governments, etc.), as 

well as Input- Output models and static and dynamic Social Accounting 
Matrices. The main focus of this paper is on a Dynamic Social Accounting 
Matrix. 

From a static to a dynamic Social Accounting Matrix SAM 
(DySAM)-Theory: Social Accounting Matrix framework for analysis 
Since investment is an important component of national demand, a demand 
driven approach such as the Social Accounting Matrix (SAM) with an 
accounting platform would appear to be useful to show and compare the 
employment potential of different sectors and, within each sector, of 
different technology choices. The conceptual framework of a SAM includes 
potential policy means and instruments. It enables policy makers to 

understand better various policy options at the macro level and their impact, 
through the sectors, on specific workers and households and therefore helps 
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them to be more effective in their selection of policies or policy mix. 

A SAM is an extension of input-output tables (Leontief, 1953, Pyatt and 
Thorbecke, 1976 and Cohen, 2002), which have been used extensively by 

the ILO in recent decades to measure the direct and indirect employment 
effects of public investment through a multiplier analysis. The major 
drawback of input-output tables is that they do not include any detailed data 
on the distributional side of economic processes. That is, they do not contain 
data on the expenditure pattern of the economic actors - governments, 
enterprises, and households - and only describe a truncated socio-economic 

circle of a given country (see also Breisinger et al., 2010). 

\ 

Social transfers 

Wages Consumption 

\ 1 
/ 1 \ 

Taxas Subsidies/aedits 
Social transfers 

/ 1 \ 

Figure 2: Input-output table and SAM 

A SAM coherently brings together data on income creation and production 
such as national accounts and input-output tables (or supply-use tables), and 

also includes information on incomes received by different institutions and 
related spending and transfers (see Figure 2) 

7 A SAM, therefore, displays the following elements: !. Inputs; 2. Outputs; 3. Factor incomes 
created in domestic production; 4. Distribution of these factor incomes; 5. Redistribution of these 
factor incomes over these institutions, 6. Expenditure of the institutions on consumption, 
investment, 7. Savings made by them. For more information, see van Heemst. Ch. 1, in Alarcon 
(1991)et.al. 
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PRODUCTION: 
COMMODITY (CM) 

ACTIVITIES (PA) 

\ 

Figure 3: Principal circular “closed” economic flow 

Figure 3 illustrates the economic flow represented through a SAM between 
the production side, factors and factorial income distribution and the final 
demand by different actors. In a SAM framework a distinction is made 
between activities which produce commodities and commodities which are 

goods and services produced by the activities. The distinction is important 
in a SAM framework, as an activity may produce more than one commodity 
as well as a commodity may be produced by more than one activity. 

While modelling a SAM, some elements can be added and adjustments can 
be made for aspects which are of particular interest. A SAM “expansion” 
refers to the adding of new entries of special interest into the SAM. For 
instance, the original SAM household and labour factor classifications can 
be increased or altered by adding income quintiles. Similarly, the 
construction sector can be separated into various types of Activities and/or 
Commodities (i.e. inlfastructure dissagregated into roads, irrigation and 
ports). Moreover new modules, or in other words “satellite accounts”, can 
be created and linked to the SAM (a monetary system), which contain 

Factors and Factorial 
Income Distribution (FP) 

Finai Demand Households 
(FDH) 

FD Other Institutions(FDOl) 
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physical information. Such information types can be as varied as 
employment, environmental aspects, types of housing, demographic 
information and morbidity satellite tables, to name but a few (see Figure 

below). 

8 SeePyatt, Thorbecke(1976). 

Extended SAM 

Monetary 
vaiues 

Figure 4: Extended and expanded SAM 

As far as the degree of disaggregation is concerned, the SAM framework is 
flexible in allowing, in principle, any level of disaggregation, including 
technology choices. As the SAM encompasses all major stages of the 
economic process, it has great analytical potential. The SAM multiplier 

analysis (for more information, see Pyatt and Roe, 1977 andR. Stone, 1987) 
builds a greater understanding of the interdependent linkages (forward and 
backward) between the various sectors and the institutional agents at work 
within the economy, namely households, enterprises and the Government as 

well as with the rest of the world. 
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Dynamic Social Accounting Matrix (DySAM)- Defínition and 
description of the method 
As a static SAM covers only a single period of data, there was a need to 
develop a dynamic SAM with a time series of data. More concretely, a 
DySAM should deal with the four main caveats of a static SAM: i) a SAM 
model is static with fixed coefficients; ii) data in the SAM refers to one 
single period (normally one year); iii) the year of the SAM is normally not 
current; and iv) a SAM lacks behaviour and is a pure accounting framework. 

Figure 5: Comparison static SAM - DySAM’ 

-£>V HAMiC SAM 

Exogenous 

******* ^ I fmptovmertsaííílfte account 
t" ■  — —    -I 

tt 

Comparisons between the 'traditional' static SAM modelling and the 
DySAM modelling can be summarized as follows: 

• The static SAM gives a snapshot of the economy, while a DySAM 

shows the consistent evolution of the economic structure over time, 
for periods covering the years before and after the static SAM (see 

Figure 5). 
• DySAM thus helps to identify “cross section” and “time series” data 

problems. 
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• Several sequential SAMs over time imply dynamics. 
• Over time, shifts reflect technology choices. 
• The DySAM multiplier analysis builds a greater understanding of 

the dynamic-interdependent linkages (forward, backward) between 
the different sectors and the institutional agents at work within the 
economy. 

9 Exogenous variables are those where you introduce changes for simulation, e.g. additional 
infrastructure investment by the Government. Endogenous variables are determined within a model 
and will thus vary (e.g. production activities will change) as a result of introduced change of an 
exogenous variable, here infrastructure investment. 

• A DySAM lessens the need to calculate expenditure income 
elasticities in order to introduce behaviour. 

• There will always be one DySAM period that matches surveys (e.g. 
labour, household expenditure, population), which eliminates the 
need to introduce time-bound assumptions. 

• A DySAM facilitates the use of place holders when information is 
scarce, missing or not fully reliable; this can be done via satellites, 
for instance to make the sectoral disaggregation of the construction 
sector more dynamic. 

• The DySAM can be updated when new data become available or 
when a more current System of National Accounts (SNA) time 
series data comes on-stream. 

Construction of the method 
The building a dynamic SAM is more complex than the construction of a 
static SAM, as it includes a time dimension. It entails the following 
elements: i) re-verifying the existing static SAM; ii) constructing a time 
series of macro control totals; iii) constructing the dynamic sectoral SAM; 
and iv) computing the sequence of multipliers 
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(forward/backward/decompositions). 

Once the derivation procedure of a dynamic macro SAM and adjustments 
for the SAM have been undertaken, the existing static SAM is transformed 

into a dynamic SAM by linking the static disaggregated SAM (e.g. 2005 for 
Indonesia and 2001 for Mozambique) to a dynamic macro-meso control 
framework, the “DySAM Data Module”. The DySAM Data Module is 
specially designed to generate the macro-meso controls for the static SAM. 
The control flows are incorporated into the static SAM as it becomes 
dynamic and moves forward in time. 

10 While modelling with a dynamic SAM, similar to static SAM modelling, satellite accounts can be 
coupled to introduce a wider range of analysis as is done with static SAMs; only the data complexity 
increases. On the other hand, the use of specific software for dynamic modelling facilitates the use 
and up-dating of modules such as the satellite accounts. 

Practical considerations 
Type and level of analysis 
The dynamic SAM may be used for: (i) counterfactual simulation analysis 
at any year within the period for which it is computed, which helps to 

evaluate past experiences; and (ii) short-run policy simulations from the 
terminal year and afterwards. Using the DySAM approach may be viewed 
as a “full-information” data model, which mitigates the exclusive use of a 
dated static SAM or a SNA, the latter typically having the low resolution 
needed to capture the circular flow operating in the economy. 

The DySAM analysis covers all the spectrum of analysis, i.e. macro, meso 
or sectoral and micro’ level as well as the dynamic interlinkages between 
them, in line with a static SAM. Hereby, the value added is the time 

dimension of the analysis. 
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Applications 
A DyS AM is a helpful analytical tool for carrying out simulations for future 
public policies, spending or potential exogenous shocks. However, it is also 
possible to evaluate the impact of these aspects in the past by counterfactual 
simulations. The targeting of specific groups (e.g. households' or workers' 
types) or objectives (e.g. MDGs, employment target, Co2 emissions) is an 
additional advantage of a DySAM. The use of satellite accounts allows the 
inclusion of new aspects of analysis, e.g. on climate change, green jobs, 
further details on social protection, etc. 

A SAM, however, is less appropriate for the impact analysis of smaller, local 
or regional investment projects. Behaviours can be included in the model to 

a limited extent; there are, therefore, more convenient models, when 
behavioural changes are important or considerable. Where there is strong 

price fluctuation or price changes is the focus of analysis, a DySAM model 
may also not be the most convenient tool. Nevertheless, the beauty of a 
DYSAM is that it can be combined with (other) economic models and 

improve their empirical analysis by providing a detailed dataset. 

The first illustration refers to Mozambique and shows the distribution of, 
effect and its decomposition into intra-account and induced. The intra¬ 
account effect refers to the effect an injection in one component of the 
account has on other components of the account, e.g. an investment in 

textile has on other production sector of the economy. It includes what is 
commonly known as the direct and indirect (e.g. employment, economic) 
effect. An induced effect refers to the impact of this injection on all other 

accounts, e.g. the investment in textile leads to higher productivity and 
higher wages, workers consume more, buying products from enterprises, 
causing an economic wide effect, such us higher tax collection by the 
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Government and so on. 

The initial impact of the injections is in the entry account “Commodities”. 
The impact then cascades into activity, factor and institution blocks circling 
back to the Commodity block. This circular process, augmenting the impact 
in each cycle, continues until equilibrium is established and this is the 
complete impact. 

Figure 6: Unit injection in Commodity account: Total Impact and its 
decomposition in Mozambique 
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The adjacent bar graph (figure 6) presents for account (Co) total backward 
linkage impacts (red; coming from all accounts together), which are 
decomposed by into intra-account transfer impacts (blue) and induced 
impacts (green). These impacts are a consequence of a unit injection of 1 
million Meticais in the Commodity account. Bar graph entries are ranked by 
the size of the total impact (red bars). 

All of the eight top ranking commodities are from agriculture (“Other 
Grain,” “Rice,” “Cassava,” “Cotton,” “Cashew,” “Bean,” “Livestock” 
and “Maize ”). It appears that several of the top ranked commodities relate 

to the household consumption of goods and services. Hence, stimulating 
their demand has the potential for generating the highest economic growth. 

These results confirm the ones of a previous study by Tarp et al. (2002) 
based on a SAM from 1995. 

With the exception of the lowest two commodity groups, it is observed that 

the induced effects are consistently larger than the intra-account transfer 
impacts. For the top 11 commodity groups the induced impact is over 2.5 
times the intra-account impact. This indicates that higher contributions to 
total impacts are transmitted mainly via the accounts that do not receive the 
injection. 

It is important to understand the characteristic of each sector of the economy 
in relation to its economic growth and employment creation potentials. 

Some sectors have high rates of growth, but are not employment intensive. 
Other sectors are associated with high job creation, but contribute less to 

national output. If the objective of policy is to promote job-rich and 

inclusive growth, this information is key. Based on the Indonesian 
DySAM, we can cluster the sectors into 4 groups according to their labor 
multiplier index and output multiplier index as in the figure below. 
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High output multipler, high labour 
multiplier 

Food beverages and tobacco ; Trade 
Services, Government-defensive- 

education; Crops; Restaurant; 
Plantation; Wood; RoadU; 

Livestock; Mining and Quarry 

High output multipler, low 
labour muttipiier 

Textile, apparel and leather; 
Irrigation ; Transport and 

storage; Hotel Affairs 

Low output multipler, Ngh labour 
multiplier 

Personal and household services; 
Fishery 

Low output multipler, low labour 
multitier 

Paper, print, metal products; 
Oiemical, clay and cement; Coal, 

metal, petroleum mining; Air, water 
transportation and communication; 

Real estate and business services; 
Bank, insurance; RoadKI; Eiectricity, 
gas and water; Construction other; 

Forestry 

Figure 7 : Matrix of labour and output multipliers by sector, 2008 
Source: Hartono, 2010 

One of the main aims of the DySAM is to assess the employment impact of 

public policies and spending, especially of infrastructure investments in 

general, and labour intensive versus capital intensive road construction, in 

particular. Below, an illustration will show the employment impact of the 

infrastructure component of the 2008/9 fiscal stimulus package in 

Indonesia. These investments include the rehabilitation of roads, 

airports, seaports, railways, housing, traditional market, rice 

warehouses, and the strengthening training institutions. The total 

realization rate in 2009 reached a reasonably high level of 82.7 per cent; as a 

11 As you can see in Table 7, labour-intensive road constniction has a high output and labour 
multiplier, whereas capital-intensive road construction has low output and labour multiplier. 
It is just a showcase and the figures should not be taken as valid, since some aspects of the 
Indonesian fiscal stimulus package have been neglected 
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result, IDR 10.815 trillion infrastructure is simulated here (100%: IDR 12.2 

trillion). 

Table 4: Injection into construction, 2009 (Billion IDR) 

Injection 
Capital 
account Impact 

A: Y 2009 
+ Injection 

B:Y 2009 
(without 
injection) 

Injection effeci 
(A-B) 

Growth 
effect 

Construction 10,665,00 
Commodity 
Output 

10,117,070 
7 10,086,525.3 30,545.4 0.303% 

Activity 
Output 9,717,032.: 9,687,837.2 29,195.0 0.301% 

GovDefEdu 
HIthFllm 
OthSoeSrv 150.00 

Factor Income 
Vakje Added 
or GDP 4,904,091.- 4,890,629.3 13,461.8 0.275% 
institution 
income 5,663,943.4 5,649,536.3 14,407.1 0.255% 

TOTAL 10,815.00 
Government 
Income 860,800.03 858,511.45 2,288.58 0.27% 

Notée GovDefEdu HIthFim OthSoeSni = Government spending on Defence, Education, Heaith, Fim and other 
socisJ s©rvic©s 

Henceforth, the realized amount, i.e. IDR 10,815 trillion, has been used 

as injection via the capital account: the Government of Indonesia 
allocated IDR 10.665 trillion to infrastructure works and IDR 150 billion 

to build public schools and health facilities (see Table above, first two 
columns). 

The impact of the programme on each of the main four accounts can be 
found in the right panel (columns 3-7). Column 4 (A) presents the forecast 
for 2009 plus the impact of the injection, while in column 5 (B) only the 
forecast for 2009 is shown. The difference between the two is the injection 
impact by main account, the total of column 6 (A-B) shows a total effect 
close to IDR 2.3 trillion. In terms of growth, the impact on production 
(commodity and activity output) shows moderate growth rates slightly over 

0.3 per cent. In contrast, income generation growth reaches 0.27 per cent for 
factor income (GDP) and only 0.255 per cent for institution income (see 

table 7, last column). Put into perspective, the IDR 10.8 trillion amounts to 

0.15 per cent of GDP and generates 0.275 per cent of GDP growth. Since the 
government receives back income via taxes, equal to approximately IDR 
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2.3 trillion, the net cost to the government amounts to IDR 8.6 trillion. 

The injection generates 287,060 jobs (see table 5 below). Looking at 
construction by type, 9 per cent of these jobs are generated in labour- 
intensive road building and only 1.7 per cent in irrigation. The job creation 
impact for the largest economic activity, namely crops, was close to 90,000 
labour places or 28.5 per cent of the additional employment, which is much 
higher than its share in overall employment ( 19.6 per cent). 

The results need to be corrected for over- or underemployment using 
provided data that have been derived from manpower equivalence (ME) 
factors of the 2005 SAM. For the entire labour force the factor is 1.02 (same 
table, fourth column), thus the actual employment level is close to 293,000 
labour equivalent places. For Construction and Crops the ME factor is 1.16, 
factors that are among the highest of all reported economic activities. The 
employment equivalent shares are now considerably higher for 
construction activities but lower for crops activities by as much as 6.2 per 
cent percentage points; this is an activity with high underemployment. 

Labour-intensive road construction now creates 29,800 full-time jobs rather 
than 25,700jobs in general. 

Table 5: Total Impact on Job creation 2009: Construction by Type 
and Crops 

JOB CREATION Employment Increase 
(Growth) 

Share ME 
Factor 

ME 
Persons 

ME 
Share 

Total Economy 
Wide 

287,060 (0.26%) 100% 1.02 
292,801 

100% 

Road labour 
intensive 

25,722 (9%) 9.0% 1.16 
29,837 10.2% 

Road capital 
intensive 

8,539 (9%) 3.0% 1.16 
9,905 3.4% 

Irrigation 4,851 (9%) 1.7% 1.16 5,627 1.9% 
Construction Res til, 125 (9%) 3.9% 1.16 12,905 4.4% 
Crops 81,951 (0.22) 28.5% 0.80 65,204 22.3% 
Source: Total Manpower. Manpowfiquivalence (ME) and Average Work Hours Per Week, by Business Classification: 
BPS SAM Indonesia, 2005. 
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For policy purposes, it is important to understand how the total effect is 

formed, decomposing the employment effects into induced and intra¬ 

account effect. The intra-account effect shows how much an activity is 

integrated with the rest of the economy. Table 1 of the Appendix shows that 

the Intra Account Effect dominates for all construction activities; this is not 

surprising given that construction is the objective of the injection, thus 

showing 99.5 per cent of the total impact. However, the share of the 

contribution varies to the extent that now Labour-Intensive Road 

Construction contributes 22.5 per cent of the total intra account effect (it 

was only 9 per cent before) and the other construction sub-sectors shares 

have also gone up considerably. 

For Crops, this intra-account effect is only 2.8 per cent since most of the 

effect arises as induced via the “workings of the economy,” or via the 

cascading effect throughout the economy (through other accounts, such as 

factor income and institutions). At the eeonomy-wide level, there is also a 

dominance of the induced effect (60.4 per cent compared with 39.6 per cent 

of the intra-account effect). 

To sum up, most of the employment will take place in rural areas (59%) and 
jobs will be created primarily for men (62.3% urban + rural male, figures 
calculated with DySAM). The figures for the construction sector show a 
lower share for urban workers (48.4%) when compared with the total 
economy, and a very strong domination of male workers with over 97.6 per 
cent of the jobs created going to men. 

C. Conclusion 
Employment is a key element for job-rich and inclusive growth. Abetter 
13 The reference average value is 40 hours per week. Construction, for example is known for 
over-employment (46 hours) while in agriculture underemployment (32 hours) is usually found. 
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understanding of the impact of macro policies on sectors, of the sectors 
itself and of its impact at the micro level on households and workers is 
therefore crucial to enhance the effectiveness of public policies towards 
inclusive growth. The DySAM tool explained in this paper seems to be 
promising in helping policy makers to shape their policies in this direction 
for the following reasons: 

• A SAM shows the full circular socio-economic flow of a nation. 
• It shows the interactions between different levels, namely macro, 

meso and micro. Each level can be analyzed separately, although its 
main advantage is that it allows the interdependences and 
interactions between these levels to be analysed. 

• It includes technology choices. 
• Dynamic SAMs enhance all the characteristics of the static version 

and, additionally, behavioural and technical changes to be 
understood over time. It leaves a pure accounting framework and 
includes simple and transparent economic modelling. 

• It seiwes as consistent and encompassing database for the real and 
the financial sides of the economy, combining monetary values with 
real values. 

• Flow variables with different units can be related to stock variables, 
such as employment, education, population, land, depletion of 
resources. 

• It is a relatively robust model using relatively reliable national 
accounts data. 

• It helps to identify existing information which comes from many 
diverse sources and exposes the weaknesses of exiting data and 
reveals problems (e.g. sample and coverage). It therefore facilitates 
data compatibility and makes diffusion opportune and continuous. 

• An employment satellite account can be added to a DySAM with 
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details of the labour market, as well as multiplier effects (forward, 
backward linkages; direct, indirect, intra-account, induced effects) 
thus improving the targeting of public policies (e.g. households, 
workers, enterprises). 

• DySAM with its enhanced modular approach allows fast and easy 
integration (and subsequently, up-dating) of additional information 
(e.g. employment satellite account, environmental account on CO^ 
emissions) and thus enables a wide range of applications. 

A SAM or DySAM analysis also encounters some limitations. This tool is 
not appropriate for small investment projects at the local level, monthly or 
quarterly project reporting. It is mostly an accounting framework, where 
limited economic modeling has been added. Some issues like the analysis of 
strong price changes are better dealt in more sophisticated economic 
models, but a DySAM could be the basis of such models. Another caveat, it 
does not consider supply side constraints; all factor resources are freely 
available, which is not always the case. A demand for more energy for 
expansion also has to be covered by an increased energy supply, for 
example. Moreover, data requirement is higher as data for more than one 
point in time is needed. Related to this, skill requirements for people 
working on it are also slightly higher, as are software and hardware 

requirements. 

What are the challenges ahead for the use of the DySAM at the decision¬ 
making level? The construction of a DySAM is costly and time consuming; 
local staff must be involved and trained in the methodology, and decision¬ 
makers will have to be convinced about the usefulness of the method. Local 
counterparts could be discouraged right from the beginning. Nevertheless, 
once the initial hurdles have been overcome, the following steps do become 
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much easier. The additional costs and time for using the model are much 
more limited; even up-dating is not a major concern. 

Another possible hurdle will be the quantity and quality of the data. If the 
data are not good, policy advice could go in the wrong direction and 
jeopardize the reputation of the entire model. Nevertheless, the construction 
of a DySAM also often helps to detect data inconsistencies—also between 
years,—and is, therefore, a way of improving existing data. The quality of 
the model also depends on the assumptions taken (see also Robinson, 1989); 
they should be chosen with care, taking the national context into 
consideration. 
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In 1986, the Government of Ghana with the assistance of the World Bank 
and other international organizations introduced a labor-based program 
for feeder road rehabilitation in an attempt to create more jobs to reduce 
unemployment and poverty in Ghana. The program has not been widely 
accepted by contractors and laborers due to some ineffective methods and 
strategies. It is asserted that the program generated 7,339,751 man-days of 
casual jobs between 1987 and 2002. However, the use of the labor-based 
method continues to be minimal (9.2%) as compared to that of the 
equipment-intensive method (90.8%) of feeder road rehabilitation. This 
work further explains in detail the Family-Based Labor Management 
(FBLM) concept and proposes its adoption to help make the labor-based 
program more attractive and thereby improve upon its economic impact in 
the country. It is anticipated that when implemented the FBLM concept will 
facilitate the creation of114,600permanentjobs for laborers and about 225 
jobs for contractors, if 50% of the $174 million used to import construction 
and earthmoving equipment annually is invested in the labor-based 
program in Ghana. African countries with similar culture and economic 
situations can adopt the FBLM concept to help create more jobs to reduce 
unemployment and poverty. 

Keywords: Economic impacts; Labor-based programs; Multiplier effects; 
Ghana's economy. 
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Ghana is a sub-Saharan African country with a population of about 24 
million people. Its annual Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is $36.58 

billion, the annual trade deficit is about $4.07 billion, as much as 28.5% of 
the population lives below the poverty line (World Factbook 2010) and its 
unemployment is about 20% (World Factbook 2005). The current minimum 
daily wage in Ghana is $1.97. Despite the problem of high unemployment 
and average trade deficits, Ghana continues to spend about $174 million 
annually to import construction and earthmoving equipment (International 
Trade Administration, United States Department of Commerce (ITA; 
US DOC) 2002) for its construction activities which could be performed 
partly by the large available unemployed labor. The World Bank, the 
International Labor Organization (ILO), the United Nations Development 
Program (UNDP) and the Government of Ghana (GoG) introduced in 1986 
the labor-based methods for feeder (gravel) road rehabilitation to help 
create more jobs and reduce the high unemployment and poverty incidence 
in Ghana. However, the labor-based program has not yet been fully utilized 
by the local contractors and laborers. The program's unattractiveness is 
attributed to the use of casual labor and problems of labor organization and 
management. Other factors responsible for the unattractiveness of the labor- 

based program include the task-work method and payment system and the 
use of an extreme vertical communication system. 

The 'Family-Based' Labor Management (FBLM) concept proposed 
by Quagraine et al (2009) will go a long way to help make the labor-based 
program more attractive and efficient to the local contractors and workers 
and thereby contribute to the improvement of the economy of Ghana. The 
expression 'family-based' is used in the FBLM concept to describe the 
family oriented relationships (not necessarily blood kinship) of workers 
who will use the proposed concept. The FBLM concept is designed not only 
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to equip the local contractors with more efficient labor organizational and 
management strategies than those employed in the current approach, but 
also to offer laborers more attractive permanent jobs. The concept takes into 
consideration current efficient management strategies used world-wide and 
the culture of Ghana to help make the program more attractive to both local 
contractors and workers. It is envisioned that the FBLM concept will 
facilitate the creation of about 114,200 jobs if 50% of the $174 million 
normally used to import construction and earthmoving equipment annually 
in Ghana is invested in the program instead. 

The Feeder Road Rehabilitation Program in Ghana 

The labor-based program was designed for the rehabilitation of 
feeder roads under the Department of Feeder Roads (DFR). The DFR is 
responsible for about 63% (42,194 km) of the total road network in Ghana of 
which as much as 97% remain unpaved. The DFR employs both labor-based 
and equipment-intensive methods for the rehabilitation of feeder roads. The 
labor-based method has proved to be more employment oriented than the 

equipment-intensive method. A typical equipment intensive contractor 
employs about 20 permanent workers (mostly supervisors, equipment 
operators, mechanics and office assistants) for the rehabilitation of 3.07km 
of feeder road a month. The labor-based contractor, on the other hand, 
employs an average of 75 workers for the rehabilitation of 1.33km in 20 
workdays per month. The composition of the 75 workers include 63 casual 
(non-permanent) laborers, 8 skilled workers, 3 supervisors and 1 site 
manager (Ampadu and Tuffour 1996). The typical labor-based road 

rehabilitation tasks performed by the casual laborers include site 
preparation, culvert construction, earthworks, reshaping and gravelling. 

The cost of labor-based road rehabilitation is also cheaper compared 
to that of the equipment-intensive method. Studies conducted between 1996 
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and 1998 in Ghana on 12 labor-based and 10 equipment-intensive feeder 
road rehabilitation projects have shown that on the average feeder roads 
rehabilitated with the labor-based method cost $13,374 per kilometer 
whereas that of the equipment-intensive method cost $ 14,218 per kilometer 
(Ampadu 2001 ). The lower cost of the labor-based method can be attributed 

to the low wages at the time (minimum daily wage of $ 1.97) and the lower 
cost of the hand-tools and the light equipment used. Despite its lower cost 

and the potential to create more jobs in Ghana, the labor-based program 
accounted for only 9.2% of the feeder road rehabilitated within the same 

study period. 

Reasons underlying the unattractiveness of the current approach 

The unattractiveness of the current labor-based road program is 
attributed to the use of casual labor, the problems associated with the 
organization and management of a large unskilled workforce and the 

extreme vertical communication system used. Other unattractive factors 

include the current task-work system and the task-rate payment strategies 
use. 

The labor-based program in Ghana was designed to use casual 
laborers (non-permanent) organized in temporary gangs for the execution of 
tasks (ILO 1996). The use of casual labor was intended to eliminate the 
situation in which local contractors will be required to provide workers with 
accommodation and transportation logistics (Ampadu 1999). However, the 

supply of casual laborers usually tends to vary when there is no 
commitment. The decision to use casual labor did not consider the 
femininity tendency of the Ghanaian culture. In femininity cultures like 

Ghana, job security is held to be very important (Hodgetts and Luthans 
2000). For job security, workers in Ghana will prefer permanent work to 

seasonal and casual jobs. Workers will be more inclined to offer their 
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committed services to employers who offer them permanent jobs. 

The labor-based method of feeder road rehabilitation is plagued by labor 
organizational and management issues. For instance, the trained labor- 
based contractors who wanted to switch to the use of equipment-intensive 
method between 1986 and 1996 had difficulty in dealing with the challenge 
of the organization and management of the large unskilled casual workforce 
used (Stock 1996). It is difficult for contractors to recruit, train and organize 
large numbers of casual laborers on regular basis. 

The average supervisor-laborer ratio of 1:21 of the current approach 
deduced from Figure 1, is also a challenge to many of the local contractors 
who lack managerial capability (Addo-Abedi 1999). 

Figure 1: Typical field organizational structure (Reproduced with permission 

fromILO 1996). 

The top-down extreme hierarchical nature of construction is believed to be a 

hindrance to free discussion and the exchange of ideas. The top-down 
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communication system, unlike the bottom-up communication system does 
not encourage workers to participate in decision making, 

and hinders cooperation among the workers and particularly 
with management. The Ghanaian culture is also oriented towards this top- 
down extreme hierarchical communication system. 

The labor-based approach used the task-work method to execute its 
projects. In this method, a realistic task is set to be completed by the worker 
during the usual eight-hour working day. It has been noted that this method 
often motivate workers to complete their assigned daily task in four hours 
(50% of the time). Though the task-work method motivates workers to work 
harder however, it does not allow overtime (Stiedl 1998). It allows the 
laborer to leave the job site after completion of daily assigned tasks. 
However, to find other casual jobs after the completion of assigned job to 
perform to add up to wages is difficult. The task-rate payment system is the 
main reward strategy used in the labor-based program. Some contractors 

have also adopted the traditional farmers' strategy of providing food, water 
and clothing as bonuses for their workers (Stock 1996). In the task-rate 
payment system workers are paid according to output rather than the time 
they spend at the site. Studies have shown that workers are more motivated 
when their wages are tied to output rather than time. However, the 
motivation does not translate into higher wages since the task-work system 

does not allow extra wages for overtime (Stiedl 1998). 

The Family-based Labor Management Concept 

The family-based labor management (FBLM) concept designed by 
Quagraine et al (2009) has three parts as illustrated in Figure 2. 1) The 
Family-based work team (FBWT) concept is designed to help attract more 

local contractors and workers into the program. It is also to facilitate the 
efficient organization and management of large unskilled unemployed labor 
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to increase the monthly rate of production of labor-based contractors with 
regard to feeder road rehabilitation in Ghana; 2) Proposed improvements to 
the current management strategies; and 3) Adopted strategies to facilitate 
the overall efficiency and continuous improvements of the program. 

Knowledge Tranitér 

Figure 2: The Family-Based Labor Management (FBLM) concept (Source: 

Quagraine et al 2009) 

The family-based work team (FB WT) concept 

The family-based work team (FBWT) concept is formulated to 
foster teamwork, efficient labor organization and management and also to 
provide a foundation for the use of permanent laborers instead of the casual 
laborers. The FBWT concept is an integration of High Performance Work 
Team (HPWT) concepts and the Ghana Family System (GFS). The 
application of HPWT concepts for industry organization is still relatively 
new, but it continues to be adopted by many firms due to the benefits to both 

employers and employees. The HPWT concept promises a range of benefits 
including higher levels of profitability and productivity for employers and 
higher earnings and more challenging work for employees (ILO 2002). The 
HPWT concepts enable craft persons who are highly motivated, and success 
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and goal-driven to work in a team environment (Kerka 1995). 

The inclusion of the HPWT concept in the formulation of the FBWT 
concept is motivated by its similarity to the GFS as illustrated in Table 1. 

The GFS bears much influence on the socio-economic activities in Ghana. It 
has been noted that the failure of many economic development programs 
introduced in developing countries (like Ghana) is attributable to their lack 
of an organic relationship with the local cultural norms (Lauer 2000). Thus, 
it is essential to include the GFS in the formulation of the FBWT concept. 
The characteristics of HPWT concepts used in the formulation of the FBWT 
concept include the flattened hierarchical structure, teamwork concept and 
interpersonal processes. The characteristics of the GFS which are similar to 
those of the HPWT concept include collectivism (teamwork), femininity 
(interpersonal relationship) and low uncertainty avoidance 
(entrepreneurship). The concepts unique to HPWT are used to improve 
some of the strategies of the current approach. For instance, the flattened 
hierarchy and the decision-making concepts are also used to improve the 
vertical communication system of the current approach. 

Table 1 : A comparison of the HPWT and the Ghanaian Family concept 

General Institutional Traits IfighPerfornunce Work Teams Ghana Family Structure 
Hierarchical Structure Flatter/Horizontal Vfertical 
OrganÍ2ational Structure Flexible autonomous work 

environment 
Less Stmctuicd. less written rules 
and regulations 

Decision Makmg Participative Management, teams, 
team rrumbers 

Top-down male leaders 

Management strategy Self-managed Man^e by leaders 
Social obligation of 
managemenV&nily heads for 
teanVIaiuilv ncniiers 

Recommended Required; paternalistic 
obl^ations of family heads 
toward nembers 

Conmunication Strategy Open vertical and horizontal 
channels 

Gosed vertical channel; Informal 
open horiæntal channel 

Fonmtion ofteairffanily Essential ibr work: Collaboration Requred for family Kfe; Natural 
Coopérât ion/Fricndlincss Essential for work Required for family life 
Dispute mediatoif s ) Team members Family heads and ciders 
Qaft Training Muhi-skilled; Diensive training 

including interpersonal skills 
Life-oriented; Social adaptatbn 
and Apprenticeship 

Craft skill level High Low 
Reward system IndK'idual merits; Team recognition Group recognition; Social 

lelatbnships 
Social Relationshps (Trust. 
Conrritment. Respect) 

Essential Required 

The formation of the Family-based work teams (FB WT) 
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The FBWT concept is designed to help increase average production 
from 1.33km to 4km in 20 workdays per month. It is designed to help local 
contractors organize and manage three times the resources (labor, material 
and hand-tool and light equipment) used in the current approach to 
rehabilitate 4km of feeder road (more than the 3.07km of the equipment 
intensive method). The advantage of tripling the resources include the 
creation of more job opportunities, the redistribution of income to a wider 
section for the population and increased support of local firms involved in 
the manufacturing of the hand-tools. To increase the production rate from 
1.33km to 4km, a local contractor needs to employ an average of 3 site 

managers, 9 supervisors and 189 casual laborers (three times the workforce 
used in the current approach). 

The family-based approach reorganizes laborers into smaller teams 
or “families”. It reduces the supervisor-laborers ratio of 1:21 of the current 
approach which is far higher than the recommended ratio of between 1:8 
and 1:12 of the Tier I Work Force Strategy (Brandenburg 2004) and the 
recommended team size of between five and seven (Scholtes et al 2003). 
The 21 casual laborers working under each supervisor is reorganized into 
three teams of seven and the most skilled laborer of each team is trained as 
the foreman. The ratio for the reorganized labor is 1:6. Thus, under each of 
the 9 supervisors will be three foreman-laborer teams of ratio 1:6. The 9 
supervisors will also be organized into 3 groups, each group joining one of 
the 3 site managers to form a team with the site manager as the leader. The 
three site managers will also form a team with the contractor as the team 
leader. In all, four basic teams is be formed out of the large casual labor pool 

and the few permanent staff namely a) a foreman-laborers team (1:6), b) a 
supervisor-foremen team (1:3), c) a site manager-supervisors team (1:3) and 

d) a contractor-site managers team (1:3). Figure 3 illustrates the four basic 
teams. Figure 4 shows the standard FBWT standard organizational structure 
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for the rehabilitation of both 1.33km and 4km. Local contractors are 
motivated to use the standard organizational structure to rehabilitate more 
of 1.33km roads as the level of acquired skills improves. 

Figure 3: The four basic teams employed in the family-based concept. 

Figure 4: The FBLM field organizational structure for the 
rehabilitation of 4km (Source: Quagraine et al 2009). 

Interpersonal Relationships 
The family-based workforce will be permanent and organized into 

teams or 'families' that has the interpersonal principles of both the HPWT 
and the GFS as its operational guidelines. The team leaders would be the 
'family' heads to ensure collaboration among the team members. The 
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leaders assume the paternalistic responsibilities of the family head for the 
team members through caring; mentoring, empathizing, and skill 
development. Team members are also to reciprocate by showing respect, 
loyalty and support to their leaders. Both employees and management are 
obliged to respect and be committed to each other. 

Proposed improvement of the current strategies 

For the economic impact of the labor-based road rehabilitation 
program in Ghana to be sustainable, the family-based approach proposes 

improvements of the strategies used in the current approach to compliment 
the FBWT concept to attract and maintain more of the unemployed as well 
as the local contractors. The proposed improvements strategies are targeted 
at 1) recruitment, 2) training 3) communication 4) work methods and 5) 
reward strategies. 

Recruitment 
The family-based approach proposes the use of permanent laborers 

in place of the casual laborers. This strategy will attract more laborers into 
the program since it responds to the Ghanaian femininity cultural need that 
holds job security as essential (Hodgetts and Luthans 2000) and as a 
consequence, the Ghanaian laborers will prefer secure than casual jobs in an 
economy in which unemployment is 20% high (World Factbook 2005). The 
use of permanent workers helps continual improvement in quality of work, 
enables contractors to profit from the workers' learning curve and facilitates 
the creation of a pool of skilled workers in Ghana. The concern of 
contractors with regard to the provision of transportation and 
accommodation logistics to workers may be resolved by splitting the burden 
between the contractors and laborers. It is anticipated that contractors will 
recoup costs by profiting from the reliable labor supply and the workers' 
gained experiences. The laborers will also gain from the assured work and 
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regular monthly wages. 

Though the proposed approach does not require any skills from 

laborers and actually includes illiterates, it will require higher qualification 
and skills from the supervisory personnel to facilitate the efficient 
organization and management of the large unskilled pool of laborers. The 

minimum qualification of all the supervisory personnel in the current 
approach is a successful completion of the General Certificate Examination, 
Ordinary Level (GCE O'Level) (Ashong 1996) or its equivalent, the Basic 
Education Certificate Examination (BECE) in the reformed educational 
program in Ghana. The minimum qualification of the foremen of the family- 
based approach will be the same as that of the supervisory personnel in the 
current approach. However, the minimum qualification of supervisors in the 
FBLM approach is raised to the General Certificate Examination Advanced 
Level (GCE A'Level) or its equivalent, the Senior Secondary School 
Certificate Examination (SSCE) in the reformed educational program. The 
site managers will have to complete the GCE A'Level or the SSCE plus a 
nine month roadwork engineering program. The requirement for the 
contractor will be at least an undergraduate degree in construction or related 

field of study. 

Training 

The training programs offered by the current approach include 
training in labor management, basic technical skills and financial 
management. The family-based approach introduces training in 
interpersonal skills and labor-based road engineering. It emphasizes general 

planning and control. It will introduce the supervisory personnel to 
scheduling and the estimating of quantities including labor, material and 
hand-tools/light equipment. The supervisory personnel is trained in conflict 
resolution and management skills. Training in hand-tools/light equipment 
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management with regard to their procurement, maintenance and 
replacement will also be emphasized since the availability and the condition 
of hand-tools and light equipment have great influence on the productivity 
of labor-based workers (Stiedl 1998). The acquisition of the basic technical 
skills by the laborers and financial skills by the supervisory personnel is 
critical to the success of the labor-based program. A benefit of using 
permanent laborers instead of casual laborers in the labor-based road 
rehabilitation program is the ability to offer constant training in basic 
technical skills to the laborers. Continuous training will help improve 
workers' skills and help them master the technical content of the major 
activities of the program such as site preparation, earthworks, reshaping, 
culvert constmction and gravelling. A financial training program will be 
designed for all supervisors, site managers and contractors. The training 
will concentrate on cash flow analysis, cost control, and budgeting. 

The focus on interpersonal skills as a means to improve labor 
management is gaining ground in many organizations. It has been found that 
the quality of social relationships among workers influences the 
effectiveness and success of the organization (Collins and Clark 2003). The 
family-based approach will require all employees to participate in an 
interpersonal skills training program. Workers and management will be 
exposed to the benefits of interpersonal processes used in HPWT including 
cooperative behavior, friendliness, empathy, trust, commitment, mutual 
respect and paternalistic obligation of leaders. The program will gain more 
acceptance if rehabilitated roads are of high quality. Since the quality of a 
road is a function of its design, engineering and construction, the FBLM 
concept includes a training program in labor-based road engineering for the 

contractors and site managers. The training will also equip participants with 
knowledge about the technical specifications for feeder roads such as the 
design speed, required gradient, level of compaction and efficient drainage 



systems. 

Communication 

The FBLM approaeh considers clear and effective communication 
as important for improvement in labor organization and management 
systems. They promote constant information flow and facilitate formal and 
informal dialogues among participants; workers and managers. Thus, the 
family-based approach proposes the superimposition of the team concept of 
the HPWT on the vertical communication system of the GFS to minimize 
the negative impact of the extreme top-down communication strategy used 
in the current approach. The superimposition will create a communication 
structure of overlapping interconnected teams from the top to the lowest 

level of the hierarchy. The strategy will not eliminate the verticality of the 
current system but it will facilitate easy and prompt information flow among 

the basic family-based teams, including two-way dialogue and effective 
feedback systems as illustrated in Figure 5. The team leaders will become 
the communication links between the levels of the successive teams of the 
overlapping hierarchical structure. 

Figure 5: Improved communication system (Source: Quagrainectal2009). 
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Work Method 

The family-based approach intends to combine the task-work 
method used in the current approach with the piece-work method to dare the 
entrepreneurial tendency of the Ghanaian culture, also described as low 
uncertainty avoidance by Hodgetts and Luthans (2000). Piece-work method 
is believed to be the oldest incentive plan for workers. The piece-work 
method is known to provide better incentives to workers to work harder 
since it does not pay for non-productive time such as waiting time. The use 
of the piece-work method gained more popularity in the early decades of the 
twentieth century for boosting productivity, especially in Britain (Smith and 
Boyns 2005). In the piece-work method, a fixed unit of output is set at an 
agreed price and the worker is paid according to units of pieces of the output 
completed. The more pieces the worker completes, the higher the payment. 
However, the use of the piece-work method is discouraged due to some 
inherent problems. Particularly, it is a disadvantage to laborers when it 
comes to wage negotiations for the unit output (Stiedl 1998). In the piece¬ 
work method, workers also place more interest in the quantity of units 
completed to the neglect of the expected quality (Smith and Boyns 2005). 

The combination of the two methods will help increase the wages of 
laborers, the monthly production rate of contractors and also help eliminate 
the labor exploitation and the diminishing quality associated with it. 
Workers will be motivated to perform more work under the piece-work 
method after completing their usual daily assignment under the task-work 
method, to increase wages and the monthly production rate. To resolve the 
problem of diminishing quality and labor exploitation, the extra work 
performed under the piece-work method will maintain the quality required 
by the task-work system. The price for the unit output performed as extra 
work under the piece-work system will also be measured as a percentage of 

the usual daily task under the task-work system. 
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Reward Strategy 
The current approach is characterized with low motivational 

strategies. Laborers are employed on a casual basis in a country where job 
security is culturally and economically crucial. The primary reward strategy 
in the current approach is the task-work payment system which does not 
allow overtime. Other motivational strategies include bonuses such as food, 
clothing and extra payment. The introduction of task-piece work payment 
system which is based on the proposed task-piece work method will be more 
motivational. The task-piece payment system will attract more laborers to 
the program since it encourages teamwork, extra-work and the earning of 
higher wages. 

The Adopted Strategies 

In addition to the proposed improvements, the family-based 
approach adopts the roles and responsibilities matrix concept to help clarify 
the roles and responsibilities since many local firms in Ghana lack proper 
definition of responsibility and accountability (Addo-Abedi 1999). It also 
adopts continuous improvement concepts for its technological and 
managerial advancement. Roles and responsibilities matrices have been 
identified as excellent tools for assignment of roles and responsibilities to 
team members (United State Army 2005) to ensure efficiency. Since many 
local firms in Ghana lack proper definition of responsibility and 
accountability, its introduction will go a long way to clarify roles and 
responsibilities of the workers and management to facilitate effective 
operation. The family-based matrices will help team members to 
understand 'who does what' and 'who has what information'? Knowledge 
transfer has enormous benefits for the success of organizations. It is an 
essential source of an organization's sustainable competitive advantage. 
Bronowski (1955) affirms that no one single innovation will continue to be 
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the most efficient strategy indefinitely. Every new innovation will 
eventually reach the limits of its usefulness and be replaced unless it is 
continuously renewed with more efficient strategies. The family-based 
approach seeks continuous improvement in all its strategies. It will rely on 
knowledge gained from practice and findings in research to ensure constant 
evolution of the concept. 

The Economic Impact of the FBLM Concept 

The economic benefits that are anticipated to accrue to the national 
economy when the FBLM concept is adopted for the feeder road program in 
Ghana cannot be overemphasized. They will include 1 ) the creation of more 
permanent jobs (about 114,600) to reduce unemployment and poverty, 2) 
improvements in the feeder road infrastructure in terms of higher quality 
and production rate 3) the development of local resources, and 4) cultural 
impact. 

Creation of more permanent jobs 

Though the current labor-based approach generated 7,339,751 man- 
days of casual jobs between 1987 and 2002 (Ampadu et al 2003), casual jobs 
have less impact on poverty reduction and on the economy as a whole. 
Using the FBLM concept will pave the way for the creation of more 
permanent jobs that will help reduce poverty and unemployment. The 
concept will equip the local contractor with the required skills to enable 
them increase the number of employees from 75 to 225. Taking into 
consideration the average cost of feeder roads and the minimum daily wage 
in Ghana ($ 1.97), the program will be able to create about 114,600 jobs if 
Ghana invests in the labor-based feeder road rehabilitation program only 
about 50% ($87.0 million) of the $174 million currently used to import 

construction and earthmoving equipment into the country annually. The 
calculations shown below are based on the following assumptions: 1) All 
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expenditures are converted to the 2011 value of the US dollar (such that the 
$174 million of 2002 is $215.5 in 2011 value; 50% of it ($87 million) is 
$106.75 million; the cost of a kilometer of labor-based road of $13,374 in 
2002 is $16,673 in2011 value and thatofequipment-intensiveof$ 14,218 is 

$17,725 in 2011 value), 2) the cost of a kilometer of labor-based based 
increases from $13,374 ($16,673) to $14,218 ($17,725), the cost of 
equipment-intensive approach, to compensate for initial cost increases due 

to the proposed improvements; 3) each labor-based contractor employs 225 
workers (that is 3 times the 75 workers used in the current approach) to 
rehabilitate 4km per month; and 4) the multiplier of cocoa (which is more 
labor-based than that of constmction in Ghana) is used in the calculations. 

At $17,725 per kilometer, the $106.75 million (50% of equipment 
imports) will also be used to rehabilitate about 6,000 kilometers of feeder 
road a year as shown below. 
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ABSTRACT 
Labour-based technology (LBT) can create a number of job opportunities. 
In general, more job opportunities contribute to an increase in the 
household income, and consequently, improve the living standards of 
participants in the LBT project. However, there has been no research 
conducted to assess the impact of LBTparticipation on the local people at a 
village level in Tanzania. This study aims to evaluate the impact of 
participation on the local people through a comparison between the 
participants and the non-participants of one specific LBT project in 
Tanzania. 

A field survey was conducted in the Mbeya region of southwest Tanzania 
where the LBT road reconstruction project was implemented in the Mbozi 
district. The results revealed that the local people living in the proximity of 
the road have a positive impression of the LBT because they recognize that 
LBT participation has improved their living standards. Subsequently, the 
impact of LBT participation was clarified quantitatively through a multiple 
regression analysis. The dependent variables used in the multiple 
regression analysis were income and expenditure per head. The result 
shows that the coefficient of the LBT participation dummy variable is 
negative, which means that the participants basically have a lower 
income/expenditure than the non-participants. This result can be 
interpreted to signify that the LBT participants were relatively poor 
compared to the non-participants. 

Keywords: Labour-based technology, impact, living standards, road 
reconstruction, Tanzania 
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INTRODUCTION Labour-based technology (LBT) is a construction technology that 
maximizes the utilization of the labour force to create employment. It 

finds application in the construction of small-scale infrastructure projects, 
such as feeder roads or irrigation canals, in developing countries. Such 
applications of LBT create Job opportunities. More job opportunities 
contribute to an increase in the household income, and consequently, 
improve the living standards of the participants in the LBT project. In 
addition to employment creation, LBT has various benefits, such as low 
construction cost and utilization of local resources. 
The government of Tanzania introduced a policy to promote LBT in road 
construction in rural areas. Hanaoka et al. (2010) revealed the effectiveness 
of and the problems associated with LBT in Tanzania, based on the natural 
and social conditions. However, there is no research that has assessed the 
impact of LBT participation on the local people at a village level in 
Tanzania. This study aims to evaluate the impact of participation on local 
people through a comparison between the participants and the 
nonparticipants of one specific LBT project in Tanzania. 

METHODOLOGY 
In order to obtain data of a household's living standards near a LBT project 
site, we carried out a field survey in Vwawa village in the Mbeya region, 
Tanzania, from January 12-25, 2011. In this village, a 1-km-long feeder 
road was reconstructed using LBT in two months, from the beginning of 
October to the end of November, 2010. Local people were employed as 
labourers at a basic daily wage of 2.67 USD (4,000 Tanzanian Shilling 
(TZS)) for women and 3.33 USD (5,000 TZS) for men [ 1USD= 1500 TZS]. 
For comparison, we distributed questionnaire sheets among the LBT 

participants as well as the non-participants. We employed a Tanzanian 
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surveyor and distributed 50 questionnaire sheets (25 for each group). 
Although 47 sheets were collected, some of them contained invalid 
answers. Thus, only 27 samples (responses of 11 participants and 16 
nonparticipants) were valid. 
In order to clarify the differences in income and expenditure between 
participants and non-participants, we performed a multiple regression 
analysis with income and expenditure as dependent variables, flousehold 
attributes, such as number of household members, age of the household 
head, and LBT participation dummy variable were independent variables 
(see Table 1). 

! able 1: Definitions of variables 

Variables Definition (Unit) 
DependetU variables 
L Monthiv expenditure per head (TZS) 
I Monthly per head (TZS ) 
I tui e p e nd e n t v a ria bles 
lamilv No. ol'housohold members 
Feni Female-headed household dummy ( Fi'emale) 
Aiio Ape (li the household head 
fidii I lieh-edueated household head dummy ( Uhiph education) 
walk No, ofworkers in the household 
la mi Non-larmer dummy ( I aion-tarmer) 
land .Area ofowned land laere) 
[ RT l.RT participalion dummy ( Fparlieipant) 

RESULTS 
Figure 1 shows how the labourers spent their wages obtained for the work 
done in the LBT. More than 90% of the respondents purchased food. Other 
common purchases were clothes and farm equipments. Participants spent 
their wages mainly for their basic needs; however, they also purchased 
goods such as farm equipment and livestock. This spending can be 
considered to be investment and wealth accumulation. Some respondents 
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replied as having spent part of their wages to pay for school fees for their 
children. 
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Figure 1: Expenditure by an LBT participant 

All respondents answered “Yes” to the question “Would you like to 
participate if another LBT project is initiated?” The reasons for motivation 
for participation in the LBT are categorized in Figure 2. “Improvement of 
life” and “development of the community” are the dominant reasons, rather 
than “employment creation” and “income generation.” 
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Figure 2; Reasons for participating in LBT 
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Household attributes are shown in Figures 3 to 7. According to these figures, 
the LBT participants tend to have a smaller family size, a younger 
household head, more workers, and less owned land than the 
nonparticipants. It is notable that more than half of the participant 
households are female-headed, and there is not much difference between the 
participants and the nonparticipants in terms of their occupation and 
education; that is, most respondents are farmersand are not highly educated. 
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Table 2 shows the monthly income and expenditure per head for the 
respondents. The average expenditure of the participants is approximately 
1.2 USD higher than that of the nonparticipants; however, the incomes of 

the participants and the nonparticipants are almost the same. The level of 
income/expenditure of the respondents seems slightly below the average 
Tanzanian expenditure figure, which is 10.95 USD/month/head in rural 

areas, according to the National Bureau of Statistics, Tanzania (2008). 

Table 2: Monthly expenditurcandincome per head 

Item No. of Samples Max M in Ave Std. Deviation 

Monthly expenditure per head 
(Unit;USD) 

Whole 27 20.90 3.02 8.24 4.38 

Participants 11 20.90 5.22 8.96 5.26 

Nonpartidpants 16 16.67 3.02 7.75 3.77 

Monthly income per head 
{Unit:USD) 

Whole 27 16.67 3.50 7.83 3.61 
Participants 11 14.68 3.84 7.77 3.59 

Nonparticipants 16 16.67 3.50 7.87 3.73 

Prior to the regression analysis, correlation analysis was performed, and its 
result is shown in Table 3. Overall, the independent variables are not highly 
correlated with each other. The largest absolute value of the correlation 
coetTicient among the independent variables is 0.509 (work and land). The 
second largest value is 0.419 (family and land). Therefore, multicollinearity 

is not significant in this study. 

Table 3: Correlationmatrix 

family fern age edu work farm land LBT 1 E 
family 1.000 
fern -0.282 1.000 
age 0.118 -0.231 1.000 
edu -0.285 0.029 0.106 1.000 
work 0.016 -0.038 0.102 0.232 1.000 
farm -0.090 -0.271 -0.106 0.135 -0.176 1.000 
land 0.419 0.073 0.241 0.254 0.509 -0.317 1.000 
LET -0.340 0.301 -0.398 -0.007 0.364 -0.053 -0.115 1.000 
1 -0.516 0.283 -0.476 0.361 0.044 0.257 -0.216 0.138 1.000 
E -0.286 0.072 -0.396 0.327 0.024 0.398 -0.087 -0.014 0.846 1.000 
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The result of the regression analysis is shown in Table 4. The dependent 
variable in models I-1 and 1-2 is monthly income per head, while in models 
E-1 and E-2, it is monthly expenditure per head. I-1 and E-1 contain all eight 

variables collected by the field survey. Model I-1 is 1% significant in F-test, 
but the significant independent variables are only age and the LBT 
participation dummy variable, as determined by t-test. On the other hand, 
model E-1 is 10% significant and its significant independent variables are 

age and farm size. Table 4: Model Results 

Model n  MOTET  
Wriables Coefficients Beta 

Coefficients 
t-Value Variables Coefficients Beta 

Coefficients 
t-Value 

family -1371.64 -0.372 -1.865 family -835.72 -0.275 -1.165 
fern 3183.00 0.238 1.379 fern 957.22 0.087 0.425 
age -451.04 -0.534 -3.243*** age -359.81 -0.517 -2.652** 
edu 4067.94 0.245 1.422 edu 2543.83 0.186 Û.S12 
work 2697.74 0.311 1.526 work 1561.16 0.219 0.905 
farm 3745.60 0.182 1.132 farm 5930.03 0.351 1.838* 
land -801.34 -0.156 -0.682 land 226.65 0.54 0.198 
LBT -5148.70 -0.392 -2.005* LBT -4243.491 -0.393 -1.694 

R square 0.642 R quare 0.4S Î6 
Adjusted R square Ö.483 Adjusted R square 0:573 

F-Value 4.Ö31“* F-Value T7W 
Model ^■2 Model &2 

Variables Coefficients Bela 
Coefficients 

t-Value Variables Coefficients Beta 
Coefficients 

t-Value 

family -1991.10 -0.540 -3.400*** family -1025.97 -0.338 -1.813* 
age -431.90 -0.511 -3.140*** age -336.47 -0.484 

2.532*** 
LBT -3266.97 -0.249 -1.448 LBT -3469.93 -0.321 -1.591 

R square 0.487 R square 0.2£ 3 
Adjusted R square ÎTTSÎÎ Adjusted R square 0:504 

F-Value 7:533 F-Value  3:445^’  

LBT participation dummy variable is insignificant. To improve and 
simplify the models, some insignificant variables were removed one by one, 
which resulted in the models 1-2 and E-2. In these models, all variables have 

negative coefficients, and the LBT participation dummy variable is 
insignificant. The coefficients of the LBT participation dummy variable are 
negative throughout all models. The interpretation of these regression 
results is that a smaller family, a younger household head, and non LBT 
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participants are likely to have larger income and expenditure. 

DISCUSSION 
The average expenditure of the participants is higher than that of the 
nonparticipants by about 1.2 USD. However, this does not mean that most 
participants have a higher income than the nonparticipants. Figure 8 shows 
that most participants, except two outliers, are located at relatively low 
income and expenditure levels, while nonparticipants are located in a wide 
range from low to high. 

The income level of the participants is comparatively low because the 
labourers employed in this project were those who were interested in LBT 
participation and were selected by the community leaders. It is believed that 
people, particularly young people, without an avenue for earning cash 
income were preferentially selected. Here, subsistence agriculture was not 
considered as a Job providing cash income and the people engaged in it were 
prioritized as labourers in LBT. 

* 

I* 

5 10 15 20 25 
Income / head / month{USD) 

Non-participants (16samples) * Participants (llsamples) 

Figure 8: Distribution of Incomeand Expenditure 

Before conducting the regression analysis, we expected that LBT would 
have resulted in an increase in the income and expenditure of the 
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participants; however, participants have reported overall lower 
income/expenditiire than those of the nonparticipants. In addition, the R 
square value is not high enough. Thus, these models are inadequate to 
explain the participants' income and expenditure. One interesting result is 
that a remarkable difference between the income and the expenditure of the 
participants was not observed, regardless of the high wage of LBT when 
compared to the average income of the respondents. The daily wage 
provided in this LBT was 2.67-3.33 USD, which is equivalent to 
approximately one third of the average monthly income per head. For 
example, according to a record of construction, male and female workers 
received an average of 78.42 USD and 55.76 USD, respectively, in the 
month of October. We can say that this is an extremely high extra income for 
local people. 

A woman managing a local shop near the LBT project road mentioned an 
increase in sales by approximately 20% as a result of the project. This is a 
good example of how LBT can create income opportunities and how 
spending by labourers can stimulate the local economy. 

CONCLUSION 
In this research, we analyzed a few tendencies of the LBT participants and 
the nonparticipants, and the differences between them in terms of their 
incomes and expenditures, and other household attributes. This was 
achieved by conducting a field survey at Vwawa village in the Mbeya 
region, Tanzania. Responses to the survey indicated how local people 
evaluated the benefits of LBT. For a quantitative analysis, a more 
sophisticated method is required to clarify the impact of LBT on the income 
and expenditure of the participants. 
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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of the paper is to explore the level ofemployment and its drivers 
in order to ensure that the provision of infrastructure also optimises and 
addresses employment creation. This paper reviews a total of 172 school 
projects that were built commencing in 2008. The projects ranged from the 
construction of Early Childhood Centres (ECDs) (one classroom that 
accommodates 60 pre-primary school children), the renovation of existing 
schools, and the construction of completely new schools. Particidar 
attention of the analysis was on examining various measures of job creation 
used in this paper. Findings indicate that in order to ensure optimum job 
creation and job satisfaction while at the same time ensuring productivity, 
the Eull Time Equivalent (ETE) and job counting should be used in 
conjunction as a measurement of the Jobs created. It is concluded that the 
renovated schools create more FTEs and Jobs than the new schools with the 
same value, and that the increase in contract value also increases the FTEs 
and Jobs. 
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This paper analyses a case study of the drivers of job creation in school 
building projects in the Eastern Cape Province, South Africa. Since 

the advent of democracy, the South African government has embarked on a 
Reconstruction and Development Programme whose aim was to establish 
decent infrastructure especially in education and health as part of ensuring 
equitable distribution of resources to the majority of the population and to 
ensure appropriate investment in social services. This paper reviews a 
School-Building Programme that covered a total of 172 schools that were 
categorised under new schools, renovated schools and ECDs which are a 
classroom that can accommodate up to 60 pre-primary schoolchildren. The 
purpose of the paper is to explore the level of employment and its drivers in 
order to ensure that the provision of infrastructure also optimises and 
addresses employment creation. 

The provision of infrastructure in the Eastern Cape is hampered by the 
increase in construction costs. At the same time, there is prevalent 
unemployment due to both the global economic climate. In addition. South 
Africa's economic structural problems are such that any infrastaicture 
undertaking has to address the underlying socio-economic aspects, such as 
poverty, unemployment and equality. Hence, an approach for measuring the 
impact of job creation has to be addressed. It is against this context that this 
paper examines the optimum employment of people in infrastructure 
projects particularly in school-buildings construction projects. The focus of 
the paper will be on the optimization of labour in the building industry to 
ensure a balance between employment and productivity during the 
construction of schools. In the context of the Eastern Cape, government 
infrastructure programmes and projects in mral communities are the only 
enablers of job creation, and as such are critical for the creating livelihoods, 
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income distribution and arresting rural poverty. 

It is concluded that the renovation work of the same cost as the new works 
employs more people than the new works, and the duration for renovation is 
shorter than building a new school of the same value. It is also concluded 
that job creation has to be measured using Full Time Equivalent (FTE) in 
conjunction with job counting. As the value of work done increases, the 
number of FTEs and jobs increases, but above a certain point (indicated by 
the average in ECDs), the increases in jobs might be costly. It is thus 
recommended that to alleviate the costly increase, more tendering 
competition should be promoted. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The global economic meltdown has resulted in high unemployment 
throughout the world. Even in times of prosperity, Watkins (2007) noted that 
despite the apparent economic growth in South Africa, the country 
continues to experience rampant poverty and growing unemployment with 
no reciprocal increase in the quality of life for many poor South Africans. 
This is precisely because both the public and private sectors are falling short 
of providing basic services and employment opportunities to large portions 
of the growing population, which translates into persistent financial 
deprivation of many poor households. Unemployment, therefore, 
contributes to a type of pathology in the country, spiralling negative 
consequences sueh as crime, xenophobia, gangsterism, and apathy 
(Levinsohn 2007). For South Africa to achieve real development and not 

just economic growth, the country needs to improve the quality of life of its 
citizens and one way of ensuring this is through optimising job creation. 
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Although it is generally aeknowledged that job creation should be a top 
priority for many development agencies and government departments in 
South Africa, the demand for jobs continues to outgrow the number of jobs 
created (Business Trust 2006). The consequence of this unemployment has 
been hardships that have seen people venting their anger and frustrations 
through the streets. This unemployment has also dictated the tone and 
direction of politics throughout the world. Obama (2011) in his state of the 
nation address remarked that America measures its progress by the jobs 
people can find and the quality of life those jobs offer. Obama called for 
investment in innovation, education and infrastructure. To emphasise the 
need for job creation in South Africa, President Jacob Zuma (2011) in his 
state of the nation address declared 2011 a year of job creation. He added 
that according to research the government should create jobs in 
infrastructure development, agriculture, mining and beneficiation, the 
green economy and tourism. 

In South Africa, the infrastructure backlog is captured by COGTA (2009) 
that reflected serious backlogs in water, sanitation and electricity especially 
in poverty stricken provinces such as Limpopo, Eastern Cape and 
KwaZulu-Natal. For the unemployed, especially in rural communities 
where there are no factories, the establishment of infrastructure and 
eradication of backlogs is their last hope. Thus, while some needs might be 
prioritised based on the physiological aspects such as the provision of water, 
the low employment rates demand that some backlog prioritisation should 
be based on the impact the backlog would have on employment creation. 
Creating employment and producing decent work therefore, should be one 
of the most pressing social needs that infrastructure projects and other social 
entrepreneurs in South Africa should focus on. 
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The employment history of South Africa indicates that the construction 
industry has experienced cycles depending on the economic growth like any 
industry throughout the world. In infrastructure development, South Africa 
has relied on providing work during the construction stages. The work 
usually consists of the core permanent and temporary employees, the 
majority of which falls under informal employment. Statistics South Africa 
(2010) defined informal employment as employees who are not entitled to 

basic benefits such as pension or medical aid contributions from their 
employer, and who do not have a written contract of employment. However, 
such people cannot be defined as having decent work which is defined by 

the United Nations' Chief Executives Board for Coordination, quoted by 
Anker and Annycke (2010) as being productive work for men and women in 

conditions of freedom, equity, security and human dignity. 

The South African Government in its efforts to alleviate the plight of the 
unemployed pursues both the formal and informal employment despite the 
assurance by Zuma (2009) that the creation of decent work will be at the 
centre of government's economic policies and will influence government's 
investment attraction and job creation initiatives. The South African 
Expanded Public Works Programme (EPWP) that is deflned by the 
Department of Public Works (2005) which is the government's policy on job 

creation for temporary workers cannot be deflned as decent work. 

The construction industry has been the driver of job creation in South 
Africa. According to the Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB) 
(2007), the construction industry employed about 450000 in the formal 
sector and 320000 in the informal sector. The direct and indirect jobs in the 
constmction industry are driven by both the private and public sectors 

whose combined value was R158, 6 billion in 2006 with a total direct job 
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creation multiplier of around 9 persons for every Rim of investment. The 
most challenging aspect that has over the years affected the provision of 
infrastructure has been the increase in costs. According to Bureau for 
Economic Research (BER), the construction costs have from 2000 to 2009 
increased by about 163%, yet an analysis of some 150 schools in the Eastern 
Cape indicated that the cost of constructing schools increased by more than 
500 percent in the same period (Treasury 2010). This is despite the fact that 
the allocation by the National Government to the Eastern Cape Province has 
been between 5 and 8 % (based on the analysis of Masualle (2011 ) below the 
percentage increase of the industry which according to Bureau for 
Economic Research (BER) ((2009)) has been between 15.3 and 14.4 % for 
2007 and 2008 respectively. The CIDB (2007) attributes the increase to 
the following: 

• Building and construction input costs (mainly labour, 
materials, plant and equipment) 

• Non-construction costs e.g. land, professional fees etc. 

• Tendering factors (such as tendering risks, competition or 
lack of for tenders etc.) 

• Late payments to contractors and material suppliers 
• Profit margins 

VARIOUS MEASURES OF EMPLOYMENT: 
Job Counting as a Measure of Job Creation 

There are various mechanisms of measuring labour market activities. The 
South African Quarterly Labour Force Survey, by Statistics South Africa 

(2010) collects data on labour market activities. The survey defined 
employed people as those aged between 15-64 who worked for at least one 
hour during the week. Compared with a person who is permanent and earns 
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a monthly salary, this definition allocates the same weight and does not 
capture the real economic activities that justify the employment. This is job 
counting, which Felsenstein and Persky (2007), quoting (Courant, 1994, 
I laveman & Krutila 1968) stated that academic literature has raised doubts 
about the value of simple job counting. So, it can be concluded that the use 
ofjob counting as a standalone is not justified in measuring job creation. 

Person Days and Full Time Equivalent as Measures of Job Creation 

I'he evaluation of the South African Expanded Public Works Programme 
(Department of Public Works (2005)) indicated that the objective for 
ensuring that at least one million temporary jobs are created is measured 
using the person days (defined as the amount of work an average worker can 
do in a day) and the income paid to the person. The disadvantage of 
measuring using the person days is that it does not give the accurate numbers 
of people worked. It is noted that the Expanded Public Works Programme 
has been continuously evolving. During the second phase of EPWP 
implementation (2009-2014), the South African government introduced 
Full Time Equivalent Grants (FTE) to reward performance. According to 
the Department of Public Works (2009), Public bodies would aim to create 

additional Full Time Equivalent Jobs while implementing their projects 
from their existing infrastructure grant budgets; and would receive after 
every quarter, a pay-out based on the number of FTEs created. 

According to Wikipedia (wikipedia, 2011), in the U.S. federal government, 
FTE is defined by the Government Accountability Office (GAO) as the 

number of total hours worked divided by the maximum number of 
compensable hours in a work year as defined by law. So, the FTE is a 
combination of the job counted of the individual over a period of time 
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adjusted over a year. It is a combination of job count and person days 
adjusted over the working hours in a year. Thus, this paper will use the FTEs 
to measure job creation by various projects. This will help, especially with 
the temporary/informal workers in comparing the job creation from one 
project to the next. In America, Evans (2004) mentions two measures of 
employment as payroll and household employment, i.e. the number of 
people over the age of 16 employed in each household. He stated that the US 
Department of Labour household Survey of employment compared 
favourably with its payroll survey. This is explained by the fact that when 
people are fired or laid off, they resurface as self-employed and in some 
cases they work, but aren't counted because they are in the underground 
economy. However, Webster et al (2008) argued that national direct 
surveys of households, such as the biannual Labour Force Surveys issued by 
Statistics South Africa, are useful in measuring the numbers of those in 
employment, but that they are unable to measure the size and nature of 
informal employment. Thus, the household survey should be supplemented 
by capturing the temporary work at the source and converting it to the FTEs. 
In conclusion, the measure of employment creation, should be through the 
FTEs at the project level (assume government and civil society cooperates). 
The household survey would need to be adjusted to capture information that 
would make sense in the academic debate if used. 

METHODOLOGY 
A total of 56 new schools, 79 Early Childhood Development Centres 
(ECDS) and 37 schools under Renovation and Rehabilitation making a total 
of 172 2008 were analysed. The employment figures of each project were 
reviewed by a team of auditors to verify the names of people and their 
identification. The projects were derived from Coega Development 
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Corporation, a public sector organisation that implements programmes on 
behalf of the Eastern Cape Government in general. The person days were 
calculated by multiplying the average number of people employed with the 
duration of the project. The FTEs were then calculated by dividing the 
person days with 230 which represent the number of working days per year 

to get the impact of the project over a year and to ensure that there is a 
common comparative denominator across all the projects. 

The results were captured, calculated in an excel spread-sheet. A graph of 
the tendered values was plotted against the FTEs, Jobs created (represented 
by the highest number per project), and project duration were then plotted in 
a chart. All the data for different categories (New Schools and Renovated 
schools) indicated the x-y scatter which according to the software used 
would fit a trendline, which is used to depict trends in the existing data using 
regression analysis. ECD scatter could not effectively be shown by the 

trendline as their average value was around R700,000 each and the fact that 
all the ECD scope was the same, instead a separate graph was used to extract 

the existing trend. The points on each Figure were then joined using the 
spreadsheet trendline.. The trendline used in the analysis were logarithmic 

as the rate of increases in the data increased quickly and then levelled out. 

The graphs that depicted the data with legends were plotted as in Figures 1 
and 2 as shown in the analysis below. 

ANALYSIS 

The analysis is outlined using the graphs in Figures 1 and 2. The graph in 
Figure 1 represents the FTEs; number of people employed and project 
duration vs. the tendered values at project close out for the new and 
renovated schools. The new and renovated schools are depicted separately 
in the Figure. 
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Figure 1: FTEs, Number of People Employed and Project Duration vs 
Tendered rates for ECDs, New Schools and Renovated Schools 
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Explaining the Scatter 
• The ECD cost falls under Grade 2 contractors, a grade that is 

second lowest in terms of grading by the South African) 
(Construction Industry Development Board (cidb), 2000), a 
government body charged amongst others to systematically 
regulate, monitor and promote the performance of the 
construction industry. This means that some contractors might 
price the job less or more than what its value is, thus causing 
these discrepancies. On FTEs, these contractors might not 
necessarily understand the optimum approach in employment 
commitment, so their employment status might not reflect the 
site requirements. 

o The schools are constmcted across the landlocked Eastern 
Cape Province in South Africa. Some schools are in remote 
areas, making it difficult to get relevant personnel to work, and 
that the roads in these areas are such that it is a challenge to take 
material to reach the site. Service providers normally price to 
accommodate these challenges. Such increased costs might not 
have an impact on job creation as they tend to be absorbed by 
transportation costs. 

• In certain instances, the cost per school would be higher 
because there is less competition in certain remote areas and 
some contractors would consider the cost of doing business in 
such areas not to be worth it due to the small size of the project. 

Analysis of the Figures 
From Figure I, the analysis is as follows 
From 0 to R5m - the FTEs, number of jobs and duration are 12, 18 and 
10 and 11, 24 and 7 for new and renovated schools respectively. The 
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differences are due to the fact that the renovations include work such as 
demolitions, systematic peeling and scraping of certain surfaces that 
require more people, within a short space of time. Thus, renovation is 
more labour intensive than the new schools. 

From R5m to RlOm-The number of Jobs, FTEs and duration increased 
by 28, 4 and 9 percent for the new schools and by 8, 8 and 0 percent for 
renovated schools respectively. The difference in the FTE increase to 
that of the number of jobs is due to the difference in the duration. The 
higher the duration of the project, the more the FTEs, which means that 
workers benefit more if the duration is longer. The increased duration 
for the new schools is probably caused by the systemic approach of 
building a new structure as one would have to start with foundations, 
wall, roof and finishes whereas with renovation, everything can be done 
at once, with multiple teams. This also explains why there are more 
workers in renovated schools (up to 32) than new schools (up to 29). 

From R1 Om to R20m - the number of jobs, FTEs and duration increased 
by 19, 19 and 15 percent for the new schools and 20, 29 and 23 percent 
for renovated schools. Again the differences between the new and 
renovated schools are due to the differences in the duration and the fact 
that there are more workers employed in the renovated schools (42) than 
in the new schools (25). The bigger the value of work done in the 
renovated schools, the more teams needed that could work at the same 
time as opposed to the step by step approach with the new schools. 

Regarding the cost comparison. Figure 1 indicates that as the value of 
work increases, the number of people employed increases. The rate of 

increase as the value ofthe project increases. 
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In Figure 2, the analysis can be approached as follows 
From R450, 000 to R750, 000 - The average duration of work is 5.5 
months, the jobs are 10.5 and FTEs are 4.0. From R750, 000 to R950, 
000 the average duration is 6 months, the number of jobs is 14 and the 
FTEs are 7. This means that the more the value of tenders increase, the 
higher the number of jobs created and consequently the higher the FTEs. 
Figure 2 also indicates that the duration moves on average from 5.5 to 6 
months. This indicates a direct correlation between jobs and FTEs, 
which means that the FTEs can be used interchangeable with jobs. The 
difference is that with FETs, there is an understanding that the average 
employment has been over a certain period and it can be easily 
compared with other projects. However, while FTEs can be used in 
comparing the rate of employment between projects, the disadvantages 
with them is that people who understand employment creation, relate 
more to job counting. It is thus recommended that the employment 
reporting should thus include both the FTEs and Jobs created for better 
understanding. 

The increase in the project values corresponds with the increase in FTEs 
and Jobs created. Further analysis of Figure 2 indicates that on average 
the number of jobs from an average tender value of between R500,000 
and R600,00 moved from 10.5 to 12 (about 14% increase). From R600, 
000 to R700, 000, and from R700,000 to R800,000, the number of jobs 
increased to 12, 5 (4% increase) and 13 (4% increase) respectively. The 
job increases seem to be stabilising around R700,000, which happens to 
be the statistical average of all the tenders. The marginal increase in 
labour above R700, 000 subsequently was probably driven by the fact 
that the tenderers degree of comfort was such that an additional person 
was not going to affect the profit margins of the project. However, this 
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should not be taken in a positive light, as the analysis indicates that the 
increase in jobs from the average of R600,000 to R900,000 resulted in 
the addition of only 1.5 people, at an increased project value of about 
R300,000. In a situation of high unemployment, the cost of these extra 
jobs is too high and not cost effective (from an average of 20 people per 
million (12 people/R600, 000) to 5 people/million (1.5 extra 
people/R300,000). Given that the majority of tenderers were on average 
around R700,000 with about 12 people employed, any extra increases 
are thus not justified. Thus, it is critical that competition be promoted to 
ensure that the costs of tenderers are contained as they affect the evenly 
distribution of resources. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
It is concluded that the renovation work of the same cost as the new work in 
school building employed more people due to the fact that the work can be 
done simultaneously with multiple teams than the new school building 
works. The renovation work of the same cost as the new works employs 
more people than the new works, and the duration for renovation is shorter 
than building a new school of the same value. This is because in building a 
new school, the builders have to build step by step, commencing with 
foundations, walls, roof, finishes etc. The duration it takes to renovate a 
school of the same value as the new school is less than building a new school 
due to the multiple teams in renovation that seeks to overwhelm the building 
with increased manpower. 

Both FTEs and job counting should be used when referring to job creation. 
Job creation has to be measured using Full Time Equivalent (FTE) in 
conjunction with job counting. As the value of work increases, the number 
of FTEs and jobs increases, but above a certain point (indicated by the 
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average in ECDs), the increases in jobs might be costly. FTEs are able to 
assist in understanding the impact and value of work. The use of FTEs can 
also assist in comparing the job creation impact with other projects. 
However, people cannot relate to FTEs as the measures of job creation, but 
can relate to job counting. Unfortunately, academic literature has raised 
doubts about the value of simple job counting. It is thus concluded that both 
job counting and FTEs should both be used at the same time to give the 
extent of job creation. 

As the value of the work done increases, the number of people employed 
(FTEs and jobs) increases. However, it is concluded that above a certain 
tender average, there is a point where the increase in job creation is costly to 
the project. Hence, it is recommended that tender completion should be 
promoted to ensure that resources are optimally distributed. 

It is thus recommended that to alleviate the costly increase, more tendering 
competition should be promoted. 
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ABSTRACT 
The HIV/AIDS epidemic is a global crisis which demands urgent attention, 
committed and sustained action by alliances of individuals, organizations 
and sectors. The transport sector is essential for economic and social 
development as it provides a vital link between centres of production and 
markets and gives people access to employment, health education, 
recreation and other social services. Many people working in this sector are 
mobile, which affects their vulnerability to HIV/AIDS, and in addition, due 
to the specialized nature of many jobs in the sector, the transport sector is 
more susceptible to contracting HIV/AIDS in comparison to other sectors. 
Finally, as a result of its central importance to many other sectors, the 
impact of HIV/AIDS epidemic on the transport sector will have significant 
implications for other sectors, especially, in land locked countries like 
Uganda. 

It is upon the above background that management of HIV/AIDS, risks, 
health and safety considerations in road works is a continuous process and 
of paramount importance to the Ministry of Works and Transport. This 
paper focuses on thefollowing: 

• The objective of having HIV/AIDS prevention campaigns 
intertwined into road activities especially when using labour- 
based road work methods in Uganda. 

• Justijication for mainstreaming HIV/AIDS into road works 
using Labour Based in Uganda. 

• Link between HIV/AIDS and Poverty 
• Link between HIV/AIDS, Poverty and Labour Based work 

Methods 
• Current interventions/challenges in the Ministry of Works 

and Transport to Mainstream HIV/AIDS in the roads sub sector 

Keywords: HIV/AIDS, Mainstreaming, labour-based road works, 
poverty 
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INTRODUCTION 

Background Uganda has experienced stable overall national HIV prevalence among 
adults, with HIV prevalence ranging between 6% - 7% during the past 

decade. The estimated number of new HIV infections however remains 
unacceptably high. Accordingly, the Government of Uganda has 
highlighted prevention of new HIV infections in the country as a high 
priority. HIV prevention interventions have been implemented for the last 
25 years, but the ideal of universal access to HIV prevention services has not 
been realized. 

The works and transport sector is considered a major vector in the 

transmission of HIV due to the high mobility of workers and their clients, 
enabling HIV transmission between them and between high and low 
prevalence areas; and because the sexual behaviours of transport sector 
workers and the populations that interact with them such as commercial sex 
workers carry a high-risk of contracting or transmitting HIV. The risk 
behaviour of these groups in turn put their partners and communities at risk. 
This sector also consists some of the population groups documented to be at 
a high risk of HIV infection, such as long-distance truck drivers, road 

construction workers, motor cyclists (border-border), and other transport 
workers such as drivers, water transport and rail workers. 

International and local research has shown that transport sector workers 
such as long-distance commercial drivers have relatively high prevalence 

rates of HIV and other STIs, compared to workers in other occupations and 
the general population. The risk factors that expose these groups to higher 
levels of HIV infection include the nature of their work - which involves 
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staying away from home and separation from regular sexual partners for 
long periods of time, lack of easy access to HIV/AIDS information and 
services, operating or living in environments where casual sex and alcohol 
are available, and availability of disposable income. 

Addressing HIV infection in the sector therefore requires intensified and 
increased effectiveness of HIV prevention initiatives. 

The HIV/AIDs Mainstreaming Concept 
The HIV/AIDs mainstreaming concept describes the process of responding 
to HIV/AIDs in the development sectors where the pandemic may not 
ordinarily be addressed. Mainstreaming is a means of enabling the sector to 
improve its capacity to contribute to the national fight against HIV/AIDs. 
For the roads sub sector, it means adopting the sub sector activities business 
to cope with realities of HIV/AIDs. This means understanding how the 
spread of HIV/AIDs may be caused or exacerbated by activities within the 
sub sector, how it is likely to affect the sub sectors goals, objectives and 
programs and whether the sub sector has a comparative advantage to 
respond to reduce the spread and mitigate the impact of HIV/AIDs on the 
sector. This involves addressing systemic, structural as well as social and 
service delivery issues and requires creative and innovative solution. 

HIV/AIDs mainstreaming process is guided by five principles, namely; 

(i) The need to develop a clear and focused entry point in 
order to maintain the critical focus necessary to make 
impact with regard to interventions. 

(ii) Placing mainstreaming within and not outside the existing 
national sector and sector policy and institutional context. 
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(iii) The necessity for advocacy, sensitization and capacity 
building which place people in a better position to 
undertake mainstreaming. 

(iv) The need to maintain a distinction between internal and 
external domains and address issues pertaining to them. 

(v) The importance of developing strategic partnerships, 
based on comparative advantage, cost effectiveness and 
collaboration. 

The Roads Sub-Sector in Uganda 
It has been defined by the Ministry of Works and Transport (MoWT) to 
include: 

1 -The road construction activities 
2- The road network ( Physical infrastmcture) 
3- The different transport modes 
4- Public and private institutions 
5- People (workers, road users, the policy and legal framework) 

While all these components are viable entry points, the road works 
activities, as well as the policy and legal framework together with people 
who benefit from the sub sector policies and transport modes, would 
provide the more effective entry points for mainstreaming. Since the sector 
involves people, it is important to consider wider social issues beyond the 
road network and infrastructure activities for effective mainstreaming 
process. 

RATIONALE FOR MAINSTREAMING HIV/AIDS INTO THE 
ROADS SUB-SECTOR. 
Objectives 
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The objective of having HIV/AIDs prevention campaigns intertwined into 
the roads sub sector activities are: 

1- Global realization of the fact that HIV/AIDs is multidimensional and 
thus requires concerted efforts from all development sectors so as to 
reduce the magnitude of its effects as evident in MDG Goal 6 
Combat HIV/AIDs, Malaria and others diseases. 

2- The need to give HIV/AIDs the due attention it deserves in road 
works because of the strong linkages that exist between the two. 

Management of HIV/AIDs, risks, health and safety considerations in road 
works is a continuous process and of paramount importance to the Ministry 
of Works and Transport operations and activities in its areas of mandate in 
Uganda. This therefore calls for regular identification of hazards and 
assessment of risks associated with its activities in the various sub sectors at 
large and roads in particular. Appropriate actions to undertake so as to 
manage risks would be prevention and reduction of the impact of potential 
incidences that may lead to the spread of HIV/AIDs in the road sector. 

Key stakeholders in the road sector constitute; construction workers at 
various sites, drivers and transporters, communities around project sites and 
their families, taxi and tmck drivers, suppliers and providers of services 
including contractors, consultants, road committees, accident victims and 
rescuers, garage owners and operators as well as trade unions. 

The justification for mainstreaming HlV/AlDs into road works includes; 
1- Road transport in Uganda has remained the most dominant mode of 

transport in terms of scale of infrastructure and volume of 
passenger's movement. It moves millions of people every day from 
and to various corners of the country for various social and 
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economic activities. Because there are so many stakeholders in the 
transport sector, the road network can either continue to widen the 
spread of HIV/AIDs or can be used as a powerful channel for 
disseminating information, knowledge and understanding upon 
which effective prevention depends. 

2- The road sector is seen as central to economic growth and 
development, and labour is an essential input in the manufacturing 
sector, considering labour based approach. Labour productivity will 
therefore depend greatly on mobility of employees in which the road 
sector plays a great role, morbidity and mortality of employees as 
they take more time off to provide or seek treatment at the 
occurrence of HIV/AIDs. 

3- Workers in the transport sector are more vulnerable to HIV/AIDs 
infection because of the nature of their work. For example the social 
context of dirty/dusty, strenuous and dangerous work usually offers 
unpleasant living condition with few or no leisure opportunities that 
tends to create a risk taking environment as workers seek these 
opportunities. 

4- Most of the activities in the road sector can be dangerous because of 
the tools and machinery used. Occupational injuries occasionally 
occur and can spread up the onset/spread of HIV/AIDS if such 
injuries are not handled with care. 

5- Road improvement activities are usually associated with migrations 
or movement of local population to urban and trading centers whose 
opportunities for social support like sanitation facilities, leisure and 
privacy for intimacy are limited. This is because the development of 
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such facilities may not increase, at the paee of migration. In such a 
situation where there is little social support, risk taking is more 
likely to oeeur and thus leading to spread of HIV/AIDs. 

6- Most transporters/drivers and contractors in the roads sub sector are 
males who leave their families for a long time. Use of migrant labour 
is also common and materials used like gravel and stones are located 
in remote inhospitable places. Beeause of sueh working conditions 
coupled with work plaee accidents that may be frequent, truckers, 
drivers and eontractor staff are less open to HIV/AIDs awareness 
promotions and campaigns. The general feeling among these groups 
is that of little control over themselves but to a great extent 
eontrolled by the companies they work for. Field surveys have 
shown two areas in whieh these groups feel that they have control 
over is aleohol eonsumption and sex which make them more 
vulnerable to AIDs catch. 

7- The strenuous nature of work coupled with the risks of occupational 
health diseases may spread the onset of illness among HIV positive 
workers thus affeeting individual produetivity. 

Policy Background 
In 2002, the Ministry of works and transport established a formal quality 
management system, whieh reflects its commitment to adopt effective and 
effleient strategies and processes in the drive to deliver its mandated 
services to government and people of the republic of Uganda with a culture 
of continual importance. The system is driven by management policies, one 
ofthat is; 
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1- The Sustainability policy which pursues amongst others, the 
objectives of endorsing and integrating government policies on 
public health (HIV/AIDs inclusive) poverty alleviation and gender 
equality programs. 

2- Fostering an awareness of mitigating the potential impact of 
activities on safety and health of the public. Therefore integrating 
HIV/AIDs in the ministry of works and transport road works is in line 
with its broad quality management system in general and 
sustainability policy. 

3- The Draft Whitepaper on Sustainable Maintenance of District, Urban 
and Community access roads. It provides an action plan for 
integrating environmental issues including workplace safety, health 

and HIV/AIDs in the road works. It also outlines the actions to be 
undertaken including; carrying out sensitization workshops for 
involved stakeholder at all levels and developing indicators to 
monitor performance in terms of environment including HIV/AIDs 

issues. 

4- The Multi-Sector approach by Uganda AIDS Commission (UAC), a 
body established for coordinating, monitoring and supervising 
HIV/AIDs programs and activities, developed the multi-sector 
approach now adopted by the Ministry of Health, with the aim of 
having HIV/AIDs mainstreamed in all development programs. This 
is because the Ministry of Health recognizes the foundation on 
which the approach is built, thus HIV/AIDs has a multi dimensional 

effeet on the whole economy and therefore requires a multi 
dimensional effort towards its eradication. It is therefore on this 
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basis that HIV/AIDs are being mainstreamed into the road sector. 

5- Ministry of Works and Transport HIV Prevention Strategy 2011 -2016 
and the implementation plan aims at providing a framework to guide 
mainstreaming of HlV/AlDs prevention interventions in the sector. 
The strategy and attendant plans are informed by evidence on the 
drivers of HIV within the sector, scope of existing prevention 
services and the best practices at the global level. They are aimed at 
providing direction to decision making and interventions that 
promote HIV prevention in the works and transport sector, sets forth 
opportunities and guidance for intensified efforts to stem the 
number and rate of new infections. The strategy aligns with the 
overall development framework of the country particularly the 
National Development Plan (NDP).The vision of the strategy is 
multi- pronged, focusing on sector workers, their families and the 
community they interact with in the course of their work. The vision 
is 'A Health Workforce in the works and Transport sector; free from 
new HIV infections, and a supportive and non-discriminatory 
working environment for those infected and affected by HIV/Aids'. 
The strategy' mission is to provide a framework for the provision of 
quality and effective HIV prevention information and services to 
works and transport sector workers and stakeholders. The overall 
goal of this strategy is 'To reduce new infections in the sector by 15% 
by 2015'. 

6- HIV Policy for the Ministry of Works and Transport 2011.This is 
designed to help mitigate the effects of HIV/AIDs in the Works and 
Transport sectors as well as to assist government in reaching its 
MDG target of halting and continuing to reverse the spread of HIV 
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by the year 2015.The policy has been developed in the context of the 
countries multi-sectoral approach to prevention, care, support and 
mitigation of HIV and AIDS, and is built around three main pillars, 
namely prevention of new infections-management strategies that 
aim to prevent new infections; workplace prevention, treatment, 
care and support programme that provides a holistic support for 
employees who are infected and affected and mitigation of the 
impact of the epidemic; and outreach programmes that aim to 
contribute to the broader national response to HIV and AIDS. 

Legal Obligation 

The constitutional Responsibility 
The 1995 constitution of the republic of Uganda has a number of substantive 
provisions for safety, health, HIV/AIDs and gender integration into 
activities. 
Articles 39, creates a right to a clean and health environment implying that 
workplace safety, health and HIV/AIDs is a basic right to every citizen. 

Institutional and Policy Frameworkfor HIV/AIDs 
As a result of the socio-cultural, psychological, economic, moral and legal 
ramifications that are beyond containment by the health sector, GOU is 
continuously refining and improving the multi-sector approach to 
mandates, which forms the core of Uganda' policy framework for AIDS, it 
seeks to address not only HIV/AIDs prevention, but also active response to, 
and management of all perceived consequences of the epidemic. This 
approach emphasizes organizational capacity building for sustainable 
activities among sectors and individual organizations. The establishment of 
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the UAC and the creation ofAIDs control programs outside the health sector 
have strengthened Uganda's response to the AIDS. 

a) The Poverty Eradication Action Plan(PEAP) 
This plan treated the epidemic as development issue. Because of high 
rates UIV/AIDs infection in Uganda, AIDs remained a serious threat to 
achievements already made towards poverty reduction and still remain 
an obstacle to the realization of national goals. Within the context of 
poverty eradication, HIV/AIDs was an integral part of efforts aimed at 
poverty eradication and overall planning and priority setting of 
developmental activities in Uganda to conform to the multi-sector 
nature of problems. The poverty eradication action plan and Vision 
2025 set out the commitment of the government to reduce incidences of 
absolute poverty by 10% and relative poverty by 30% of the total 
population by the year 2017. HIV/AIDs is a cause and consequence of 
poverty as it results in the loss of ability to work, use scarce resources for 
treatment and the burden of care placed on burial arrangements or losing 
a bread winner in a house hold. Such experience leaves the widow and 
orphans vulnerable to poverty and exclusion from the community. This 
calls for continuous rural community sensitization on safer sex practices 
and support for sufferer. This is important because HIV/AIDs 
incidences have increased in rural areas in Uganda, and the roads sub 
sector is one of the greatest channels for information dissemination 

b) The National Development Plan 
Uganda' National Development Plan (NDP) covers the fiscal period 
2010/11 to 2014/15. It stipulates the country's medium term strategic 
direction, development priorities and implementation strategies. It details 

Uganda's current development status, challenges and opportunities. The 
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theme of the National Development Plan is “Growth, Employment and 
Social-Economic Transformation for Prosperity”. The thrust is to accelerate 
socio-economic transformation to achieve the Nation vision of transformed 
Ugandan society from a peasant to modern and prosperous country within 
30 years. 

It acknowledges HlV/AIDs are affecting economically productive sectors 
of the economy and it is expected to affect the macro economy in various 
ways. At the macro level, it is expected that HIV/AlDs will lead to fall in 
GDP growth. It is estimated that the GDP will fall from a projected 6.5 per 
cent per year in situation “Without AIDs” to 5.3 per cent under the “With 
AIDs and without ART” situation. It is further estimated that by 2025 the 
economy will be 39 per cent greater than it would have been without AIDs. 
Additionally, recent studies reveal that fllV/AIDs raise the overall 
headcount poverty rate by 1.4 percentage points. The impact is greater in 
mral areas where poverty rises by 1.6 percent points compared to 0.9 
percentage points in urban areas. Furthermore, HIV/AIDS undermines 
sectors' ability to deliver services. The degree of vulnerability varies from 
sector to sector with the highest being in Works and Transport, Education, 
Health, Agriculture and public administration. This justifies mainstreaming 
of HIV/AIDs in the Ministry of Works and Transport operations and 
activities in its areas of mandate. 

HIV/AIDS Linkage with Poverty in Uganda 
The characteristics of poverty are well known globally as also are some of 
the causal factors at work which contribute to a “culture of poverty”- the fact 
that children of the poor often become the poor of succeeding generations. 
Poverty is associated with weak endowments of human and financial 
resources, such as low levels of education with associated low levels of 
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literacy and few marketable skills, generally poor health status and low 
productivity as a result. It is also not surprising in these circumstances that 
the poor adopt behaviors which expose them to HIV infection. It is not 
simply that lEC activities are unlikely to reach the poor (which is too often 
the case) but such messages are often irrelevant and inoperable given the 
reality of their lives. Even if the poor understood what they are being urged 
to do it is rarely the case that they have either the incentive or the resources to 
adopt the recommended behaviors. Indeed to take the long-view in sexual or 
other behaviors is antithetical to condition of being poor. For the poor it is 
the here and now that matters, and policies and programmes that 
recommend deferral of gratification will, and do, fall on deaf ears. 

In Uganda, poverty and HIV/AIDs are closely linked. At national and 
community levels, poverty prevents the establishment of needed 
prevention, care, support and treatment programs. Poverty also reduces 
access to information, education and services that could reduce the spread of 
the virus. At individual and household levels, income poverty often forces 
women and some men into sexual situations they would not have otherwise 
chosen. Poverty may also be associated with migration, both within and 
outside a country. Studies have identified certain categories' of migrants as 
high risk or vulnerab le groups. 

In turn, HIV generates poverty. As those with the virus fall and die, the 
family and the community at large loses much of the needed productive 
resource. The HIV/AIDs may be felt in all sectors, including transport 
among others. HIV/AIDs on the population living below, that is less than 
one dollar per day is higher as abject poverty conditions may make people so 
pre-occupied with the immediate survival needs such as food, shelter, 
medical care and clothing and bedding. Such are the reasons that put 
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HIV/AIDs concerns to be of secondary thought/nature.HIV/AIDs may then 
be given a low priority. The implieations of whieh will only be felt in the 
long run. 

Link between HIV/AIDs, Poverty and Labour-Based Road Works 
Because of the wide spread level of abjeet poverty experienced in different 
soeieties in Uganda, it is by poliey as in the former Poverty Eradication 
Action Plan(PEAP), now the National Development Plan (NDP),a 
requirement for planners and developers to design programs and projeets 
that direetly eontribute to reduction of poverty levels in the country at all 
levels. All sectors, the road sector inclusive have developed strategies to 
aecommodate the eoncept of poverty reduction. 

In the road sector, labour based road works has been identified as the most 
appropriate way of addressing poverty at low level in the communities. This 
is because of the benefits that aecrue from labour based road works. The 
most key being its ability to provide employment to unskilled people who 
are majority in rural areas henee, a source of income to many households; it 
is eheap and the nature of work involves all target groups (men, women and 
persons with disabilities among others.) 

Having known the link between HIV/AIDs and poverty, reasons as to why 
labour based is considered the most appropriate method to address or reduce 
poverty levels in eommunities, there is need to understand the link between 
HIV/AIDs and labour based road works. 

HIV/AIDs and Labour-Based Road Works 
The magnitude of negative effects caused by HIV/AIDs towards économie 
growth and development has been very big world-wide. This is attributed to 
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the fact that the most affected are the working population. Because of this 
fact, in Uganda, the Ministry of Health has made it a requirement through 
the multi-sector approach, to mainstream HIV/AIDs in all development 
activities, the Road sector among them. The nature of work entailed in road 
activities creates direct linkages between HIV/AIDs and road works 
especially when using the labour based road work methods. This is 
elaborated below. 

1 -Labour based methods of road works is that technique in road works 
that call for high degree of use of manual/human labour to execute 
road activities supported by light equipment such as pedestrian 
rollers, tractors rollers and tractors among others. Due to the nature 
and volume of work involved, bringing big numbers of people of 
different sexes and ages to work together, chances that their 
interactions during the course of work in group developing into 
sexual relations between men and women is very high. Such labour 
based road works sites therefore provide a convenient environment 
for the spread of HIV/AIDs among the workers from the 
communities. 

2- Labour based road works sites are usually very active sites, with 
people from different social and economic backgrounds providing 
different services at site. Classes of people involved include; 
contractors, site supervisors. District officials, business 
men/women, food vendors inclusive as well as the road users 
(community members). 

3- Usually the local communities who are job seekers are the majority, 
and usually are the most poor of the classes mentioned. In their request 
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for jobs or a few extra shillings to meet their expenses, may get 
involved in sexual favors' from the more economically able class at 
work sites. Such a class of people will only look at the financial gain 
accruing to them now and not the risks that may be involved. This too 
would lead to the spread of HIV/AIDs among the participants 
especially when such involvement is not protected. 

4- Because labour based road works provide employment opportunities 
to many people, there is need to train stakeholders for instance, 
contractors, site supervisors and the community as a whole not to 
stigmatize those members of the community who may be seeking 
employment at the road sites. They too should be given opportunity to 
work on the sites if they are still able and should be treated with 
respect. This has also encouraged prevention through positives in the 
roads sector. 

5- Usually when the road is improved, chances that tmcker drivers 
buying local produce and supplying other necessities to the local 
communities increase. These categories of people are usually 
vulnerable to HIV/AIDs catch because of the nature of their jobs and, 
they could also be a transmission source to the local population. 

It is against such direct linkages between poverty, labour based road work 
and HIV/AIDs that, there is need for wide spread campaign on HIV/AIDs 
and its preventive measures at construction sites. The target group for 
training and sensitization are the road workers and community members at 
proxy kilometers. This therefore explains the reason why, HIV/AIDs has 
been mainstreamed into the road sectors among other development sectors 
in Uganda. 
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CURRENT INTERVENTrONS/CHALLENGES IN THE MINISTRY 
OF WORKS AND TRANSPORT TO MAINSTREAM HIV/AIDS IN 
THE ROADS SUB- SECTOR 

In Uganda, HIV/AIDS is an integral element in the works and transport 
ministry because of the role the ministry plays in the country's development, 
hence made it paramount to preserve the health of the labour force working 
in, and the communities interacting with, the sector. This led to 
establishment of the Environmental Liaison Unit (ELU), in 2001, charged 
with responsibility of mainstreaming cross cutting issues in the roads sub 
sector, HIV/AlDs inclusive. 

HIV/AIDs is already an integral part of technical training provided at Mt. 
Elgon Labour Based Training Centre (MELTC), which is the Ministry's 
National Institution responsible for all trainings related to labour based 
road improvement and maintenance of district roads.HIV/AIDs has been 
provided for in the curriculum under the training module Health and 
HIV/AIDs. The implication is that everybody going for training at MELTC 
receives training on issues of HIV/AIDs in road works. 

The Ministry has developed roads sub sector HIV/AIDs policy statement 
and guidelines formainstreaming, and HIV preventionstrategy 2011-20I6 
together with implementation plan for the ministry with intended outcomes 
which include; increased adoption of safer sexual behaviours and reduction 
in risk behaviour among the most at risk stakeholders, improved work and 
living environment conducive to HIV prevention, reduced stigma and 
discrimination against persons living HIV at workplace and communities 
relevant to the sector and improved eapacity of sector institutions to plan, 

implement and monitor HIV prevention activities in the seetor. 
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The Ministry has also kept focus on HIV/AIDS working committee which 
pays attention to HIV/AIDs during preparation and supervision phases of 
the ministry projects, ensuring earlier addressing of HIV/AIDs 
mainstreaming. 
The Ministry has adopted a holistic, comprehensive, proactive, and 
practical approach to HIV prevention. This involves the design, 
implementation and coordination of various interventions to change 
attitudes, beliefs and risky sexual practices of employees, their sexual 
partners and communities. Stakeholders have been provided with adequate 
and appropriate information and education to ensure positive behavioural 
change in order to reduce HIV infection and re-infection. 

Challenges 
Despite the achievements made and existing opportunities, there are 
still numerous challenges which need to be addressed to 
successfully mainstream HIV/AIDS interventions in the roads sub 
sector.HIV/AIDS response in the sector is currently inadequate 
compared to vulnerability and risk facing the sector personnel and 
host communities. Other challenges are; 

Conceptual and Sustainability Issues 
There is a tendency among some stakeholders to perceive 
HIV/AIDS as a health issue only and preserve of Ministry of Health. 
In the sector, HIV/AIDS activities are yet to be fully 
institutionalised. Despite its commitment to address the HIV/AIDS 
issues threatening the sub sector, the sector is still relying on donor 
and project funded resources. This raises issues of sustainability in 
the event; donar support comes to an end. 
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Existing Windows of Opportunity 
Existing HIV/AIDS programmes have not adequately maximised 
existing opportunity existing among others, civil society 
organisations through which, such programmes can be channelled 
and monitored. These include; construction sites and public 
transport stages 'stages for taxis, boda-boda, buses and trucks'. All 
these offer good entry points for organising HlV/AIDs prevention 
and care programmes for the sector personnel, clients and host 
communities. 

Stigma and Discrimination 
HIV/AlDs infections exist among workers but this is not expressed 
owing to stigma and discrimination. Stigma and discrimination 
associated with the pandemic hamper the effective delivery of 
prevention, care and support services and limits the maximisation of 
involving persons living with AlDs, through these interventions 
have proved to be effective prevention strategy. 

HIV/AIDs Competence 
The sector is far from being HIV/AIDs competent and efforts have 
to be directed towards advocating attitudinal change at the 
beginning and convincing stakeholders that, they have a lot to 
contribute to the national HIV/AIDs response. The integration of 
social issues in the roads sub sector is a new development with 
creation of Environment Liaison Unit to deal with social issues 
including HIV/AIDs. Financial commitment in the sector's budget 
is important for acquiring the necessary capacity for HIV/AIDs 

resilience. It is also important to form strategic pattern ships with 
AIDS support organisations to facilitate the delivery of services. 
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since the need goes beyond passing on information, thus including 
services that need specialised technical knowledge. 

Targeting the Private Sector 
Beside the local contractor in the eastern part of the country, 
advocacy and sensitization programmes aimed at changing the 
attitude of the private sector are still inadequate. This is 
compounded by the absence of standard HlV/AIDs clauses and 
enforcement mechanisms in contracts. The private sector needs to 

be made aware of its social obligation to address HlV/AIDs, which 
is capable of affecting their profits in the long run. 

Impact of the Pandemic on the Sub Sector 
The absence of empirical data on the impact of HIV/AIDs on the 
sector as a whole renders advocacy activities sometimes difficult 
and designing of interventions complex. There is therefore need to 
carry out specific surveys to establish the magnitude, patterns and 
trends of the impact of the pandemic on the subsector. This will 
facilitate the development of a well focused advocacy programmes 
and interventions with measurable objectives and targets. Empirical 
evidence is also necessary to help organisations and sub sector 
stakeholders to envisage the impact of the epidemic on their 
investments. The impact of activities of the road sub sector on the 
HIV/AIDs situation in the country also needs to be established, 
documented and shared among stakeholders. In all, the efforts of the 
sector and in particular, at the sub sector level to address HIV/AIDs 
concerns need to marched with strategies to address these 
challenges for effectiveness of the proposed response. 
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CONCLUSION 
In Uganda, the impact of HIV/AIDS is evident in every sector. The Ministry 
of Works and transport is committed to mainstreaming HIV/AIDS into its 
sector policies, programmes, projects and strategies, and to mobilizing and 
ensuring availability and appropriate management of resources for 
HIV/AIDS as stipulated in the Uganda National AIDS Policy (UNAP).It is 
also aware that some sub sector activities contribute to the transmission of 
UIV/AIDS while others directly or indirectly contribute to the fight against 
AIDS. The Ministry therefore uses a comparative advantage of the road 
network and transport services to increase access to HIV/AIDS prevention 
measures that include; promotion of safe sex behaviour among stake 
holders, scaled up awareness interventions, promotion of HIV counselling 
and Testing (HCT) of stakeholders i.e. host communities and ministry staff; 
use of Information ,Education and communication (lEC) materials 
targeting stakeholders, making use of the road infrastmcture and services to 
disseminate HIV/AIDS information, condom distribution at border and stop 
over points along highways and during implementation of road projects. 

The Ministry has also embarked on mitigating effects of HIV/AIDs through 
provision of psychosocial and material support where applicable to the 
ministry stakeholders, continued capacity building especially for Local 
Governments, developing of guidelines for integrating HIV/AIDs 
prevention into the sector policies, strategies and budgets, carrying out 
assessment of the impact of HIV/AIDs in all the ministry sectors to provide 
strategic information for evidence based programming, planning advocacy 
and lobbying for support, mobilization of financial resources for HIV/AIDs 
activities commensurate with the level of impact and vulnerability to the 
pandemic in the sector, putting in place monitoring system to assess the 
impact of the interventions. 
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ABSTRACT 
The Local Government Engineering Department (LGED) in Bangladesh is 
responsible for the development and maintenance of the rural road network 
in the country. It is a department within the Ministry of Local Government, 
Rural Development and Cooperatives. 

The Poverty Reduction Strategy of Bangladesh recognizes the importance 
of labour-based technology as a method to create employment for the rural 
poor, including women. 

Unlike in many other countries, labour-based technology is fully 
institutionalized and usually the preferred technology both among the 
public and private actors involved in road construction and maintenance 
projects. 

The Government of Bangladesh (GoB) wants to improve the living 
conditions and livelihoods of the female rural population in Bangladesh. 
Since the early eighties, LGED has employed women for unskilled 
construction and road maintenance activities. The female workers are 
grouped together in a temporary cooperative called Labour Contracting 
Society (LCS). These Labour Contracting Societies are usually managed 
on site by engineers of the Department. The women typically live in the 
vicinity of the site and are recruited on basis of their poverty profde. 
However an LCS may also include some men for the more complex tasks. 
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OBJECTIVES 
The main objectives of the use of LCS are: 

• Directly involve the landless groups in infrastructure construction 
and maintenance 

• Provide employment and income opportunities for the landless 
groups/destitute women 

• Ensure minimum wage to the labourers 
• Achieve required quality/standard of construction and maintenance 

work 

The civil works of LGED contribute towards creating direct and indirect 
employment opportunities for the rural poor: 

• Short-term [seasonal] employment 
• Regular employment through maintenance activities 
• Employment in trading, farming and off-farm production 

THE PROJECT 
Rural Roads & Market Access Infrastructure Development Project 
(RRMAIDP) is one of the three Projects of the Agriculture Sector Program 

Support II (ASPS II), funded by the Danish and Bangladesh Governments. 

The project has three objectives: 
1. Increased or improved (less costly) access for households to markets 

and service centres 
2. Employment creation for marginal poor women on construction 

sites to enable them to develop sustainable Income Generating 

Acitivities (IGA) 
3. Improved sustainability and efficiency of the rural road network 

Most of the civil works are implemented by these so-called Labour 
Contracting Societies (LCS). 
LGED has a long history engaging LCS in road maintenance and 

construction works. This Project is taking the concept further by linking the 
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LCS to partner departments like Department of Fisheries and Department of 
Livestock Services to assist the women to develop sustainable Income 
Generating Activities. LGED-RRMAIDP provides the LCS women with 
training in functional literacy and an orientation about alternative Income 
Generating Activities. 

GENDER MAINSTREAMING IN ROAD CONSTRUCTION & 
MAINTENANCE 
It has been observed that women in Bangladesh are not very mobile while 
seeking employment. Construction workers have to be very mobile as the 
work sites vary from time to time. Therefore, this project gives emphasis on 
assisting the LCS women developing alternative livelihoods. 
However at the same time, LGED-RRMAIDP aims at increasing the female 
participation in the construction industry. Workers in the construction 
industry are employed by entrepreneurs from the informal sector called 

Sardars; who themselves are under (verbal) contract with Contractors. The 
Sardar operates as a combination of subcontractor and manpower agency. 
He is responsible for production of certain piece of work and providing the 
labour inputs. However the contractor provides the materials and 
equipment. 
To enable the LCS, Sardars and Contractors to get to know each other, 
LGED-RRMAIDP applies targeted procurement for many of its civil work 
schemes. This means that the contractor & sardar are obliged to employ one 
or more Labour Contracting Societies. It has been observed that women will 
not be able to compete with men on the basis of physical strength. The 
construction industry has access to abundant number of male construction 
workers, and the sector is very price-sensitive. Therefore, the project is of 
opinion that female workers have more chance to enter and stay in the 
industry on jobs which productivity depends less on physical strength and 
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more on technical skills or are driven by the productivity of the equipment. 
LGED-RRMAIDP has identified a few women who have proven to be 

willing to travel around to work on civil work schemes. The project provides 
skills training in the form of apprenticeships for these women. This 
approach is more successful than was originally foreseen. Currently 12% of 
the female construction workers are retained by their private sector 
employers. 
The pictures below 1 and 2 show women in involved in the civil work 
schemes 

LCS AS CONTRACTORS . - 
The Rural Roads and Market Access ', 
Infrastructure Development Project 
(RRMAIDP) initially treated the 

Labour Contracting Societies as full- 
fledged contractors. As par the 
Procurement Rules and Regulations of 

the Government of Bangladesh, the Labour Contracting Societies had to 
be contracted under the so-called “Community Contracf ’ procedure. Under 
this procedure a community is offered to implement a civil works project. 
The community, in this case the Labour Contracting Society procures all 
materials, leases the equipment and tools, recruits and manages the 
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workforce to implement the civil works project. In a nutshell, it acts as a 
contractor. However the community does not tender for the civil works. The 
client, in this case the Local Government Engineering Department (LGED) 
sets the price. The Procurement Rules and Regulations specify that the price 
cannot be negotiated. LGED has a standard methodology to estimate the 
costs of civil works. The rates for the items of works are usually fixed once 
every two years. 

These Initial pilots were less than 
successful. Due to a hyper inflation of 
more than 20% per year in construction 
materials, many LCS stopped the works 
before final delivery on the contract. As 
result of the hyper inflation, LGED's 

rates of the items of work were outdated 
and insufficient for the LCS to break 
even. Because the LCS are 
inexperienced in the construction 
business and thus unfamiliar with the 
prices of the construction materials, the 
LCS did sign contracts without 
realising the cost consequences. LGED 

was also unable to adjust the prices on 
the running contracts, because the 
Procurement Rules and Regulations do not permit to adjust the contract 
price when the contract duration is less than 18 months. 
LGED managed to overcome this problem by adopting a more flexible 
approach regarding its unit rates. The Department now assesses the real 
market prices of construction materials just before signing of the contracts. 

To counter the risk of inflation during the contract implementation, the 

In Bangladesh most of the 
workers on construction 
sites work for a “Sardar”. 
The Sardar is usually an 
experienced construction 
worker, who acts as a 
labour-subcontractor. The 
Sardar is paid on the basis 
of outputs. The Sardar 
provides and manages the 
labour on site, while the 
contractor provides the 
materials and equipment 
necessary for the 
constmction of the specific 
output. 
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contracts are limited in size and duration and issued in time to take 
advantage of the availability of burned bricks on the market at lowest 
possible prices. Bangladesh has very little natural gravel and burned bricks 

are commonly used for the construction of sub-base and base eourses. In 
addition, LGED also constructs many hearing-bone brick roads. The bricks 
enter the market late December, early January. During this period the bricks 

are relatively eheap. LGED plans the works the schemes to ensure that the 
ECS can benefit from the discounts offered on the market during the peak 
season. 
Despite that currently Labour Contracting Societies are able to implement 
eivil works eontracts; they do not develop into contractors. Bangladesh is a 
rather conservative soeiety and women typically do not travel to seek 
employment or business opportunities. In order to become successful as a 

road contractor the LCS will have to move. Other projects of LGED do have 
experiences whereby the LCS is also engaged in building construction 
works. This type of construction business is more eonducive for the LCS 
groups, as it reduces the requirement to travel to various sites and yet also 
these LCS do not become professional contractors. It takes time to master all 
skills required for a suceessfiil eonstruction business. 

The civil works projects provide the LCS to master technieal skills, but 
hardly ever train the LCS in other skills like business management, 
tendering, work organisation etc. These trainings are also eumbersome as 

the LCS are usually composed of illiterate women. One of the last eauses 
why LCS fail to develop into contractors is the cooperative nature of their 
organisation. Contractors typically operate with a flexible labour force; 

hiring and firing workers as the work requires. Being a workers' 
cooperative, the LCS tries to equally distribute work among its workers and 
to keep the members employed as long as possible. These prineiples conflict 
with best business praetices. Suecessful contractors are suecessfiil 
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businessman. These people have a drive to succeed in business. They are 

motivated by making profit and are willing to take risks. Most business 
people have had the desire to own their own company for most of their lives. 
A trademark which is seldom observed among the LCS women. The last but 
not least reason why LCS do not develop into contractors is because they 
lack the financial resources and access to capital to mobilise sites or even 
participate in tenders (submission of tender security). 

LCS AS SUBCONTRACTOR 
The risks associated with subcontracting are potentially high for Labour 
Contracting Societies. If the LCS is under a contract with a regular 
contractor, LGED cannot adjust its rates for items of work to the prevailing 
market rates. Regular contractors compete on the basis of price and will 
offload the cost consequences to their subcontractors. It is likely that many 
LCS will be exposed to significant financial risks if they also have to 
provide the materials. 
Acting solely as a labour force 
engagement of these extreme poor 

DECENTRALIZATION 
Similar to many other 
developing nations, Bangladesh 
has started with a 
decentralization process. It has 
developed a three tier form of 
local governments, which are 

responsible for the development 
and maintenance of the village 

road network. The Union Parishads, the lowest tier of local governments are 
the most established ones. These Union Parishads have elected politicians 
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and are supported by a secretary. The Government of Bangalesh with 
financial assistance of the World Bank provide block grants to the Union 
Parishads. Village road development and maintenance always receive high 
allocations from the Union Parishads. 

This project has developed the capacity of about 250 Union Parishads to 
develop and maintain road assets engaging labour contracting societies. It 
recognizes the opportunity for Labour Contracting Societies to be employed 
on a regular basis in their locality on road construction/maintenance 

projects. 

TECHNOLOGY CHOICE 
Traditionally the LCS women have been engaged on earth works and other 
simple works. This and previous DANIDA project recognized the potential 
of certain technologies for engaging LCS women. Cold asphalt concrete 
and emulsion concrete are easy to produce 
and apply by female Mobile Maintenance 

Teams. Procurement of bricksplitters 
increased the productivity of the Labour 
Contracting Societies to construct Hearing- 

bone Brick roads. 
Modification of the design of the HBB 

roads by pilot Union Parishads also 
improved the productivity of the Labour 
Contracting Societies. Traditional designs 

include a flat sole layer as the base course 
for the actual HBB layer. The HBB layers are standing bricks. In the 

modified design, the bricks in the sole layer are standing and bricks in the 
HBB - (top) layer are put flat. The modified design allows the women to 
break the bricks quicker, more accurately and with less wastage. 

U-drains are another innovative design applied by LGED. U-drain basically 

i/ 
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have the same ñmction as culverts, but are easy to construct on site. It is 
basically composed of reinforced-concrete floor and top slabs, with mason 
walls. As the width of the slabs is limited, the required diameters for the 
reinforcement bars are relatively thin, which enable women to do 
reinforcement work. 

DECENT CIVIL WORKS 
The concept of female LCS groups operating as labour-only subcontractors 
in targeted procurement modality is new in Bangladesh. Contractors appear 
to be hesitant to participate in such tenders. RRMAIDP is developing 
activities to generate interest among the contractors. Contractors are 
concerned about the level playing field during the tendering stage. 
Furthermore they have no experience with unskilled women and therefore 
have difficulties to prepare realistic cost estimates. 
The project therefore engages in a significant capacity building program for 
contractors. Only contractors who have previous experience with targeted 
procurement or have successfully completed the training courses on the 
subject will be awarded the contract. The training courses include sessions 
on estimating the costs for the whole project and the LCS sub-contracts; 
relevant clauses regarding workers' rights, like minimum wages and 
payment on time; occupational health and safety. But there also more 
generic sessions which aim to improve the contractors' performance; like 
construction management & planning budgeting and accounting. There are 
also specific training for the Sardars [labour-subcontractors] on cost 
estimating of the labour components, site management, work organisation 
and work planning. 
To protect the workers from mismanagement by their employers the project 

developed LCS specific Particular Conditions of Contract. 
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LONG-TERM EMPLOYMENT 
The Local Government Engineering 
Department also engages women in 

routine road maintenance as length- 
persons. Their main task is to keep the 
shoulders and slopes in good conditions 
and to keep the drainage systems free 
from obstacles and debris. Bangladesh is a delta and therefore most rural 
roads are constructed on small embankments and have various cross-drains 
to facilitate water movement during the monsoon. The women are 
appointed as length-persons for a period of three years. LGED retains 45% 
of their salary in a compulsory savings scheme. The savings after three years 
are significant. Most women who participated in this form of employment 
purchased a cow as a form of productive asset. The Department of 
International Development [UK AID] recognised the significant impact of 
such productive assets on the livelihoods of the rural poor and developed & 
implement a project that transfers such productive assets to the extreme 
poor in rural areas. 

To improve the sustainability of the road network, LGED is currently 
piloting so-called Output & Performance-based Road Contracts [OPRC]. 

OPRC are basically long-term road maintenance contracts whereby the 
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contractor is paid on the basis of road conditions. The pilots require the 
contractors to engage one or more LCS for routine maintenance. 
The project also introduced labour intensive Mobile Maintenance Team for 
on-pavement routine maintenance activities. These teams are provided with 
the necessary materials, tools and equipment to carry out the maintenance 
works. To complement the women, one male driver/team leader is attached 
to group. The project procured special mini-trucks to ease the lifting of plate 
compactors and other items in and out the truck. The team moves around the 
Upazila (sub-district). Cold Asphalt Concrete has provento be a suitable for 
minor repairs of asphalt concrete roads by LC S. 

ALTERNATIVE LIVELIHOODS IMPROVEMENT 
LGED is realistic about the potential to engage rural women in the rural 
construction industry. First of all only a few women are willing to travel to 
work on construction sites due to cultural preferences. The traditional 

employers of construction workers are also not used to employ women other 
than carrying materials. Although about 12% of the current LCS women are 
retained by their employers, it will take considerable time to generate a 
critical mass of gender-sensitive employers. For a range of reasons, 
productivity of the female labour contracting societies is lower than that of 
traditional work forces on construction sites. As the women belong to the 
extreme poor, they have been malnourished and therefore have less physical 
strength than their male colleagues. 
LGED will therefore continue to engage relevant line-departments, 

development partners and NGOs to develop the capacity of the women to 
engage successfully in alternative income generation. The Farmer Field 
Schools organised by the departments of Livestock Services and 
Department of Fisheries are providing excellent trainings for the LCS 
women. 
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The project supports these initiatives by 
financing and organising functional 

literacy training programs. 

IMPACTANECDOTE 
Recalling those days, before 1997, a 

thoughtful expression comes on Hashi's 

face and she says, “I used to remain upset every moment of life; there was 
not enough money to carry on. Every day we struggled to pay the daily 
expenses. Often I got involved informally to stitch 'Katha ’ to meet household 
expenses but the orders were too scanty. ” It was during this time that Hashi 
decided that she had to find other work to support her husband, instead of the 
other way around. 
Delighted daylight is shining on Hashi Rani's sweet home at Patharghata 
upazila of Barguna district, where she lives with her husband and 2 children. 
Hashi Rani, still a young woman has been working on LGED schemes as a 

skilled construction worker for the last 13 years. Hashi's husband works 
mainly as a fisherman but he also takes care of a few cows and cultivates 

some vegetables. They bought their land, the fishing net, the boat, the pond 
for aquaculture, their two cows all from the Hashi's wages generated on 

these road construction schemes. The compulsory savings scheme has been 
very helpful to ensure that all wages were not consumed or “lend” to 

relatives. She even bought some gold ornaments. 
While working with these projects, she 
contributes to a life Insurance policy, 
depositing BDT 100 per (US $ 1.4) 

month. She will continue this policy for 

12 years and on maturity of this policy 

she will get an amount of BDT 28000 
(US$389). 
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Hashi is a skilled construction worker. She is in particular good in 
constructing herringbone brick roads. 
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ABSTRACT 
Kenya's Ministry of Roads with the assistance from the International 
Labour Organization recently developed an Environmental Guideline 
(EGL) for the Road Sub-Sector. The proposed paper is therefore intended to 
introduce the EGL with hope of triggering discussion among the 
practitioners. Sustainable environmental management of road projects 
takes place at six stages of development: tender, feasibility, design, 
construction, operation and maintenance. Environmental issues need to be 
integrated at each of these development stages in order to address actual 
and anticipated environmental problems related to the delivery of road 
infrastructure. The EGL is a first attempt to come up with sets of guidelines 
that help in mainstreaming environmental issues in road works. 

This paper attempts to show the link between the road construction and 
maintenance works and environmental challenges emanating as a result of 
these works. It also suggests common mitigation measures as prescribed by 
the Environmental Guidelines for the Road Sub-sector, Kenya. 

Keywords: Environment, Road Infrastructure, management 
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INTRODUCTION 

Socio-Economic Profile 

Kenya is situated in the eastern region of the African continent straddling 

the equator and covers a total area of 582,646 km^ The total population of 
Kenya was estimated at 38,6 million, as at 2009 census, with an annual 
growth rate of 2.6 per cent. About 80% of Kenya's population live in rural 

areas and are dependent on agriculture and livestock production. 
Agriculture dominates the country's economy accounting for 28 per cent of 

the GDP in 2006, employing about 67 per cent of the labour force and 
accounting for 70 per cent of export earnings. 
The Government of Kenya (GoK) implemented the Economic Recovery 
Strategy (ERS) between 2003 and 2007. During this time, the economy 

witnessed a rapid GDP growth reaching at an estimated rate of 7 per cent in 
2007/08 financial year as compared to the pre ECR period (0.6% in 2002). 
The GDP increased at the rate of 5.6% in 2009, according to African 
Alliance Asset managers, despite global economic slowdown. This reflects 
broad-based economic expansion in most sectors, with growth in Transport 
and Communications and infrastructure consistently above the overall 
trend. 

The country also experienced marked improvements in social well being of 
the population. For instance, the 2008-09 Kenya Demographic and Health 

Survey (KDHS) indicated significant improvement in child mortality, 
primary health care coverage including antenatal care during pregnancy, 
primary and secondary school attendance (both for boys and girls) as well as 

access to other services. 

15 Of which Male population is 19,2 million and Female 19.4 million 
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Kenya's economy contracted in 2008 due to the post-election violence, the 
global financial crisis and drought which negatively affected agriculture 
and tourism. However, the recent increase in output from agriculture, the 
ongoing economic stimulus programme and low interest rates have raised 

Kenya's economic growth expectations. Several investments firms have 
revised the economic growth outlook to 5% from 4% earlier in the year. 
Looking forward, an average GDP growth of around 7 per cent is predicted 
over the short to medium term. 

In spite of the recent favourable economic situation and high potential for 
growth, from manufacturing industry, tourism and agriculture, poverty in 
Kenya still persists and in some areas is increasing. The recent modest 
economic success is dwarfed by the growing back log of socio-economic 
needs that has its roots in the inequalities planted during the colonial era and 
poor economic, political and social governance since independence. As a 
result about 46 percent of the people lived under absolute poverty line in 
2005/06 which represents slight decline in incidence of poverty compared 
to previous years. The number of poor remained relatively high and poverty 
remains widespread. This has been exacerbated by the recent global 
economic crisis and the resulted slower economic growth. Currently it is 
estimated that about 62.3 percent of the population live on less than two 
dollars a day and the average life expectancy is 47.5 years. Above 15% for 
men and 40% women in a working age are officially reported as 
unemployed which is growing on average by 2,9% per annum. 
Underemployment is significantly high contributing to the existence of a 
class of Kenyans who are the working poor. Majority of the population still 
have no/little access to an adequate supply of potable water, basic sanitation 

16 The Budget Strategy Paper (BSP) 
17 The Kenya Bureau of Statistics (KNBS) reports, Government of Kenya, GoK, 2007a. 
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and health services, schools as well as communication and transport 
services. Women, AIDS orphans, street children, subsistence farmers, the 
landless, urban slum dwellers, unemployed youth and people with 
disabilities are the most affected and make up the larger portion of the poor 
in Kenya. 

Kenya is a country of youth who constitute about 60% of the total 
population. This can potentially provide the country with a huge economic 
leverage which can be exploited for the growth of the economy. Youth 
shoulder the bmnt of the socio-economic problems in Kenya with limited 
opportunities to improve their livelihood. It is estimated that 64% of 
unemployed persons in Kenya are youth. Interestingly only 1.5% of the 
unemployed youth have formal education beyond secondary school level 
and over 92% have no vocational or professional skills training and 
therefore have limited chances of fully participating in the labour market. 
Majority of these are found in the rural Kenya. Due to inadequate 
employment and livelihood opportunities in rural areas the tendency is that 
they migrate to urban centers to look for such opportunities. 

HIV/AIDS spread rapidly in Kenya during the 1990s reaching prevalence 
rates of 20-30% in certain areas of the country. However the national 
prevalence rates declined from about 13% in 2000 to 6.7% in 2003 for 
persons aged 15-49 years. The Kenya AIDS indicator survey (KAIS) 2007, 
preliminary report suggests that females are most affected with a prevalence 
of 9.2% compared to 5.8% among males. This is an increase compared to the 
KDHS 2003 that reported increase prevalence rates of rates 8.7% and 4.6% 
for females and males respectively. 

Thus despite Kenya's recent gains in reserving the trend in their incidence 
and prevalence, HIV/AIDS still presents a major challenge to the country. 
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threatening its capacity to sustain progress in human development. 

ROAD SUB-SECTOR 
The roads sub sector dominates the transport sector accounting for more 
than 90% of the domestic freight and passenger traffic. The total road 
network in Kenya is approximately 160,886 km. Of these roughly 
61,945km are classified roads and while the remainder (roughly 98,941 km) 
are unclassified roads. See table below; 

Tabic 1 : Kenya Road Network 

Road Class Paved Unpaved Total 
Internatioml Trunk Roads (A) 2,772 816 3.588 
National Trunk Roads (B) 1,489 1.156 2.645 
Primary Roads (C) 2,693 5.164 7.857 
Secondary Roads (D) 1,238 9.483 10,721 
Minor Roads (E) 577 26,071 26,648 
Speeuil Piupose Roads (SPR) 110 10,376 10.486 
Un-elassified Network (U) 2,318 96,623 98,94 1 
Total 11,197 149,689 160,886 

Source: Koail Inventory and C'onclitiim I nit, MOK 2(I(W 

With the above Kenya has a higher road density per unit of its population 
compared with some of its neighbours. For instance Kenya has 4.0-5.0 km 
per 1000 people while Tanzania, Uganda and Ethiopia have 2.0, 2.15 and 
0.53 km per 1000 people respectively. Similarly the road density of Kenya 
per unit area is higher than its neighbours. Tanzania, Uganda and Ethiopia 
have 83, 274 and 36 km per 1000 sq km respectively while Kenya has 276- 
300 km per 1 OOOsq km. 

However, of the above roads road network a small proportion of the 
classified roads are paved a large proportion of the road network is in fair to 
bad condition. According to the Draft Road Inventory and Condition Report 
2009, 11%, 33% and 56% of Kenyan roads are in good, fair and poor 
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conditions respectively as shown below. Most of the international trunk 
roads are in good or fair condition but they form a small percentage of the 
total road network. 
The current state of the road network in Kenya is not conducive to the socio¬ 
economic development of the country. Dilapidated roads lead to high 
vehicle operating costs and long transportation times that leads to high 
prices of goods due to high production costs, uncompetitive exports and low 
productivity. The main priority focus is therefore aimed at bringing the 
existing road network to maintainable state. Lack of finance in the past to 
undertake adequate road maintenance led to deterioration of the existing 
road network. 

The Government of Kenya is investing heavily towards expanding and 
maintaining the road network. As articulated in the National development 
plan, Vision 2030, the GoK aspires to connect the different parts of the 
Country through network of roads to stimulate local economic growth and 

improve the livelihood of the population. The First Medium Term Plan 
(MTP) published by the Ministry of Finance recognizes the critical 
importance of high quality road infrastructure. According to the MTP, the 
planned strategies and measures to be pursued in the medium term period 
include the strengthening of the institutional framework for infrastructure 
development; raising efficiency and quality of infrastructure as well as 
increasing the pace of implementation of infrastructure so that they are 
completed within the specified time frame. In line with this, there have been 
major improvements to raise the level of expenditure on roads to over 2% of 
the GDP. The Sessional Paper No. 5 of 2006, on the development and 
management of the road subsector, states that the requirements for adequate 
financing of the road sector would be a minimum of 4% of the GDP. This 
will improve roads and facilitate the flow of goods and services within the 
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economy and reduce the cost of doing business in the country. 

ROADS SUB-SECTOR REFORM 
The roads sub-sector is currently undergoing extensive reforms aimed at 
realigning its activities with the objectives of Vision 2030 and MRP, and 
enhancing the institutional, managerial and operational capabilities of 
public bodies involved in the sub-sector. This reform is guided by the Road 
Sector Policy Paper of2006. 

Two legislations, the Kenya Roads Board Act, 1999 and the Kenya Roads 
Act 2007, are major milestones in the reform of the roads sub-sector in 
Kenya. The 1999 Act, paved a way for the formation of the Kenya Roads 
Board to manage the Kenya Road Fund (KRF), while the later Act provided 
legal basis for the formation of three authorities namely the Kenya National 
Highways Authority (KeNHA), Kenya Rural Roads Authority (KeRRA) 
and Kenya Urban Roads Authority (KURA) to manage the National, Rural 
and Urban sections of the road network respectively. The Ministry of Roads 
will reform into a policy and regulatory body to oversee the mandates and 
actions of the authorities and directly monitoring the performance of 
respective Management Boards including the already existing Kenya Roads 
Board. The road authorities are mandated to manage, develop, rehabilitate 
and maintain part of the road network as follows; 

• Kenya National Highways Authority (KeNHA): responsible for the 
national road network (Class A, B and C roads) with a total length of 
13,687 km (almost 50% paved roads). KeNHA has 10 regional 
offices; 

• Kenya Rural Roads Authority (KeRRA); responsible for the rural 
road networks (Class D, E and F roads) and unclassified roads all 
totalling 130,067km (predominantly unpaved roads, less than 5% 
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paved). KeRRAhas 47 regional offiees nationwide. 
• Kenya Urban Roads Authority (KURA): responsible for road 

networks in cities and municipalities with a total length of 
12,549km, of which 2,140 are currently paved. KURA has 10 
regional offices and sub-regional offices in selected towns. 

In addition to the above three, the Kenya Wild Service that was designated 
by the Kenya Roads Act as a Road agency in accordance with the Kenya 
Roads Act of 2007 will be responsible for roads in the parks totaling 4,583 
km. 

Rationale for the Mainstreaming Environmental Issues in the Road 
Sub-sector 

In general the infrastructure sub-sector in Kenya is undergoing a serious 
reform and there is a complete paradigm shift in the way the sector is 
organized and the way it undertakes its affairs. For instance, where as 
technical considerations dominate decision making processes in the past; 
authorities now require that social and environmental factors are also 
looked at before approving projects. This is done out the realization that: 

• Socio-ecological equilibrium is a prerequisite for sustainable 
development; 

• The first victims of environmental degradation are the poor and 
vulnerable groups; 

• Unemployment & Poverty (social distress) threatens peace & 
stability of a country; 

• Public infrastructure consumes huge investment which can be used 
to enhance environmental conservation and boost social protection 
(through promoting renovating environmental mitigation and 
adoption measure as well as creating most needed employment), and 

• Government is the last resort protector and provider. 
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Various national policies and guidelines were developed to direct the 
processes of mainstreaming social and environmental issues in regular 
programmes of sectoral institutions. 

In order to be effective, however, these policies must be tailored to suit 

specific operational conditions of various sectors/sub-sectors, and must be 
built into the planning and budgetary processes as well as in the 
management systems. 

Kenya has national policies and guidelines on most social issues, such as 
Gender equality, PWD, Child right, HIV & AIDS, etc. It also has a 
comprehensive national environmental policy and supporting law enacted 
in 1999. These policies, however, were for a long time not properly 
anchored to the activities in the roads sub-sector. For instance, the Kenya 
National Environment management Authority (NEMA) requires an EIAfor 
all major roads (including those in scenic, wooded and mountainous areas 
and wetlands) as well as quarries and sand harvesting. 

The decision to develop the Environmental Guidelines emanates for this 
need to operationalize the national environmental policies in the roads sub¬ 
sector in a way that is easily understood by engineers, technician, 

contractors, consultants and other parties involved in road infrastructure 
delivery. 

Being a developing economy, the positive socio-economic impacts of roads 

development across the country are obvious including improving access for 
goods and services, access to social amenities, integration of regional 
markets and spin-off economic opportunities including employment. 
However, infrastructure development should be undertaken in way that 
advances, responds to or support agreed national objective, wishes and 
aspirations as expressed in various national policies and guidelines. In other 
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words, infrastructure development should not be allowed to materialize in 
the expense of environmental, social and cultural heritage of a country. 

At the onset one can see that it is very challenging to produce universal 
guidelines for the road sub-sector in Kenya. This is because of the 
contrasting biophysical and socio-cultural conditions across Kenya. There 
are distinct agro-climatic zones ranging from the arid and semi arid 
landscape in the north to the wet, rugged and densely populated central 
highlands, the rift valley, the Lake Victoria basin and the coastal lowlands. 
Expectedly these biophysical conditions also influence land-use and socio¬ 
cultural practices. For example, nomadic pastoralism dominates the semi 
arid areas while intense agriculture is practised in the wetter highlands. 
These contrasting conditions provide varying environmental challenges to 
roads development across the country. 

Scope of the Environmental Guidelines 
The EGL is meant for use by road infrastructure designers, project 
managers, contractors, training institutions as well as environmental 
practitioners involved in the development and maintenance of all types of 
roads. 
The EGL will form part of the roads and bridges design manual and its use 
will be mandatory for all types of roads. 
EGLs do not address environmental impacts from Road Transport, 
including: 

Vehicle emissions that degrade air quality, e.g., carbon dioxide, ozone, 
nitrous oxides, etc. 
Road safety issues that arise from unsafe road designs, failure to correct 
black spots, etc. 
Vehicle inspections that require repairs to ensure road-worthiness for all 
transport modes; 
Passenger safety viz use of seat belts; or 
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Vehicle overloading, including matatus and trucks. 

Application of the Guidelines 
Environmental guidelines are prescriptions and proscriptions that 
contribute to sustainability when applied to actions and activities in 
planning, designing, building, operating and maintaining road- 
transportation systems. Guidelines are designed to be applied “upstream,” 
not “downstream” when the costs of protecting the environment, including 
human health, become progressively higher. 
Because the approach and scope of environment mitigations are constantly 
changing, the guidelines need to evolve as well. Regular revision must 
therefore be made in order to retain their currency, in terms of the 
environmental impacts they address and the measures advised for 
“upstream” impact mitigation. Biennial review is recommended, but 
triennial reviews are acceptable. 
For reader/user ease, all environmental guidelines appear as four- or five¬ 
digit numbered text. Text prefatory to the guidelines explains the 
environmental attributes (e.g., water quality) potentially affected by 
specific road transportation-related activities or actions (such as providing 
contractor camps). Equally, text that serves to illustrate the intent of 
particular development guidelines (e.g., design provisions for contractor 
camps) comes immediately before the numbered guideline(s) text. 

Sustainable environmental management of road development takes place at 
six stages of development: tender, feasibility, design, construction, 
operation and maintenance. In most cases, the guidelines address 
environmental practices to be followed during these development stages, 
either individually or collectively. 

The EGL address the following Environmental impacts: 
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- Biophysical (land, water, soil, vegetation, etc.) 
- Socioeconomic (population, income, health, etc.) 
- Cultural (archaeological, historical, national, ethnic, etc.) 

The interrelated, interconnected nature of the “environment” is underscored 
throughout the guidelines. The nature of the environment is dynamic, in 
keeping with the maxim that “for every action, there is a reaction.” As an 
example, an action to a biophysical parameter—say, soil resources that are 
allowed to erode—will provoke a reaction in the socioeconomic 
sphere—reduced food production, increased food costs and growing human 
hunger. This pervasive interconnectedness and interrelatedness must be 
borne in mind whenever changes to the baseline environment are being 
contemplated. By way of explanation, “baseline” environment refers to the 
biophysical, socioeconomic and cultural data used as a reference with 
which to compare future changes and results. 

KEY ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AD DRESSED 

Water Quality 
Numerous activities and actions associated with the road-transport sector 
can affect water quality: providing a contractor camp, carrying out 

particular phases of building or rehabilitating a road—namely, site 
preparation, earthworks, road drainage and road materials—and conveying 
or crossing water with culverts and bridges. 

Water-quality guidelines address the aforementioned activities/actions and 
the measures within each activity or action to be taken to curtail or control 
degradation of water resources. Where applicable, the guidelines are 
specific to a stage of development. 
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Contractors camp 
Actions such as washing, fueling and repairing vehicles and equipment in 
combination with activities common to building and occupying places of 
human habitation pose serious threats to surface-water and groundwater 

resourees. 

In the instance of used lubricants, waste oil poured down drains or onto the 
ground can work its way into ground and surface waters and cause serious 
pollution. Waste oil can contain a variety of contaminants, including lead, 
magnesium, copper, zinc, chromium, arsenic, chlorides, cadmium and 
chlorinated compounds. 

Accidental spills of toxic petroleum hydroearbons—petrol, diesel, oil, 
kerosene and solvents, all common liquids at a camp where vehicles and 
equipment are fueled, washed, repaired and stored—must be handled 
promptly and carefully according to an emergency spill response plan. 

Site preparation 
Site preparation involves clearing vegetation from the road right-of-way 
(ROW) or road reserve. At this stage, trees, shrubs and grasses—nature's 

umbrellas meant to proteet soil from water and wind erosion—are removed, 
and soil erosion accelerates. 

Erosion degrades soil, the medium necessary for growth and reproduction 
of green plants, themselves absolutely essential to life support on this 
planet. Erosion degrades water resources when soil particles travel in 
surface-water runoff to waterbodies, increasing turbidity while they are 
suspended and harming benthie organisms when they settle. 

To eontrol and reduce adverse impacts to water quality from site 
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preparation, All trees found within a 10 metre-wide zone or strip (measured 
from the opposite outer edges of the ROW toward the road centerline) are to 

be retained. Upon completion of the road, any trees that compromise road 
safety can be removed. Earthworks, i.e., bulldozing and grading, is to be 

restricted to those portions of the ROW from which trees and shrubs have 
been removed. Vegetation—trees, shrubs and grasses—is to be retained 

inside a 10m-wide strip along the outer edge of each side of the ROW (with 
the exception of some urban roads where the ROW is simply inadequate to 
follow this recommendation). 

After earthwork, in areas with rainfall ^ 1000mm per year, 
reseeding/replanting may be necessary if disturbed sites have failed to 
establish 80 percent plant coverage within 1 month. In areas with ^ 
1000mm precipitation per year, disturbed soils may require immediate 
replanting to prevent erosion. Annual rainfall notwithstanding, monitoring 
the rate and amount of plant recovery on disturbed soils is important. 

The objective is to restore as quickly as possible natural vegetation to any 
soils disturbed during site preparation in order to prevent soil erosion and 
degraded water quality. Matting or mulching with cleared plant 
materials—dried grasses or woody shrubs—may be required to protect 
reseeded/replanted ground until sprouts or plants are established, especially 
on cleared slopes or drainages. During the maintenance stage, 

reseeding/replanting is required for any areas that remain without grass 
cover, irrespective of earlier interventions. 

Earthworks 
Improperly planned cutting and fdling can add substantial economic and 
environmental costs to a road project when additional materials must be 
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collected or disposed of. In order to minimise material borrow or disposal, a 
mass-haul diagram should be produced at design stage. 

In its essence, a mass-haul diagram plots cumulative volume of soil against 
discrete road distance, often called “chaînage.” In its execution, a mass-haul 
diagram helps to avoid costly situations in which too much cut material 
must be disposed of (under-estimating the amount of material produced in 
cuts) or too many borrow pits have been excavated (over-estimating the 
amount of supplemental material needed). 

A mass-haul diagram can also be produced that will guide subsequent 
selection—location and number—of borrow pits. 

Additionally, an erosion and sediment control plan (ESCP) must be 
prepared. The ESCP ensures that potential soil erosion and sediment 
transport to nearby surface-water resources are addressed at the design 
stage, one of the most crucial stages of the road project. A good ESCP (1) 
focuses on erosion prevention (minimising disturbed areas and restoring 
disturbed areas by seeding, mulching or matting), (2) controls the amount of 
soil that can run off, and, (3) stabilizes exposed soil. 

Borrow Pit Works 
In addition to identifying laterite sources, an Environmenal management 
Plan (EMP) for borrow-pit management will have been prepared in 
conjunction with the EIA Study. This EMP, along with the materials report, 
is to be used by the contractor to produce a working borrow-pit (BP) 
development plan. 

Initially, the BP development plan will be based on information in the 
materials report assembled during the feasibility study and in the EMP; 
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finally, the BP development plan will be revised after award of the contract 
and prior to the onset of construction. The BP development plan includes, at 
minimum: (1) locations of the sites and their limitations; (2) topographic 
site plans showing development boundaries; (3) excavation, stockpiling and 
working areas; (4) configuration of pits with cross-sections; and, (5) 
anticipated volumes of usable materials. The BP should also address other 

issues, namely Soil Handling, Storage and Replacement; Soil-Erosion and 
Sediment-Transport Controls; Re-vegetation after Pit Reinstatement; 

Onsite Retention of Leaked or Spilled Fuels/Lubricants. 

Finally, the revised BP development plan is to be submitted to the Engineer 
for his approval. After the Engineer's approval, copies of the plan are to be 
filed with local authorities, including the provincial and/or local NEMA 
representative and the county council. 

Consultations are advised to alert affected communities to eventual 
development of borrow sites in their surrounding areas. During these 
consultations, community opinions and requests to retain certain borrow 
pits as livestock-water sources can be solicited. A proviso to the forgoing 
reinstatement is that full information must be provided to the community 
about the health and safety risks (namely, malaria, bilharzia and drowning) 
inherent in leaving behind standing bodies of water. 

Rock Quarries 
Depending upon the assumed volume of materials that might be available at 
an already operating site, there may not be need for a quarry development 
plan. However, for any new quarry, a quarry plan will be necessary. In the 
event, the design TOR is to stipulate that the costs for production and 
revision of a quarry plan be included in final project costs. 
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A quarry operation and reinstatement plan is to be prepared by the 
contractor and approved by the Engineer before opening the quarry; this 
plan is to incorporate the recommendations of the quarry EMP developed 
during the feasibility/design EIA Study. After approval by the Engineer, the 
plan is to be fded with the provincial or district NEMA office and the local 
county council. At the minimum, a quarry development plan should also 
incorporate worker safety and water quality protection. 

Sand Sources 
Most sand in Kenya is found in river floodplains and river channels. 
Developing sand deposits in river floodplains or channels can result in 
degradation of water resources, particularly when the deposit is located in a 
channel. When sand is being excavated in a river channel, controlling the 
dispersion of suspended sediments is very difficult. 

A modest degree of success in controlling sediment travel from river- 
channel excavations is possible with silt curtains (a flexible barrier designed 
specifically to contain and control the dispersion of silt and consequent 
turbidity in a watercourse), but they are difficult to install and maintain in 
rivers with high volumes or fast flows. Therefore, the most effective means 
of avoiding the costs of mitigating significant adverse impacts to river 
water-quality is to locate and exploit sand deposits from floodplain or 
terrestrial sources. 

Sand deposits located in river floodplains can be developed with fewer 
potential impacts to water quality, if the deposit is located outside a zone that 
is frequently inundated. Flooding frequency and severity in designated 
flood zones (commonly designated as 25, 50 or 100-year flood zones) will 
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depend, at minimum, upon certain factors: 
• how deeply the river channel is incised; 
• to what degree the capacity of the main river channel has been 

reduced by sedimentation; and 
• changes in land use in the river catchments (i.e., deforestation, 

damaged wetlands, urbanization, etc.) 

These above factors influence flooding, which, in turn, has an effect on the 
measures required to mitigate the possible harmful impacts from sand 
harvesting to water quality in nearby watercourses and waterbodies, 
including wetlands. 

Relic terrestrial sand deposits, usually outside active flood zones, can 
sometimes be found when the natural course of a river has been altered or 
has been reduced in width, a condition often the result of long-term changes 
in climate. Relic deposits can be developed for road-construction sand with 
fewer consequent environmental impacts than deposits in river channels or 
active floodplain zones. 

Finally, an EIA of proposed sand harvesting is required by EMCA 1999. In 
lieu of a separate EIA for this and several other road-related construction 
and maintenance activities that call for environmental impact assessments 
in EMCA 1999, these environmental guidelines recommend that an EMP 
for proposed sand harvesting be developed using the findings, conclusions 
and recommendations put forth in the road-project EIA Study. 

In compliance with NEMA National Sand Harvesting Guidelines, 2007, a 
reinstatement plan is to be prepared by the contractor (or subcontractor) that 

reflects recommendations found in the EMP developed in conjunction with 
the road-project EIA Study conducted during the project feasibility/design 
stage; the riparian resource management association, entrusted by the Sand 
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Harvesting Guidelines with local responsibility for sustainable 
management of sand-harvesting activities, is to be consulted during 
reinstatement-plan preparation. 

Water sources 
Few, if any, sources of surface water or groundwater in Kenya—particularly 
in its arid/semiarid portions—are without existing uses and users. Proposed 
abstractions, whether surface (including wetlands) or ground, must be 
permitted by the Water Resources Management Authority (WRMA). Water- 
abstraction permission from WRMA will assure that pre-existing water 
rights and uses will not be abridged by the road project for its diverse water 
needs. 

In addition to WRMA rules, national or regional laws/regulations governing 
the withdrawal of water from existing sources may also be in effect; early 
consultations with WRMA to ascertain any additional legal requirements 
are recommended. Proposed water sources or existing sources identified 
during the feasibility study must be vetted against these laws/regulations to 
ascertain the legal status of potential water sources. 

While not an issue in large rivers with perennial (year-round) flows, 
maintaining minimum stream flows to sustain viable aquatic ecosystems 
and support aquatic species in lower-order river systems may be at issue. 
Roadwork withdrawals—particularly during the dry season—that might 
exceed baseline stream flows necessary to maintain aquatic life and habitat 
are ill-advised. 

A community near a road-constaiction borehole may elect to take over the 
well for supplies of domestic, livestock and/or agricultural water. WRMA 
must be consulted to determine the procedures for transfer, rather than 
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closure, of the borehole. 

In the event the borehole is to be abandoned, however, it must be 
decommissioned in compliance with WRMA rules. The borehole must be 

properly closed and sealed; otherwise, it poses a threat to groundwater 
quality and a potential safety hazard. 

Drainage Works 
Effective road drainage is critical, if the designed serviceable life of the road 

is to be attained and if pollution of nearby water resources is to be avoided. 
Road drainage is complex—it entails moving water away from the road's 
surface, subsurface and edges. 

Surface-water runoff is associated with new deforestation or vegetation 
removal from the upper catchment of a road, frequently occurring after the 
road has been in operation and sometimes many years after its completion. 
When these events happen, unexpected challenges for effective road 
drainage are encountered that complicate road maintenance. 

A lack of foresight in understanding natural drainage patterns and flows 
often results in uncontrolled road drainage onto adjacent farmlands. The 

consequences to a farmer can be disastrous, at once causing structures to be 
inundated, crops to be uprooted and gullies to form on land that once 
supported farming. This situation can be avoided by either redirecting 
surface-water flows from the road to retention basins or trenches located 
away from farmland or coming to a mutual agreement with a farmer to move 
the water onto his land in drainage ditches that slow and spread water flows 
to the farmer's benefit. Failing either of the foregoing, the farmer must be 
fairly and equitably compensated for lost crops and degraded land, a process 
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that must comply with prevailing land policy and the Land Acquisition Act, 
Cap 295. 
Velocity in side drains or culvert outlets can be checked with energy 
dissipaters such as check dams, rock-lined outfalls and reinforced splash 
aprons. In steep terrain, side drains may require rock linings to prevent gully 
erosion. 

Another method of dissipating flow energy depends upon a plant called 
“vetiver,” a native of southern India. According to a May 2010 publication 
co-authored by Kenya Rural Roads Authority (KeRRA) for the R2000 
programme. Guidelines for Prevention and Control of Soil Erosion in Road 
Works, a technique known as the Vetiver System (VS) uses vetiver grass in 
engineering applications to stabilise slopes, control gully erosion and 
dispose of wastewater in addition to other environmental protection 
objectives. VSs are cost-effective and low-maintenance for conserving soil 
and water resources in road building. 
After many years of its use elsewhere in the world for soil and water 
conservation, clonal domesticated vetiver (Vetiveria zizanioides, newly 
classified as Chrysopogon zizanioides) has not been found to be invasive, an 
important consideration in protecting Kenya's rich biodiversity. However, 
the wild northern India variety—also classified as Vitiveria zizanioides—is 
thought to be invasive because it can produce fertile seeds. Indigenous to the 
northern Ganges River basin, it is not recommended for planting outside its 
home range. 

In addition, the above mentioned publication. Guidelines for Prevention and 
Control of Soil Erosion in Road Works, offers suggestions for the planning, 
design, construction and monitoring of commonly used drainage structures 
in Kenya. 
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Finally, an erosion and sediment control plan (ESCP) must be prepared to 
ensure that the designs of the drainage system take into account potential 
soil erosion and sediment transport to nearby surface-water resources. The 
ESCP; 

• focuses on erosion control (minimising disturbed areas and 
restoring disturbed areas by seeding, mulching or matting); 

• controls the amount of soil that can run off; and, 
• stabilises exposed soil. 

The feasibility study should assess the prospects for long-term vegetation 
cover in the project road's upper catchments, particularly identifying 
sections vulnerable to clearing. The study report should emphasize the 
importance of upper-catchment vegetation protection, underscoring its 
importance where gradients leading to the road are steep enough to cause 
dangerous surface-water runoff, if ground cover is removed or reduced. 

Culvert Works 
To efficiently move water under the road, either as cross drains to lessen 
water in side drains or from natural drainages and streams, correct culvert 
sizing is key. Sizing depends upon a number of factors, among which are 
expected flow; watershed size; runoff characteristics; design rainfall event, 
including its intensity and frequency; and upper-catchment conditions, i.e., 
deforested, devegetated, debris, etc. 
A pragmatic approach for deciding upon culvert size: oversize rather than 
undersize. Although the initial cost of an oversized culvert is greater, 
maintenance and repair—and environmental—costs will be less for the 
larger diameter pipe in the long run. 
Concrete headwalls and wingwalls enhance other measures such as trash 
racks to prevent debris-clogs in culverts by directing water flows into the 
pipe. Wingwalls, in particular, improve the performance of water flows at 
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the culvert inlet and outlet. 
Additionally, culvert length is important in controlling soil erosion in raised 
or filled areas. Selecting culverts that are sufficiently long to reach the toe of 
an embankment will minimise necessary soil protection measures. 
For a cross drain, the culvert should be placed at the bottom of a filled area. 
The culvert inlet can be protected with a drop inlet or catch basin, and the 
outlet protected from erosion with energy dissipaters such as riprap, a 
concrete apron or stone-lined splash basin. 
To align and install culverts for conveying water from natural drainages or 
streams under the road, precautions apply if adverse impacts—to the 
roadbed, stability of surrounding soils, water quality and aquatic 
habitats/organisms—are to be controlled. These precautions are: 

• minimise modifications to the channel to the greatest degree 

possible; 
• avoid narrowing full-flow channel width; 
• maintain the natural grade and alignment; 
• use appropriate, well-compacted material for culvert bedding (i.e., 

foundation) and backfilling; 
• provide soil-protection measures for culvert inlets and outlets; 
• protect streambanks near culvert inlets and outlets with rock riprap 

or other suitable erosion controls; and 
• avoid debris clogs by installing trash racks or other similar devices 

to trap debris or rubbish before it reaches the culvert. 

Culverts—carefully sized and placed—in fill embankments are successful 
in restoring hydrologic connection between and function to bisected 

wetlands. 
Maintenance is critical. During routine maintenance, culverts are inspected, 
cleaned and repaired as necessary and sometimes may need to be replaced. 
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Bridges 
Environmental impacts of bridges are mostly related to construction. In 

order to build concrete bridge footings and abutments, the work area is 
ideally free of water. In waterlogged areas, a cofferdam may be needed. A 
type of watertight construction, a cofferdam is installed in the work area and 
water is pumped out to expose the riverbed. 

Sheet piling—flat piling that is driven into the ground and interlocked to 
create a wall or bulkhead—is commonly used to form the cofferdam. Sheet 
piles can be used to retain water in low-flow situations or coupled with 
bypass pumps to keep a site moderately dry during construction. 

Dewatering is the practice of removing water from the work area. 
Considered as polluted effluent, the water must be treated to remove 
sediments before being discharged into a stream or river. Effluent water is 
typically pumped out of the work area and into a settling pond or stilling 
basin where heavier sediment particles are allowed to settle out. After 
settl ing or stilling, the water is returned to the stream or river. 

The foregoing activities, in combination with the erosive forces inherent to 
flowing water, are significant factors in degrading soil, water and aquatic 
habitats when bridges are being built. To mitigate. Cofferdams, river 
diversions or other modifications to normal stream/river channels and beds 
be conducted in the dry season and that cofferdams, river diversions or other 
modifications to normal stream/river channels and beds be built or 
conducted in non-breeding periods for fish and other important aquatic 

species. In addition. Effluent water produced during dewatering of the work 
site should be pumped into settling or stilling ponds where it is retained until 
sediments have settled. After onsite sedimentation, the. water may be 
returned to the stream or river. 
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Air Quality 
Fugitive—or airborne—dust is the most common air pollutant associated 
with road construction. Dust is labeled as a “fugitive” air contaminant 
because it is distributed over a wide area and not restricted to a single point- 
source. Its dispersion by wind can increase its spatial impact. As such, the 
impact from dust particles can be significant because dust is discharged and 
dispersed at ground level. Fugitive dust, in fact, adversely and irreversibly 
affects the health and safety of all flora and fauna in its sway. 

Emissions from diesel engines contain high levels of fine particles—2.5 
microns or smaller in particle size, known as PM2.5. But, diesel emissions 
from road construction do not constitute a significant source of air 
degradation in a rural Kenyan setting. This assertion would not hold true for 
road construction in urban areas, however, where diesel emissions and other 

sources of air pollution daily degrade urban air quality. 

To avoid the long-term deleterious effects on construction-worker health in 
PM-laden settings, the routine use of face masks is imperative. The typical 
face mask distributed to construction workers is a loose-fitting disposable 
mask that covers the mouth and the nose when properly fitted and worn. 
While offering some protection from airborne dust, this type of mask is not 
designed to protect the user from breathing in very small particles, i.e., 
PM2.5. A N95 respirator—one that removes 95 percent of small 
particles—is recommended; filtering face pieces are made from the N95 
filter material in snug-fitting cup or flat-fold styles for one-time use only. 

In addition to negative health effects, airborne dust reduces road safety. 
Clouds of dust, roiled up by vehicles moving along unpaved roads, put in 
danger all road users, especially pedestrians and cyclists who currently 
represent the majority users on Kenya's roads that are upgraded or 
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rehabilitated to gravel-surfaced standards. 

Two main sources of particulate pollution to air quality are addressed in 
these guidelines: 

a. Fugitive dust generated by vehicles, including road-construction 
trucks and equipment, traveling on temporary access or deviation 
roads or on the project road during earthworks and before its surface 
is compacted or tarred and 

b. Particles that become airborne when processing, loading, applying 
and transporting road materials, particularly crushed rock fines, 
minute laterite grains or cement. 

Noise and Ground Vibration 
Excessive noise emissions and ground vibrations are regulated by NEMA 
through the Environmental Management and Coordination (Noise and 
Excessive Vibration Pollution Control) Regulations, 2009. Section 15 of the 
regulations requires the completion of an environmental impact assessment 
(EIA): 

Any person intending to carry out construction, demolition, mining or 
quarrying work shall during the EIA studies : 

a) Identify natural resources, land uses or activities which may be 
affected by noise or excessive vibration from the construction, 
demolition, mining or quarrying; 

b) Determine the measures which are needed in the plans and 
specifications to minimise or eliminate adverse construction, 
demolition, mining or quarrying noise or vibration impacts; and 

c) Incorporate the needed abatement measures in the plans and 
specifications. 
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In the instance of fulfilling NEMA requirements and producing a working 
document equivalent to an EMP, a contractor-prepared noise and ground 
vibration control plan (NGVCP) is suggested. The recommended NGVCP 
elements go beyond the requirements of the NEMA-required EIA/EMP for 
noise and ground vibration control. 

Blasting at rock quarries is generally in the sound range of 110 dB A to 140 
dBA, depending upon the size and type of explosives. NEMA's permitted 
limits for noise and vibration levels originating from mines and quarries 
differ according to receptor: within the confines of a sensitive receptor 
(health care, school, etc.), 109 dB(C), and within the confines of residential, 
commerce, small-scale production, etc., facilities, 114 dB(C). 
To protect quarry workers who remain within the quarry confines during 
blasts, the quarry operator must provide workers with sound-dampening ear 
muffs to reduce the acoustic energy created by the explosives and the 
workers' proximity to the sound source. Sound-dampening ear muffs should 
also be worn by employees working at rock crushers, another source of 
extreme noise—120 dBA or more produced at the crusher proper. 
Alternatively, helmets (hard hats) with ear-protection muffs are available on 
the market; their use is recommended as part of the PPE package issued to 
quarry/crusher workers. 
It is expected that the Contractor prepares a Noise and Ground Vibrations 
Control Plan (NGVCP), which addresses ground vibrations along with 
noise. It is expected that the NGVCP declares the contractor's intentions and 
methods for reducing and controlling noise and ground vibration. 

Land Use 
In addition to improved land access provided by new or rehabilitated road 

infrastructure, changes to land use can arise from road-constmction 
activities. In the first instance, the sites where road materials are extracted 
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are often permanently changed in use. Whereas laterite borrow-pits can be 
partially or wholly reinstated to allow the land's return to its former use, 
quarries are rarely, if ever, restored to productive uses for agriculture, 
forestry or urban development. To a lesser degree than borrow pits, 
extracting sand from designated sand-harvesting sites (as per NEMA's 
newly adopted National Sand Harvesting Guidelines 2007) can alter land 
uses, but the amounts of sand required for road constaiction are minor in 
comparison to laterite and crushed rock. 
If not carefully prescribed in special specifications for a road project, 
construction contractors may dispose at will of construction rubble and 
oversize rock; in doing so, land uses are changed—generally from a 
productive to a non-productive use and sometimes without compensation to 
landowners or land-users for the appropriated land. 
To restore (as much as possible) original land contours on restored land and 
prevent pooled water on site, the environmental guidelines for the 
reinstatement of borrow pits and quarries recommend excavated land be in¬ 

filled using inert construction rubble and oversize rock (excluding waste 
bitumen asphalt that is a toxic material). By implementing these 
reinstatement guidelines, the disposal of unwanted materials is resolved and 

the final contours of reinstated sites improved. 
Providing upgraded road infrastructure improves access. However, 

improving access to lands with protected status or unprotected resources 
can often lead to unintended and unmanaged exploitation of them. 

Mitigating for road-related changes in land use or road-induced changes in 
managing land resources, depends upon commitment and cooperation from 
Kenya's several road authorities, NEMA, KFS and KWS. 
To mitigate Consult KWS NEMAand KFS 

• collaboration among Government of Kenya ministries to target such 
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areas for early deployment of protection staff; 

• boundary re-establishment and demarcation of such areas to be given 
priority; 

• signage along the roadside to make users aware of special status and 
regulations near protected areas; 

• for each road segment, a site-specific investigation will be necessary, 
ideally by comparing the planned road alignment with a map of existing 
areas of undegraded forest or protected areas; and 

• to initiate community-based natural resources management 
programmes and co-management programmes established in buffer 
zones around the protected areas. 

Community Health 
One very important cost associated with road-infrastructure development is 
proliferation and transmission of HIV/AIDS. People concentrated in a 
contractor camp can carry and introduce the vims into a nearby community, 
one that is unprepared to deal with an influx of road workers, many from the 
“outside” and many with money to spend. 
For these reasons, several measures are required to reduce the threat of 
HIV/AIDS that is related to road constmction and maintenance, both inside 
and outside the camp. 
Vector borne diseases, dust and noise can and do adversely affect 

communities; therefore, their mitigation is absolutely critical. In addition, 
road safety, particularly for NMT users should be a major consideration. On 
the other hand, construction of road infrastmcture offers community 
members opportunities for jobs. For labour-based road constmction, the 
demand for workers—particularly, unskilled and semi-skilled labour—can 
be high, depending upon the size of the road project. Experience from 
Kenya has demonstrated that women can participate equally in tasks 
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associated with labour-based construction. 
To mitigate adverse impacts, the designs for the contractor camp are to 
include provisions for a clinic with first-aid supplies/equipment, condoms 
and illustrated materials informing about HIV/AIDS awareness and 
prevention. Through organized and on-going consultations, the community 
must be fully informed about the camp—its human occupants and 
mechanical components—and possible unmitigated consequences to 
community health and safety, including STDs and HIV/AIDS. 
Consultations are advised to alert affected communities to eventual 
development of borrow sites in their surrounding areas. These consultations 
can also solicit community opinions and requests to retain certain borrow 

pits that may be useful as sources of livestock water. A proviso to the 
foregoing reinstatement is that full information must be provided to the 
community about the health and safety risks (namely, malaria, bilharzia and 
drowning) inherent in leaving behind standing bodies of water. 

CULTURAL AND NATURAL HERITAGE 
The National Museums and Heritage Act, Cap 6 of 2006, enables the 
“establishment, control, management and development of national 

museums and the identification, protection, conservation and transmission 
of the cultural and natural heritage of Kenya.” It creates categories of 
protected objects and places referring to them as protected objects of 
historical, archaeological, paleontological, cultural, scientific, architectural 
or technological interest. The foregoing are declared as protected objects 
and/or areas by the Minister of National Heritage and Culture (Ministry of 
National Heritage and Culture, MNHC) in consultation with the national 
museums. 

As well, the Act provides for “Heritage Wardens” who are empowered to 
inspect an antiquity or protected object. Presumably a Heritage Warden 
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would be able to respond to field inquiries from road designers and builders 
about previously or inadvertently discovered—items encountered during 
road construction—objects and places that require professional evaluation 
to establish their cultural and natural significance. 
However, sites of cultural significance are discovered daily because 
information about the past is understandably incomplete and fragmented. 
Certain precautions are, therefore, required of and by road planners, 
engineers and builders to preclude damaging/destroying Kenya's valued 
heritage. 

Field assessment of cultural- and natural-heritage resources potentially 
affected by developing transportation infrastructure is frequently part of an 
archaeological impact assessment (AIA), a component of an EIA and 
sometimes part of a social impact assessment (SIA). AIA is undertaken by a 
qualified archaeologist and/or geologist. Without benefit of maps or records 
to guide the AIA assessor or—more likely—without the services of trained, 
knowledgeable experts, the task of identifying and protecting Kenya's 
unknown cultural- and natural-heritage resources falls to the construction 
workforce—most probably, the supervision engineer and construction 
foreman. 

CONCLUSION 
Social and environmental issues are increasingly becoming very important 
in decision making processes. Financial and technical feasibility of projects 
are no longer adequate to justify public infrastructure programmes and 
projects. In other words, infrastructure development is not allowed to 
materialize in the expense of environmental, social and cultural heritage of a 
country. Infrastructure development process must always advance, respond 
to or support agreed national development wishes and aspirations as 
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expressed in various government policies and guidelines. 

In order to implement these policies, however, they have to be brought down 
to the operational level and incorporated in the planning, budgeting, 
designing, implementation as well as monitoring and evaluation systems 
and procedures. Appropriate instruments/tools should also be developed to 
guide the implementers at all levels of authority. 

Without these instruments, mainstreaming of social and environmental 
issues in the public life will remain just a wishful thinking. 

It is also of paramount importance that, such manuals or guidelines are 
simple and easily understood by the users to be useful. Users of generally 
need: 
Quick access to information specific to his/her question; 
Information that is complete relative to the topic of inquiry; 
Procedures relevant to the different stages of development projects 

The Kenya environmental Guidelines for the Roads sector was developed 
the above requirements in mind and 
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ABSTRACT 
Recent evolution shows that deforestation is a worrying concern in 
Mozambique. It contributes to rise the vulnerability of the country to natural 
disasters, which is already among the highest of the continent and to 
declining trends in carbon stock in living forest biomass. In addition, it 
reduces sources of income, in particularfor the poor. Tackling deforestation 
using labour-intensive approaches helps in reducing vulnerability, Co2 
emission and a better adaptation to climate change. It also contributes to 
alleviate poverty through the creation ofnew opportunities for income. 

The study will evaluate, with the help of a dynamic Social Accounting 
Matrix (DySAM) and complimentary analytical tools, the employment and 
social structure related to a re-/afforestation strategy in Mozambique. A 
Co2 satellite account also gives insight on Co2 emission levels by sectors 
and actors. A two-folded strategy has been proposed to tackle deforestation: 
sustainable forest management and the manufacturing and installation of 
solar panels. 

Keywords: Deforestation, Natural Climate change, Co2 emissions, 
satellite account 
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INTRODUCTION The challenges Mozambique is facing are multiple fold: A few 
indicators suffice to depict the nature of the social, economic and 

environmental challenges that Mozambique has to cope with these days. 
Data for 2009 indicate that 55 per cent out of the 22.9 million of 
Mozambican inhabitants are below the national poverty line, while life 
expectancy at birth remains at 48 years. The population without electricity 
totaled 18.6 million by 2005 and the shares of population without access to 
improved services of water and of sanitation are 53 per cent and 84 per cent 
respectively. By 2007 the per capita GDP was USD 802 in units ofPPP. It is 
the fifth lowest ranked country according to the UNDP Human 
Development Indicator in 2010 (UNDP, 2010). Labour force consists of 
10.7 million people, almost 86 per cent of the population aged 15 and above. 

Between 1989 and 2009 the GDP in the country increased at a solid average 
rate of 7.5 per cent per year, achieving approximately USD 10 billion by 
2009. The sectors of agriculture, industry and services contributed to that 
amount with shares of 31.5 per cent, 23.5 per cent and 45 per cent 
respectively. A persistent deficit in the current account -though decreasing 
over time- also characterizes the period. Fuel and energy are major imports, 
even though offshore petroleum extracting will start soon and significantly 
influence Mozambique's balance of payment in the future. 

Mozambique is a land-abundant country, with a surface of 80 million 
hectares. Currently, forests in Mozambique cover 39,022 thousand ha, 50 
per cent of land area, other wooded land ( 14,566 thousand ha) 19 per cent of 
land area (FAO, 2010). Half of the protective forests in Africa are located in 
Mozambique (FAO, 2010). These have among others, functions including 
reserving gene pools, rare and in danger species, sink water rainfall and 
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increasing water resources, fertile soil and preventing pests and diseases 
affecting agriculture. 

Mozambique is one of the countries with the highest mangrove loss in the 
world (FAO, 2010) Mangrove forests are considered highly productive 
ecosystems and most carbon is either buried in sediments locally and in 
adjacent systems or stored in forest biomass as the trees grow. 
Moreover, Mozambique is one of the countries with the highest incidence of 
vegetation fires with over 10,000 per year (FAO, 2010) resulting in loss of 
primary forests and their natural potential to absorb Co2. Uncontrolled wild 
fires eontinues to be a significant environmental concern, combined with 
the fact that fuel wood is still the most important energy source in the rural 
area. Mozambique suffers from a declining trends in carbon stock in living 
forest biomass , which shows an increasing development in deforestation 
(INGC, 2009) and forest degradation. 

In addition and related to it, Mozambique is geographically the second most 
exposed country to natural disasters such as cyclones, droughts or strong 
rainfalls and flooding in Africa (UNDP, 2009). This undermines 
development and poverty reduetion efforts and increases vulnerability of 
the livelihoods of Mozambican population. In this context, mitigation and 
adaptation measures are crucial, particularly sustainable forest management 

18 Apart from their value as carbon sinks, mangroves also provide many other socio-economic 
benefits including regulating services (protection of coastlines from storm surges, erosion and 
floods; land stabilization by trapping sediments; and water quality maintenance), provisioning 
services (subsistence and commercial fisheries; honey; fuel wood; building materials; and 
traditional medicines), cultural services (tourism, recreation and spiritual appreciation) and 
supporting services (cycling of nutrients and habitats for species). For many communities living in 
their vicinity, mangroves provide a vital source of income and resources from natural products and 
as fishing grounds. 
19 About 6-10 million hectares of forest (11-18% of total forest area) per year are burned in 
Mozambique, mostly due to human activities, according to DNFFB, 2002 in INGC, 2009. 
20 Annual change; 1990-2000; - 10 %, 2000-2005; -10, 2005-2010: -8 (FAO, 2010,p. 272). 
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(including re- and afforestation), to increase ecosystem protective services 
as well as to contribute to poverty reduction. 
Regarding Mozambique's energy matrix, renewable source of energy are 
overwhelmingly dominant. 95 per cent of the primary supply comes from 

renewables, encompassing biomass (80 per cent) and hydropower (15 per 
cent), both of them produced domestically. These are either consumed by 
the residential sector or transformed into electricity. Petroleum products 
represent 7 per cent of the primary supply and are still imported. The 
transportation sector is the main consumer, explaining 73 per cent of the 
total of this energy source. The high share of biomass, however, should not 
be interpreted as the solution to the environmental problems of 
Mozambique. Rather, it is likely to be reflecting the fact that households do 
not have access to modem forms of energy and appliances using them. In 
addition, primary solid biomass can have a high emission factor, which 
means that the combustion of that fuel is not necessarily less pollutant than 
others on the bases of the amount of Co2 per teraj oule of unit burnt. 

In sum, despite the relative good economic performance of the last twenty 
years, Mozambique exhibits daunting levels of poverty and deprivation of 
basic needs. The pattern of energy consumption, biased towards renewable 
energy, seems to reflect the fact that households do not have access to 
modem energy rather than a planned option made in favor of sustainable 
energy. The need to intervene in favor of cleaner forms of production that at 
the same time create employment and help reduce poverty is compelling. 
Moreover, a low carbon emission strategy could be recompensed by the 
international community through carbon credits from OECD countries 
under the UNFCC. 

In a country like Mozambique, environmental and social issues are closely 

interlinked. For example, due to a lack of energy resources and electrical 
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systems and appliances, solid biomass in form of wood is the major energy 
source used by Mozambican households. Cutting trees contributes to 
deforestation with all its negative impacts, such as soil erosion, 
desertification, higher vulnerability to flooding, etc. Mitigation measures 
are also closely linked to adaptation measures in this specific context. Due 
to climate change, more flooding is expected. Reforestation could help to 
reduce soil erosion and mitigate flooding, for example. 

This paper analyzes the employment dimension of a strategy of re- 
/afforestation: Whieh strategy could be appropriate to reeoneile the social, 
economic and environmental agenda of Mozambique? The paper will start 
by describing the employment situation in Mozambique as well as the major 
analytical model used, a Green DySAM. Then, details on Co2 emissions in 
Mozambique will be presented and analyzed and put into relationship with 
economic and social variables. The paper will end by proposing and 
describing policy scenarios of two complementary strategies contributing 
to stop or even revert deforestation and which would contribute to reconcile 
the social and environmental agenda in Mozambique. 

The employment situation in Mozambique 
According to the National Labour Force Database (IFTRAB) administered 
by the National Institute of Statisties of Mozambique, during the period 
2004/05 the level and composition of employment was as depleted in Table 
1. 

Table 1 : Level and composition of employment in Mozambique by sector 
and gender, 2004/05 
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Workers Percentage 

Male Female Total Male Female Total 

Total Agriculture 1'513'125.1 2'810'950.8 4'324'076.0 47.8% 76.4% 63.2% 

Livestock and Hunting 45'974.1 24117.6 70'091.6 1.5% 0.7% 1.0% 

Forestry 40'698,4 6'531.8 47730.2 1.3% 0.2% 0.7% 

Fisheries 77’879.6 5'024.5 82'904.1 2.5% 0.1% 1.2% 

Mining Industry 22'107.8 251.2 22'359.0 0.7% 0.0% 0.3% 

Manufacturing 151739.6 25'876.1 177'615.7 4.8% 0.7% 2.6% 

Food and Beverages Processing 71'096.5 50'998.6 122'095.1 2.2% 1.4% 1.8% 

Metal Industries 25'122.4 1'004.9 26127.3 0.8% 0.0% 0.4% 

Energy and Water 12'310.0 3'265.9 15’575.9 0.4% 0.1% 0.2% 

Construction 117’321.8 2'512.2 119'834.1 3.7% 0.1% 1.8% 

Commerce a nd Vehi cl e Repa i rs 516'266.3 458735.9 975'002.3 16.3% 12.5% 14.2% 

Transports and Communication 92'953.1 8792.9 101745.9 2.9% 0.2% 1.5% 

Hotels and Restaurants 30'398.2 24'871.2 55769.4 1.0% 0.7% 0.8% 

Other Services 166'059.4 118'075.5 284134.9 5.3% 3.2% 4.2% 

Admnistration 149'227.3 47'481.4 196708.8 4.7% 1.3% 2.9% 

Education 94711.6 57779.2 151'990.8 3.0% 1.6% 2.2% 

Health and Social Action 33'664.1 33'915.3 67'579.4 1.1% 0.9% 1.0% 

Other (undefined) 2’009,8 251.2 2761.0 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 

TOTAL 3'162'665.1 3’679'936.4 6'842'601.5 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Source: Employment cSellite Account of the DySAM based on National Labour Force Survey IFTRAB. 

During the period 2004/05 the level of employment amounted to 6.8 million 
in the country, composed of 3.16 million male workers (46.2 per cent) and 
3.68 million female workers (53.8 percent). 
The sectoral distribution indicates that workers are overwhelmingly 
employed in the agriculture sector (63.2 per cent), in activities related to the 
production of maize, cassava, beans, rice, cotton and other grain and crops. 
This figure is a weighted average between the share of female workers in 
agriculture (76 per cent) and the corresponding figure for male workers (48 
per cent). Commerce and vehicle repairs employ 14 per cent of the workers 
followed by Other services (4per cent), Administration (2.9 per cent). 
Manufacturing (2.6per cent) and Education (2.2 per cent). The rest of the 
workers are distributed into Construction, Food and beverages processing. 
Fisheries, Forestry, Livestock and hunting among other activities. 
Administration, manufacturing and education are mostly dominated by 
formal employment, while the other sectors mostly provide informal 
employment, meaning that the share of informal workers in the economy is 
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about 90 per cent. 

As mentioned, the analysis of employment by gender shows a difference 
favorable to female workers. Further, this group of workers outnumbers 
their male counterparts in agriculture sector by almost 1.3 million. With the 
exception of Health and social action, where men and women contribute 
with practically equal amounts, in all the other sectors male workers are vast 
majority, this being more pronounced in Mining industry, where the 
relationship between men and women is 88:1, Construction (47:1), 
Fisheries (15:1) and Transport and communications (11:1). 

Additional data provided by the Ministry -not shown in the Table- also 
allows drawing some remarks on the analysis of the labour force by age, 
level of education and area of residence : 

The breakdown of the data by age shows that almost 75 per cent of the 
workers are aged 44 and below. When the variable is crossed with sector of 
activity it turns out that workers aged 19 and below and 50 and above (i.e. 
the youngest and oldest segments in the age distribution) present above the 
average participation in the agriculture sector. Conversely, workers in more 
central ages dominate in activities related to industry and services. 

As per the level of education of the employed labour force, 28 per cent of 
workers are reported to have no education, 46 per cent are reported in the 

22 Number of people aged 15 or older that ( 1 ) did some work in the previous 7 days or (2) have some 
employment, excluding (a) occasional workers, (b) self-employed workers without employees and 
regular work, (c) household workers without remuneration and regular work, (d) household workers 
without remuneration that did not work during the previous 7 days and (e) self-employed workers 
without employees, with regular work, but did not work in the previous 7 days for economic reasons. 

23 The situation in other services is mixed, where you can find formal and informal jobs. 
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segment of T' cycle of primary education, 14 per cent in the 2"'* cycle of 
primary education and the remaining 12 per cent of workers report a 
secondary or further level of education. Lower levels of education are 
associated with agriculture and related activities and higher levels with 
services and to a lesser extent industry. 
Finally, half of the employed labour force resides in rural areas, 32 per cent 
in urban areas and the remaining 18 per cent of the employees are residents 
of Maputo. If the capital is split into rural and urban, the share of employees 
residing in rural areas slightly increases to 53 per cent and urban workers are 
47 percent. 

In sum, the analysis of the available data depicts that Mozambique has a 
young labour force, with 76.4 per cent of female and 47.8 per cent of male 
workers engaged in agriculture sector. Only 12 per cent of the workers 
report a level of education of secondary and further, that drops to 2.6 per cent 
for workers in activities related to agriculture. More than half of the workers 
are reported as residents of mral areas. 

The analytical framework: A Green Dynamic Social Accounting 
Matrix (Green DySAM) 
A Social Accounting Matrix (SAM) framework is considered appropriate 
for the analysis of the interdependences and transmission channels between 

environmental variables such as Co2 emissions and social variables such as 
employment. It is useful for multi-sectoral analysis and also allows a 
combined analysis of real, e.g. environmental or employment values, with 
monetary values. Based on input-output tables, it is an accounting system 
that includes social transfers between and within institutions: enterprises, 
households, the government and the external sector. A SAM allows a 
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multiplier analysis of macroeconomic policies, here environmental 

policies, showing details of intra-account and induced effects, backward 
and forward linkages throughout the value chains as well as employment 
multipliers. It can be extended to include satellite accounts containing 
physical values. 

The term Dynamic SAM (DySAM) describes an instrument based on an 
existing 'static' SAM for any economy and the available up-to-date time 
series of national accounts. It is a diagnostic tool which allows the analysis 
of the impact of macroeconomic shocks (e.g. climate change) or policies on 
sectors, but also on target groups, meaning types of households and 
workers. Moreover, a dynamic SAM was created for Mozambique. In order 
to analyze the relationship between environmental policies and the labour 
market, an employment satellite account with detailed labour market 
information by sectors and an environmental account containing Co2 
emissions by sectors and households were added. 
The static SAM gives a snapshot of the economy, while a DySAM shows the 
consistent evolution of the economic structure over time, but also includes 
behavior and thus economic modeling. While a static SAM covers only a 
single period of data, there was a need to develop a DySAM with a time 
series of data showing the consistent evolution of the economy over time. 

The Mozambican DySAM has 27 commodities and 77 activities (9 on 
construction), 33 factors of production, 43 Institutions (enterprises. 
Government, plus four types of taxes and 35 different types of household), 
capital and rest of the world. It geographically distinguishes between 
Maputo, rural and urban area. 

24 See Alarcon et al, 2011. 
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A Green DySAM analysis of Co2 emission in Mozambique- 
sectoral analysis of Co2 emissions 
A sectoral analysis of Co2 emissions shows that the highest emitter is the 
households sector (Residential) with 76.6 per cent through solid biomass 
(70.4 per cent), followed by manufacturing: non-ferrous metals (7-5 per 
cent) through electricity (7.2 per cent) and a very small amount through 
natural gas (0.2 per cent) and non-specified industry (9.3 per cent) through 
solid bio-mass (8.7 per cent). The transport sector comes third with 5 per 
cent, exclusively through petroleum (5 per cent). The value for all other 
sectors is very small, for example commercial and public services with 1 per 
cent through electricity (0.8 per cent) and petroleum (0.2 per cent) to 
insignificant. 

Brief, households are the strongest emitter of Co2 in Mozambique, while 
the manufacturing sector comes far behind, even further the transport sector. 
Most households depend on wood energy for cooking food preservation and 
to a limited extent for heating (see also UNEP, 2011). This pattern is quite 
different from more developed countries. Solid biomass is by far the most 
used energy source, followed by electricity and petroleum as well as by 
charcoal, while other sources of energy, such as natural gas or hydroenergy 
are almost neglected. Nevertheless, the construction of big hydroelectric 
plants, such as Mphanda Nkuwa or Cahora Bassa Norte, thermal power 
plants (e.g. in Moatize and Benga) or natural gas-fired thermoelectric power 
plants like Moamba are planned (MPD, 2010) and will significantly change 
the energy pattern of Mozambique. 
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Co2 emissions and its employment dimension by sector 
In Mozambique, the Activities with the highest economic multipliers are 
agriculture (e.g. livestock with 4.1), forestry, fishery -with high level of 
unskilled workers-, food processing (slightly lower) and other services. It 
confirms that in a highly agricultural country it is also the agricultural sector 
which has the highest multiplier effect in the economy. The lowest 
multipliers are in manufacturing (e.g. metal industry with 2.2) and 
construction infrastructure, mining and energy, with an equal share of 
skilled and unskilled workers, meaning that these sectors are not well 
connected with the rest of the economy and have important leakages 
towards the rest of the world. 

In terms of employment, commercial services, agriculture and forestry, 
fishery and other services have the highest multipliers, whereas the lowest 
are found in metal industry, energy, mining and public administration. 
Forestry is in a mid-range position. It confirms largely what we have seen in 
the economic multipliers: The employment multipliers are highest for low 
productivity, often informal jobs, where better jobs are rather scarce, such as 

public administration, energy or manufacturing. 

Co2 emissions in the manufacturing sector are significant. Few people are 
engaged and the employment and economic multiplier is relatively low. On 
the other hand, this sector is an important job provider for the more skilled 
workforce and has its importance for the labour market. Nevertheless, as 
seen above, the highest Co2 emitters in Mozambique are households. 
Another main emitter is solid bio-mass, the main source of energy provider 

related to households but also to non-specified industry. As a result, within 
the framework of a sustainable development strategy, it would be helpful to 
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replace solid bio-mass by other energy providers that emit less Co2, such as 
gas, thermal power, wind, hydro and solar energy. 

Policy scenarios: What strategy is the soundest to combine 
environmental, social and economic objectives 
Over 70 per cent of Mozambique is covered by forest or woodland, but this 
surface is declining mainly due to timber logging (legal and often illegal) for 
exports and firewood and charcoal production (Jaime, 2010). Although 
natural forest, forested watersheds, wetlands and mangrove ecosystems and 
related non timber forest products are important nutrition providers for poor 
households (UNEP, 2011), Government's focus is on reduction of poverty 
and economic development. Sustainable Natural Resources Management is 
only a second priority leading to significant land degradation, a decrease in 
productivity of the soil and shortage in water amount. 

There are various options to tackle deforestation. In this paper we focus on 
options which try to combine social, economic and environmental 
objectives: 1. Sustainable forestry management leading to re- and 
afforestation and 2. Reduce the use of firewood and charcoal through 
alternative low Co2 emitting energy sources, such as solar devices, e.g. 
solar ovens mitigating deforestation. 

Sustainable management of forests 
Transformation from degrading activities toward sustainable natural 
resources management will affect employment, almost exclusively in a 
positive way. As a result, new jobs for rural workers may be created with 
new profiles and skills, keeping in mind that social and economic 
development and poverty eradication are the first and overriding priorities 

25 For more sectoral details on Ma (Total, Activity), but also Ml and 0+C, see Appendi.x, Figure A. 
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of the country. 

This paper focuses specifically on reforestation/afforestation as a mitigation 
strategy for the following reasons: 1. Fuel wood used by households is a 
major source of Co2 emission in Mozambique. 2. Due to a rising population 

some land has been deforested for agricultural purposes (Nhancale et al, 
2009). 3. Net deforestation has been observed. This trend should be revised 
aiming at rebuilding natural forest assets. The level of carbon sequestration 
depends on the species or mix of tree species involved, the management 
practices and the geographic are implied (FAO, 2010b) and therefore varies 
from country to country and even within a country, there could be 
considerable differences. 3. Related climate change issues: Mozambique 
also suffers from rising droughts and irregular rainfalls, soil erosion through 
strong winds and desertification leading to a decline in agricultural 
productivity and raising food insecurity (UNDP, 2009). Forests (including 
mangroves) have an important protective role of ecosystems mitigating 
droughts, strong rainfalls and flooding, for example. 

Forest coverage in Mozambique went down from 43,378 thousand ha in 
1990 to 39,022 in 2010 (FAO, 2010a) which means continuously loss in 
primary designated function of forest including 67 per cent production, 22 
per cent protection of soil and water, 11 per cent conservation of 
biodiversity (FAO, 2010a) which resulted in less agriculture crops, more 
disease and less income. Therefore, local communities are blocked in a 
never end poverty cycle which makes it crucial to take initiatives to create 

new opportunities for sustainable employment/livelihood in adaptation and 
mitigation to climate change while planning sustainable economic 
development policies. 
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A closer look at the relation between the forest sector and the rest of the 
economy reveals a strong integration of forestry in the Mozambican 
economy expressed by strong économie multipliers. It has relative strong 
backward linkages within the eeonomy, it is ranked 17* out of 77* activities 
within the aetivity account for rural forestry and 24* for urban forestry, with 
a value of 3.93 and 3.66 respectively. A decomposition of the multiplier (see 
Figure A of the Appendix) also shows the highly dominant induced effect, 
meaning through the working of the economy. A strong induced effeet 
means that forestry activity impact on other aecounts, mostly through 
higher income of forest workers leading to higher local consumption, tax 
collection, etc. having a major contribution to poverty reduetion and to the 
boost of the local economy. 

Forestry activities are in general labour-intensive, or could be made labour- 
intensive as a technology option. Most jobs are informal jobs (about 63 per 
cent aecording to ILO, 2001. See also UNEP, 2011, Nhancale et al. 2009). 
Small and medium forest enterprises with less than 50 employees dominate 
the forestry seetor with 95.8 per cent of the formally registered enterprises 
and 99.9 per cent including informal enterprises. Small and medium forest 
enterprises are important employment providers with over 80 per eent in the 
forestry seetor (Nhancale et al., 2009). According to the employment 
satellite aceount of the DySAM, 86 per cent o forestry workers are male, 14 
per eent female; 41 per cent are between 15-29 years old and 36 per cent 
between 30 and 44. The educational level of forest workers is basic: 81 per 
cent have primary or none education. Currently, the quality of employment 

26 Mangroves, for example, are a natural protection against flooding (including 
through, for example, typhoons or tsunamis) and may contribute to reduce savings in sea 
dyke maintenance (see also UNEP, 2011). 
27 Low backward linkages have manufacturing, construction, mining; high 
backward linkages are found in food processing and various services. 
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in forestry is rather poor in Mozambique. Jobs are often menial, seasonal, 
not corresponding to safety and health standard and the pay is poor 
(Nhancale et al., 2009). 

In the Mozambican DySAM, there is only one position on forestry and so 
far, the forpst sector has not been further disaggregated, neither in national 
employment data. The employment multiplier for forestry is lower ranked 
among the activities (15"' out of 24), compared with the economic 
multiplier, which can be explained by the fact that total employment in 
forestry is rather weak and underdeveloped within the Mozambican 
economy (21th out 24). 
Forestry in the current DySAM mostly cover traditional forest activities and 

to a very limited extent sustainable forest management. Therefore, we 
cannot directly evaluate the employment impact of different activities 
related to sustainable forest management such as re- and afforestation or fire 
management. Sustainable forest management includes the following 
activities; Afforestation (when you create a forest in a free land), 
reforestation (plant forest in a land which is a degraded forest) and forest 
restoration, improved management of natural forest (sustainable, not for 
timber, but for carbon), conservation, watershed protection, agroforestry, 
urban forestry (FAO; 2010b, Nair and Rutt, 2009), related activities called 
non-timber forest products: fruits and nuts, medicinal herbs, honey, 
mushrooms collection, tanning extract charcoal and fire wood (see also 
Nhancale et al. 2009 or UNEP, 2011) various types of fishing, sustainable 
mining, eco-tourism, processing (e.g. food, oils), etc. 

According to Nair and Rutt (2009) analyzing the employment potential of 
sustainable forest management world-wide, an annual investment of US$ 1 
million, including agro-forestry, could create 500 to 1000 new jobs in 
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developing countries and have a high multiplier effect throughout the 
economy (1.5 to 2.5 additional indirect job for each direct job). Within this 
framework, re- and afforestation have the highest job creation potential in 
particular in a context of strong rural employment deficit as well as a strong 
share of degraded land (see also Table 2 below). Fire management creates a 
high number of permanent jobs at the local level and is rather labour- 
intensive. Tackling unplanned and ineffective use of forestry for 
agricultural purposes, a well-managed sustainable agroforestry and the 
maintenance and improvement of existing planted forest are other measures 
to improve carbon sequestration with a positive impact on employment, 
productivity and income for poor livelihoods. This study also confirms a 
high multiplier effect (1.5 to 2.5 jobs) in the local economy through the 
purchase of local equipment, goods and services. The figures are, however, 
too general to apply them directly on Mozambique, but they show the high 
employment potential of sustainable forest management in developing 
countries. It can be strengthened further by a strategy focusing on the use of 
local physical and human resources through the appropriate technology 
choice. Briefly, the employment impact of a shift towards sustainable forest 
management would be highly positive due to its higher labour intensity 
compared with traditional forestry. 

Table 2: Job potential of different forestry activities for an annual 
investment of 1 billion US$ 

28 This would be a pragmatic reply to the need for more agricultural land in Mozambique. 
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Activity New jobs 
Mio, FTE 

Annuai target area 
Mio, ha 

Afforestation, reforestation, deforest, controi 0.5-0.625 0.63 
impr. Prod.y existing pianted forest 0.5-1.0 10.00 
Watershed improvement 0.17-0.5 0.17 
indigenous forest management 0.2-0.4 0.80 
Forest conservation 0.29-0.43 2.86 
Agroforestry 0.5-0.75 2.00 
Fire management 0.1-0.25 2.00 
Urban and^geri-urban forestry 
Skiii improvement of forestry & wood 

0.05-0.25 
0.05 

0.05 

Source: Authorsf estimates based on Nair and Rutt, 2009. 

NOTE: FTE = Full Time Equivalent 

So far, low efforts are given to managing forests sustainably in 

Mozambique, suggesting substantial scope to scale up activities thus 

creating employment in the forest sector, improving therefore not only the 

environment, but contributing to improve the labour market situation in the 

rural area and, as a result of it, to higher and stabilize the income of poor 

households, as many activities require low skills. A recent UNEP report and 

a FAO study confirm that increased investment to halt deforestation would 

have a significant impact on employment.^’ 

Solarenergy 
This section evaluates the labour market impact of replacing with solar 

energy part of the energy that is currently consumed by Mozambican 

households. It is, as seen above, mainly derived from the uses of biomass. 

Table 3 summarizes the flows of energy in Mozambique, as presented by the 

29 This type of investment, earefully planned, would lead to 10 million new jobs 
around the world, mostly through small and medium sized enteiprises (UNEP, 
2011). An annual investment of US$1 million in sustainable forest management 
could create 500 to 1 000 new jobs in developing countries, and 20 to 100 in 
developed and emerging economies (Nair and Rutt, 2009). 
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International Energy Agency (lEA, 
http://www.iea.org/stats/balancetable.asp7COUNTRY CODE=MZ. 
consulted 8 July 2011)). 

Table 3: Energy Balance of Mozambique, 2008 (In tonnes of oil equivalent 
(ktoe) on a net calorific value basis. 

Supply and Coal and Crude Oil 
Consumption Peat Oil Products 

Nuclear Hydro Geothermal, 
Solar, etc. 

Combustible 
Renewables 
and Waste 

Electricity Heat Total 

Production 23.( 2'506.0 1'300.0 7'631.ll - 11’460.0 
Imports-Exports -3.C 648.( -2'421.0 -295.0 - -2'072.0 
Other (1) -14.C -61.( -75.0 
TPES 6.(1 588.(' 85.0 1'300.0 7’631.0 -295.0 - 9'314.0 
Electricity Plants -3.0 -1'300.0 1'301.0 -1.0 
Other -1733.0 - -1733.0 
Transformation 
Other (2) -3.C 10.0 -68.(1 -1733.0 -306.0 - -2100.0 
TFC 3.(1 593.(1 48.(1 5'898.ll 846.0 - 7’388.0 
Industry 3.(1 89.0 48.0 605.1) 709.0 - 1'454.0 
Transport 447. (■ 447.0 
Residential 34.(1 5'293.0 55.0 - 5’381.0 
Other sectors (3) 23.(1 82.0 106.0 

Notes: (1) Includes International Aviation Bunkers and Stoek ehanges; (2) 
Includes Transfers, Statistical Differences, Energy Industry Own Use and Losses; 
(3) Ineludes Commereial and Publie Services, Agrieulture/Forestry. 
Source: International Energy Ageney. 

In 2008, Mozambique did not register any significant production or 
consumption of energy derived from crude oil, nuclear, geothermal or solar, 
and heat. Nevertheless, solar energy is in the focus of the Government and 
potential users, such as hospitals, schools and farmers and has been tried out 
on a small scale. The recently constructed solar production plant in Belulane 

30 See Alcrtnet (httD://www.trust.orQ/alertnet/news/mozambiaue-solar-factorv-to- 
expand-power-accesst 
from 4 February 2011 (Manhicc) and Afrique 
Avenir(http://www.afríaueavenir.ora/en/2010/08/02/nriozambique-plans-to-produce- 
solar-enerqy/ ) from 2 August 2010, both consulted via internet on 12 July 2011. 
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should be the beginning for a larger use of solar energy in the country. The 
main flows of energy that the country produce are biomass (67%), gas 
(22%) and hydroelectric (11%). The Residential sector explains 90% of the 
total final consumption of Combustible Renewables and Waste or 70% of its 
total supply. When all sources of energy are considered, the consumption of 
families represents almost 60% of the primary supply of energy. All figures 

are measured in kilotonnes of oil equivalent (Ktoe) on a net calorific value 
basis. 

On the other hand, the analysis of the SAM indicates that in Mozambican 
economy the Energy sector has one of the lowest employment multipliers, 
which is probably mirroring the fact that the production of gas is capital 
intensive (and for higher skilled workers) and most of the people engaged in 
the collection of biomass do not integrate the statistics as employed of the 
sector. In this context, a shift to the production of clean energy from solar 
panels would increase labour intensity in the sector and, assuming that some 
components will be produced locally, also have a positive economic 
multiplier (backward linkages). 

To analyze the potential market for solar energy, it is necessary to convert 
the calories consumed in other forms of energy to units of solar energy and 
then to estimate the surface of solar panels necessary to provide that energy. 
Labour coefficients will be applied to the required infrastructure. In 
addition, it is necessary to evaluate the climatic conditions of the country, 
like daily solar radiation and other related variables. Because data are 
scarce, this paper relies on a variety of sources, both for Mozambique and 
for other comparable countries and on a number of assumptions that will be 
dulyjustified. 
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Estimation of the energy needed 
Out of the two forms in which it is possible to produce solar power, this 
paper reviews the one derived from solar photovoltaics (PV) or solar panels. 
That is despite solar PV is not currently cost-competitive for grid 
connection. However, where there is no grid, it is less expensive to install a 
series of small solar PV stations than to build one large coal station and a 
grid. And solar PV can be used at the level of the individual building, as 
demonstrated by California's drive to install solar panels on millions of 
rooftops (Heal, 2009), or by various developing countries around the globe. 

It will be assumed that Mozambican households use the energy for the 
purposes of cooking and lighting. Solar power will be able to replace these 
functions at least partially. In consequence, the proposed scenario will 
assume defensively that one third of the energy currently consumed by 
households will be replaced by solar power. That is, 1,764.3 ktoe will be 
supplied by energy produced with solar panels and distributed to 
households for domestic uses over the next years. That is the equivalent to 
20,513 GWh or 2,342.4MW. 
Wei, Patadia and Kämmen (2010) analyzing a number of studies for various 
countries present a range of labour coefficients per unit of installed capacity 
for different technologies of renewables. In the case of solar panels, for a 
capacity factor of 20% the authors provide average values of total jobs - 
years / GWh for the different phases of production according to Table 4. 

Table 4: Average errptayment over life of fecility 

Average employment over life of facility 
Total jobs-years / GWh 

Capacity 
factor (%) 

Equipment 
lifetime (years) 

CIM 
O&M and fuel 

processing 
Total Avg 

Solar PV 1 20.0 25 0.84 0.57 1.42 0.87 
Solar PV 2 20.0 25 0.74 0.21 0.95 
Solar PV 3 20.0 25 0.16 0.07 0.23 

Source: Wei, Patadia and Kämmen 2010 on the basis ofdÿèrent studies. 
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By applying these coefficients to the projected installed capacity, it can be 
concluded that a number of direct jobs within the range of 5,000 and 29,000 

jobs could be created in the following years if one third of the energy 
currently consumed by Mozambican households is to be replaced with 
energy generated with solar panels. Incidentally, the upper bound of the 
estimations is roughly equivalent to two times the total employment that 
Mozambique registers in the Energy and water sector (15,600 jobs). 
Different skills are needed for the construction, installation and 
maintenance of solar panels. There are therefore some job opportunities for 
higher qualified workers as well. 

While it is difficult to deepen the calculation by looking at indirect and 
induced employment effects due to data limitations, two more comments on 
the other effects of the introduction of solar panels shall be made: Regarding 
the employment created by budget effects, it is unclear whether households 
are able to afford the costs of installation and maintenance and whether the 
State is able to effectively subsidize the purchase. As the collection and 
distribution of biomass for domestic uses is often done informally, these 
figures allow speculating that the substitution effects will be small. 

Finally, the replacement of biomass with solar energy will have positive 
effects on the environment through the reduction of the amount of C02 
emissions and on the health of inhabitants, due to less exposure to 
respiratory diseases. In addition, it will free up time for rural inhabitants, 
especially women and girls, time that may be used in other productive 

31 The averages presented in the study are based on evidenee from the US, the EU, China, 
India and other eountries. 
32 According to the Centre for American Progress (Pollin ct al., 2008) the installation of solar 

energy will demand the work of: Electrical Engineers, Electricians, Industrial Machinery 
Mechanics, Welders, Metal Fabricators, Electrical Equipment Assemblers, Construction 
Equipment Operators, Installation Helpers, Labourers, Construction Managers. 
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activities or in education. 

5. CONCLUSION 
Mozambique is one of the poorest countries in the world and also one of the 
most vulnerable towards climate change. Both elements are inter-related 
and solutions to this problem must be inter-related. This paper tries to show 
ways on how to reconciliate the two issues, to propose a strategy leading to a 
sustainable and more inclusive development path while reducing poverty. 

Deforestation is an increasing environmental concern in Mozambique 
aggravating vulnerability of the country to natural disasters and higher Co2 
emissions. Two measures have been highlighted, which also have a positive 
impact on employment and income, in particular for poor mral households 
and workers: 1. The promotion of a sustainable forest management, 2. The 
installation of solar heaters. 

As sustainable forest management has a high multiplier effect in the 
economy and a high employment creation potential. Various countries 
have included job creation in forestry as an integral part of their stimulus 
packages or public employment programmes, such as Canada, Chile, 
China, India or the Republic of Korea (Nair and Rutt,2009). In South 
Africa, in the neighboring Limpopo province, the current “Greening 
Limpopo” of the Expanded Public Works Programme: 

http://www.ilo.org/public/english/region/afpro/pretoria/pdf/greeninglimp 
opo.pdf) could give an inspiration for a Mozambican programme in the 
future, which focuses strongly on labour-intensive methods and, linked to it, 
technology options, for the implementation of the programme, thus giving 
income to poor households. 
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Solar heaters are indeed a viable option to replace the use of biomass with a 
relatively cleaner source of energy. As a result of the installation of solar 
heaters households need less firewood and charcoal which will reduce 
deforestation, an additional argument to the recovery of the national forests. 
Moreover, they do not have to dedicate (increasing) time to collect firewood 
and could use their time for other productive activities. In terms of 
employment, by applying coefficients found in the literature, it was seen 
that a number of jobs will be created. Jobs created could outnumber the level 
of employment the Mozambique has today in Energy and water sectors. 
There is no evidence on the size of budget effects and there are reasons to 
infer that substitution effects may be small. 

An important question in this regard is how these new activities can be 
financed, as they require additional costs for a country with a very tight 
public budget. Poverty is still the major concern in this country and few 
improvements have been made. Government and donor efforts should be 
revised to fight more effectively against poverty. Budgetary allocations and 
donor funding could be re-orientated towards, for example, public 
employment programmes (see South African example above) promoting 
sustainable forest management. The purchase of solar panels could be 
promoted through subsidies and financing mechanisms (e.g. microcredit). It 
is important to stress in this regard that support measures do not only have a 
costs, they also lead to benefits and return of the investments in terms of the 
environment, employment, local consumption and tax collection. 
Sustainable forest management is supposed to have a high induced effect 
based on the experience of other least developed countries and the fact that it 
will create a large number of jobs for unskilled workers. This will increase 
local consumption and also positively affect tax collection. With regard to 
solar panels, a rising local production of them would have an important 
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indirect output effect throughout the economy creating significant 
backward linkages. And lastly, there are several international funding 
possibilities for these activities, such as UN REDD or the World Bank's 
Forest Carbon Partnership Facility. Mozambique is currently progressing in 
having access to these funds and is engaging in South-South cooperation on 
it with Brazil (http://vh-gfc.dpi.nl/img/userpics/File/REDD/REDD-in- 
Mozambique.pdf consulted on 21 July 2011). 

The analysis developed above attempted to estimate the number of jobs 
needed to deliver a certain quantity of energy for Mozambican households. 
Data limitation led to rather aggregated data and more detailed data are 
proxy data based on experience from other countries. The data should 
therefore been taken with cautious. A challenge in the future would be to 
collect these data in Mozambique and integrate them into the DySAM, so 
that a detailed and reliable socio-economic analysis would be possible. 

Another limitation represents the fact that a number of aspects were not 
endogenized in this exercise, in particular on the supply side, like the 
production of the components and the limitation of the skills of the labour 
force. A change to a greener economy also implies changes on the labour 
supply side, in particular new skill requirements and labour mobility 
between and within jobs, but also geographically. This will not occur 
automatically; it will need government guidance and support and requires a 
transition period. There could be shortage in workers which could seriously 

threaten the development of both proposed activities. Moreover, job 
destruction effect due to the replacement of traditional forestry or energy is 
not taken into consideration, even though it can be assumed that this effect is 
rather small. In consequence, the results should not be considered as 

conclusive but as an indication of the existence of good potential for the 
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development of solar power faeilities and sustainable forestry management. 

This paper has just highlighted two possible options of activities to tackle 
deforestation contributing to climate change mitigation and adaptation as 

well as to higher employment and income of poor household. The empirical 
analysis of the paper is rather limited due to data constraints. Nevertheless, 
it shows to some extent that environmental and social goals can be 
compatible and even reinforce themselves mutually. 
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